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FOREWORD
The study of detonation desc~ibed in the present
report is a cont~uation of work started in 1927 as the,
result of a discussion of the factors determining the sound
of detonation. In the course of this discussion Professor
E. S. Taylor Buggested that an investigation of the sound
from various engines might lead to useful results and pro-
posed the start of such a.projeot •. The. work has been oar-
ried out in the Internal Combustion Engine Laboratory' at
,.the Institute with the encouragement and general super-
vision of. Professors C. 'F. Taylor and E. S. Taylor~ In
the. oour~e of the work up until 1933 several instruments
were' developed and a number-of articles were published in
addition to the writer's thesis for the degree of Master
of Science.]_::.The.~'pr.esent';Subjeet~.~WBS::,~hosenby the writer
for his Doctor's Thesis with .the advice of Professor P.
M. Morse. Throughout the co~rse of a long and often
disoouraging investigation Professor Morse has supplied
inspiration and help espeoially in connection with
theoretioal aspeots of the problem.
Mr. J•. H. Lanoor and Mr. Russell Fanning have
given assistance and valuable suggestions on the design
and construction of the amplifier-oscillograph system. Mr.
Edward Gugger has been partioularly helpful throughout the
224093
oourse of the investigation with his excellent work in
construoting pickup mii te. The staff of the Internal
Combustion Engine Laboratory, Mr. A. R. Rogowski, Mr. Roger
Coffey, Mr. C. L. Bouchard and Mr. ,Blake Reynolds have given
willing oooperation in operating engines and auxiliary
equipment.
Mr. W. A. Leary, Mr. G. V.'.Schliestett and Lt.
F~ R. Dent gave invaluable assistance in preparing the
figures and text.
A debt of gratit~de is due to Miss Ivy Willard,
Miss Inez Ver Plank, Miss Christine MacLeod and Mrs. C. L.
Short for their patienoe and fortitude during the typing
of a long manuscript under unfavorable conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Detonation or "knocking" in the internal com-
bustion engine is considered as a problem in engineering
and as a problem in.physics. Information colleoted from
a general review of the pertinent literature is correlated
to show that the general nature of detonation is known but"
the details of the chemical and physical processes in~
volved are still obscure. It is further shown that in
the present state of the art, detonation is an important
factor in l~iting the output and effioiency.of internal
c~bustion engines and for this reason fo~s a major pro~
blem in engine design and fuel production.
The present report desoribes the development of
apparatus and an analytioal method for studying the physi-
oal aspeots of detonation by means of pressure variations
within the oombustion ohamber. SRmple records from two
engines are inoluded and a quantitative analysis 1s oarried
out for one caSe as an illustration of the general method.
The extensive literature of gaseous combustion
is reviewed with special reference to the mode of flame
propagation known as the "detonation wave." Two general
reg~es of flame travel in a oombustible gas are distin-
guished: (1) Normal Combustion, in whioh the reaction
proceeds by means of heat transfer and meohanical trans~
port of burning partioles into the aotive medium ahead of
the flame £ront, resulting in flame speeds of a few meters
per seoond. (2) Detonation. in which combustion proceeds
so rapidly that the reaction is completed before any sub-
stantial amount of energy oan leave the reaction zone
either by mechanioal expansion or by heat transfer pro-
oesses so that high local pressures are produced and
flame travels through the medium with a velocity which
may be several t~es greater than the velocity of sound
in the unburned gases.
Internal combustion engines ordinarily operate
with the normal type of oombustion in the cylinder oharge.
However, with oammeroial fuels, as the engine output is
inoreased either by raising the oampress1on ratio or by
supercharging, the "detonating" type of combustion appears.
When this oocurs, some part of the oharge burns so rapidly
that a localized region of high pressure is prOduced. The
mechanioal energy assooiated with this region ~ediately
spreads o~er the combustion chamber volume in the form
of pressure waves. The frequenoy of these waves is deter-
mined by the size and shape of the oombustion chamber and
by the velooity of sound in the enolosed medium. Vibra-
tions are set up in the combustion chamber walls both by
the initial excitation and by. the pressure waves whioh
follow. These vibrations of the oambustion chamber walls
produce sound waves in the free air near the engine which
are heard as the most prominent ~ediate evidence that an
engine is detonat~g.
Detonation has the effeot of producing an abnor-
mally high temperature in some local region of the charge.
This high temperature is associated with relativelY high
density and partiole velooity and often results in over-
heating near the region involved in the initial pressure
rise. In addition to this' effeot, the gas motion due to
intense pressure waves tends to scrub a~ the layer of
stagnant gas which normally protects the walls from ex-
cessive heat transfer and may oause pre-ignition due to
high temperature of poorly cooled parts suoh as spark
plug points. Engines with aluminUm alloy surfaces exposed
inside the combustion ohamber may be mechanioally damaged
after a oertain period by the oombination of high temp-
eratures and high pressures which acoompany detonation.
Methods of measuring detonation 'as desoribed
in the literature are usually based on an arbitrary pro-
oedure oarried out with a speoified instrmment and a
particular engine. The results are usually reported
in terms of the composition of the mixture of standard
fuels required to produoe a detonation intensity identical
with that observed in a given case. The standard mix-
tures are oomposed of octane and h~tane, the res~lts
being reported in terms of the "octane number" which is
identical with the percentage of octane in the standard
mixture. The "Midgley Bouncing Pin" which is used for
establishing detonation intensities is satisfactory only
for laboratory work so various other methods, usually
based on temperature measurements or estimates of sound
intensity, are employed in work on full soale engines.
No attempt is made in any case to systematioally relate
the results of suoh detonation studies to events inside
the combustion ohamber or to determine the physioal
magni tudes 1nvolved.
In the present report an analytioal method is
developed for reconstructing the general pressure changes
due to detonation from reoords made at two or more points
on the combustion chamber walls. This method consists in
finding a mathematioal expression for the possible pressure
vibrations by solving the wave equation for sound with
proper boundary conditions to fit the given oombustion
chgmber, and then dete~ining the proper coefficients in
this equation to account for the observed'pressure varia-
tions. By this process the size, shape and location of
the exciting pressure rise can be found by placing time
equal to zero in the equation. Results from this pro-
oedure will not be exaot due to the failure 'of large pres-
sure variations to fulfill the assumptions of the theory
of sound and the diffioulty of exaotly aocounting for all
the modes of vibration present in practice. However, it
is certain that the method as desorib.~ supplies a more
powerful tool for studying detonation than any of the
schemes now in oommon use.
Apparatus for measuring rapid pressure ohanges
is disoussed in some detail and an eleotromagnetio rate
of ohange of pressure indioator suitable for detonation
studies is desoribed. The results of calibrations car-
ried out under actual operating oonditions are given and
a number of records .made in detonating engines are shown.
As an example of the suggested procedure for
studying detonation, the case of an engine with a flat
topped piston and flat cylinder head is considered. The
various modes of free vibration in the gas' enolosed by
such a chamber are found by solving the wave equation
in oylindrical ooordinates. The oorresponding wave-
length data are expressed in terms of plots suitable for
engineering ~se and oertain faotors useful in oaloulating
energy densities associated with the wave motion are
tabulated.
Experimental reoords made with the recording apparatus
on a CFR engine are discussed from the standpoint of the
theory. The results are in general agreement with the
analytical predictions although the records are toocompli-
cated for exact analysis. The energy associated with the
pressure waves set up by detonation is calculated for a
typical case. It is shown that this energy could be
liberated by approx~tely one per cent of the total charge.
Particle velocities and displaoements are calculated with
reasonable results.
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SECTION I
DETONATION AS AN ENGINE AND FUEL PROBL:EM
1.
2WHAT IS DETONATION?
Origin of the term 'TIetonation."
Detonation in the internal combustion engine
is a phenomenon which occurs in the cylinder charge
und~r certain operating conditions. The most prominent
immediate evidence of detonation is the presence of a
ringing sound. This characteristic sound has lead
to the names of "knocking" or "knock," "pinglng," and
npinking.,,(1,2,3,4) These terms occur in the liter-
ature without definite distinction although recently
there has been an attempt to classify detonation into
types on the basis of the externally audible noise.(4,5)
The application of the term '~etonation" to a cylinder
process of the internal combustion engine is based on
results from flame studies first carried out by Bertholet
and Vieille in 1881.(6,7,8) The results of these in-
vestigators and subsequent researches along the same
lines by Mallard and Le Chatelier,(9) and H. B. Dixon(lO,ll)
showed that flame is propagated through an imflammable
mixture by two distinctly different processes: 1) ord-
inary combustion with relatively low velocity and
2) "l'Onde Explosive" or "detonation" with a constant
velocity often oonsiderably in exoess of sound velooity
3
in the unburned mixture. The possible ooourrence.ot
"explosive waves" inside the oylinder of an internal
oombustion engine was discussed by the physical ohem-
ist, W. Nernst, in a leoture before the forty-sixth
general meeting of the Vereines deutscher Ingenieure
in 1905.(12) Bernst reoognized that the general re-
sults obtainable by applications of the first and sec-
ond laws of thermodynamios would have to be supple-
mented by detailed studies of flame propagation pro-
oess and said in part: n 4) Die Fo~tpf1anzung der
EntzHndung in einem explosiven Gasgemlsch erfolgt teils
durch Wllrmeleitung auf dam.Wege der langsamen Verbren-
nung, teils rein hydrodynamisch duroh Selbstz~dung
infolge der Fortpflanzung der Druckes sehr krllftiger
Kompressionswellen (Berthelots Explosionswelle). Den
Meohaniamus der Fortpflanznng belder Arten von Entz4nd-
ung kann man wohl als tm wesentliohen klargestellt
anaehen. "
"5) In hinreiohend raacher Verbrennung
f~hlgen Gemisohen geht die langs8me Verbrennung von
selbst naoh Durohlaufen aines mehr oder minder langen
Weges in die Explosionswelle 4ber; die Ausbildung der
Explosionswalle kano durch Reflexion von Kompressions-
wellen, Auftreffen der langsamenVerbrennung auf Hind-
ernisse and dergl. beschleunigt werden; die weitere
"Klarstellung dieser Frage und auch der sweiten naoh
der Selbsten~dliohkeit von Gasgemisohen infolge der
Kompression, welche eng mit der ersten zusammenh!ngt,
bedarf aber jedenfalls dringen4 noch weiterer experi-
men~eller UntersuQhungen."
Hemet also .recognized that interaction ef-
fects between pressure wave reflections and combustion
would exist inside a closed chamber such as an engine
cylinder and outlined the essentials of the process by
whioh standing waves would be set up. Lacking definite
exper~ental data, he cautioned designers against de-
structive mechanical effects due to the pressure waves,
emphasized the necessity for further research.
"Theories"of Detonation
Approximately fifteen years elapsed after
Bernet's speech in Ge~ before the problem of "detona-
tion" became definite enough for engine designers to
realize that in "spark knock," as the phenomenon was
generally called, they were dealing with one of the most
~portant factors l~iting the efficiency and power of
internal combustion engines. Increasing the compression
ratio enabled an engine to derive more useful work from
a particular fuel but in the oase of commeroial fuels,
4
detonation always intervened as Bome high l~it was
reached and forced a compromise between reliable opera-
tion and economy~(l) Many hypotheses were advanced to
5
explain the observed faot~ of detonation. The writer,
in work for his Master's Thesis in 1928, found eighteen
more or less distinct "theories" on the Stlbject.(13)
Many investigators with different backgrounds of knowa-
".-.edgehad a hand in the matter and produced ideas vary-
ing from a simple statement that actual impact between
metal parts was responsible for the observed nOise(14)
to complicated explanations for the chemical processes
involved. (16,16,17,IB) Many of the Iftheories" dealing
with chemioal aspects of the problem had been advanced
before 1925 and are briefly summarized by Clark and
Thee in a short artiole.(19) Inmost cases the state-
ments were vague and there was considerable confusion
between the physical and the chemioal aspects of the
problem • Muoh discussion and the acoumulated evidence
.of many investigations gradually clarified the situation
until the quotation given below from D. R. Pye's "The
Internal Combustion Engine"(l) is a fair summary of the
opinions existing at the present time:
"The noise which gives the name of 'knocking'
to detonation is like that produced by a Sharp ringing
blow upon the metal of the engine oylinder. Formerly
It was supposed to be actually due to some such mechanical
cause, whioh might be derived, it was supposed from a
looseness between moving parts, Experiment soon p~oved
this supposition to be untenable, and in place of a
mechanical blow between two solid parts of the engine,
we now imagine the noise to be oaused by a blow de-
livered against the cylinder wall by a wave of high
pressure travelling at great speed through the gas
whioh forms the working substanoe. If it is diffi-
oult to imagine a noise being set up in this way, it
should be remEmbered that the noise of 8 hammer blow
ia due to the vibration set up by the sudden aM local
high pressure produced under the hammer; and the fact
that sharp local high pressures are in fact produoed
in the gaseQus oontents of a oylind~r when detonation
ooours has often been demonstrated.
"In an engine QYlinde~, oombustion is initi-
ated during normal working by an eleotric spark timed
to ooour at a definite instant toward the end of the
oompression stroke. The correct timing varies acoord-
ing to engine sp~ed and other faotors, but ignition
should never start before the spark has passed. If
it does do 80, on aooount of overheated sparking plug
points, or scraps of stray inoandesoent oarbon, then
6
pre-i~ition is ooourring: a state of affairs whioh
never persists for long without violent thumping, and
exoessive pressures being developed before the end of
the compression stroke which very soon bring the engine
to a standstill. Detonation on the other hand, is
something whioh follows after ignition haa been started
by the spark in the normal manner, and if it is not
violent it may persist for long periods without ad-
versely affeoting the mnning of the engine. If the
detonation becomes violent, however, it is very apt
to lead to conditions in Whioh the sparking plug points
become overheated, and so to prepare the way for pre-
i~ition to oocur. The two phenomena, however, are
totally distinct from one another. Detonation follows.
while pre-i~ition. as its name implies. preoedes the
spark. "
"So long as no detonation takes place, the
flame started by' the spark spreads steadily throughout
the combustion apaoe at a speed Which depends mainly
upon gas turbulenoe, as well as upon the pressure and
temperature before ignition. Under certain oonditions,
whioh depend upon the chemical DB. ture of the fuel, the
rate of spread of oombustion beoomes acoelerated and a
'detonation wave' is set up, in the front of Which the
gas pressure may rise locally to a figure far in exoess
7
of the average pressure in the 'cylinder. Pistona
have actually been broken from time to time by the
hammer blow which this detonation wave is capable
of delivering, and from its less violen t manifesta-
tions is derived the charaoteristio 'knock' when the
wave front ,"reaohes the oylinder wall."
Pya Is summary 0f the detonation prooess is
olear that a 100sl pressure rise always exists although
there is still some vagueness both on the phYSical and
ohemical sides of the probl~. No attempt is made to
explain the details of the chemioal reaotion,while the
idea of a noise due to an "impaot wave" alone(without
mention of the standing waves produced when the initial-
ly looali$ed energy spreads over the oylinder volume)
overlooks a point already mentioned in the analysis of
Hemst. One aspect of the problem is rightly given
prominenoe by Pya, i.e. that normal operation will con-
tinue indefinitely if the detonation is suf~iciently
mild while violent detonation will often induce pre-
ignition due to the overheating of some part inside
the combustion chamber. This pre-ignition will
either result in loss of power or actual stoppage of
the engine due to the release of oombustion energy too
early in the oycle. Damage to engine parts due to
purely mechanical causes is given a very minor part
8
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in the discussion.
Physical Damal?:edue to Detonation
On the basis of a personal experience with
engines extending over the past -ten years and many
discussions with engine manufacturers, the writer
believes that failures due directly to abnormal pres-
sures acoompanying detonatio~ seldom oocur in practice.
For example, a O. F. R. Engine in the internal com-
bustion engine laboratory at M. I. T. has been mn
intermittently with extremely violent detonation over
a period of years wi thout any sign of damage due to
the abnormal conditions. This is common experience
with well designed engines using cast iron pistons.
On the other hand, aluminum alloy pistons taken from
engines whioh have been subjected to detonation often
show eroded areas at the probable locations of the
last parts of the ~harge to burn. Plate.- 1 shows
this effeot on two pistons taken from ai~oraft engines.
It has-been found possible to duplioate the observed
erosion by applioation of intense looal heating fram
a welding toroh flame to the piston material, so it
is not unreasons bl e to suppose thet the high looal
temperature produoed by the detonating part of the
charg~ is,mainly responsible for the meohanical damage
due to de~onation in a properly designed engine.
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oonstant as judged by ear and the power output of
the engine was measured at ten second intervals un-
til the engine either stopped or a stable oondition
13
was reaohed. Ligh t, medium and heavy detona tion
intensities were used.
The ourves of figure 1 summarize the re-
sults of the expertments described above. With the
automobile spark plug, the start of detonation in
all oases was followed in a Short t~e by complete
failure in output of the engine. Under heavy deton-
ation the engine stopped within thirty seconds while
with mild detonation engine operation continued for
over two minutes before a serious power decrease ap-
peared. \Vhen an aircraft engine spark plug was used,
mild detonation produced no measurable decrease in
output while heavy detonation soon reduced the power
to less than half the original value. Frequent tests
for pre-ignition were made by opening the ignition
switch. If the engine continued to run without the
spark, it was certain that pre-ignition was present.
It was found in every case that pre-ignition appeared
whenever a power decrease was observed. These re-
sults oonform to the statements made by Pye that an
engine oan operate normally with detonation present
and that pre-ignition is a prominent factor in the
14
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disturbances of engine operation Which accompany de-
tonation. The fact that changing only the spark plug
produced a considerable difference in the ability of
the engin~ to resist detonation is very strong evidence
that thermal rather than mechanical effects establish
the practical l~its of engine operation.
Pre-ignition is not the only change in en-
gine operation which may accompany detonation, in fact
it is necessary to have a rather complete picture of
the attendant ciroumstances to predict the effect of
detonation in any given case. As an extreme but typ-
ioal example of detonating operation, the results from
a second series of tests on the C. F. R. engine are
summarized in figure 2. For these runs a very well
cooled spark plug was used and the compression ratio
was reduoed to a point where violent detonation could
continue indefinitely without serious pre-ignition.
Three spark advances were used, 42 degrees, which was
slightly greater than that for best operation, 18 de-
grees, which was somewhat less than the best operation
point and 0 'degrees with which the engine output fell
off to about two-thirds of the best power. The curves
show that a deorease in power ocourred with greatest
spark advance while an inorease in power accompanied
detonation with the spark set at top center. For 18
15
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degre~s advanoe no substantial ohange in power took
plaoe.
The apparently contradictory, results of
figure,2 c~n be explained ~ith the aid of the pressure-
t~e ourves ~f figure 3 made with the M. I. T. High
sp~ed Engine Indioa tor. (2~) The retarded spark run
was selected as the effeots in question are most clear-
17
ly demonstrated in this case. Without addition of
the knook induoer to the intake air, maximum pressure
was not developed until some 60 degrees after top cen-
ter when the''piston was already well down on the ex-
pansion stroke, so that the resulting thermal effioi-
enoy was lower than normal. Ethyl nitrite added to
the intake air not only produced violent detonation
ss judged by ear, but also speeded up the general
prooes~ of oombustion until maximum pressure ocourred
near top center. The longer effective expansion
stroke derived more usefUl work fro~ the thermal en-.
ergy and the power output of the engine increased.
A few pressure points on the oompression side of top
oenter are out of line with the general trend of the
pressure ourve and were probably due to erratic pre-
ignition. With the hint that the essential action
of the knock induoer was to cause a more rapid burning
of the fuel, the other two oases of figure.2 oan be
explained. With 42 degrees spa.rkadvance, the maxi-
mum pressure was occurring so near top center that
any increase in speed of combustion could only pro~uce
higher pressures to work against the piston coming up
on the compression stroke and thus reduce the net
power output of the engine. For the intermediate
case of 18 degrees spark advance, the maximum pressure
was occurring slightly later than the crank angle fo~
best power. The effect of a shorter combustion inter-
val was "to move the maximum pressure to a point slight-
ly too early for best power wi th the ne"t result that
the engine output remained substantially unchanged.
In the cases just considered it is fairly certain that
the characteristio sound waves of detonation were mere-
ly a by-product and played no essential part in chang-
ing the power output of the engine.
18
,DETONATION DEFINED
The preceding section has shown that certain phy-
sical effects are as'sociatedwith the phenomenon khown as
detonation in the internal combustion ..engine.-
1) A characteristic ringing sound audible out-
side the engine.
2) An alteration in power output of the engine.
3) A tendency toward overheating the walls of
the combustion chamber-and pre-ignition.
4) Mechanical damage to inside surfaces of the
combustion chamber, especially in the case of
aluminum alloy parts.
The external audibility of detonation is always
dependent upon the general noise level near the engine.
Thus the sound of detonation can be more readily detected
in a quiet engine with muffled exhaust than in a noisy
engine with open exhaust. However, it is certain that the
characteristic noise appears in any case if detonation is
sufficiently violent.
The change in power output due directly to deton-
ation is generally small in practice but can often be
detected under test stand conditions. On the other hand,
the disturbance in operation which accompanies detonation
so severe that pre-ignition occurs, will effectively stop
the engine in a short time. This development of pre-igni-
tion is the most serious immediate consequence of detona-
tion. It has already been noted that pre-ignition can be
controlled to some extent by the use of well cooled spark
plugs.
19
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Moderate.detonation intensities do not ordin-
arily produce mechanical failure of an engine until after
a considerable period of operation. In conventional en-
gine designs the characteristic pitting of aluminum
surfaces will usually be apparent only when the engine is
dismantled for-overhaul. However, the writer has seen
pistons in experimental engines so severely damaged by
detonation that operation was ~possible after four or five
hours of running. These failures all seemed to be due to
high temperatures rather than excessive pressures. The
dangerous weakening of aluminum alloy cylinder heads from
increased temperature due to detonation has already been
noted.
All the effects described above fall into a
consistent picture if detonation is defined as a process
in which there is such a rapid combustion of some part of
the cylinder charge that a lo~alized region of high pres-
sure is produced.
The above definition of detonation agrees in
general with accepted ideas on the subject as summarized
by Pye.(l) No attempt is made to explain the chemical
processes involved. The question of whether the rapid
combustion is in the form of a traveling wave or a reaction
occurring simultaneously-over the region concerned is re-
garded as immaterial. Much additional evidence tending to
confirm the general picture of detonation as'outlined here
will be discussed later in a review of past investigations.
Using the concept stated in the definition, the
four physical manifestations of detonation can be explained
as noted below
1) The externally audible noise is due to
cylinder wall vibrations produced by a combination
of the initial shock and the standing wave system
within the cylinder enclosure which follows the
local pressure rise.
2) The alteration in power output directly due
to detonation is produced by a shift in the tim-
ing of cylinder pressures with respect to piston
position when part of the charge burns at an
increased rate. This effect is essentially a
decrease in the time required for combustion and
will be equivalent to a change in spark advance
for a given case.
3) Pre-ignition is induced by overheating of
spark plug points or other poorly cooled internal
surfaces not necessarily located in contact with
the region of abnormally rapid combustion. Sur-
faces in contact with the initial disturbance
will receive heat for a short time at an extremely
high rate due. to high temperature, high density
and violent gas motion as the localized energy of
the hig~ pressure gas spreads into the cylinder
enclosure. Surfaces out of contact with the
initially rapid combustion will be heated by a
reduced resistance of the gas-solid surface film
to heat flow rather than an increased average
temperature of the cylinder gases. This change in
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the thermal conductivity of the surface film will
b~ a natural consequence of the scrubbing action
produced by violent pressure waves in the gas and
will be responsible for the general increase in
cylinder head temperature. Surfaces near the outer
end of a cavity in the combustion chamber wall,
such as the space between the central electrode
and the outer shell of a spark plug, will be
especially affected since the oscillatory gas
motion past such parts will be intensified.
This idea of increased heat transfer due to pres-
sure waves has been discussed by Withrow and
Rassweiler(2l) who showed that such an action is
required to explain observed results.
4) Mechanical da1l1ageto aluminum alloy surfaces
results from the high temperatures and steep
temperature gradients produced near the region of
rapid combustion. These thermal effects in a
metal consisting of crystals separated by a
matrix of different constitution and known to
lose strength rapidly wi th increasing temperature(22)
will certainly account for the damage produced by
an extended period of operation with severe detona-
tion.
DETOlfATION AS .All ENGlnEERllfG PROBLEM
Faotors oontrollin~ En~ineOutput
Power output from an internal combustion en-
gine is a funotion of the mass of air flowing through
the engine in unit t~e, the ohemioal energy content
of a unit mass of the fuel-air mixture, the efficiency
with whioh heat is oonverted into meohanical energy,
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and the meohanioal losses in the engine. In praotice
the chanical energy content of the mixture varies some-
what
same
ent
with the fuel-air ratio but is substantially the
for all oommeroial fuels in s1~ai~se at the pres-
/-"
t~e. The mechanical efficiency is about the SRme
for well designed engines, so that fuel energy oontent
and mechanical losses can be disregarded in a general-
ized discussion of the faotors affecting the output
from modern engines. Air consumption in an engine
of given size depends upon the number of oycles per
unit time and the charge density when the intake valve
closes. Thus the power oan be increased either by
increasing engine speed or by superoharging to supply
the mixture at increased pressure. A more or less
definite upper limit is placed on speed by mechanical
strength considerations and the restriction to air
flow in rapidly operating valves. The remaining ex-
pedi~nts of superoharging and inoreasing thermal ef~
fioienoy are the moat practioal methods for obtaining
more power from an engine of fixed size.
Detonation as.a L~iting Factor on Engine Performance
The performanoe 0"£ modern transportation
equipment is limited by the power output ~vailable
from engines of practical size and weight. This
statement is particularly true of airoraft, for whioh
it is also "essential tha t the power plant should have
the highest possible thermal efficiency in order to
reduoe the fuel load required for long range flights.
It follows that a factor which limits the efficiency
and intake pressure of internal combustion engines
will play an extremely important part in modern power
plant design. The discussion which is to follow
will outline the way in which the tendency toward
detonation establishes both the maximum practical fuel
economy and output of modern high perfo~ance engines.
Th"ermal effioiency Is dependent upon many
design details but the most important factor is the
ratio of charge volume at the end of expansion to
charge volume at the start of expansion. The effeot
24
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of this "expansion ration or "compression' ratio" on
thermal efficienoy is discussed in detail by ~e(l)
who gives oalculated values with air as the working
medium and with aotuai fuel mixtures of three fuel-
air ratios. Pye'..s re'sults.are summari'zed in the
curves ~f figure~. The lower ourve, KL, based on
the mean of many observed values under optimum operat-
ing oonditions, s~ows that it is possible to realize
a h1gh pero~ntage of the theoreti.cal effioiency in an
actual'. engine. '.Gains ob tained by increasing the
compression ratio are especially desirable sino e fuel
eoonotq' and engine. output. are both improved while the
amount.of waste heat to be dissipated by the cooling
system is reduced.
Supe~charging does not greatly affect thermal
efficiency if the compression ratio is held constant
but the gt;neralcycle' pressures of the working medium
a:reincreased as the' intake pr'essure becomes higher.
One necessary result of inoreasing either.
the oompression ratio or the superoharger pressure is
that the last part of combustion ocours at a higher
temperature. The work of many investigators has
shown that there iaa close relationship between the
tendenoy toward detona tion and the tsnperature of the
last part of the charge to burn. In a review of reoent
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detonation studies, C. F.Taylor andE. S. TaYlor(23)
summarize the situation in the statement~ rr the
significant temperature in determining whether or
not a given mixture detona~es, is th~ highest temper-
ature reached by the last part of the'charge be~o~e
its combustion. If tnis is above its minimum 'self-
ignition' temperature, and if the normal flame does
not pass t~ough it too .soon, it will detonate." It
follows that both the most effective methods for in-
creasing the ou tput from an engine of given size .!!!.-
evitablY produoe detonation which in turn will lead
to overheating of theoombustion ohamber walls and to
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pre-ignition. In an engine with an aluminum alloy
cylinder head the overheating will oause comple~e
failure of the engine if it is allowed to continue.
The practical limit on fuel economy due
to detonationina given engine is set by mixture
ratio requirements; that is, a rioh mixture tends to
Buppress. detonation, and as the mixture is leaned out,
a point may be reachedwhere'detonation occurs and
~auses overheating of the cylinder head. This etfect
is so serious that the cylinder head temperature rise
which occurs as the mixture is leaned out is often
taken ~s indioating the presenoe of detonation. (62)
The chain of cause and effect outlined above
has resulte4 in a universal opinion that detonation
is a very seri~us limitation in modern engine design.
In ~egard to this situation Domonoski and Finch(2)
sa7: n Detonation at present has-to be accepted as
a l~lt to the efficiency of the internal combustion
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engine. If it did not. exist, there would be no
reason Why brake mean effective pressures far in
excess o~ those employed at present could not be
attained by means of increased compression ratio
augmented by superoharging, with resultant increase
in power output per oubio inch of displacement and in
fuel eoonomy." Dr. H. C. Dickinson (24) of the Nation-
a1 Bureau of Standards nioely sums up the effort of de-
signers to ~prove engine performance in the statement,
n A given engine will deliver more power and, in-
oidently, use less fuel if the compression ratio is
raised. The designer, therefore, raises the oompre~ ....-
sion ratio until the engine begins to knook whenever
the temperature or the carbon deposits increase. The
user then demands an antiknook fuel. Having stopped
the knock in this way, the designer may again raise
the oompression and repeat the prooess so long as
suitable fuels oan be found. The problem of anti-
,knook fuels, therefore, is likely to increase in
importanoe."
Detonation began to assume the a~ects of
8 major engine~ring problem in the early years of the
decade following 1920 after Midgly and BOYd(25,26)
demonstrated that the evila of detonation could be
controlled to a cons~derable extent by the addition
of certain Qompounds to commercial fuels. This
pioneer work started a series of elaborate investi-
gations directed toward the development of fuels with
less tendency toward detonation in high performance
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engines. It is certain that the engine designer
must give a large share of the credi t for .the high
performance of modern power plants to the chemical
engineer and his laboratory collaborators.
The vital importance of fuels to suppress
detonation in modern aviation equipment has been dis-
cussed by D. P. Barnard(27) who uses octane number,
the acoepted quantitative measure of detonation tend'-
eney, as the independent variable with power output,
:fuel consumption, revenue load per gallon of fuel and
other quantities of engineering interest as dependent
variables. Typical results from Barnard's analysis
are given in figures 5 and 6. Keeping in mind that
octane number increases with increasing resistance to
detonation, the lower curves of figure 5 show that the
practical l~it to manifold pressure (supercharging)
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with higher octane numbers are used. The possibil-
ities of increased power and fuel economy are in-
dicated in the top curves o£ figure 5. Figure 6
shows that considerable inoreases in revenue load-per 'gallon of fuel burned are possible if the de-
tonation resistance of the fu.el is improved and the
power plant is modified to take fUll advantage of the
possible ga41. The heavy lines show the results if
compression ratio is held oonstant and boost (super-
charging) is increased to the l~lt in each case.
Somewhat better results oan be obtained by using the
highest possible compression ratio rather than rais-
ing the manifold pressure except for octane numbers
near 100.
Summary
~e evidence cited above shows that detona-
tion is the factor which limits both economy and out-
put of m~dern internal combustion engines using spark
ignition. This fact is universally recogniaed and
many agencies are at present studying detonation as a
major engineering problen.
ENGINE INDICATORS AND DETONATION
Mechanical Indicators
Detonation produces-marked changes in engine
operation so that its presence oan be deteoted more or
less surely by most of the devices required in a routine
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engine test. However, detonation especially affects
combustion ohamber pressures and temper~tures so it is
logical that detonation measuring instraments should"
develop as specialized types of pressure" indicators
and thermometers. DeJuhaz( 28) in his book, "The
Engine Indicator, If gives a genera.l discussion of the
many devioes developed for measuring pressures in
engine cylinders since Watt oonstructed his first
indicator about 1790.
Figure 7- shows the essential parts of "a
present day mechanioal indicator suitable for use
on low speed engines • The instrument is essentially
.a spring restrained pis ton opera ting in a small cylln-:-
der conneoted to the combustion chamber of the engine.
A pointer oonnected to the piston by means of a linkage,
gives a pencil record on paper wrapped arounda dram
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Crlsb, Outside Spring In-
dlcatlr. This Is of the latest type
with up tl date refinements. Note:
dluble wluncl outside spring. hol-
I.. plstln rod, spherical piston
and steam jukd around c,lInder.
REF. 28
FIG.7
A
MldvlO's optical Indicator. The piston Is placed
deep Into the Indicator cylinder In order to reduce the ,olume
added t. the engine cylinder.
FIG. 8cB
The motion of the
piston Is transmitted to the pressure
mlrrar b, a light central rod and bell.
cranll leftr (FII, B). The seund mlr.
ror lreup consists If a small odAlonal
prism slh,red on each fact (Fig. C ).
When pressure."lume cards are taken
Int fact onl, Is used, the prism being
oscillated throlllh a small angle by
means of a miniature crank and con.
nedl", rod drlftn at engine speed, the
mltlln being transmitted by means of
a line stHl wire tl an ann tiled to the
.1"., shaft, the wire being kept tut b, means If a spring. When tailing pressure-
tl., cards the octagonal mirror Is Ilftn a retary mltlon, being drlftn b, a small
Ilutric mltor (FII. C) SJnchrenlsed with the Inglne b, mlans If a dlstrlbutl
drift. at enllne spftd. REF. 28
beams as in the class of instruments known as Optical
(31,32,33) ----~
Indicators. The Midgley Indicator (53)
shown and described in figure 8 is especially inter-
esting sinoe this devioe is a direct ancestor of the
Midgley Bounci~ ~ Which is today widely used in
detonation measuranents.
Bouncin~ ~ Detonation Indicator
With normal engine conditions and for speeds
lower than some upper l~it introduced by the inertia
of Bolid elements, the mechanical indicators give satis-
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faotory reoords. However, detonation is always ac-
.oompanied by pronounced vibrations in the expansion
line of the engine power stroke. Many experiments
have shown that the recorded frequencies are usually
characteristic of the indicator rather than the cylin-
der process itself. Midgley(34) took advantage of
the fact that the initial shock is the most important
effect of detonation on mechanical indicators. He
plaoed a loose rod or "pin" on a diaphragm freely ex-
posed to the cylinder gases. For normal operation the
rate of change of pressure is so slow that with proper
adjus~ents the pin does not leave the diaphragm but
the shock aocompanying detonation causes the pin to
"bounce" away from the dia.phragm a.nd close a pair of
eleotrioal contacts. The time integral of the current
36
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flowing across the contacts from a constant potential
souroe is taken as a measure of detonation intensity.
In Midgley's original arrangement, the ourrent was
averaged by means of an electrolytic oell and pipette
for measuring the gas evolved from a sulphuric acid
solution in a given time. Later improvements have
replaoed the gas coulombmeter by a.heating ooil and
the~ocoup1e. syste~ with Whioh the average current
can be read directly from a heavily damped meter.
No essential changes have been made in the Bouncing
Pin sinoe it was first revealed by Midgley in 1922
so that figure 9, taken from a reoent instruction
book on d~tonation measurements, (35) is a representative
description of the instrwment at all stages of its de-
velopment. The procedure for measuring detonation with
the Bounoing Pin will be oonsidered in the next section
of the present report.
Avera~in~ Indioators
Suooessive oyoles of an internal oombustion
engine show such grea.t variations that an estimate of
power developed based on a single card from a mechanical
Or optioal indioator would be liable to serious error.
This engine oharacteristic coupled with the indicator
dificulties a.lready mentioned has led to the development
of instruments using balanced pressure systems. In
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suoh indioators a thin diaphragm or a small diso valve
is the only moving part and the required displaoement
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is l~ited to a few thousandths of an inoh. With suoh
an arrangement inertia troubles are considerably re-
d~ced and the reoording system gives a result based on
a number of sucoessive engine cycles. Two reoording
schemes are used: 1) a known pressure is established
outside the balancing element and the crank angles
at which this pressure exists are determine~ and 2)
a known crank. angle is established and the pressure
oocurring.at this orank angle is determined.
The essential parts of the Balanced Pressure
Diaphragm Indioator as developed at the Bureau of
Standards(36) are shown in figure 10. The sensitive
unit is connected ...._ to the right-band side of the oylin-
der head. Pressure from the engine cylinder is applied
to the lower side of the diaphragm while the upper side
is exposed to a controllable pressure above or below at-
mospheric depending upon whether one of the compressed
air tanks or the aspirator is oonnected to the indicator.
A wa tar ja.cket is used. to preven t damage from the high
engine temperatures. An insulated co~taot is mounted
inside the unit just above the center of the diaphragm.
If the oylinder pressure 1s higher than the external
..... ~ ........ till ...... ~ (......
I~ Ca.). REf. 28
FIG. 10
The 'farnboro' Indicator. REF.
FIG. II
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pressure an electrical circuit is comPleted)while this
cireui t is open if the cylinder pressure 1s lower than
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the outside pressure. The indicator contact is in
series with a battery, a telephone receiver and an ad-
justable timing con tact mount ed on the engine crank-
shaft. In operation, the t~ing contaot is set to a
selected erank angle so a click will be heard in the
receiver only if both contacts are closed at th.esame
time. The outside pressure is then reduced until a
series of clicks in the telephone receiver shows that
the cylinder pressure i~.higher than the applied pres-
sure over part of the cycle. Equality between the
internal and external pressures is determined as the
point at which the telephone receiver clicks become
irregular and finally disappear entirely. The Bureau
of Standards Balanced Diaphragm Indicator provides one
of the most accurate methods for measuring cylinder
pressures in high speed engines. However, the neces-
si ty of exploring a considerable number of individual
pointe in the cyole makes the process of taking an in-
dicator card laborious and slow in practice.
In the Farnborough Indlcator(37,38) a free
diso valve is used instead of a diaphragm to detect
the instant of equality between cylinder pressure and
a oontrolled external pressure. This valve floats
between two seats and acts as a switch in the primary
ciroui t of an induc tion coil in such a manner that a-:-:
spark jumps between a pointer and the metal of a rotat-
ing drum whenever the valve is foroed away from either
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seat. The essential parts of the Farnborough Indioator
are shown in figure 11. The pointer is conneoted to
a spring controlled piston sliding inside 8 oylinder
and so designed that the dl~plaoement of the pointer
is proportional to the external pressure applied to
the indioator diso valve. The drum is oonneoted to
the engine by a rigid drive so that each line parallel
to the axis of rotation corresponds to a definite crank-
shaft angle. If the external pressure is held fixed,
a piece of paper wrapped around the drum will be per-
forated by the spark at the crank angles for which the
cylinder pressure is ~qual to the external pressure.
By slowly varying the external pressure a oomplete
~ressure-crank an~le curve will be formed by the suc-
aesai ve spark holes in the pap ere The prooess of
making an indicator card can be oompleted in less
than one minute so the Farnborough Indicator is very
convenient in actual use.
Extended tests of the Farnborough Indicator
.by various agenoies brought out oertain defects in
th~ instrument:(39,40) 1) for points near the peak
pressure, the time of contact with the upper seat is
too short for the primary ourrent to reach the value
necessary for a satisfactory spark, 2) pitting of the
valve seats ocourred after a short period of operation
due to arcing in the primary coil circuit, 3) the
areas of the disc ~xpoBed to pressure on the two sides
are not equal due to the.requirement of a finite Beat
width, and 4) errors were introduced due to inertia ef-
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£ects on the disc. A systematic attack on these dif-
ficulties at the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics(39) resulted in an improved instrument similar
to the Farnborough but with the errors reduced by re-
finements in design.
Professor E. S. TaYlor(20) and the writer
working in the Internal Combustion Engine Laboratory
at M. ~. T. developed an instrmment which combined
the oonvenient recording systEm of the Farnborougp:'~
Indicator with a small balanced pressure diaphragm
cylinder s~il8r to that of the Bureau of Standards.
Electrical pitting was eltminated by using the dia-
phragm contact to control only the grid current of a
General Electric Thyratron in a special relay circuit.
The circui ts and cylinder uni t are shown in figure 12.
The diaphragm thickness ranges from 0.001 to 0.005 in.
and the diameter is 0.500 in. A total motion of the
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oenter of the diaphragm of about 0.001 inch is allowed
by the perforated and grooved backing plates Which sup-
port the diaphragm against the high pressures involved.
One circui t is arranged to produce sparks only when the
~iaphragm leaves the oontaot and the other circuit gives
sparks only when the diaphragm first touches the oontact.
With- this scheme, ample time is always available to
oharge the oondenser supplying power for the spark so
that indicator cards with no "gaps" near the peak pres-
sure are obtained.
All balanced pressure indicators show the ef-
fect of detonation as a series of points near the peak
whioh correspond to preasuresmuch higner than the
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start of the expansion line. These high points are
due either to the initial detonation shock or to the
ments described above. This so-oalled Samplin~ Valve
Indicator uses a oonventional low speed cylinder and
piston indicator to record the cyole pressures. This
low speed indicator is oonneoted to the engine cylinder
through a small valve which stays open for a very short
time and which is timed with respect to the engine crank
position by means of a controllable phasing system.
This phasing gear also determines. the position of the
indicator drum. The phase is changed so.slowly that a
pressure equal to the cylinder pressure is built up in-
side the indicator for each crank angle and recorded at
the proper position on the indicator drum.
Detonation prOduces erratic deviations from
a ~smooth curve near the maxImum pressure point of rec-
ords from a sampling valve indicator. This effect is
less marked than in the case of ~balanced pressure in- .
dicatora since the slow action of the reoording system
will necessarily average out high pressures. existing
for a very short" tllne.
Instantaneous Pressure Indicators
Pressure changes occurring in the cylinders
of high speed engines are so rapid that accurate con-
tinuous reoords are very difficult to obtain wi th a
purely meohanioal system. Many devices for making
continuous records of rapidly varying pressures have
been developed and are known as Instantaneous Pressure
Indicators. Suoh instruments are oombinations of
electrical and mechanical elements which inolude;
1) a pickup element to tranBfo~)pressure variations
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into electrioal changes; 2) a couplin~ system which
receives electrical input from the pickup unit and
produoes an outpnt suitable for recording or indicating
purposes and 3) an indicatin~ system or a recordin~
system whioh changes the output of the coupling system
in to a foxm sui table for exam.inatioD by an observer.
Detonation produoes such fast pressure changes.
that the only aocurate indicating or reoording element
is a cathode ray Oscillograph. (41,42) However, for
normal engine operation and ~alitative studies of de-
tonation, conventional moving wire oscillogr~phs or dis-
charge tube instruments are satiS1Bcto~.(43,44,46) The
variou.s types of indicators incorporate standard units for
the recording or indicating system so that no special at-
tent ion will be given to this phase of the problem. in the
discussion whioh follows.
One problem common to instantaneous indicators
is that of changing pressures into mechanioal displaoe-
ments to act on some type of electrically sensitive e1e-
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mente At the same time it is necessarym protect the
electrical parts from high cylinder temperatures. These
conditions are almost universally met by the use of a
diaphragm exposed to the cylinder pressures. The es-
santial requirement beside the ruggedness to withstand
engine operation is that the complete system must have
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a natural frequency much higher than the component fre-
quencies of the processes to be recorded. There is a
definite lack of quantitative in£ormation on dynamic
errors in the literature on indicators so that the
material Which follows will be descriptive rather than
analytioal.
Piezo-Electric Indicators
Many designers have used the piezo-electric
property of tourmaline or quarts as a means for trans-
forming mechanioal displacements into voltage changes!46,47,
48,49) Figure 13;, showing the instrum ent of Wa tson and Keyes
(48) is typical of the arrangements used. A number of
quartz discs are elect~ically connected in parallel and
plaoed under an initial tension in m~chanical contact
with an exposed diaphragm. It is neoessary to make
sure that force ie applied uniformly over ths crystal
faoes to prevent breakage. This is accomplished by
using spherical elements at some point in the force
transmitting system. An amplifier is required between
the pieJo-electrio element and the cathode ray tube in-
dieator. A sweep circuit is used to spread out the de-
fleotions due to pressure into a pressure-time card for
visual observation. The Radio Corporation of America(49)
has recently announced a commercial piezo-electrio
THE R.C.A. PIEZO-
ELECTRIC INDICATOR.
FIG. 14
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indicator to be used in connection with a standard cathode
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ray oscillograph. Figure ,14 shows the essential parts
of the R. C. A. Indioator.
Electro-Static Capacity Indicators
Mechanical displacements of a diaphragm oan be
made to affect an electrical oircuit by changing the
eleotro-sta tic oapaoi ty between the plates of a con-
denser. A numb er of engine indica tors bave been de-
signed to use this principle. (50,51J Fignre -15 shows
the arrangement of Obata and Joslda. A relatively
large diaphragm forms one plate of the condenser and is
exposed to the oylinder gases through such a snall
connecting tube that the unit can be screwed into a
spark plug hole. This condenser forms part of an
oscillating circuit and modulates the input to a vacuum
tube which acts as amplifier and detector. The changes
in plate current of' the vacuum. tube are recorded by an
electro-magnetic oscillograph. The same principles are
used in the D. V. L. Indicator(51) as shown in figure ~6.
In the D'. v.. L. instrument a sealing diaphragm is used
to protect the deflecting oondenser plate from hot gases
in the cylinder.
Both piazo-electric and variable capacity 1n-
dica tors require tha t the coupling amplifi er ha ve a high
input ~pedanoe and low capacity in the oonnecting leads.
The pressure unit and the electrical circuit used in Juichi
Obab's electrical Indicator. The steel disc Is 2 mm. (3/32 In.) thick and of 2 In
dla. The Indicator bad, Is water cooled. All Elnthoftn string lIal,anometer G ,~
used to record the current warlatlons. which are proportional to the pressure. Rf.f. 28
FIG.15
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Fig. B Indicating anangement of the Deutsche Versuch~nstalt fur Luftfahrt.
l) Is a weak dlaphraQm connected b, means of rod £: with the pressure me~sur'n,
stll' dlaphratm B. This latter farms a condenSEr together with the stationary and In.
sulated plate A.. The electrical circuit Is shown an Fiq. A Incorporatlnq "cuum
tubes. balance calls and an oscillograph for recording the cunent nrlatlons.
Fig. C Is a specimen card .showlnq also the time scale and the position of the
dead centers.
FIG. 16
For this reason the first tube of the amplifier must
be as close to the pickup unit as possible with con-
nections carefully shielded against extraneous electri-
oal or magnetio fields. Satisfactory results can be
obtained at the expense of careful design and maintenance
under laboratory conditions, but trouble would be ex-
pected under severe teat house or field conditions with
large engines.
Carbon Resistance Indicators
Uni ts formed of a stack of oarbon discs ha ve
the property of changing electrical resistance with ap-
plied force. Such eleman ts have been s tudled by many
investigators and in particular have been developed to
give quantitative results by McCollum and Peters'(52)
who were particularly interested in distant reading
strain gages. The carbon disc stacks of MoCO~lum and
Peters were adapted' by Martin and Oaris(53) to the en-
gine indicator problem in an instrwmentoffered com-
mercially by the Baldwin-Southwark Corporation of
Philadelphia. Figure 17 shows the essential features
of this indioator. Two differentially operated carbon
stacks are used as arms of a Wheatstone Bridge which is
supplied from a battery. The effects obtained are so
large that a conventional electromagnetic osoillograph
can be connected aoross the mid-points of the bridge and
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FIG. 17
used to indicate or record presBures. Variations in
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resistance of the oarbon due to temperature changes are
oompensated by metallio resistors mounted adjaoent to
the staoks inside the.indioator bo~. A sealing dia-
phragm at the lower end of the threaded body protects
the internal parts of the indicator against oylinder
ga~es while the neoessary elastioity is supplied by a
oantilever spring between the carbon stacks.
Martin and Caris ,working in the General
Motors Research Labo~ato~ at Detroit have oontinued
to improve the. carbon stack indi~ator and this instru-
ment has been used for many investigations to be difEl"'"'
oussed later in the present report. The wri ter exam-
ined several of the later models during a visit to the
General Motors, laboratory and observed t~t the double
carbon stack had been replaoed by a single staok work-
ing with smaller displaoements than were used in the
original indicato~. It is interesting to note that
other investigators(41,54) who carried out independent
carbon staok indicator developments also arrived at de-
signs uaingsingle resistance elements.
In praotio'e the oarbon stack indicator must
be calibrated frequently and is subject to indefinite
,thermal effects. The response to a given pressure
change depends upon the rate at Which the ohange is
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made so calibra tiona should be made wi th oondi tiona ap-
proximat1ng those of actual operation. Detonation
produces a vibration on the expansion line of the rec-
ord from a carbon stack indicator, In the ordinary
case, the frequency of pressure waves aocompanying de-
tonation lies in the range betwe~n 3000 cyoles per sec-'
ond and 15000 cyoles per second(56) so that a carbon
stack indicator with natural frequency between 3500
and 11000 cycles per seoOnd(53) will respond to the
detonation frequencies but will not be uniformly sensi-
tive over the required range. The most serious 1imi-
tation ,of carbon stack indicators in studying detonation
is that' the severe shock accompanying the initial dis-
turbance will mechanioal1y damage the carbon discs and
produce a considerable erratic c~ange in sensitivity.
°A sample record showing this effeot has been given by
the writer in referenoe 56.
Eleotro-ma~etio Indicators
Augustus Trowbridge(43,5~) in 1921 first called
attention to the advantages of recording rate of ohange
of pressure -rather than pressure and constructed an electro-
magnetic generat~r type of pickup unit for this purpose.
Figure ,18 shows ,the essential parts of the Trowbridge In-
diestor.
said:
With regard to the general problem Trowbridge
. ftThe~e is no aimple means of electrically
transmitting a record of the actual position of a moving
body, but it is an extremely simple matter to transmit a
record of its velocity at every instant of its motion.
From a record of its position at any known instant and
its varying velooity at eaoh and every suoceeding inatantt
it is.a simple geometrical matter to find its position at
eaoh and every instant. Eleotromagnetic induotion fur-
nishes a simple means of recording the veloci ty at which
a body is moving the current induced in a small ooil at-
tached to the moving diaphragm, and so mounted that any
one of the oircular turns of the coil lies in a magnetic
field radiating from the oenter of the oirole, is pro-
portional to the velooi ty wi th which the turn (or turns)
of wire move in the di~ection at right angles to the plane
of the magnetio field. rr
"-----Fig. ~ shows an elevation (partly in
seotion) of the indicator; the ooil referred to is shown
at I and the diaphragm to whioh the coil is rigidly at-
-tached at D. The intemal pole of the .magnet providing
the field which runs radially through Lthe ooil 1s shown
at J and the other (ring-shaped) at K.- As will be seen
from the figure, an up and down motion of the diaphragm.
D causes the ooil I to move aoross the radial magnetio
~igure 18 of the present report)
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field and by this ~otion to induce currents in the cir-
cui t of the coil which are in one dire'ction as the dia-
phragm rises, in the opposite direction when the diaphragm
falls, and zero when the diaphragm is at rest in any
position."
Trowbridge was particularly interested in his
indicator as a means for studies of engine operating con-
ditions and showed that the rate of change of pressure
diagrams could be interpreted without integration. The
following passage is taken from one of his articles: (55)
"-----The experience of the writer has been,
however, that this geometrical transfoDnation is by no
means neoessary, as one quickly acquires a facility in
interpreting the original record so that quite as much,
if not more, information may be obtained from it as from
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a :reoord of the pressure with the time. For quantita-
tive, as distinguished from comparative work, however,
such as measurement of indicated horsepower, it would
be necessary to convert by a simple geometric construction
the record direotly obtained into the standard fODn of in-
~icator diagram. Itjif is not desired to obtain a quanti-
tative value of the indicated horsepower but merely to
compare the explosions in a cylinder under different work-
ing conditions or to oompare the explosions in the several
cylinders of an engine, or to deteDnine accurately the
effeot of alight changes in the t~ing, lift, etc., of
the valves. or in the timing of the ignition, it is not
only unnecessary to convert the original experimental
records into the standard indicator-diagram form --
it is actually easier and more accurate to make measure-
ments on the original reco rds. n
At the time of Trowbridge's experiments, de-
tonationhad not yet emerged as a major factor in l~iting
engine performanoe so that "knooking" reoords appear only
incidentally in his discussion. Figure 19 shows two en-
gine records (Trowbridge's figures 12 and 13) oited as
typical for an engine in opera tion. With regard to these
records Trowbridge says:
"Fig. 12 shows a record of pressure variations
in a oylinder at 540 r.p.m., with retarded spark. The
indica tiona on the extreme lower edge of 1he reoord show
the 'in center' and lout center' positions of the piston.
The sudden rapid rate of rise of the pressure shown on
the main trace of the reoord comes slightly after the
explosion 'in center' position. The attainment of
max~um pressure ocours when this trace crosses the
horizontal line drawn through the undisturbed portions
of thetraoe. fJ
"Fig. 13 shows the same engine running at ap-
proxima.tely the same speed of revolution but with the
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spark more advanced. The ~ate of rise of the pressure
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is seen to be more abrupt. Max~um"preSBure oocurs
14.5 deg. of orankshaft after explosion 'in center. '
Violent and rapid pressure variations occur during the
portion of the oyole just after 'in center, , 'as shown
by the broken" character of the trace. This is the
record of"the 'knock' due to an abnormally advanced
spark .....----"
There is not doub t tha t Trowbridge saw th~ pos-
sible applioation of an electromagnetio indicator to the
study of detonation bu~ his ideas of the detonation pro-
oess were vague and his indicator oertainly did not re-
spond properly to "knock." Many later investigations(5,42,
56,59) have shown that detonation is aooompanied by os-
cillatory variations in the rate of change of pressure
with amplitudes of the same order of magnitude as the
general oyole ohanges. The records taken by Trowbridge
show oscillations during the expansion stroke both with
and wi th au t "knock. " There is no marked differenoe in
either amplitude or frequency between the two oases.
It is thus obvious that the Trowbridge Indioator did
not ~ive a true reoord of the pressure "variations ao-
companyin~.detonation.
The exact oonditions of Trowbridge's experi-
ments are unknown but it 1s certain that the use of a
large diaphragm mounted on the end of a relatively long
and narrow connecting passage would have distorted the
pressure changes in the cylinder before they could reach
the diaphragm. Another possibility is that the electro-
magnetic oscillo~raph used for recording had such a
natural frequ~ncy that it was incapable of responding
to the high frequenoy vibrations due to detonation.
It is inter~sting to note that a test made in 1938 by
the w~iter with one of Trowbridge's original indicators
showed that detonation strongly excited a natural fre-
quenoy of about ~OO oyoles'per second. The actual de-
'tonation frequency of 6600 oycles per second for the
engine used oouldnot be found in the record. From
figure 19,. the r.ecorded vibration frequency is about
700 cyoles per se.cond (the vertical lines are O~Ol
seoond apart). As it is probable that the instruments
used in the two cases were a~ost identical, the os-
cillations on Trowbridge's sample. records could have
been caused by the continual excitation of natural fre-
quenoy vibrations in his indicator.
After the pioneer work of Trowbridge, no fur-
ther development of the electromagnetio indicator waS
reported in the literature for some ten years. This
laok of interest in a potentially valuable instrument
was probably due to an aversion on the part of engineers
to the use of a derived ~uantity instead of direct pres-
sure values and to the laok of a marked differenoe between
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detonating and non-detonating reoords. The writer
8tar~ed the study of detonation as a physical process
in his Master's Thesis submitted in June 1928. After
several years work with resistanoe type indicators and
prelXminary tests on various other instruments he de-
aided that electromagnetio piokup units possess definite
advnatagesin s~plici~, sensitivity, ~eliability, and
ruggedness. In additio~the eleotrical circuit ~-
pedanoe is so low that extraneous interferenoe oan
easily be eliminated. In addition, detonation was
£ound to ,have a much greater effect on the rate of
change of pressure reoord than on the direot pressure
card. (56) For these reasons a project for development
of electromagnetic '.indio,atorswas started in 1931 with.
the collaboration of the staff of the Internal Combustion
Engine Laborato'ry at M. I. T. under the supervision of
Professor C. F. Taylor and Professor E. S. Taylor.
The first electromagnetic indicators constructed
at M. I~ T. were of the moving coil type as reported in
~two publioations.(56,57) Figure 20 is a diagram of one
of the early indicators taken from reference 57. A ooil
of fine wire A, was wound on a magn~8ium spider M, Whioh
was supported in a magnetic field by the ste~l diaphragm D.
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l-Sectional View of Diaphragm Element of Rate
of Change of Pressure Indicator
REF. 57
FIG. 20
2-Exlcrnal Yiew of Diaphragm Element
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Amagnetic field was maint.ained across the radial air
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gap which contains the spider M. This field was eup-
plied by the ooil E, wound on the soft iron. core C.
The magnetio path was oompleted through the outer
shell of the instrument, S. The leads to the ooils
were brought in through the Bakelit e block I, and
oooling air was introduoed ~hrough the tube T.
Errors due to connecting tubes and chambers
~ere avoided by directly exposing the diaphragm. to
oyiinder pressures. With the coil s true ture oon-
nected to the center of the diaphragm, the natural
frequenay was neoessarily low, varying between 10,000.
and 20,,000 oycles per second for different models of
the instrument. With the small motions used,
mechanical losses due to vibration were so low that
the diaphragm. was substantially undamped. The de-
to nation f~equenoies as measured were between 3500
and 7000 oycles per second so that the instrwment
sensitivity obviously was not independent of fre-
quency. However, the re~onse oharaoteristio of
the amplifier~osoillograph combination used for re-
oording also varied greatly wi th frequenoy as shown
in figure 21.. The non-linearity of the complete
system was so bad that only frequenoy data were used
in drawing conolusions from the results. The genera,l
development of electromagnetio indicators has been
continued by the writer as part of his thesis for the
doctorate in physios.
A revival of interest in the possibilities
of eleotromagnetic indicators for engine tests has
occurred within'the last year. In particular, Beale
(68)and Stansfield have reoognized the usefulness of
the rate of change of pressure record both for general
performance work and for investigations of detonation.
These authors describe (60) the application of an
electromagnetic generator to an instrument for measur-
ing detonation called the nSunburyKnoakIndicator"
which includes a vacuumtube amplifier and a meter
to read knock intensitw.
Summary
The rec orda from all 't\vpe a of engine in-
dioators are affected in somewayby detonation.
Piston and cylinder instruments with either
mechanical or optioal indicating systans will show
any gross ohanges in the pressure card in addition
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to vibrations in the expansion line. In general,
these vibra tiona have appeared to be due to ahock ex-
citations of natural frequenoies in the indicator
meohanismra ther than direotly to the pressure waves
accompanying detonation.
Avera.~ing Indi cs tors show th e pr esence of
detonation by erratio disturbanoes of the oombustion
line and the expansion line nea.r the peak pressure.
With many cycles required to produce a single in-
dicator card it will be impossible to obtain trn8
records from an averaging :indicator of the instant-
aneous pressure disturbances produced by detonation.
Instantaneous Indicato rs using electro-
mechanical pickup units and oscillographic recording
are capable of producing true records of detonation
pressure effects. In any case reliable results can
only be expected if the instrument is properly designed
for the high frequencies encountered in detonation work.
ElectroInalmetic Indicators which produce
direct reoords of the rate of change of pressure are
partioularly suited for detonation research work.
The ~pedance of the eleotrical circuit is so low
that extraneous pickup effects are minimumizedwhile
the units are simple and lUgged wi th good sensitivi ty.
The only instrument designed specifically
for measuring detonation and in general use at the
present time is the Mid~ley Bouncinp:E!!!. In this
device a metal rod rests freely on a metal diaphragm
exposed to the oylinder gases. Whendetonation oc-
ours the high velocity imparted to the diaphragm by
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the rapid pressure rise causes the pin to jump off
the diaphragm and close a pair of spring controlled
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electrical oontacts. The average ourrent flowing
in a oircuit connected across the contacts is taken
8S a measure of detomtion over small ranges of in-
tensi ty.
With the exception of two articles by the
writer (42,56) the literature does not record any at-
tempts to establish quantitative relationships between
experimental data from any indicato r and the instant-
aneous pressure variations accompl.nying detonation.
The observed results have been accepted as pertinent
information and interpreted on the basis of experience
rather than by the use of analytioal methods.
METHODS.u.FOR MEASURING DETONATION
General Problem
Early investigators round detonation measure-
1:0 S!ements a dirricult and complex m~tter and to make matters
worse the problem became more complicated as the general
£und or knowledge increased. The tenden~y or a given
~el to detonate depends upon the particular engine used,
the compression ratio, number of spark plugs, location or
spark plugs, engine speed, cylinder temperature, spark
advance, intake pressure, intake t~mperature, fUel-air
ratio, homogeneity or the mixture, humidity and probably.
several other ractors. Ricardo(6l) was among the rirst
to recognize that reproducible measurements of detona-
tion requires the use or a particular engine in con-
nection with a very carefully specified test procedure.
However, data determined in thi~ way for a particular
fuel was or no practical value to a person who required
inrormation with regard to another engine using a
difrerent £Uel or even the same fuel. Efforts to over-
come this difficulty led to the development of the
procedure known as knock rating in which the detonation
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tendency of a fuel is measured in terms of an arbi-
trary scale by means of a standard procedure on a
specified engine. With such a scale established, the
tendency of any fuel to detonate in a given engine
under any conditions can be predicted more or less
exactly if'the behaviour of some reference fuel in the
given engine is known. This rather indirect method has
proved to be the only workable system f'orengineering
measurements of'detonation.
In order to rate fueJ.sin an engine some means
of comparing detonation intensities must be used.
Four methods for estimating particular detonation in-
tensities were found to be practicalJl,34,63)
1) Aural detection.of the first sound of deto-
nation to establish the condition called incipient
detonation, 2) Appearance of the first few abnormally
high pressure points on the record of an averaging
indicator such as the Farnborough or M.I.T. instru-
ments, 3) Equal readings on the indicator of a Bouncing
Pin,and 4) A sudden increase in cylinder head tempera-
ture as measured by a suitably mounted thermo-couple.
This condition is known as the temperature runaway
point (62).
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Ricardo's;,H.U.C.R.
Ricardo(6l) established the first definite
system of knock rating fuels and used as the measure
o£ detonation tendency the Highest Useful Compression
Ratio, or H.U.C.R. The H.U.C.R. was defined as ~-the
compression at which detonation first became audible with
certain defini~e temperature conditiona and with both the
<ignition and mixture strength adjusted to give the highest
efficiency. It is not the highest compression which can
. "be employed, but the highe stit is worth while to employ.
This figure of merit still leaves a considerable lati-
tude to the individual operators in judging the point
when the 'highest compression ratio it is worth while to
employ" has been reached. In this connection pye (I)
says ft.-Withthe Ricardo E. 35 engine which has been
largely used for comparing H.U.C.R. values through its
ha.ving been the .first in the .field,.the bouncing pin.
cannot be used for reasons of design; and although the
maximum pressure indicator could be used, it is scarcely
necessary to do so because auditory methods are quite
satisfactory. A skill~l observer can repeat observa-
tiona of H.U.C.R. with fair certainty by auditory methods
to 0.05 of a ratio.--- "
A list of H.U.C.R. values determined by Ricardo
for various fuels are shown in Table I.
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TABLE 1
-_.,»,._-~~~---- -_.,-~----~--------~ .. ~-------_._--- -----
H.U.C.R. values in Ricardo E. 35 engine under standard conditions.
That is to say at 1,500 r.p.m., full throttle, 300 ignition advance, two
sparking plugs diametrically opposite, cooling water outlel temperature
. 600 C., and heat input to the carhuretter 1,350 watts ..
I
Boiling-
point or
Molecular Distillation. Fuel H_U_C_R_ rweight - range
Aromatic Series: .. °C
Benzene (pure) . ., 6-9- 78 '80
Toluene (99% pure) . . >7-0 91 110
Xylene (91% pure). . >7-0 106 84-140
Naphthene series:
Cyclohexane (93% pure) . . 5"9* 84 80"8-8t
Paraffin series:
Pentane. . 5-85 71 36
Hexane . . 5-z 86 69"5-71"5
Heptane. . 3-75 100 98Octane . 4-6 114 116-5-135
Nonane . . 3-9 u8 151-8-154"6
Ethyl alc<Jhol . >7-5 46 78
• With these fuels pre-ignition occurred at these mtios but no detonation_
The table not only shows the range. of values found in
using Ricardo ~ method but also demonstrates that the
paraffin series compounds.which form the largest part of
commercial gasoline are the worst offenders from the
standpoint of detonation.
Although of great value for identifying desir-
able and undesirable chemical constituents of internal
combustion engine fuels, the H.U.C.R. never came into
wide use for commercial purposes. With good detonation
resisting properties worth considerable pre~ums in
money it became necessary to find a method which would.
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give consistent results in the hands of any trained
laboratory staff. A system of expressing detonation
tendencies in terms of'a fuel mixture has proved to be
better suited £or commercial purposes than the engine
adjustment scheme of'Ricardo.
The Ref'erence Fuel Method
Midgley and Boyd (25) in 192a f'ound that in
certain Cases the detonation tendency of a mixture of
two fuels varies in an approximately linear manner :rrom
one pure fuel to the other pure fuel. By 1927 the
technique of'knock rating had developed to such a point
that fuel mixtures could be used quantitatively as ref-
erences in detonation measurements (64,65,66). Edgar(64,65)
proposed a un~versal knock rating scale in terms of iso-
octane and normal heptane, two compounds of like vola-
tility in the proper range and both of which could be
obtained in a state of'high purity. Heptane showed a
very pronounced tendency to detonate while iso-octane
was practically a non-detonating fuel.
The CFR Committee
The matter of'accurate knock rating of fuels had
become so important that the problem was attacked system-
atically by a group of'interested organizations in the
United states. A brier history of the so-called CFR
, .
Committee, assigned the problem of developing a te.st
method and equipment for mock rating to a group
designated as the Detonation Sub-Committee.
'%e first meeting of this latter group disclosed
three items essential to the pursuit of a comprehensive
motor fuel research: (1) a standardized engine and
accessories; (2) a common reference fuel and rating
scale; (3) a uniform testing procedure. By 1931, all
three had become realities. Waukesha Motor Company had
developed a £Ue1 testing engine meeting the approval of
the Co-operative Fuel Research Connnittee. Dr. Graham
Edgar of the Ethyl Gasoline Corporation hadsuggeated
Iso-Octane and Normal Hep.tane, both stable hydrocarbons
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as reference fuels. These were made commercially
obtainable and a rating scale based upon them was ad-
opted and a uniform test procedure was tentatively
approved.
"In 1932, a correlation of laboratory lmock
ratings with the behavior of motor fuels in service was
undertaken. Road tests at Unio~town, Pennsylvania, and
subsequent correlation at the Waukesha Motor Laboratories
brought about a modification and improvement of the stan-
dard testing unit "and its operating technique. This
improved test method was named the" CFR Motor Method ";
but the old method was not discarded, since it had proved
itself indispensable from the experiment~ standpoint as
an aid "to the refiner in developing suitable gasolines and
to the automotive engineer in improving the combustion
characteristics of his engine. It was retained under the
name n CFR Research Method."
"Since the problem of correlating road lmock
ratings with those found in the laboratory was of primary
importance, and since improvement in commercial engine
designs and in fuels was constant, additional road checks
were made in 1934. These later tests, also held at
Uniontown, with nearly twice as many motor car builders
participating as in the first program, confirmed the
findings of the 1932 tests.
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"To 'rmalntainthe greatest possible degree of
accuracy, a group of.the Co-operative Fuel Research
member laboratories now conducts co-operative tests each
month. Results are tabulated and circulated so that each
of the co-operating laboratories may compare its results
with the entire group's aver~ge. The CFR Detonation Sub-
Cpmmittee with the co-operation of the U.S. Bureau of
Standards is working' continually on research projects to
improve knock rating tec~ique. This continuous develop-
ment program insures the maintenance of accuracy in the
CFR unit as well as in.the testing technique, and the
improvements are made available to CFR engine owners.
The proved reproducibility of results by the CFR method
has compelled its acceptance and recognition as the
industry)s yardstick for gasoline motor fUel rating. Ap-
proval by the American Society for Testing Materials
resulted in its receiving ASTM designation D-357-36T.
"At the present time, the following organizations
have formally endorsed the ASTM CFR uni t and teclmique,
and given their official acceptance: The U. S. Bureau ,of
Standards, American Society for Testing Materials, Society
of Automotive Engineers, American Petroleum Institute,
and the Automobile Manufacturerls Association (formerly
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce).
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"In October, 1936, the Secretary of the Chemical
Standardization Committee 'of the Institution of Petro-
leum Technologists of London reported that the CFR Motor
Method was officially adopted by the Standardization
Committee Qnd,published in the 1935 edition of the Insti-
tution's Standard Methods for Testing Petroleum and Its
Products"under the I. P.T. Serial 'Designation G.39(T).
Slight modifications' of the ASTM testing technique'were
incorporated, but no amendments were made with regard to
the engine itself. Thus, the ASTM CFR Octane Rating Unit
is the international yardstick for gasoline fuel rating.
The ASTM-CFR Knock Rating Method ".
The historical outline above has been included in
full because it gives a concise picture of the reasons for
knock rating, the general methods employed and a hint of
some of the troubles encountered. Before further dis~
cussion of the general problem it is desirable to review
certain parts of 'the detailed technique for knock rating
as described in the ASTM publication D 357-36.T (68).
Certain pertinent sections will be quoted below.
~l. This method is intended for determining the
knock characteristics, in terms 9f an arbitrary
scale of octane numbers, of gasolines and equiv-
alent fuels for use in spark-ignition enginEf~,
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other than engines for aircraft."
ASTM Octane Number
"2. The ASTM octane number of a motor fuel is
the whole number nearest to the octane number
(notel) of that mixture of iso-octane and normal
heptane which the motor fuel matches in mock
characteristics when compared by the procedure
specified herein.
~ote 1. Octane number is defined by and is
numerically equal to the percentage by volume of'
iso-octane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane) in a mixture
of iso-octane and normal heptane,.used as a
primary standard for measurement of mock char-
acteristics. Thus, by definition, normal heptane
bas an octane number of .zero and iso-octane of
100. "
Apparatus .
~. The mock-testing unit described in this
section shall be used without modification. The
engine shall be Imown as the CFR Engine and shall
"be marked by plate or other approved means------
''rheapparatus shall consist of'a continuously-
variable-compression motor together with suitable
1 i In ..oading an~ accessor es as fo1 ows --------
"Knock intensity is measured by a bouncing pin,
,in conjunction with a knockmeter. (The knock-
meter is a damped hot-wire ammeter which indi-
cates the e~£ective current in the circuit,
thus permitting instantaneous readings).
Current is supplied £rom a small direct-current
generator, belt driven ~rom the power absorbing
unit •.------------"
..Bef'erence Fuels
"5. Primary Re~erence Fuels.-- The primary
re~erence £uels Shall be iso-octane (2,2,4-
trimethylpentane), and normal heptane (note'I}.
Both shall be certi£ied ~or suitability as
primary re~erence fUels by the National Bureau
o£ Standards •n
"Note 1. Secondary Re~erence Fuels.--~ix-
tures ..o~ normal heptane and iso-octane. required
~(jrrei'eree testing are expensive. For this
reason secondary re£erencei'uels may be used £or
routine determinations. Such secondary re~erence
-:fuelsmay be straight-l~un or other stable gaso-
lines suitable :forthe purpose. One o~ the
re~erence fuels should be o:flow knock rating and
the other of high knock rating, or if a su:ffi-
ciently high knock-rating fuel is not available,
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a mixture of the higher-lmock-rating f'uel'plus a
lmock suppressor may be used. These secondary
reference mels shall be calibrated on the octane-
number scale against normal heptane and iso-octane
suff'iciently often to insure accuracy of calibra-
tion and for every case, whether a fuel is rated
by secondary reference £Uels or by means of'nor-
mal heptane and iso-octane, the result shall be
recorded as an octane number. If
Bouncing Pin,Assembly.--"The gap setting'shall be '0.003-
in. to 0.005-in.* ----------"
Preliminary Adjustment of Compression. Ratio
"8. Using a mixture of'65 parts o~ ,is.o-octaneand
35 parts of'normal heptane, the compression ratio
for first audible knock shall ,be obtained by In~
creasing the compression ratio, by increments of.
two turns ot the crank, from a point where there
.is no knock to ,the compression ratio at which
audible knock is first detected. The proper
knock intensity for use in making lmock ratings
shall be the lmock intensi ty o,btainedwith the
mixture of'65 parts of'iso-octane and 35 parts of
normal heptane when the compression ratio is in-
~At this point detailed inst~ctions for the mechanical
precedure in adjusting the Bouncing Pin.
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creased one unit over that compression ratio giv-
ing first audible knock. Then the numerical
indication of knock intensity obtained £rom the
knockmeter shall be recorded. This procedure is
necessary for the first adjustment only.
Note. This ~ock intensity should be equivalent
to the intensity obtained with a mixture of 65
per cent of iso-octane and 35 per cent of nor-
mal heptane at a compression ratio of S.3tO.05 to
1 When testing at a barometric pressure of 760 mm.
For subsequent test on fuel samples the com-
press~on r~tio shall be set to duplicate the
knock intensity as recorded above, provided no
change has been made in the bouncing pin adjust-
ment in the meantime. In no case shall the knock
intensity be such that the engine does not cease
firing when ~.i.i.gnition is interrupted. "
~. The octane number of a fuel shall be as-
certained by comparing the knock intensity for
the f'uelwith those for various blends of the
ref'erence fuels until two blends~dif'f'eringin
knock rating by not more than two octane numbers
are f'ound, one of'which gives a higher knock in-
tensity shall be measured by a bouncing pin indi-
cator in conjunction with a knockmeter. "
"Before the test sample and the blends of
the reference fuels can be compared, the compres-
sion ratio must be set to give the proper knock
intensity and the carburetor adjusted to give
the maximum knock for each fuel. ---------"
"11. Finally, adjust the compression ratio to
give the same reading on the lmockmeter when
using the fuel under test as was obtained in the
first adjustment under section 8. -------"-- "
Octane Numbe~ Determination
'i3. With the carburetor set for the air-fuel
ratio of maximum knock, alternate series of
readings of knock .intensity shall be taken on
the fuel under test and a reference fuel blend.
The knockmeter needle shall be allowed to reach
equilibrimn before the final reading is recorded.
l~t least 3 alternate series of readings
shall be taken on each fuel. After changing from
one fuel to another, at least one minute shall
be allowed for the engine to reach equilibrium.
With some fuels, an appreciably longer time
interval may be required.-----~
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I1The":test shall be continued in this man-
ner until the knock intensity for the fhel
sample is definitely higher th~ one blend
and lower than another blend of th e reference
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fuels. The diffe:rence between these two
final- reference fuel blends shall not be more
than two octane numbers. ff
"14. The knock rating of the fuel sample shall
be obtained by interpolation from the figures
80 reoorded and the nearest whole number re-
pomd as AS~ octane number. n
A long series of teats using the ASTM:CFR
technique in many laboratories haa shown that the
gneral method "will produ.ce sufficiently consistent
results for ordinary oommeroial purposes. However,
Veal(69) in reporting on the 1934 Road Tests notes
that ,,----- The Cooperative Fuel Research at present
embraoes a number of projeots direoted toward the goal
of securing more accurate laboratory la1oc~ ratings, ---.--
(I) Preparation of a more precise definition of the
procedure for setting test condi tions; partioularly
in respect to the knook 1ntensi V employed. (2) Deter-
minat10n of the influence of altitude upon knock ratings.
(3) Determination of the influence of exhaust-system
charaoteristios upon knock ratings. (4) Dete~ination
of the effect upon rat ings o~ Uniontown :fuels of re-
ducing mixtu~e temperatures by stages from 300 to 2000
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Fahr. (5) ImprovEmentof the bounoing-pin indioator. ---"
This list of research projects nicely illustrates the
apparently trivial things which are important in the
art of knock rating.
Correlation of Laboratory and Road Test Octane Ratings
In spite of reoognized possibilities for tm-
provement, the laboratory rating of fuels seems to be
in a satisfactory state as an anp1rical process. How-
ever the correlati on of laborat ory tests wi th ~.hebe-
haviour actually observed in engines under service oon-
ditions has always given trouble. (69) That is, a fuel
rated inferior to another in the laboratory may prove
to give better performance in a giTen engine under cer-
.tain conditions, while these positions may be reversed
in the same engine under other oonditions. This matter
was tboroughly investigated with automobiles in two
series of road tests as mentioned above. Figure 22
from reference 69 shows the correlation betweenlabora-
tory ootane numbers and octane numbers determined by
a speoified procedure in the road tests. The letter
and number designs. tiona refer to particular fuels and
the rectangles represent the spread of values found
in various automobiles. In theseteets detonation
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intensities were determined with an auditory method
by a number of observers and th e recorded r esul t taken
as an. average.
Correlation of LaboratorY and Full-Scale Ootane Ratin~s
for Aviation En~nes
With the correlation of laboratory and road
test octane numbers fairly well settled, the CFRCom-
mittee has turned to the more serious problem.of de~
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tona.t1on in aviation engines. In the first report
of the om Connnittee on the rating of fuels in full-
80ale airoraft engines Veal(62) says: n- -Tbe
penalty of an invalid knock rat ing for automobile
fuel is small. It may be expected that the auto-
mobile engine will knoCk and, under conditions of
oontiII1led use of such fuel, damage to the engine will
undoubtedly result. With the aviation engine the
problem is not so simple. If we have an aviation
engine designe d to g1va it 8 maximumat take-off on
fuel of 87 octane number and the fuel used rates 87
octane number by the CFRMotor.Method, actually rates
but 83 ootane number on the full-scale engine, almost
oertain disaster is invited. In the relatively short
period of high-output operation at take-off, the de-
tonation induced maybe of sufficient intensity to
cause engine failure and a crash result."
To stress the importanoe of aocurate fuel
knook rating, Veal(62) gives a plot (figure 23) show-
ing the relation between the possible brake mean ef-
fective pressure for continued operation wi th a cer-
tain engine and ootane number of the fuel used. He
says: "----With a slope of this ohamcter is it not
to be expected tba t the engine user will willingly
saorifioe one ootane number nor will he be satisfied
with a test method whioh may require a toleranoe of
three or four octane numbers for lack of oorrelation
with the fUll-scale engine in addition to the normal
tolerance of two octane numbers allowed for test er-
rors.
It should be borne in mind that:
(1) Engine perfo:rmance is given and guaranteed
contingent upon the use of a fuel having a specified
minimumknook rating.
(2) Requirements of modern aviation practice
do not pennit large sacrifices in critical take-off.
power to compensate for uncertain knock values.
Neither do they pemi t the purohase at increased cost,
of fuels of hi gher knock value offering a subs tan tial
factor of safety for unreliable knock values. "
Air Corps Method
Before the prOblem of fuel performanoe in
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aviation engines was considered by the CFRCommittee,
v
the U. S. Army Corps had found that laborato~ octane.,., -tl
ratings did not give reliable information on the 'order
of knocking tendencies for :fuels in actual servic'e.
To overoome this di ffieulty, the Air Corps developed
a technique of knook rating on full-scale engines ana.
iSSlled speoifioations based on; this method. (70) \Vith
the severe vibration 8lld the high noise level always
aooompanying the operation of aviation engines, it
was impossible to use ei ther the bOllncing pin or
auditory methods for detennina tion of knock intensi tie'a.
In addition, the detonationnoiseconsi'dered obJection-
able in automobile ~ngines, was of no interest in air-
oraft engines J the str(i)ss being en tire1.y ~pon power
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output and fuel economy. These new requirements pro-
d~ced a method of knock rating entirely d~fferent in
its mechanical details from the OFRscheme but retain-
ing the reference fuel scale of octane numbera. The
essential features of the aircraft engine knook rating
procedure and evalua tion of results are outlined below
in quotations from Veal's(62) artiole:
CFRMethod for Full-Scale KnockRatin~ in Aviation" En~ines
"The original test procedure directed the .opera-
tor to adjust the engine by throttling, if neoessary, un-
til it Just gave satisfaotory performance on one of the
reference fuels) and with the throttle locked in this
position, to makemixture control runs on the referenoe
fuel and on a group of teat fuels until the fuel having
perfo~anoe characteristios most like those of the
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reference fuel was dete~ined. After the first tests
were oompleted, it was. found desirable to modify this'
prooedure to the extent of reoomme~ing that eaoh refer-
enoe fuel be braoketed between two test fuels -- one
higher and one lower than the referenoe fuel. Themethoo
of comparison was to vary the ~ixture oontrol with eaoh
fuel from full-rich to minimum-allowable total fuel flow
and to record oylinder tanperatures, fuel flow,and
power autpu t. at each mixture-contro I posi tion.-------"
"The general principle followed in the appraisal
.' .
of the test data has consisted fundamentally in deter-
mining the point (as indioated by cylinder temperatures)
beyond which diffioulties due to fuel limitations would
definitely be encountered. This pointis usual.ly' well
defined for any' single run on a given fuel. The events
iImnediately preoeding the attaining of this point in
operation varied oonsiderably, from run to rnn, particular-
ly with different engines. It, therefo re, becom~Bim-
possible to establish a simple rule for locating the
"knookingH point on the various da ta sh eets. Rather
the method of aotually locating the "knocking" point
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must be determined ~rom a thorough appreciation o~ the ~ac-
tors arrecting operation o~ aircraft engines under the test
conditions employed •.------"
IfIn a ~e\Vinstances it has been possible to
'bracket' one or more test fuels between two reference fuels;
while in most other instances the converse has been
~ollowed-in which a re~erence fuel has'been bracketed be-
tween two test fuels. It would have been desirable, of
course; t.obracket all test fuels between suitab'ly-spaced
reference fuels. Operation under critical conditions,
with fuels of widely varying knock rating at anyone mani-
fold pressure, was obviously impractical." The fuel o~
low octane number in such'a group suffers such an abrupt
transition to severe knocking that actual measurement of
any considerable temperature rise is impractical."
"In "a sense this limitation simplified the pro-
blem or evaluating differences, as the greatest range to
be so covere~was. rarely more than three or four octane
numbers. The erfects o~ small variations in output and
fuel consumption rarely amounted to more than one octane
number.----"
nwithin the foregoing general principles at
least two different appraisal procedures may be u~ed:
(1) simple inspection of individual •case records.'
u9l).
--
---
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(2) Use of an indexing I formula' in which the various
pertinent factors are assigned definite relative weights
in advance, and all results evaluated in accordance with
the rule so established.----',
"The plots of'figure 24 are samples.of the data
taken during lr"...nockrating runs on full-scale engines. It
will be noted that as the mixture is leaned out, producing
a reduced fuel flow to the engine, the cylinder head
temperature starts to rise, at first slowly and then very
rapidly until the 'runaway point" is reached and the cy-
linder head will fail from thermal weakening of the material
if detonation is allowed to continue.
~atch Number" Method of Correlation
"One method of analysing the data involved the
use of'a "match number". In regard to this quantity,
Veal (62) says;.
"If tvo fuels (which have been run at a single
throttle opening wi thout interruption of the run and on a",
mixture-control curve from full-rich mixture to the lean-
est mixtUre possible without encountering excessive head
temperatures) are to be compared at either a single f'uel-
flow rate or at a particular head temperature, it is ob-
viously necessary that such a basic datum point for the
comparison must be determined by the limitations of'the
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poorer fuel. As the match-number method is based on per-
formance differences at a fixed fuel flow, the leanest
mixture attainable wi th the poorer fuel is employed. The
ruel first reaching a critical head temperature is the
poorer fuel, as it is not possible further to lean out
the mixture wi th it, and the other fuel or fuels are com-
pared with it at its leanest point of useful performance.
In rare cases neither fUel reaches a critical head temp-
erature, but the poorer fuel will reach its maximum head
temperature at a higher fuel flow than the other, and the
comparison is made at this fuel flow."
"WIth the datum point thus chosen, an empirical
equation is used to correlate the data.
Equation for Match Number:
IOO/specific horsepower output + maximum head temperature
where
+ s.f.c.(lOOO) = match number (1)
specific horsepower output = Horsepower/displace-
ment in cu. in.
s.f.c. ~ specific fuel consumption in lb. per
horsepower-hour.
"The lower the match number, the better the fuel.
Experience wi th stable fuels and use of the match nUlnber
for a large nuraber of data from these as well as other
tests indicates that a difference in fuels of one octane
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number is subs~antially equivalent to 15 points difference
in the match numbers •. If this ratio is accepted for the
range of fuels covered in these tests, it is possible to
make ~antitative comparisons between reference and test
f'uels for each run."
Figure 25 shows the correlation between octane
numbers determined from the CFR Motor Method and f'ull-
scale engine tests interpreted by the procedu~e outlined.
above. The correlations indicate that the f'Ull-scale octane
nunlbers are usually lower than the CFR Motor Method octane
numbers with a maximum difference of about five octane
numbers. Such a condition is recognized not only as un-
desirable but dangerous and the CFR Committee is now
carrying out a program of intensive research on the knock
rating of' aviation fuels.
Sunnnary
In reviewing the methods which have been success-
ful f'or detonation measurements, one striking fact is that
no use is made of physical or chemical analysis in any
part of the process. The investigators have used the tools
which worked in practice and obtained consistent resulta
by detailed specification of the equipment and procedure
to be used in making measurements on an arbitrary scale.
Despite the 'lack of perfect correlation between
octane numbers determined in the laboratory and octane
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numbers £rom full-scale engine tests, the whole matter of
knock rating seems to be on a solid foundation both as
regards consistency and test procedure. The mo:te system
is so firnlly intrenched in the petroleum and automotive
industries that any suggested change in apparatus or method
would have to be a great improvement over the CFR Method
be£ore it could expect to be adopted for commercial use.
SECTION II
DETONATION AS A PHASE OF COMBUSTION
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DETONATION AS A PHASE OF COlffiUSTION
Historiaa1 Baakground
Combustion has played a long and honorable role
in the history of saienae. The story of this role is told
(71)
in an interesting book by Bone and Townend called "Flame
and Combustion in Gases." This book will often be used
as a reference in the following pages. A discussion of
combustion researches, including an extended bibliography
of pertinent literature, is given by Rosecrans and his
(72, 73)
collaborators in Bulletins o~ the Engineering
Experiment Sta tion of The Universi ty of Illinois'. Other
A general technioal."
brief reviews of combustion work have been presented by
(74) (75)
Clark and Thee and Duchene
discussion of gs"aeous combustion is given by Haslam and
(76)
Russell in a book entitled "Fuels and Their Combustion" •
It is ~posBible to cover completely such an extensive
sUbject as combustion in the present report so the treatment
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w211 be limited to a discussion of those aspects Which are
related to internal combustion engine problems.
Combustion experiments started as a phase of
chemical research in the years 1660-1670 when Robert Boyle,
Robert Hooke and John Mayow worked toward a clarification
of certain ideas handed down from the Alchemists. Although
stated in somewhat different terms, the concept of com-
bustion expounded by these early workers was substantially
in accord with the results of modern research. In the years
\ ,1680 to 1800 t~e phlogiston theory of combustion came into
general acceptance even in the 'face of definite contradic-
tory evidence. All combustible Qodies were held to
contain at least two principles, one of 'combustibility'
called 'phlogiston', which escapes during combustion and
the other of 'incombustibili ty' , which remains behind. A
metal was supposed to be compos'ed or 'phlogiston' and an
earthy residue which remained behind upon heating the metal.
Substances, such as coal, charcoal, sulphur or phosphorus
were supposed to consist so largely of 'phlogiston' that
arter its escape by combustion little or no residue remained.
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vV:ithregard to the overthrow of the phlogiston
theory, Bone and Towne~d(7l) say: "------It was
Lavoisier, however, who first realised that the discoveries
of Black, Priestley, Scheele and Cavendish were incom-
patible with the old theory of phlogiston, and using
their discoveries supplemented by his own experiments, he
finally overthrew it and established his oxygen theory of
combustion. -------In 1772 he commenced to experiment for
himself on combustion, and found that when sulphur and
phosphorus are burnt, so far from there being any loss, a
great increase in weight occurs. ------Lavoisier therefore
concluded that a large quantity of air becomes fixed in
combustion and in order to confirm this view, he reduced
litharge with charcoal, finding that a large amount of air
was liberated. ------Also he found that only a portion of
the enclosed air was taken up by the molten metal, the
residual air being inert~
The technique of measuring gas volume changes at
constant pressure which had been developed to decide between
fundamentally different theories of matter was used in 1804
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by JoPn Dalton :for studying combustion o:fsimple hydro-
carbons. The results o:fthese experiments enabled
Dalton to illustrate the law of multiple proportions as
required by his new atomic the ory •
Sir Humphrey Davy was :firstto study combustion
:froman engineering standpoint when he investigated tl:e
inflammability of'coal mine gases between the years 1815
and 1819. He applied the already available methods of gas
analysis and extended -theprevious work by a systematic
study o:fcombustion in gaseous mixtures. He established
two.important :facts: 1) each inflammable gas has a de:finite
limited range o:fmixture strength with air or oxygen within
which explosions are possible, and 2) some inflammable
mixtures are more easily ignited than others. In addition
to his general contributions, Davy invented the Miner's
Saf'ety Lamp and discovered catalytic combustion.
Bunsen(82), working in the years 1836 to 1880,
brought the art o:fgas analysis by means of combustion and
selective absorption almost to its present-day state. In
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1857 he made the first recorded measurerrents of flame speeds
in explosive mixtures. In his experimental method he
lighted the explosive mixture as it issued at a knownvel-
ocity from an orifice. The velocity of flow was then
gradually reduced until the flame just struck back thl'aough
the orifice and ignited the mixture in the tube. Bunsen
also receives credit for making the first observations on
the pressure developed by a gaseous explosion in a chamber
at constant volume. His vessel was a strong glass tube
closed at one end by a valve held in place by a weight.
The mixture was ignited by an electric spark and the re-
sulting pressure estimated by finding the limiting value
of the weight which would just allow the valve to open.
This crude experiment was the prototype of' many elaborate
investigations which were later conducted on combustion
at constant volume. ~ JBy the end of the Bunsen Era. ,
general methods were well established for accurately de-
termining the overall effects of explosions in changing
the chemical composition of gaseous mixtures and the stage
was re~dy for the opening of the 'Modern Period# Which
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started in 1880 with the work of Mallard and Le Chatelier(9).
With regard to the Modern Period of combustion
research Bone and Townend (71) say; "The first decade of
the period was ushered in by the brilliant work of four
.French investigators. This was marked by the application
of photographic methods by Mallard and La Chatelier to the
investigation of the development and propagation of flame
in explosive mixtures, and by the discovery of'the phenem-
enon of detonation by them and by Berthelot and Vielle
simultaneously, revealing flame speeds far in excess of any
previously contemplated, and comparable with the velocity
of sound through gaseous media.
"Mallard and LeChatelier chiefly concerned them-
selves with the systematic investigation of phenomena
associated with the initial stages of gaseous explosions
up to the point when detonation is set up; they discovered
and investigated (1) what has been termed the initial period
of 'uniform slow velocity' in which the flame is propagated
from l~er to layer of the explosive mixture in an open
tube 'mainly by conduction' uninfluenced by compression
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waves or other accelerating causes, and (2) the 'vibratory
period' which in certain definable circumstances intervenes
between the said initial phase and that of detonation.
The beautif'ut pho,*ograPhic method which they introduced
and developed f'orthis purpose constituted an entirely new
and f'ruitf'ulline of'experimental attack, and is still being
successf'ully applied to-day in research laboratories the
world over.
-Berthelot and Vieille not only ~scovered the
development of' 'detonation' in eA~losions, but were the
f'irst to devise and successf'ullyapply a method for
measuring accurately the high uniform flame speeds in-
volved. Not only so, but Berthelot essayed the first
theoretical exposition of the nature of what he termed
'l'onde explosive' a problem of great intricacy which has
since occupied the attention of several emminent mathe-
matical-physicists, although it is not yet entirely solved.
Berthelot likened the velocity of 'l'onde explosive' to
that.of' a sound wa.ve passing through the gaseous mixture,
with, however, the important difference that, whe~eas a
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sound wave is propaga.ted from layer to layer with a small
compression and veloci~ determined solely by the physical
condition of the vibrating medium, it is an abrupt change
in chemical condi ti on which is propagated in the explo-
sion wave, and which generates an enormousforce as it
passes through each successive layer of the medium.
~All the four French investigators successfully
applied themselves to the determination of -the pres'sures
developed during gaseous explosions in closed vessels, a
problemwlich had remained untouched since Bunsen's experi-
ments in 1867. They confirmed hi~ observations that the
pressures_ realized fall far short of those calculated on
the assumptions of adiabatic combustion conditions and
constancy of the s pacific heats of the products; but they
rejected his interpretation of the discrepancy, and ascribed
it mainly to an increase in specific heats of the products
with temperature, which is now recognized as being a potent
contributory cause.
"The problem was also taken up in this country
independently by Dugald Clerk, who, applying thermodynamical
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methods to the pressure-time curves, grea.tly advanced our
knowledge of pre ssure development in such explosions;
and, while questioning the conclusion of the French inves-
tigators concerning increase in the specific heats of
products with temperature, he suggested 'delayed combus-
tion' as a probable contributory factor to the so-called
~ressure suppression' in gaseous explosions ._. _
~It was in 1880 that H. B. Dixon, in. repeating
Bunsen's experiments on the division of oxygen between
carbonic oxide and hydrogen, whenboth are present in
excess, discovered that a mixture of carbonic oxide and
oxygen, dried by long contact with phosphoric anhydride,
would not explode when sparked in the usual wgy in an
eudiometer over mercury, although the presence of even a
trace of moisture at once rendered the mixture explosive.
These experiments, proving as they did the complexity of
what at first sight would appear to be one of the simplest
cases of combustion, opened up an entirely new tied of
scientific investigation, and propounded questions of the
highest theoretical importance which are s till occupying
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the attention of chemists.------
"H. B. Dixon's other prinoipal investigations,
which have extended uninterruptedly over a period of nearly
fifty years have comprised (i) the systematio determina-
tion of 'rates of explosio~' in whioh he greatly extended
the work of Berthelot and Vieille, (ii) the photographio
analysis of explosion flames, in which he followed up and
extended the earlier work of Mallard and Le Chatelie~,
and (iii) the determination of ignition temperatures of
gaseous explosive mixtures.
"The second decade of the period under review
was marked by new disooveries and controversies ooncerning
the structure and luminosity of flames and the meohanism
of hyd~ocarbon oombustion. The rediscovery (1892), in
H. B. Dixon's l8borato~ in 1mnchester, of what originally
Dalton had found concerning the explosion of ethylene with
its own volume of oxygen, together with the simultaneous
observations of Smithells and Ingle (1892) upon the inter-
conal gas of hydrooarbon flames, and the work of Lean and
Bone (1892) and of Bone and Cain (1895) upon the explo-
sion of ethylene or acetylene, respectively, with less
than ita own volume of oxygen, gave the time-honoured
doctrine of the' preferential combustion of hydrogen'
in hydrocarbon flames its death blow. The mechanism of
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the combustion of hydrocarbons was afterwards system-
atically studied by W. A. Bone and his various collabo-
rators (1902-1912), whose results proved it to involve
essentially the 'hydroxylationJ of the hydrocarbon
molecule followed by secondary decompositions, according
to temperature conditions, of the primary hydroxylated
products.- ..-~- ...
"During the_past fifteen years R. V. Wheeler and
his oollaborators have paid great attention to the measure-
ment of the speeds of the initial uniform flame propaga-
tion through gaseous explosive mixtures'. Applying with
certain refinements, the photographic method originally
devised by Mallard and Le Chatelier, as well as a
'screen-wire' electrioal method on s~ilar lines to
those of previous workers, they have corrected some errors
in the earlier Frenoh results, and published new data
and ourves for a large number of combustible gas and air
mixture8.----~~
"During the same period much attention has been
direoted to the electrical ignition of gaseous explosive
mixtures, chiefly as the outcome of W. M. Thornton's work,
in whioh it was proved that for given sparking conditions
(e.g. electrodes, type of discharge, voltage, etc.,) a
certain min~um spark energy is required to ignite a given
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explosive mixture and the question has naturally arisen as
to whether (or how far) ignition and flame propagation are
conditioned by ionlzation.------
"Since 1921, W. A. Bone, in conjunction first of
all with the late W."A. ESward, and afterwards with D. M.
,Hewitt and D. T. A. Townend, has published a series of
memoirs upon "Gaseous Combustion at High Pressures" in
which the behaviour of hydrogen-air and carbonic oxide-air
mixtures, on explosion in specially designed bombs at
initial pressures up to 175 atmospheres, has been investi-
"gated and new factors brought to light.------
The historical outline of Bone and Townend serves
to suggest the problems which have appeared in conneotion
with oombustion in gases but does not mention any of the
extensive researches which have been reoently carried out
on oombustion in the internal combustion engine. Since
1920 so many investigators have afmultaneously worked on
various pha~es of engine combustion that & satisfactory
discussion based on historical precedence ia diffioult
for this perioq. For this reason the treatment of combus-
tion that follows will be divided according to SUbjects
rathe~ than ohronological order.
Chemical Processes in the Combustion of Rvdrocarbons
Most of the precise work on detonation has been
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carried out with definite ohemical oompounds since this
procedure was necessary in order to obtain reproducible
results. However, oammercial internal oombustion engine
fuels are a1most all hydrooarbons of indefinite and vari-
able composition. For this reason, the oombustion process
involved in the explosion of typioal hydrocarbons is of
great interest. The work of Bone and his collaborators" in
this connection has already been mentioned. These in-
vestigators(?l) observed the ohemical changes occuring at
temperatures between 300 and 500 degrees C in mixtures of
oxygen and various pure hydrocarbons. Two experimental
"methods were used; (1) the gaseous reagents were sealed
in carefully cleaned glass bulbs and plaoed in a oonstant
temperature oven and (2) the reagents were continuously
oiroulated in a closed system including a tube heated to
the desired temperature. With these procedures, the
combination of oxygen with the fuel was so slow that the
process could be followed by taking samples at intervals
and using the ordinary methods of gas analysis. Similar
controlled experiments for explosive reactions were carried
out by the same workers using; (1) olosed vessels of
constant volume, (2) 'detonation' in a long tube under
conditions where the oombustion would be caused by adiabatic
compression in the explosion wave and (3) steel bombs in
~l\;~ ?
WhiOh~~nitial pressures were possible. From the evidenoe
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gathered in these experiments the 'AYdroxylation' theory
of hydrocarbon combustion was evolved.
Bone and Townend(71) explain the 'hydroxylation'
theory as follows:
"The idea underlying this theory is that, when
a hydrocarbon is oxidised, there is a natural tendency for
its hydrogen atoms to be suco~ssively oonverted into OH
groups, thus producing 'hydroxylated' molecules with
consequent heat evolution. The stability of suoh molecules
would vary very greatly with temperature and other cir-
oumstances; some of them, more particularly those 'con-
taining two suoh OH groups attached to one and the same
carpon atom, would be very unstable in any circumstances,
and would quickly decompose into stabler products. Thus,
for example, the ~~ost instantaneous deoomposition o£ .
dihydroxy-methane into formaldehyde and steam is readily
understood. The theory, therefore, supposes that the
oourse of the slow oxidation of suoh hydrooarbons as
methane, ethane ahd ethylene is essentially one of suo-
cessive Ihydroxylationl stages, with evolution of heat,
aocompanied by (according to circumstances) the thermal
decomposition of unstable 'hydroxylated' molecules into
simpler products, which latter may undergo fUrther oxi-
dation in like manner. And, acoording to suoh a view,
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neither steam nor oxides of carbon are tmmediate oxidation
products, but arise as the result of thermal decomposition
of unstable hydroxylated molecules.---------The theory will,
perhaps, be best understood by oonsidering the following
soheme showing how it would explain the slow oombustion of
meth8ne-~-----at temperatures between 300 and 400 degrees
C:------"
"1. At temperatures below the ignition point,
the hydroxylation of methane is as follows:
(9)
formaldehyde
H,
-+ H20 + H-O = a
H,
H---C---H
I
H
methane
H,
-+ H-O-OH
I
H
methyl
alcohol
Depending on the amount of oxygen present, the formaldehyde
thus fo~ed may either:
(a) Break down thermally to CO and H2:
CH20 ~ CO + H2. (10)
(b')Reaot wi th oxygen to form CO and H20:
1
CR20 +.2:' O2,, = CO + H20• (11 )
(o) React with sufficient oxygen for complete combus-
tion to C02 and H20:
CH20 + 02 ="002 + H20. (12)
"2. The combustion of a ohain hydrooarbon is
stml1ar, i.e., one of the CH3 groups is oxidized in the same
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manner. The following diagram shows the meohanism for the
slow oombustion of ethane at temperatures below its igni-
tion point;
H3C.OH3
ethane
CH3. OR2OH ---+- [CR3. OR (OH2)] -+ CH3. CHO +
ethyl. acetaldehydealcohol .
H20 . ~ CO + H2 + H. CHO ~ HOOOH --+-
formal- formic
dehyde acid
C02' + H20
CO(OH)2 ~
oarbonic
acid
(13)"
The results of the explosion experiments did not
lead to suoh definite conclusions as the work at lower temp-
eratures. However, Bone and Townend feel that the process
of oombustion 1s essentially the same in both cases for they
say: n_~ It (the 'hydroxylation theory') certainly
affords what we believe to be a true explanation of slow
oombustion; ~----- the immediate result of the initial
encounter between hydrocarbon and oxygen is probably muoh
the same in the two osses, namely, the formation of a
'hydroxylated' or 'oxygenated' molecule. At the higher
temperature of flames, secondary thermal deoompositions and
interaotions undoubtedly come into operation at.an earlier
stage, and playa more ~portant role, than in slow combus-
tion; they do not, however, precede the onslaught of the
Oxygen upon the hydrooarbon but arise in consequence of it."
The 'hydroxylation' theory is acoepted by Haslam
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and Russell(76) who discuss the extension to heavier hydro-
carbons:
number of
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series of experfments using soap bubbles for constant
pressure bombs. and record:ed the progress of combustion
photographically. Stevens was interested in the chemical
side of the general problem and particularly in the
kinetics of co~bustion. With regard to the actual pro-
cesses in the burning of complex fuels Stevensf80) says:
"But in the oase of nominally higher reaction
orders, where large numbers of molecules may be involved
in the transformation, the actual processes taking place
are rarely found to follow a meohanism indicated by the
reaction order .of the stoichiometric equation, although
the equilibrium oondition agrees with it and the reaotion
oonstant is expressed in its terms. The processes taking
place in these high-order reaotions are found to follow
stmpler orders. It is found that even tr~olecular re-
aotions are rare and that the processes taking place in
polymoleoular transformations prooeed bysimultaneouB uni,
bi, rarely, trimolecular orders."
*,"On the assumption that the resulting reaction is the
summation of simultaneous reactions each following its own
order and mechanism independently of other reaotions ocour-
ring at the s~e time within the reaotion zone, a stoichio-
metric equation for oomplete oombustion of a composite fuel
of known components may be written as a simple reaction:
nl F + n202 C.n3002 + n4H20
(F represents the fUel molecule)
(nl' n2' n3' n4 are equal to the
molecules involved)
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.Stevens(80) gives the following conclusions as
part of the last report of his series;
"1. In the case of the gaseous explosive re-
action at constant pressure, the data given in this report
show that the statistical expression,r~ [F]nl [02]n2,
derive4 from the order of the stoichiometric equation
written for complete combustion of a fuel, is proportional
to the spatial rate at which an equilibrium is established
in the gaseous explosive system. and that this relation is
found to hold for high reaction orders where very complex
hydrocarbon fuels are involved in the transformation."
"2. The above relation, since it is based solely
upon the initial and final condition of the transformation,
is independent of the mioroprooesses, whatever these may
be, resulting in the final union of the initial active
components in the proportions required by the reaction
constant K for the temperature and pressure at which the
reaction takes plaoe."
"3. The data also provide interesting.confirma-
tion of the assumption that high-order reaction processes
consist of many simultaneous s~pler ones each running its
oourse within the reaotion zone according to its own order
~-:-'(Notecon'd.) The equivalent order of this reaction,
.nl + n2, is determined from the relative importance of the
order of the separate components of the fuel mi~ture. The
statistioal expression derived from this order 18
r lID [F]nl [02]n2• n
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and ~eohanism independently of any other reaotions 00-
cu~ring at the same t~e. The probability of the cor-
reotness of this assumption is chiefly shown by the fact
that the equivalent reaotion order of a oomposite fuel may
be determined from the reaotion orders of its oomponents,
and further, that the velooity oonstant, kF, may also be
determined from the velocity oonstants.of those components.~
It is plain from the foregoing discussion that
oombustion of hydrooarbon fuels in gaseous fo~ is a very
oomplex process in which the final products of water and
oxides of carbon are fo~ed as the result of somewhat in-
definite ohain reaotions involving various degrees o.f.~ox1d9J-
tion. However, the overall effect of combustion follows
ordinary ohemioal principles and can be analysed with
sstisfsoto~ preoision.
Thermodynamic,Aspects'of Combustion
Thermodynamically the effect of combustion is to
change chemical energy into the fo~ of heat and meohanioal
energy. The most interesting oase is that in which the
released chemical energy is converted into potential energy
of compressed gas which in turn,.oan be partly oonverted
into mechanical work. The s~plest procedure'both analyti-
cally and expertmentally is to burn the gaseous mixture at
constant volume in a strong chwmber. Theoretically, if the
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heat of oombustion is known for any conditions and the
speoifio heats of both the initi~l gases and the reaction
produots are available, the pressure developed by any
given reaction at constant volume can be calculated.(82)
This general problem has interested investigators since
the days of Bunsen.
Bunsen found that the pressure developed. in a
gaseous explosion is leas than that to be expected if
there were no heat losses, the reaction went to completion,
and specifio heats were independent of temperature. This
work was taken up by Mallard and Le Chatelier(83) and
Berthelot and Vieille(84) who estimated m~ximum tempera-
tures and mean values of speoific heats from pressure-
t~e reoords. The general procedure was to use a mechan-
ioal or optical pressure indicator oonnected to bombs of
various sizes and shapes. It was found that the size and
configuration of the bomb influenced heat losses and the
t~e interval required for the pressure to reach its
max~ after ignition.
Of partioular interest for detonation work is
the recorded fact that Mallard and Le Chatelier found that
one of their indioators responded to an instantaneous looal
pressure muoh higher than that possible from the energy
content of the explosive mixture as a whole. They identi-
fied this effeot with "l'onde explosive" in the burning
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gases. This observation shows that a phenomenon, which was
later ~o develop into a major obstacle for engine designers,
was~irst discovered before 1883 by investigators who had
a very definite idea as to the reasons for its occurrenoe.
Clerk{85,86), working about 1885, was particu-
larly interested in the thermodynamics of internal combus-
tion engines. Using a mechanical indicator oonnected to
a cylindrioal vessel, he made pressure-time records of
hydrogen"sir and coal gas-air mixtures. He .studied
particularly the effect of mixture ratio on the maximum
pressure and the t~e required for burning. Clerk found
that the highest pressure was developed by a mixture wi th
an excess of oombustible gas present, a result that is
still ~portant in the operation of internal combustion
engines.
Bone and Townend(7l) summarize the results of
the early exper~ents on the thermodynamics of gaseous
combustion at constant volume:
"----in the early work on gaseous explosions in
closed vessels, and in particular in that carried out
during the years l8~O-1885, it was definitely established
that the pressures 'so developed were always considerably
below those oaloulated on then known considerations. The
great disparities between the found and 'oaloulated' maxi-
mum pressures have been attributed by various investigators
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to one or the other of the following causes:~
"1. To the.marked increases in the specific heats
of steam and carbon dioxide with temperature. This is now
generally admitted to be one of the most important factors
in such connection,-------JI
"2. To loss' of energy by direct radiation. Thus
in the explosion of a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen it
seems probabl~ that the inital action results in the forma-
tion of' an intensely vibrating molecular complex from "which
ste8m issues as the first recognizable produot.------"
"3. To dissociation of products (steam and car-
bon" dioxide). In the case of two combining gases produc-
ing a dissooiable produot, it is olear that if the
average temperature of the system exceeds that at which
dissociation begi~st"a percentage of the heat of combus-
tion will not be availa.ble at the moment of maximum pres-
sure."
"4. To heat loss by oonduotion. This is not
nearly so great as was supposed by Him, and is probably
qui te small in very fast burning mixtures. "
"5. To the fact 'that oombustion may ~ot be
completed within the period required for attainment of
maximum pressure, with the consequent ocourrence of
'after-burning'. In oertain cases doubtless this factor
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"is operative, but whether it is generally so, or counts
muo4 in the burning of turbulent mixtures, may be questioned."
"No one cause by itself is capable of aocounting
for the observed facts, and ,allmay play more or less
important parts aocording to circumstanoes.----_~ff
This list of factors influencing pressure de-
velopment in oonstant volume explosions was quite definite
by 1886 and has been shown by 1aterresearoh to be sub~
stantially oomplete. The method of constant volume com-
bustion for studying the thermodynamio aspects of gaseous
reaotions has been ~proved by the applioation of modern
instrument teohnique and is still one of the most powerful
tools in the field.
The value of the constant volume explosion
method was reoognized particularly in Germany where Lan-
geneS?) used ignition at the center ,ofa spherical bomb
to reduoe heat losses and simplify the flame path.
Nerst(SS)' and his oollaborators Pier(89), Bjerrum(90)
and Siegel(9l) were very aotive in eliminating errors from
the exper~ental procedure and in interpretation of the
resUlts frODlthe standpoint of chemical equilibrium and
the~Odynamioe. HopkinBon(9~) added temperature measure-
ments to hie observations by plaoing electrioal resistance
thermo~eters at various points in the explosion vessel.
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David(93) carried on the study of heat losses with resist-
anoe grids placed inside the bomb and a bolometer exposed
through a fluorite window to radiation fran the burning
gSS8S. The methods introduoed by David have been general-
ly adopted in later work on radiation from the oharge inside
engine qylinders.
Bl 1920 the Rmount of information oolleoted on
gsseous oombustion in olosed ohambers had reaohed suoh
proportions that the fundamental properties of simple
gaseous mixtures were known. Later experiments have either
increased the precision of measurements already oarried out
or have been used to.determine the behaviour of fuels suoh
as benzol, gasoline and speoial hydrocarbon mixtures when
combined with air in various ratios under simulated engine
conditions. Fenning(94) refined the constant volume
method to give results oonsistent to about one part in
five hundred and extended his exper~ents to include
oommeroial fuels. Plate II shows a series of pressure
records made by Fenning showing the effect of mixture
ration on pressure development at oonstant volume. The
upper reoord for a "lean" mixture shows a oomparatively
slow pressure rise, while the lower two recorda for
richer mixtures indicate high rates of pressure increase
followed by the strong osoillations charao~eristio of
detonation.
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Tizard and Pye(95) investigated the effects of
dissociation on pressure development in a long aeries of
exper~ents direoted toward the special problems of the
internal combustion engine.
Soon after 1925, the properties of fUel-air
mixtures were.well enough known for use by designers as
engineering data. Ricardo(3) outlined a method for
est~ting oycle temperatures, pressures and thermal ef-
fioienoies from thermodynamic information but did not
give a disoussion of the effeots of V8~ing mixture ratio.
Goodenough and Baker(96) caloulated the history of the
working fluid in internal oombustion engines for various
m~ture ratios but did not express their results in a
fo~ suitable for general use.
In 1936, Hershey, Eberh~rdt and Hottel(97)
presented a series of charts whioh oombined in a fo~
convenient for rapid use, the information necessary to
estimate temperatures, pre~sures, and effioiencies.under
any engine operating conditions. These writers ..include
a detailed list of references used as souroes of fanda-
mental data for their charts. With regard to these
diagrams they say:
"The working~~luid in an internal-combustion
engine, from the time of completion of intake to the time
of firing, has a chemical oomposition fixed by the fixed
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operating conditions of the engine. ConsequentlY, its
thermo~ic properties are susceptible to presentation
in diagrammatio form in a ma:p.neranalogous to that used in
showing the properties of steam. However, from the time
of ignition to the time of expulsion of the working fluid
from the engine, chemical change is going on within the
mixture. In the ideal' engine this change is assumed to
proceed so rapidly that the mixture is a t all times in
both p~ysical and chemical equilibrium. The properties
of a mixture of ~ixed atomic composition that is always in
complete equilibrium also may be represented diagrammati-
cally although,.of course, the additional requirement of
chemioal equilibrium introduces complications in the
computation. Since the.compostion of the mixtures bathbefore
and after oombustion is dependent on the fuel-air ratiO,
one diagram of each type is necessa~ for each air-fuel
ratio that it is desired to study. Diagrams of ,these two
types, oonstructed for various air-fuel ratiOS, are pre-
sented and disoussed in some detail------."
With the publioation of the Hottel Charts, the
long story of gaseous react~ons in at least one type of
explosive mixture (the charts are based on a hydrocarbon
fuel with the same carbon-hydrogen ratio as octane) is
complete from a thermodynamic standpoint. In praotice,
the data from such charts will always be approximations
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to exper~ental results since no account is taken of heat
losses, lack of homogeneity in the mixture, improper
ignition t~ing and other uncertain factors~ It is im-
probable tha t fa.ture research will b ring any new variables
into the problem but the precision of present knowledge may
be increased by future experiments.
I~itlon of Explosive Mixtures
With regard to the general problem of starting a
self-supporting reaction, Nernst(88) says:
"Let us first consider the case where the reaction
progresses in the sense which is associated with the de-
velol>ment of heat. The progress of the reaction causes an
elevation of temperature, Which accelerates the velocity.
But this accelerated velocity means'a quicker decomposition,
and therefore in turn causes an increased development of
heat, which again reacts to hasten the decomposition. Thus
it is evident how a very extraordinary acceleration of the
reaotion velocity may take place under favourable oircum-
stances. In this way we can explain.the 'stormy reactions'.
It will be found that these are invariably assooiatedwith
a development of heat."
~The reaotion velooity in many systems at the
ordinary temperature is very slight, and perhaps may have
no appreciable value. In such cases the mutual aooelera-
tion of the reaction velooity and the development of heat
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does not come into play, because the slight amount of
heat developed 1s conducted away to the environment before
any perceptible rise in' temperature ocours."
---~--~-~~---~--
"Now it is by no means necessary to bring the
whole system to a temperature at which the reaction velo-
city is sufficiently great; to ignite the gase~ it is only
neoessary to heat them locally to a certain extent, as can
be done by Means of the electric spark.u
"Let us consider again for the sake of simplicity
a homogenouB system, such as an eleotrolytic gas mixture;
then in every case, at that point where the temperature
reaches a sufficient limit, the reaction between two gases
will progress more quiokly, and therefore the temperature
of the point will rise. One of two events will then
happen: either the heat developed will be taken away
from the environment of the point by radiation and con-
duction more quickly than it can be generated anew, and
therefore after a short time the temperature will sink, and
the reaction velocity will again return to a minimal value;
or, the heat developed at the point oonsidered will be
Bufficiently great to heat the surroundings to a tempera-
ture of lively activity; in this case ,the high temperature
oa~ses the rapid reaotion between the gases to spread over
the whqle system, and a combustion takes place, resulting
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in the a~ost complete union of all gases in the system
which are capable of reaction."
"That temperature, to Which a point of the
system must be heated in order to cause combustion, is
oalled the "iRnition temperature." It is obvious from
the pr~ceding considerations that its value depends on a
large number of factors, such as the heat of the reaction,
the~rmal conductivity, the capacity for diffusion pos-
sessed by the gas" and the dependence of the reaction
velocity upon the temperature; it will also vary with the
temperature of the surroundings, and with the pressure of
the ayet~."
"Thus, the ignition temperature has quite a
seconda~ nature; it is olear that it oannot be desoribed
as the point where the mutual action of the gas.begins.
This would be as absurd as to say that the boiling-point
of a liquid is the point where vaporization begins."
Nernat's exposition of the prooess by whioh
combustion is initiated in a combustible mixture shows the
complexity of the general problem, Four methods of gaseous
ignition are discussed by Bone and Townend(7l); 1) contact
with flame or a sufficiently heated surface, 2) passage'
into a heated enolosure, 3) heating by adiabatio oompres-
sion and 4) expoBure to a sufficiently powerful eleotric
spark. Of these means, the electric spark is not of
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particular interest in detonation research but one or all
.of the purely thermal processes may be active in a detonat-
ing e~gine. Pre-ignition in an engine is directly due to
combustion started by contact with hot surfaces or pass-
age of gas into the heated space between the central
electrode and the shell of a spark plug, while ignition'
by adiabatic compression is important in detonation itself.
Bone and Townend(71) outline the work of several
investigators on spark 'ignition who studied among other
things, the amount of ourrent required for ignition as
dependent upon mixture ratio. The general theory of
eleotrioal ignition was oonsidered by Finch and Cowen(98)
who say:
"When an eleotric disoharge, powerful enough to
bring about ignition, is passed through such a gaseous
medium, ohemical oombination oocurs in both the cathode
and inter-eleotrode zones. The rate of such oombustion
is direotly proportional to the current; that in the
cathode zo~e being proportional to the total number of
ions arriving in uni t time at the C8 thode, and that
ooourring in the inter-eleotrode zone (positive oolumn)
being prObably proportional to the number of suitable
ions formed by the passage of the current. The heat
liberated by the gases on combination oontributes to the
number of ions formed by the J:8ssage of the ourrent. With
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an igniting current this heat souroe of ionlaation produces
ions more rapidly than they recombine to electr.ioally
neutral atoms or moleoules, or are removed from the zone of
the disoharge by oonvection currents in the g~s. Thus the
source of ionization is cumulative and leads to ignition and
explosion when a sufficient conoentration of suitable ions
has been. attained. Furthermore, ignition does not ocour at
the aotU$l moment of initial passage of the igniting current,
but only after the lapse of a definit~ time interval, or
lag, du~1ng which the cumulation of Suitable ions which is
necessary to bring about ignition is gradually attained by
the oumulative addition of these ions whioh are formed by
the heat of combination oithe oombustible gases to the
ions due to the passage of the current. n
The first controlled experiments on ignition
temperatures were oarried out by Mallard ~nd Le Chatelier(9)
who allowed oombustible mixtures to flow-into evacuated
poroelain vessels previously heated to a known temperature.
In this work the existence of a tiInedelay up to ten
~econds was observed in oertain cases. This is the first
reoo~d of Dlag" in the process of ignition which will
appear later as a faotor in determining whether or not a
mixture will detonate under given engine oonditions.
Dixon and Ooward(99) improved on the earlier
method by heating the oomponents of the oombustible mixture
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separately and. then bringing them into contaot in conoen-
tric streams. This method gave much more consistent
results than the old procedure. Dixon and Ooward found
the t~e lag in ignition and observed that lower tempera-
tures were accompanied by longer lags. Bone and Townend(7l)
summarize the lag problem:
"It seems probable that such effects of 'lag'
(the vtlriation of 'lag' with temperature) are primarily
due to 'pre-flame' combustion produoing heat more rapidly
than it is dissipated, with the result that, if sufficient
t~e be allowed, the temperature of the system is raised
to that at which flame appears. In other words, the
longer the time that oan be allowed for the inflammation
to oocur, the lower is the temperature to which the gaseous
medium need be heated in the first instance. Hence, for
many practical purposes, the minimum temperature to whioh
a particular mixture need be heated initially, in order
to ensure eventual inflwmmation after an unlimited time
interval, should be regarded as the effective ignition
temperature rather than that to which it must be heated
initially in order to ensure instantaneous inflammation,
----~-_!'
Ignition temperatures of fuel-air mixtures found
by the oonventional methods were unsatisfaotory when they
were applied to ignition by adiabatic compression, At the
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suggestion of Nernst, Falk(IOO) attaoked the problem of
ignition by adiabatic compression in a steel cylinder
fitted with a piston~ This piston was driven in by a
weight released from a variable height. From the energy
required to produce ignition, the corresponding pressure
and temperature were estimated. Dixon and his co-workers
oontinued the experiments of Falk with improved apparatus
and obtained consistent results for various simple gaseous
mixtures.
Tizard and Pye(lOl,102) made an extended study
of compression ignition in hydrocarbon-air mixtures.
Conditions s~ilar to those existing in engine cylinders
were obtained by using a sRecial oompression machine
suggested by Ricardo. Figure 26 shows the essential parts
of this machine. The mixture was compressed in the cylinder
A by the piston B whioh was then held stationary at the top
.of compression. The initial temperature before compression
could be varied by the cylinder jacket temperature, and
the campression ratiol could be oontrolled by screwing the
whole cylinder and head up or down wi th respect to the
crankoase. The piston was driven through an internal
expanding friotion clutoh fitted to a flywheel rotating at
constant speed. When the clu'toh was engaged the piston
was d~1ven ~pward by means of the toggle system shown, and
when it reaohed the top of its stroke it was automatically
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looked into position. At the same time. the outside sheath
of the telesoopio oonneoting rod. disengaged from the
oentral rod, on which it moved freely so long as the olutch
was aoting.
Plate III shows a pressure-time reoord from the
oompression maohine. With regard to .records of this type
Pye(l) says:
"When the initial temperature and ratio of
oompression w~re suoh that the temperature reached by the
adiabatio compression was a little above the self-ignition
temperature of the particular fuel used. it was found that
a reoord suoh as that illustrated was obtained. The
surprising nature of this diagram will be clear when it is
understood that the portion AB represents the pressure rise
due to the motion of the piston, and that .this is followed
by a period of oonstant or slightly fallin~ pressure BO,
whioh in some exper~ents lasted no less than 3/4 second.
In the record illustrated it was 1/4 seoond, the wavy
line, whioh gives the t~e scale, being the trace .of a
tuning fork making 100 vibrations per second. At the
point 0, which is the end of the delay, explosion takes
place without any fUrther outside influence whatever. The
rapid rise of pressure shown at CD is followed by subsequent
cooling, everything from the point B onwards having happened
at oonstant volume, and with no appreciable gas leakage
meanwhile."
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"During the delay period BO, cooling to the
cylinder walls must have been going on, and one can argue
therefore that ignition in some form started at B, for
after that the average temperature must at once have
started to fall. During all the delay period minute
nuclei .of combustion must have been smouldering, and then,
after an appropiate period of incubation, burst out into
a full~f1edged explosion.~
,"It must be understood that this period of in-
oubation was not a matter of chance. WitA all liquid
hyqrocarbon fuels it was found to be very consistent and
to depend upon the amount by which the oompression tempera~
ture exceeded a oertain minimum below whioh ignition would
not ooour at all. As the oompression temperature was
raised above this minimum, so the delay period was
shortened."
~This phenomenon of delayed oambustion whioh was
demonstrated so clearly in the compression machine is
evidently the explanation of the period of 15 to 20 degrees'
crank angle after the spark has passed in a petrol engine
during which combustion has no effect upon oylinder pres-
sure. In an engine, of oourse, the mixture during this
Period is violently turbulent, whereas in the compression
maohine it must have be"'enpraotically stagnant. But
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turbulenoe, although it has a profound effect as soon as
combustion is fairly started, seems to have little or
none during the delay period. We must imagine a string
of nuoleicarried in a stream of turbulent air from the
.sparking plug points, each nucleus hatching independently
until the ,general conflagration -sets in."
'Rothroc~(~O~) of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics studied the ignition ot hydrocarbon sprays
in ~ oompression maohine fitted with glass sides in the
oombustion chamber. Motion pictures at rates up to 2000
frames per second were taken of the injection process and
the following combustion. During injection, illumination
was furnished by a series of powerful electrio sparks
while light from the fl~e itself exposed the fi~ during
combustion. A special optical indioator was used to make
a continuous record of pressures inside the cylinder.
The maohine itself was a single cylinder engine fitted
with a release valve maintaining.atmospherio pressure
inside the chamber until the compression stroke before
the injection of fuel.
Plate IV shows a series of pictures taken at
1300 frames per second showing the course of combustion
and pressure variation for a series of injection-advance
angles. Enlargements of "seleoted frames showing i~jection,
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and the course of combustion are given in Plate V. The
start and spreading of the flame evidently took place in
about the manner predicted by Fye for the case o~ compres-
sion ignition in a homogeneous mixture. Detonation is
indicated in the lower picture of the series by vibrations
in the expansion line of the pressure record. Rothrock
draws the. following conclusions from his experiments;
"1) With a shor't'ign~tion-lag in a quiescent
combustion chamber the burning starts from around the spray
envelope and fram there spreads throughout the combustion
chamber. Wi th a long igni tion-lag the burning may start
at any point in the chamber. In either case, the burning
may start at one, or more than one, point. fJ
"2) The course of combustion, aside from the
original chemical properties of the fUel, is controlled
by the
(a) T~e interval between injection and
the start of combustion
(b) Temperatures and pressures existing
in the combustion chamber during this
t~e interval
(c) Distribution of the fuel at the start
of combustion."
Second Frame
Silhouette of the spray
Third Frame
Start of the flame
Fourth Franlt>
Note lhe two main spra~'s illuminale.!
h~' .'omhll~ljon
Twentieth Frame
...After-huming"
••
. ', "
. - ... ".,
'.~~ ~.
'" -.'to" ·
T" entv-Firlh F ranw
Cllnlinualill'" Ilr "arft'r-tlUr"i,,~"
En"tr~ements ul "'rame~ frllm ltlt' ~t'.'nncl ~t'rjt''' or Pho'''l!raJlh~ ~llIlw" in PLATE IV.
PLATE V
REF. lO~
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Summarizing results from the various studies of
ignition, it is apparent that:
1) Combustible mixtures can be ignited thermally
either by conduction or by compression.
2) A time delay oocurs after ignition and before
general inflammation takes place.
3) The time delay depends upon temperature of
the mixture and the nature of the ignition'process but is
generally reduced by an inorease in temperature at the
time of ignition.
Flame Movements at Constant Pressure
Flame in a gaseous mixture indicates a sharply
looalized moving region of reaction which divides the
system into three zones: the region of unburned gases,
the zone of explosive reaction and ~he region of reaotion
products behind the flame. A divergenoe of opinion exists
as to the oompleteness of the reaotions in the flame front
but there is no doubt that 8 major part of the total change
occurs in this region. In manY cases the flame front
emits such intense radiation that the progress of combus-
tion can be reoorded photographically. This otherwise
exoellent method has the fundamental difficulty that
flame photographs show movements of the reaotion zone with
respeot to spaoe rather than with respect to the gases
D OIL JACKET
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involved. Since the rapid temperature ohanges oaused by
combustion are aooompanied by violent motions whioh
meohanically displaoe the flsme fro~t, the true progress
of combustion in the gas'oan be determined only under
speoial exper~ental conditions.
Stevens(77,78,79,80) using ignition at the
center of his "oonstant pressure bomb" realized an a1most.
ideal case. By application of the principles of hydro-
dynamios he was able to show that the change in pressure
ahead of the flame front oould be.negleoted for reaction
velocities small compared to the velocity of sound. He
also found an expression showing that the pressure inside
the'flame surface was smaller than the pressure outside
in the unburned mixture •. For reactions falling within
the l~its of his as~umptions, Stevens deduced a relation-
ship between the veloc~ty of flRme with respect t~ the
mixture and the observed velocity in space. Plate VI
shows typioal flame photographs from the oonstant pres-
sure combustion process. It was found that all the
records for velooities not too near the velocity of sound
showed 8 flame velooity constant with respect to space.
Stevens did not study detonation but rather
avoided this type of reaotion by using only low flame
velooities. With regard to higher velocity reactions he.
J,~ /-_/
Sbcnn. pbotacrapbic t1me-TOlume record of four cueous elpla.h"e reactions at constant pressure" Tht'
..... an H actual 1iIli. 2r .. &be ~ of iDJUal compooeota conaldered. 2T' the I»bere or Ita reaction
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"For reactions of high velOeity, there are
indications that the soap fi~ reflects the impulse wave
(or at least a part of .it) starting with the ignit~on.
Where this reflected wave meets with the outgoing flame.
surface, an almost instantaneous increase in velocity
takes place following the corresponding increase at
this point in the concentration of the gases the flame
is entering."
With regard to flame propagation, the results
of Stevens show that a constant velocity in sp~c~ is to
be expected for symmetrical propagation in a mixture at
constant pressure for suffioiently slow velooities.
Definite data are lacking but Stevens hints very
stronglY that marked disturbanoes in flame propagation
are to be expeoted fram the interaotion between pressure
waves and the reaotion Bone at high flam~ velocities.
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Slow Flame Movements in Tubes
At first thought ,the simplest case of flame pro-
pagation seems to be that in which the problem is reduced
to one dimension by confining the burning gases in a tube.
This idea was the guiding principle in many of the early
investigations of combustion and is used for certain pur-
poses at the present time. However, the unpredictable
effects of heat conduction and viscous action near tube'
walls have always introduced uncertainties. In addition
to wall effects, observers have consistently found strong
disturbances from pressure wave reflections and general
flow in the mass of gas. Only in the case of the very
rapid flame propagation called tl'onde explosive' or
'detonation~ has there been close agreement in data from
various sources. The succeeding discussion will outline
the history of tube experiments and the generally accepted
results.
Mallard and La Chatelie~(9) originated the
methods still in general use for studying flame motions.
Where the flame is sufficiently bright the best method
is to record photographically on moving film~ w~ile
electrical methods are available in cases of low flame
luminosity. In the electrical scheme terminals are
placed at known intervals in the flame path and a) con-
nected with a fine wire to be fused by the flame,
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b) connected with a light piece or conducting material
to be thrown orf'b~ the mechanical disturbance accompany-
ing the rlame, or c) simply immersed in the gas and used
as ionization gaps. In each case some type of electrical
chronograph is used to record the time intervals re-
quired for the f'lame to move between stati"onsin the tube.
Figure 27 shows a typical arrangement for use
of'the photographic method as described by Bone and Town-
end(71). The drum A, covered by photographic film is
driven at constant speed by the motor M. The length
of the transparent combustion tube EE is imaged on the:
moving f'ilmby means of the lens L. Opaque bands rl,
r2, r3--- wrapped around the tube identify positions
along the tube to be used in interpretin'g the records.
The other parts shown connected to the tube are used for
support and f'orsupplying controlled combustible mix-
tures in the experiments.
Bone and Townend also Show the essential parts
of an electrical system for measuring flame fP eeds.; In
figure 28 the combustion tube is EE with ionization gaps
at G1, G2 and G~. These internal gaps are subjected to
a high voltage from the induction coils 01' Ca, 03) and
connected in series with external gaps Sl' g2' g3. A
high frequency interruption is used on the induction
~ f'o-~
C a.r.::; &&J.- a:c~
'-
f1!~s...~
cr=0e.
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coils and the condensers cl' c2, c3 across the coi1
secondary serve to keep a substantially constant voltage
on the gaps. The system is so adjusted that the voltage
across the gaps is insufficient to cause breakdown with
uninflamed gas in the gaps but high enough to produce ar.
spark across the external g~s successively as ioniza-
tion in the flame fro~t reduces the total circuit
resistance. \Vhena spark jumps across one of the ex-
ternal gaps a photographic spot is produced on a film
attached to the outside of a rotating wheel in the re-
corder R. The tuning fork T and the lamp L are arranged
to impress a timing record on the film.
Comparable tests carried out by the two methods
showed that flame velocities measured by the two methods
agreed wi thin an experimental error of 2.5 per cent.
The classical. exp'eriments of Mallard and La
Chatelier produced records like those shown in Plate
VII. Discussing the important features of the flame
records Bone and Townend say:
"The behavior of these mixtures was found to
differ according" as they were ignited at or near (a) the
~, or (b) the closed end of a tube. In the case of
(a) it was always observed that the flame proceeded for
a certain distance along the tube at a practically uniform
slow velocity, which Mallard and La Chatelier regarded
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as the tru~ rate of propagation tby .conduction' • \Fiith
CS2 + 6NO mixtures this uniform movement was succeeded
by an 'oscillatory period', the flame swinging backwards
and forwards with increasing amplitudes, and finally
either dying out altogether, £E giving rise to 'deton-
ation', according to circumstances. With the 'oxygen'
mixtures the initial period of uniform velocity was
shorter, and ~peared to be succeeded abruptly by
'detonation', without passing through any intermediate
'oscillatory period' •. When, however, the mixtures were
ignited near the closed end of the tube, the forward
movement of the flame was continuously accelerated unti~
finally 'detonation' was set up."
~These important features of their exper~n~nts
are well shown in Figs. 15 to 17 respectively (Plate VII),
which need no further explanation. Fig. 15 is the graph
from the e~losion of a mixture 082,+ 6NO in a tube
3 cms. in diameter and 3 meters long, composed of three
sections, each 1 metre long, connected in series by
means of caoutchouc rings which in the graph serve as
reference marks, ignition having been effected near the
~ end. Here the portion ab of the graph shows the
'uniform movement' which lasted until the flame had tra-
versed nearly all the first metre section ,of the tube,
Note:
Figure numbers refer to dib-Qussion of Bone and Townend.
FIG. 15.
Fw.17. a ].'/1:. lfi.
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whilst the remainder shows the 'oscillatory period'
which extended over the next I 3/4 meters or so, when
,
the flame was extinguished. Fig. 16 shows the graph
from a CS2 + 3 02 explosion in a tube,"1 em in diameter
and 3 metres long, ignition having been ~rom the open
end, in which the initial ~uni~orm movement' indicated
by the portion ab was abruptly succeeded by tdetonation'.
Fig. 17 shows the gr~h from a CS2 + 6NO explosion orig-
inated by spark ignition near the closed end of a tube
3 em. in diameter and 3 metres long. It was noticed
that Whereas the initial 'slow uni~orm movement' ex-
bibited no signs of violence, the final 'detonation'
was characterised by an e~ceedingly high uniform velocity,
great brilliance of flame, as well as by the shattering
effects usually associated with the popular idea of
explosions. The contrasts between these initial and
final stages are well brought out in Fig. 16."
ttAlthough Mallard and Le Chatelier found the
velocity of the initial 'slow uniform movement' to be in-
dependent of the materi~ composing the walls of the tube,
they shewed that it may be retarded by their cooling
influence unless a certain limiting diameter is exceeded.
This -limiting diameter' seemed not to be fixed but to
vary with the composition of the e~losive mixture and
with the velocity of flame propagation through it. They
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~ound that, in general, the l~miting diameter necessary
to any retardation of the flame is greater' the slower
the flame-velocity; and, conversely, that the constric-
tion o~ tube requisite to extinguish the flame is greater
the greater the f'lame-velocity. "
"Mallard and Le Chatelier regarded the initial
uni.form .flame-movement through a stagnant explosive mix-
ture as being governed by the trans.ference of the heat
of combustion .fromone layer to tne next tby conduction'
in the sense that hot products streaming out .from the
burning layer mix wi th the cold unburnt gases in the next
layer, which is thereby raised to its ignition temper-
ature. From such point o.fview, provided that the tube
diameter exceeds the a~oresaid limit, and that ignition is
at the ~ end of the tube by a source o.fheat not great-
, ,ly exceeding in temperature the ignition temperature of
the mix~e, and does not appreciably disturb it, the
speed o~ the uniform movement would depend only on the
composition of the mixture, its temperature and pressure."
"Mallard and Le Chatelier recognised that the
moderate flame speeds (less than 30 meters per second)
which characterise the initial uni.formmovement could be
accelerated by such in.fluences as 'turbulence', which
would assist in the transmission o.fheat';-and they
initial stages of
Dixon (11), Vlheeler
M (108,109)organ ,
and Jones(lll)
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attributed the 'vibratory movement', which in many of
their ~open tube' experiments immediately succeeded the
initial 'uniform movement' ..to the explosive mixture
being thrown into a state of rapid vibration as the re-
su~t of hot burnt gases being ejected by expansion from
the open end---." .
~eDuring the ~vibratory period' the flame may
either be extinguished, if during a backward swing it is
(so to speak) asphyxiated, or give rise to 'detonation',
if suff'iciently accelerated during a forward swing. It
was shewn that when extinction occurred it was invariably
associated with a backward swing during a vibration of
great amplitude; in such circumstances the extinction
might not be final ..a new inflammation of reduced in-
tensity supervening. Indeed, the photographic records
showed the combustion intensity to be very variable
during different phases of the same vibration."
Following the early work described above
many extensive investigations of the
flame propagation were carried out.
and his collaborators(lOS,106,107),
Georgeson and ~artwell (110), Co~ard
all made contributions to the knowledge of flames. Bone
and his co_workers(71,112,113) were especially active
both in making careful experiments and in critical
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examination o~ existing information. Plate VIII is a
typical photograph discussed by Bone and Townend for the
case of'spark ~gnition of an explosive mixture at the
mid point o~ a transparent tube closed at both ends.
Discussing the general ~eatures o~ the record they say:
uThe evidence of the experiments lies so much
in the photographs themselves, that little need be said
about them beyond indicating the precise conditions under
which they were obtained. It is left to each reader to
study them .forhimself I because, while their main .feat-
ures will be obvious to all, their interpretation leaves
room .fqrdiscussion, Which it is hoped their publication
will provoke.
t'To us they suggest such possibilities as (a)
the occurrence under ordinary sparking conditions, of what
seems to"be much like a definite 'induction period' as a
preliminary to the actual combustion; (b) an initial
propagation through the medium of a 'ghost-like .flame'
conditions involving only a very partial combination of
the gases; and (c) the main combustion following later
as the result of superposing of'a compression wave, or
the like, upon a system which during the phase (b) has
already become sensitive to chemical changes.~
The presence of standing pressure waves is very
evident in the record of the final combustion stages.
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Such waves are typical of 'detonation' in closed vessels.
In spite or the vast amount or time and effort
expended on the subject of slow flame movements, the
situation has grown more indefinite rather than becoming
clarified as additional evidence has accumulated. Arter
specializing in this field for many years, Bone and
Townend summarize their opinions in the paragraphs below:
'tIt may be said that, whereas it seems probable
that 'conduction' plays an important, and possibly in some
cases predominant, part in the propagation of flame from
layer to layer during the initial period of uniform flame
movement, other factors, such as convection current and
turbulence, which by producing movements ~ masse of the
combining gases quicken the combustion, must also come
into operation, more or less according to circumstances.
Also, the \intensity' of the source of ignition may play
a considerable part. Indeed the propagation of the flame
during the initial phase of uniform slow movement may not
be entirely a thermal phenomenon, as many have h~therto
supposed, but thermionic influences may also come in.
Fronl this point of view it may perhaps even be doubted
whether, strictly speaking, the expression 'flame-speed'
ought to be used in connection with the initial uniform
slow movement in the sense of being a ~natural constant'
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:foreach particular gas-air mixture, so much does it va:ry
with circumstances other.than pressure and temperature."
~uch evidence as the ~oregoing (records ~rom
care~ul experiments) has led us to doubt whether it is
possible ~y longer rigidly to maintain either (i) that
all quiescent explosive mixtures necessarily develop an
initial uniform flame movement on ignition by means of a
flame at the open end of a horizontal tube, ££ (ii) that
even when a 'uniform movement' is initially setup in
such circumstances its velocity is necessarily quite the
same for the same tube diameter. In the latter case,
doubtless, it most ~requently happens that the observed
initial uniform velocity for a given explosive mixture,
and with one and the same tube diameter, will not differ
very much from a certain mean value, which therefore may
be regarded as having some significro~cerelative both
to the properties of the gaseous medium and to its en-
vironment. But it seems impossible to regard such l~
uniform speed as a physical constant of the mixture in
the same sense as we regard its ~rate of detonation'."
"We think that a careful study of the photo-
graphic evidence included in this chapter will convince
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readers that, notwithstanding all the soientifio investi-
gation of the matter since Mallard and La Chatelier first
took it up in the year 1880, we have still muoh to learn
about th~ initial stages of gaseous explosions. Indeed
a systematic reinvestigation o£ the whole sUbjeot now
seems oalled for,------."
In the final analysis it appears that the
initial stages of flame propagation in tubes is in 8
very unsatisfactory state because the reduction of the
problem to one d~enaion has been aocompanied by many
c
difficulties due among other things to the large tube wall
surface in oontact with the confined gases. Thus the in-
determinate effeots of heat oonduotion, viscous friction,
turbulenoe, mass motions in the gas, oonveotion, pressure
waves, eto. ,more than overbalanoe the advantage gained
from geometrical si~plifiQatlons.
It is interesting to note that the unoertainties
inherent in tube exper~ent8 were eltminated at one stroke
by Stevens when he replaced rigidoontaining walls by soap
bubble films in his constant pressure bomb. As a reward
for this ~provement Stevena found his "initial flame
velooities" to be oonstant and reproducible within a small
exper~ent8l error.
Detonation in Tubes
(6 7 a)Berthelot and Vieille " and Mallard and Le
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(9)
Chatelier .discovered the very high velooity regime of
flame propagation called "l'onde explosive"about 1881. In
later investigations; Berthelot and Vieille ~ecialized in
"l'onde explosive" just as 1mllard and Le Chatelier were
particularly interested in the initial stages of flame
propagation. The relatively high velocity found in the
~explosion wave" or "detonation" as the prooess was soon
named, required suoh long distances of travel that the
photographio measuring teohnique had to be replaced by an
eleotrioal method. The mixture was fired in a closed tube
of lead, so arrange~ that after a run long enough to set
up the explosion wave, the fl~e broke a bridge of tinfoil
and started an electrioal chronograph. This ohronograph
was stopped by the rupture of a second tinfoil bridge plaoed
in the tube at a known distance from the first•
. From the very first experiments, velocity meas-
urements on the explosive wave gave consistent results in
Sharp contrast to the initial stages of Qombustion.
Bone and TownendC7l)sammarize the re~lts of
Berthelot and Vie1l1e:
"In their exper~ental work Berthelot and Vie1l1e
proved that the velooity of the 'explosion wave' is quite
independent of the length of the oolumn of gas traversed,
and of the material and diameter of the tube employed,
provided a certain small limiting diameter is exoeeded;
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also that it is ~terial whether the tube is laid out
straight, ooiled round a drnm, or even zigzaged. They also
concluded that the velocity is independent of the pressure,
but this is not strictly correct for, as H. B. Dixon sub-
sequently shewed, the rate increases slightly with pressure
up to about two atmospheres, when it becomes nearly oon-
stant. They te~ it rune propriete fondamentale; oar
elle etablit que la vitesse de propagation de l'onde
explosive est regie par lea memes lois generales que Is
vitesae du son. '
"Berthelot snd Vielle distinguished between two. -
l~iting oonditions of gaseous combustion, namely; (1)
ordinary flame propagation, in which the heat developed
by the chemical change is mainly lost by radiation, conduotion,
and by oontact with inert gas, except the small part required
to raise the next layer to its ignition temperature, and
(2) detonation in whioh the heat of Chemical change is
transmitted adiabatioally to the next layer. Between such
Itmits a whole series of intermediate states may oonceivably
~intervene, (mais elles ne constituent acnn regime regulier•••
En effect, Ie passage d'un regtme a l'autre est aooompagnie,
comme 11 arrive en general dans les transitions de cette
esp$ce, par de mouvements violente des deplacements de
, , t 1 1matiere etendus et irreguliers, pendan lea que s a
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propagation de la combustion s'opere avec une vitesse de
plus en plus oonsiderable. I
"The principal conolusions reached by Berthelot
and Vieille may be summarized in two sentences,- namely:
(1) that the velocity of the explosion wave is a true
physioal constant ~or each particular inflammable mixture.
and (ii) :that the wave is propagated by the impact of the
products of combustion of one layer upon the unburnt gases
in the next at the mean velocity o~ translation of the
burnt gaseous molecules. retaining the whole heat developed
in the reaotion, which, however, is to be regarded as a
limit representing the maximum possible rate of propagation.
and therefore subjeot to diminution in particular cases."
(10,11,114.115)Dixon and his collaborators began
work on detonation Boon after the work of Berthelot and
Vieille and continued their efforts for many years. They
used not only the electrioal method for measuring flame
velooities but adapted the photographic arrangement of
Mallard and Le Chatelier by speeding up the film motion
to a possible max~um of 100 meters per seoond. Figure 29
(71)
1s a reoord taken by Dixon. Bone and Townend describe
the analysis.of this record as given in the following
quotation:
"----The igniting spark in starting the explosion
at 0 senda out invisible oompression waves in both direotions
DEVELOPMENT O~ A.NExPLOSION
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along the tube; these traverse the unburnt gases in advanoe
of the flame with the velocity of sound, as indioated by the
dotted lines OM, OH in the diagram, The flRme itself,
travelling at first more slowly than the oompression waves,
traoes the ourves OA and OB. The compression wave ON, on
reaohing the olosed end of the tube, reflected back again
as NO, and, on meeting the flame (which is still travelling
in the direotion OAl, retards it and passes thenoe through
the hot and still burning gases as the visible wave CD.
An instant later it overtakes, at D, the front of the flame
travelling in the direction DB, thereby aocelerating it, and
increasing its luminosity in oonsequence of the quickened
oombustion. The flame then oontinues to move forward from
D with r~pidly aooelerated vel~oity until 'detonation' is
finally set up at the point E, near where the flame catches
up with the compression wave OM. Indeed, it is the forward
'kiok' reoeived by the already aocelerated flame front
on its overtaking the compression wave OM which finally
determines 'detonation.' At the instant when 'detonation'
is set up the flame attains its final oonstant velocity,
and the oombustion and luminosity their maxtmum intensities;
simultaneously, a strongly luminous wav~ of oompression EG
(oalled the 'retonat1on wave') 1s sent backwards through
the still burning gases, whioh on reaching the near end of
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the tube is reflected back as RG. The 'detonation' wave EF
passes onwards through the mixture with ita oharacteristio
high velocity ~d intense luminosity."
Bone and Townend note that La Chatelier independ-
ently discovered that a 'retonation' wave is always set up
when a 'detonation'wave starts. They say further:
."Thus in studying gaseQus explosions, it is
necessary to distinguish between (1) the 'detonation wave'
--~--, (ii) the 'retonation wave'---, (iii) the 'reflection
wave'-!""- and (iv) the 'collision wave'---, whose velocities
through ,the medium are in the o~der given, that of 'detonation'
being highest, as the following determinations by Le Chatelier
for an equimolecular mixture of acetyle~e and oxygen
(02H2 + O2) indioate:
Metres per second
Detonation-wave 2990
Retonat1on-wave 2300
Refl eotion-wave 2250
Collision-wave .2050
Exoept in speoial circumstanoes (e.g., when it is
reinforoed by another refleoted wave) the velocity of the
'retonation w~vel is always inferior to that of the 'deton-
ation wave'. When, however, the 'retonation wav~' is
developed just at the closed end of a tube it may be rein~
forced by a 'refleotion wave' in whioh oase its velooity
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is indistinguishable from that of true detonation."
~-~--~~----------~-
~Taking the evidenoe as a whole-, therefore, there
oan be but little doubt that during the inital stages of
an explosion the combustion in.the flame front is compa:ra-
tively slow, and much cQmbination goes on behind it. In
detonation on the other hand, the chemical changes ~-
cernedin the propa~tion of the wave. fronts are practically
instantaneous; albeit, when a gas burns in sta~es, only the
first of them may actually be ooncerned in the wave front,
as in the oombustion of cyanogen which definitely proceeds
in two stages. There can also be no doubt as to the
important rOle-played. by oompression waves in determintng
"detonation' in gaseous explosions, and as to 'collision
waves'.J etc. I being largely responsible for their violent
shattering eff~ots."
Nernst(Sl}, who devoted much attention to the
detonation problem, substantially agrees with the summary
of Bone and Townend for, with respect to flame propagation
in gases, he says:
"Slow oombustion consists in the layer of gas
first ignited passing on its heat by oonduotion to the
next layer, and thuB bringing the latter to the point of
ignition; the rate of propagation depends, therefore,
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firstl~ on the amount of heat oo~ducted, and secondiy, on
th$ velocity with which 8 moderated heated layer begins
to react chemically, and so to bring itself to a high
temperature, i.e. the rate depends in general on the change
of reaction velocity with temperature.~
"Oombustion may also be propagated in a second,
entirely different way, depending on the phenomenon. just
discussed, that an explosive mixture of gas can be ignited
by strong oompression; or more correctly----by the resulting
rise in temperature. The increase in pressure causes an
increase in conoentration, and therefore, according to
the law of mass action, also an increase in reaotion velo-
oity. Henoe it is extraordinarily favourable to the rate
at whioh the heat of oombustion is developed. We see,
therefore, that a very powerful wave of compression pro~
duoed in a gas oan start ~s well as propagate the combus-
tion, an~moreover, with extraordinarilY'great velocity."
"A oompression wave of this kind is produced in
a gaseous mixture brought to a very high temperature by
oombustion; it must travel considerably faster than the
ordinary oompression wave, bedause in the compressed
(still unburnt) layer ignition oauses a very strong de-
velopment of pressure, whioh, according to the theory of
waves, must increase the rate of propagation."
lfi6
"On the basis of these oonsiderations can be
calculated the absolute velocity of the explosion wave,
..
--~~----. It is clear, however, that it must be con-
siderably greater than the velocity of sound in the mass
of gas (heated to a high temperature by the explosion).
The measurements given below confirm this; they show that
the velocity of the explosion wave is one and a half to
two times the velocity of sound at the temperature of
combustion. The prooesses taking place after ignition
in aoombustll>.le gas contained in a long tube, oan now be
,presented as follows: the first condition Is that of
slow oombustion; the heat is conduoted to the"next layer
of gas, and thus oombustion is propagated at the rate of
but a few metres a second. As, however, a strong increase
of pressure is produced by the combustion, so at the s~e
time the neighboring, still unburnt, layers are compressed;
this oauses an inorease in the reaction velocity, as has
been already shown, and ignition takes place more rapidly.
But the result of this is to cause th~ next layers to be
still more strongly oompressed, and in this way we oan
see that, provided we have a mixt~e which burns suf-
fioiently fast, the rate of oamb~Btion must constantly be
inoreased. As soon as the oompression in the unburnt
layers beoomes so__great that self.-lgnitiOD follows, the
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resulting extraordinarily powerful compression wave is
propagated with very great velocity and with simultaneouB
ignition, i.e. we have the spontaneous development of the
'explosion wave'.
Campbell and Woodhead(116) studied'the ignition
of an explosive mixture by a detonation ~ve in $ different
mixture, When mixtures having different detonation velo-
oities were used, the velocity in the ignited mixture was
found to ohange rapidly and reach its oharaoteristio
value within a short distance of the ignition pOin,t. -It
was also £ound that the presenoe of inert gas between the
igniting and ignited mixture did not affeot the result,
thus proving that the observed effect oould be produoed
by the pressure wave alone without the ald of heat oon-
duotion.
The experiments desoribed so'far were for the
most part ca~ried outwlth inorganic gases. Since engine
fuels are ordinarily hydrocarbons, it is of interest to
-consider oertain results of Dixon's on detonation-in a
hydrooarbon mixture as reported by Bone and Townend:
"--~""............--They shewed oonolusively (i) .that
there are distinot stages in the oombustion ofhydrOoar-
bons in explosions, the first alone being oonoerned in
the propagation of the explosion wave, and (ii) that.in
the wave the oarbon burns primarily to oarbonic oxid~,.
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which in turn burns to'carbonio anhydride in the rear of
the wave. The rate of explosion for ~mixture containing
suffioient oxygen :forcom~lete combustion is always muoh
less .than the rate for one containing only sufficient
oxygen to burn the carbon to carbonic,oxide. JI
,Egerton and Gates(ll'1,118,119) ~ Mor~(l~)and
Maxwell.and Wheele~(121) stu~i~d d,tonation in tubes with
partioular reference to kno~~ing in internal cambusti~n
engines. Theresultssre somewhat co~sing since EgertQD
an~ Gates conclu4ed that engine fuel mixtures tested under
conditions s~11ar to working conditions did not develop
detonationW8v~st,wh11e Maxwell and Wheeler held that
knooking in engines is p~oduoed by detonation ~ves rather
than auto-ignition ahead of.the flam, ~ront. Morgan
showed that it was possible to obtain strong p:r.eBsure
tlbrationa insld~ a short tube ~coompanied by~a nois,
similar to 'kI}.ookingin engines outside the tube. These
effeots ooour~ed only if the rate ,of burning beoam, fast
enough to ~et up natural frequenoyvi'J)rations inside the
tube.
W~ndlanQ.t{122Jl23) J a student of Nernst, re-
ported the results of a quantitative s~udy of the effeots
of fuel~8ir ratios on detonation velooities in long tubes.
Theessentia1 fe8ture~ of his apparatns are shown in
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figure 30. The reaction took place in the long glass
tube L fitted with aluminum foil bridges K. When the left
hand bridge was broken by the wave, a constant current
started to flow into a fixed condenser. This current was
stopped by the rupture of the second bridge after the
wave had moved over a known length of the tu1;>e. The time
interval involved was estimated from the accumulated charge
on the condenser as measured by a oalibrated ballistic
galvanometer. Ignition of the gases under study was ac-
complished by a detonation wave in "Knallgas" (2H2 + 02).
This igniting wave was generated in~/"'-st~.~!.~_~.~~~extension
connected to the reaction tUbe ..,~~-"'V;hioh;"~ombustionwas
..~....._-~.---'.-"""'-"'---
started by an eleotric spark. Suffioient distance was
allowed between the Knallgas-combustion mixture boundary
to allow transient effects to subside. In order to
determine the effect of distance traveled on detonation
velocity in the mixture under observation, a second glass
tube with foil bridges was attached to the end of a long
tube plaoed in series wi th the first measuring. tube.
Tests on the ignition system showed that the
impulse supplied at the start of the reaction tube was
oonstant within experimental errors. This was determined
by substituting air for oombustible gas in the measuring
system and measuring the res~lt1ng pressure wave velocity.
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Results from several trials are given below:
Velocity in air of the Xmpaot wave from the
detonation of
2H2 + 02' 1 atmosphere, 18 deg. C.
Length measured 80 to 320'cm
Velocity, meters/sec. 675
680
656
652 to 893 cm
423
432
427
This observed decrease in wave velocity with distance ia in
good agreement with the results of other observers and in
accord with the theory of waves of finite amplitude. The
velo'oity of the initial wave was well above 'the character-
istic detonation wave velocity for any of the mixtures used
in the exper~entB.
Figure 31 gives the results from hydrogen-air
mixtures. The wave v~locity varied greatly with mixture
Btreng~h, especially in the region between 15 and 20 per-
oent hydrogen~ Near the 20 percent mixtures, -the wave
velocity was the swme in both measuring sections, while in
weakermixt~res, the velocity was less at the far end than
at the near end of the combustion tube. This constancy of
velocity over long lengths of the path is taken by Wendlandt
as characteristic of :Uormal Detonation: "By Normal De-
tonation is to be understood every stable Quasi-stationary
detonation process with plane wave front: its criterion is
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the oonstant rate of propagation over extended distances."
The data of figure 31 indioate that normal detonation
ooourred not at the begining of the sharp rise in velocity
from normal burning but further on in the oourse of this
rapid velocity increase.
Discussing his expertmental results, Wendlandt
says:
r~etonation prooesses are charaoterized by intense
compression behind the flame (high pressure) and a high
rate of propagation (km/s). In distinction from the thermal
reaotion process (normal burning) there is in detonation
the formation of a quasi-stationary wave characteristic of
detonation. In long tubes of not too small diameter, the
detonation wave is independent of the length of the tube,
of its material and of its diameter. Its velocity is a
oharaoteristic constant of the gaseous mixture (a mixture
is defined by its chemical composition, pressure and tempera-
ture). n
"From the prooeeding expertmental investigation---,
it may be Been that by gradually diluting a detonating mix-
ture, the velooity of the detonating wave will gradually
decrease until a mixture ratio is reached below which a
very rapid fall in velocity is observed for only a slight
decrease in the value of the mixture ratio F/02. The region
17.4
where this sharp change takes place corresponds to a definite
mixture ratio. rr-----------.
"Below a certain velooi ty of propagation, that
is, below a certain mixture ratio value, the propagation of
the explosive wave no longer shows the oharaoteristic of a
quasi-stationary wave. Instead, the wave shows a steady
deorease in velocity with inorease of distanoe traversed.
At a definite mixture ratio the flame goes out while the
initi~l ignition wave, unaocompanied by ohemical change,
goes on at decreasing velocity. In the oase of hydrogen-
air mixtures,. this limi ting condi tion lies between an 18
and 19 volume per cent mixture. The corresponding limiting
velocity ia 1250 m/s. Above this limiting ratio and its
oorresponding velocity of propagation, the velocity curve
in the coordinate figure represents mixture ratios result-
ing in normal detonation."
"2. Interpretation of Results.-At very high
velooitya volume element oontained within the zone of a
detonation wave has. an exceedingly short period in Which
transformation may take place. This period is at most less
than 10-5 second. Compared with this the period of reaction
in a process at constant pressure and ignition temperature
is great. C8sse1------ gives for this period in the case
of H2 + 02 mixtures, 10-2 second. For CO + 02 mixtures
l,S
the period may be much longer. Transformation within the
explosive wave must take place at temperatures and pres-
sures that decrease with greater and greater dilution of
the active components, till finally the period required
for their transfo~tion within the wave is not completed
and the flame goes out."
"From this viewpoint it could well follow that
the rate of propagation of the detonation wave should be
constant for each detonating mixture; the reaction period
for every such mixture in a quasi-stationary wave is
definite, and would be expected to falloff rapidly when
by progressive dilution the detonation limit is approached;
that is, when the reaction period of the mixture ratios
become large."
"In passing from a 19 percent to an 18 percent
hydrogen-air mixture, the temperature attained within the
wave would, according to calculations to follow sink by
about 80 degrees. If we assume that in both these cases
the reaction period is small, the transformation in the
wave will be complete. But suppose that already in the
19 percent mixture the reaction is only 4/6 what it should
be for completion, then for the 18 percent mixture it must
be still slower and less complete because the temperature
for this mixture lies lower. At still lower temperatures
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the reaotion period would be still greater. With de-
oreasing mixture ratios, deoreasing amounts are trans-
formed and deoreasing temperatures and longer reaotion
periods result, until a qussi-stationary wave oan no
longer be supported."
"Obviously the rate of inarease in the velocity
of the detonation wave, above this l~it, with increase
of the fuel will be the greater the more rapidly the
reaction period decreases with rise of temperature. This
agrees with experimental results. In the oarbon~onoxide-
oxygen mixtures this inorease is steeper than in the
hydrogen-air mixtures. Likewise it may be seen why the
limit of a normal detonation wave does not lie exaotly at
the end of this short range of mixture ratios but lies
rather in the course of this steep change in the velocity
of the impaot wave."
The studies outlined above have shown that
detonation in gaseous mixtures has given consistent ex-
perimental results Which can be logioally explained by
analysis. The essential feature of detonation is that
the prooesses involved are adiabatio. This is because
combustion in the wave front takes place in suoh a short
time that substantially no energy can be removed from the
seat of the reaction either by meohanical expansion or by
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heat transfer. With this in mind it is not surprising
that consistent results are obtained with any reasonable
experimental apparatus since the environment can have no
effect on the course of such a reaction. The high
I
propagation velocity of detonation is due to the high
temperature and pressure produced when all the chemical
energy assooiated with a given element of the mixture is
released in this element without loss to the environment.
The similarity between the detonation wave and
an ordinary sound wave is obvious since a detonation wave
with a negligible amount of chemioal energy released in
the wave front would be identical with the sound wave.
Interactions between sound waves and detonation waves have
been illustrated in a number of the records displayed above.
It is apparent that standing pressure waves must result
from the initial distr~bance set up by a detonation wave
in a closed vessel. The high Telocity and pressure of the
true detonation wave will gradually be lost by dissipative
processes and the waves will degenerate into sound waves.
Using the ideas developed fram tube experiments,
a fQndamental definition of detonation can be established,
i.e. Detonation is a process within the body of a combust-
ible gas which occurs so rapidlY that no mechanioal or
thermal energy 1s lost from the reaction zone during the
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oourse of the reaction. This definition is compatible with
the ideas of detonation in the internal oombustion engine
already advanoed in Section I, includes the results of
tube exper~ents and distinguishes detonation from simple
pressure waves in a gaseous medium.
Fl~e Movement and Pressure Development in Closed Vessels
Exper~ents under laborato~ conditions had
fairly well completed the general picture of gaseous
oombustion by 1920. However, it was certain that the
laboratory teohnique of tube experiments was powerless to
answer the question of whether or not a particular fuel
would knock under given engine conditions. In answer to
this situation several investigators started work with
closed vessels in an effort to gain engineering informa-
tion by approximating the conditions within engine combus-
tion chambers. The object was not to measure thermo-
dynamic quantities but rather to trace out the course of
flame travel and pressure development as affected by
various operating variables.
Gaseous combustion inside a closed vessel is
oomplicated by the ohanging oonditions under whioh
suooessive increments of the mixture burn. Thus the first
small nucleus of f~ame will develop under substantiall~
constant pressure at the initial temperature while the
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last part of the mixture may react a1most at oonstant
volume under the high temperature and pressure produced
by compression from the already burned gas. These chang-
ing conditions are accompanied by mass motions of the
mixture and possibly by intense pressure waves. With such
an indefinite environment for individual elements it is
not surprising that many tmportant problems have not been
solved even after intensive effort during the last two
deoades.
Kratz and Rosecranz(124) using a technique
essentially s~ilar to that of Fenning studied pressure
development in closed vessels of various shapes. Illum-
inating gas-air mixtures were used ~or combustion at
various mixture strengths. A number of their conclusions
are listed below:
"(2) In general, the effect of turbulence
during explosion is to aause an increase of max~ pres-
sure and a decrease in the time of explosion. This
effect is greater for lean mixtures than for the richer
ones. The maximum pressure is also produced with a
slightly greater air-gas ratio than for the oase where
no turbulence exists."
"(3) The effect of turbulence seems to be
due to the more intimate mixing of the gas and air before
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inflammation, thus bringing more moleoules into contact,
rather than to the projeotion of the flame into unburned
parts of the mixture."
"(4) The position of the souroe of ignition
has a considerable influence on the rate of inflammation
and on the maximum pressure. In vessels patterned after
the L-head type of combustion spaoe used in internal
combustion engines, ignition in the valve chamber results
in a maximum pressure of about 10 per cent less than that
obtained at the oenter of the head."
"(5) Both turbulence and variations in the
position of ignition seem to have more influence upon the
rate of inflammation than upon the max~ pressure.----"
"(6) In oertain O8.ses there is some evidenoe
of the formation of pressure waves which travel smoothly
through the mixture and produce a higher max~um pressure
than if the inflammation had proceeded in the usual way.
These pressure waves differ in character Irom true
explosion waves."
,,(7 ) The maximum pressure and time of explosion
are materially af~ected by the shape of the explosion
vessel. This seams to be caused by variations in the
ratio of surface to volume for the different vessels~
From the standpoint of maximum pressure produoed, the
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spherical explosion vessel 1s beet. The cylindrical and
conical vessels give about the same results, but the
max~ pressure is about 8 per cent lower than that for
the spherioal vessel. The L-head type gives results about
16.5 per oent lower than the spherioal."
"(8) The combustion of the gases in any pocket
in the vessel is more or less incomplete, due to the
cooling effect of the walls. The incomplete combustion
results in a reduction of the max~um preasure.n
"(9) The cooling of the gases for a given
mixture during any time after the attainment of maximum
pressure varies directly with the ratio of surface to
volume of the explosion vessel, for the particular
vessels used."
"(10) Radiation from the gaseous mass is an
important factor in the cooling of the mixture. Varia-
tions in the character of the inner surfaoe of the walls
of the vessel cause variations in the cooling curves."
The results cited above are neaessarily
~ualitative and are ohiefly of interest in that they
show the many variables which must be controlled in order
to obtain oonsistent results from combustion studies.
WOOdbury, Lewis and Canby(l25,126) cambined
pressure measurements with flame photographs taken through
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a transparent window in the side of a cylindrical bomb.
Although Bome measurements were made with detonation
mixtures, the ohief result of the expertments was to show
the way in which flame spreads in a closed chamber. In
partioular, it was found that the flame proceeds at an
approx~tely oonstant Telocity over part of the path and
then proceeds more slowly after being almost stationary
for a short tXme. The pressure-t~e ourve showed a break
similar to that of the velocity ourve at the time of the
"flame arrest~. Experiments with artificial turbulenoe
inside the chamber showed that the "flame arrest" could
be reduced by this method. The work of Woodbury, Lewis
and Canby served as an ~ediate stimulus to further
experimental and analytical studies of flame propagation
in closed vessels.
Midgley(l27,l28) applied the principles of
the~odynamics and hydro~ias to data from the closed
veasel expertments. He noted that the motion of each
gas particle was reversed in direotion by passage of the
reaotion zone so that the motion was always away from the
flame front with a rapid change in velooity at the front.
This ohange in velooity requires a pressure difference
across the front. Midgley calculated the pressure
.. ,_ '., (.._t...~
-~1~ereat from the expertmental data and showed that it
was small except just before the "flame arrestf1•
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l{idgley and Janeway(l29) extended the analysis
already started by Midgley by including an expression
involving the chemical reaction velocity. The resulting
equation ~or the pressure difference across the flame
front indicated the existence of a critical pressure. At
this critical pressure, a sudden very great increase in
reaction velocity was predicted which would correspond
to the start of a detonation wave. This detonation wave
was considered as probably identical with the knocking
process in internal combustion engines.
Roseorans(130) investigated pressure development
and flame travel 'in a closed vessel by a method s~i1ar to
that of Woodbury, Lewis and Canby. In all of his work,
ether-air mixtures were used 8S the oombustib1e gas.
Figure 32 shows the arrangement of apparatus with the
various parts identified. Fi~re 33 is a graphical repre-
sentation of typical records showing flame front position
and pressure as a i~nction of time after ignition. The
"flame arrest" is plainly shown at about 0.025 seconds.
USing a method developed by Nagel(lDl), Roseorans
analysed the physical processes accompanying combustion
inside the closed vessel. Figure 34 shows graphically the
changes in volume experienced by various parts of a stag-
nant mixture during combustion. If uniform ignition over
a cross section is assumed to occur at the left hand side
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of a bomb, the layer of gas nearest the end burns and
expands. This action compresses all the unburned layers
if ordinary combustion is assumed. The second layer is
ignited by contact and mechanical spread of the flame,
and burns, further compressing the unburned mixture. This
action is repeated as shown in the figure until combustion
has been completedljlJ.roughout the enclosed gas. The
increased pressure and density of the last portions to
burn is apparent.
Rosecrans uses the oase described above to
specify the process he considers in his analysis;
"A combustion such as described is what might
be te~ed a 'normal explosion', since it is not of the
'slow combustion' type ~iQh presumably ooours immediately
after ignition, nor is it a detonation whioh might be
called 'abnormal explosion'."
Using the method of 1Iidgely, and experimental
data from his own work, .Rosecrans made the diagram of
figure 35, showing the positions of various planes in
the mixture during a typical explosion. For example, a
plene of gas initially located half way down the bomb
at first moves slowly forward ahead of the flame front,
then increases in velocity, and finally burns at 0.09
second after ignition. It is then thrown to the rear
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with a relatively high veloc~y and finally at the end of
the oombustion process returns to its original position.
The diagram shows how the density behind the flame front
is decreased particularly during the intial stages of
burning.
After considering several hy~heses whioh he
rejeots, Rosecrans suggests an explanation for the "fl~e
arrest";
"The results of Woodbury, Lewis and Canby show
that when turbulence is produced by a rapidly rotating fan,
the flame arrest still exists in practially the same posi-
tion. However, as the turbulence is increased, by in-
creasing the speed of the fan, the flame arrest beoomes
less pronounced. These facts suggest the hypothesis that
a possible cause of the flame arrest is the partial
extinction of the flame on aooount of low density of the
gas. ----- a diagram of motion of various planes of gas
during the explosion, shows clearly the great decrease in
density of the gas behind the flame front. It is entirely
possible that this region of low density extends into the
combustion zone itself, and that when the density reaches
a certain min~um, partial extinction of the flame occurs.
The momentary cessation of the motion of the flame affords
an opportunity for pressure equalization, as shown by the
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pressure diagram at the instant of flame arrest, and the
oonsequent inorease in density in the combustion zone
allows the flame to proceed again."
The hypothesis of Rosecrans as to the oause of
"flame arrest" is essentially the same as that advanced
many years before to explain the extinction of flame in
tubes during the "vibratory motion" period.
Rosecrans analysed the spatial motion of flame
down the length of his bomb into one component due to
mass motion of the gas and a second component due to
spreading of the flame within the gas. Figure 36 is a
plot showing the division of velocity into these two
components during an explosion.
"Figure--- shows, for Test No.4, the division
of the total velocity into forward velooity of the mole-
I .cules ~z (mechanical velocity) and reaction velocity
V'oh (chemical). The chemical reaction velocity at 0.02
seconds after ignition (the earliest point of the explo-
sion at which computations could be made) was 16 per cent
of the total flame velocity. The reaotion velocity then
increased until at 0.10 secondtt was 68 per cent of the
total flame velocity. The curve naturally trends upwards
from the last calculated point at 0.10 secondS, and can
be extended to 100 per cent at the time the Ilame fills
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the bomb. That is, at the end of the explosion process,
when the end wall of the bomb is reaohed, the total flame
velocity is entirely due to chemical reaction velocity."
Roseorans summarizes his results in the following
conclusions:
n(a) The theoretioal analysis, as proposed by
Nagel and as adapted to the particular cylin-
drical bomb explosion apparatus used, gives
results which conform approx~ately to the ex-
per~ental results as determined by photograph-
ing the flame propagation."
"(b) The theoretical flame propagation curve in
most cases differs from the exper~entally de-
termined curve by amounts Which can be accounted
for by the heat loss which occurs in the experi-
mental determinations."
"(c) The expertmental results on the whole
confirm the results of doodbury, Lewis and Canby,
that the fLame fills the bomb at the time that
maximum pressure is attained. However, this
does not always appear to be the case."
,,(d) The experimental results do not furnish
any evidence of the dependence of the velocity
of flame propaga tion on the initial tempera ture. n
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"(e) The flame arrest phenomenon appears in
all the flame photographs, and occurs quite
uniformly at about one half the length of the
bomb from the ignition point. At the time of
the flame arrest the pressure had in general
risen to about 25 per cent of the max~.n
n(f) The hypothesis that the flame arrest
was caused by spherical pressure waves, or
such waves reflected from the side vmlls of
the bomb, has been disproved."
Reg) The hypothesis that the flame arrest
was oaused by a sound wave refleoted from the
end of the bomb opposite the ignition pOint has
been disproved."
n(h) A suggested hypothesis for the caue8 of.the f1~e arrest is that the great decrease in
density of the gases within and behind the
flame front oauses a momentary extinotion of
the flame. This explanation at least does not
oonflict with any known faots regarding the
flame arrest."
"(i) From the oharacteristios of the expansion
and oompression of the burned and unburned gases,
respeotively, during an explosion, the existenoe
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of afterburning and adjustment of chemical
e<].uillbriumbehind the flame front has been
demonstrated."
"(j) The relative proportion of the total
flame velocity which is due to chemical reaction
velocity, for the mixtures investigated, varies
from 15 to 85 per cent during the progress of
the explosion."
"(k) The results indicate that the reaction
velocity is a function of the pressure. An
e<].uationexpressing this relation has been
suggested."
The work of Rosecrans does not deal direotly with
detonation but it does illustrate the general process of
flame propagation in closed vessels and proves that the
conditions of high temperature and density which favor the
high reaction rates required for detonation tend to be
built up in the last part of the charge to burn.
Wheeler and his co_workere(12l,l32,133) investi-
gated combustion in a closed vessel using simultaneous
flame pictures and pressure reoords. In general they
checked the results already reported by Rosecrans with
regard to "normal explosions" and extended the work by
observing knocking explosions of pentane in a 15 inoh
steel cylinder. The usual phenomenon of flame arrest after
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an ini tisl acoelera tion was found. An increase in the
initial pressure caused the charaoteristic "pinking .
sound" accompanied by vibrations in the luminous gas and
in the pressure record. In these cases there was a sudden
acceleration in the flame motion near the end of the
combustion chamber. The fJafterglow" was of shorter
duration and started only after flame had reached the end
of the cylinder. A reduotion in length of the cylinder
caused a detonating mixture to burn without detonation.
Tetraethyl lead vapor produced no effect on the explo-
sion unless it was first decomposed.
Brown and his collaborators(l34 to 142 inclusive)
used the closed vessel technique for a series of investi-
gations starting in 1925. These workers were interested
in chemical phases of the detonation problem and in partic-
ular studied the correlation between the tendency of a
fuel to detonate and its behaviour in their combustion
chamber. The "autoignition temperature" and the max~um
rate of rise of pressure during combustion in a closed
vessel were found to be ~portant faotors in dete~ining
the tendency of a fuel to .detonate. They found that for
certain mixtures there is a critical initial temperature
above which an increased initial temperature causes a
reduotion rather than an increase in the rate of rise of
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pressure. It was shown that flame velooity and the rate
of pressure rise varied together with ohanges in condi-
tions inside the bomb.
By exploding fuel-oxygen mixtures with added
nitrogen and judging the tendency to detonate by the
amount of nitrogen required to reduoe detonation to an
arbitrary level, it was concluded that the rate of rise
of pressure was an ~portant faotor in measuring the
detonation tendency in partioular cases. Aromatic and
paraffin hydrocarbons with similar rates of pressure rise
and therefore supposedly with the same tendenoy to set
up the detonation wave, were shown to have different
tendenoies to knock in engines_ For this reason it was
suggested that engine knocking was not due "to detonation
waves.
Summarizing their efforts to analyse the causes
of engine knock, Brown and Watkins(138) said;
"The faots summarized in this paper indicate
that both the rate of rise of pressure and the auto-
ignition must be considered in estimating the tendency
of a fuel to knook in an internal oombustion engine, and
suggest auto-ignition of the unburned part of the charge
caused by adiabatic compression against heated surfaces as
the mechanism of combustion oausing engine knook. The
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rate of 1~ame travel and the rate of rise of pressure in
explosions may approaoh the rate aocompanying the detona-
tion wave, but the meohanism of au to-lgni tion is 80
radioally different from. the mechanism. initiating the
detonation wave that a precise distinotion should be made.ft
"------ It was found that if the maximumrate
of rise of pressure as determined in a progressive homo-
genous reaction under constant initial conditions be
divided by the auto-ignition temperaiure on the absolute
scale, a number is obtained which varies directly 8S the
knocking tendenoy of that partioular fUel in an engine,
or inversely 8S Ricardo's'highest usefUl compression
ratio' for that fuel."
Carr and Brown(140) and Souders and Brown(141)
studied the effect of tetraethyl lead (the most widely
used anti-knock agent) on flame propagation and pressure
rise in their bomb apparatus. The lead tetraethyl was
added both as a vapor and after deoomposition. When
added as a vapor the material was effective only when
combustion was slow enough for decomposition to take
plaoe ahead of the flame. These effeots were a decrease
both in flame velooity and the rate of pressure rise.
If auto-igni tion was induced ahead of the flame by means
of a hot surface, the lead tetraethyl deoreased the
velocity of the auto-ignition flame and also inareaee4
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the temperature necessary for auto-ignition to take place.
Duchene(143) designed an apparatus for flgme
study to give a closer approximation to engine conditions
than a chamber with rigid walls. He used hydrocarbon
vapor-air mixtures in a tube closed by a movable piston.
By a sudden motion of this piston the oombustible mixture
was compressed to a point below its auto-ignition tempera-
ture and ignited by a spark While in this condition. A
number of hydrocarbons s~ilar to cammeroial engine fuels
were investigated under va~ing oonditions. The results
were in general s~ilar to those already described by
Rosecrans for ether-air mixtures. Duchene applied the
analytical method proposed by Maoh(l44} and was able to
explain the essential features of his experimental
results.
The above acoount of closed vessel exper~ents
with simultaneous records of Ilame position and pressure
shows that the general features of combustion within rigid
boundaries are known. Within suoh an enolosure, burning
in a combustible gas starts at praotically oonstant
pressure and the initial temperature, While the last part
of the reaction takes place under high density and tempera-
ture oonditions which are particularly favorable to rapid
reactions. Since rapid coolbustion is a pre-requisite for
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the appearanoe of detonation, it is logical to expeot
detonation in a closed vessel only after a large portion
of the charge has burned. That detonation usually starts
in the latter stages OI combustion in olosed vessels, has
been a common observation of all investigators.
Although a qualitative relationship between
auto-ignition temperature, rate of pressure rise in a
closed vessel and the tendency OI a given fUel to detonate
in engines has been established, no preoise method for
predicting the perfo~ance of fuels under operating condi~
tiona was developed. It was this failure of laboratory
studies of oombustion to produce a reliable method for
knock rating fuels that resulted in the use of engine
test prooedures as already desoribed.
SECTION III
DETONATION AS A COMBUSTION CHAMBER PROCESS
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DETOKATION AS A C01ffiUSTION CHA1ffiERPROCESS
Introduc tion
Combustion in an engine takes place under oon-
ditions which differ from those of bomb experiments in
several ways:.
(1) The fresh oharge is mixed with hot oom-
bustion produots from the preceding oycle.
(2) The gases are ignited ~ediately after
rapid compression in a hot chamber which
follows high velooity flow through a restriot-
ed valve port.
(3) Burning proceeds in an enolosure of ir-
regular shape with walls of uneven temperatures
and changing volume due to piston motion.
Because of these differences it was found impossible to
apply direotly either the analytical or laboratory re-
sults of bomb experiments to engine problems. By 1925
the l~itations of classical methods were so apparent that
a new technique appeared which uses engines in actual oper-
ation. Improvements both in instrumentation and analysis mpliUy
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appeared and are still in progress.
li'lamemoyemen t and pressure development in engines
oan be investigated by means of instrument." similar to
those used in work with bombs and tubes. Pressure indicators,
flame oameras, radiometers and ionisation gaps have all
been adapted to eng1ne conditions. In one respect the
availability of a large number of Buocessive cyoles for
study has simplified the teohnique of engine experiments.
This repetitive nature of the process nBkes it possible to
use the strobosoo~10 method of measurement. An instrument
using this method is designed to indicate the value of
some physical quantity at a single point of the cycle. By
making this point definite and oontrollable the complete
history of the quantity under study oan be traced. With
the rapid succession of cyoles in an engine direot visual
observations with a flashing light oan be used in addition
to reoording prooesses.
Investigators of engine combustion have all found
erratio variations of considerable magnitude between cycles.
For this reason, data taken by stroboscopio instruments
do not give preoise lines but rather dispersed points
through which average curves must be drawn. This unavoid-
able aTeraging effeot of strobosoopio devioes makes this
type of instrument partioularly suitable for studies of
ZOI
quantities associated with general engine performance. For
example, it is better to judge mean cylinder pressure from
an averaged record than from the instantaneous pressures
of a single oycle. On the other hand, a composite reoord
made up of points from many cycles is worthless for
following the rapid changes of high frequency pressure,
waves inside the oombustion chsmber. The possibilities
and l~itations of particular instruments will appear in
the following discussion.
Detonation will playa large part in many of the
investigations to be reported. The desire to understand
and then to control this troublesome phenomenon has always
been in the baokground even though a particular researoh
was directed toward another speoifio obJeot. It will be
found that the resul ts of engine experiments confixm the
notions of detonation already advanoed without giving
material assistanoe toward a quantitative analysis of the
prooesses involTed.
Flame MOTement in the Combustion Chamber.
Ricardo(145) and Glyde(146) plaoed a s~ngle row
of windows across the cylinder head of an engine and used
a strobosoopic shutter to dete~ine the orank angle at
which the flame appeared in eaoh. Simultaneous reoorda
made with an indicator showed the relationship between
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flame front position and cylinder pressure. Their results
showed that the flame mOTed aCrOdS the combustion chamber
in the same general manner as in a closed bomb exoept for
a pronounced effect of turbulence.
Marvin and his cOllaborators(l47,148,149) have
carried out an extensive investigation of the effects of
engine design and operating conditions on flame movements
in the combustion chamber. A number of amall windows were
distributed over the top of the combustion chamber and
observations were made with a stroboscOpic shutter.
Figure 37 shows the exper~ental arrangement for visual
observations. Two discs with properly shaped holes were
used in the shutter so the period of observation at each
crank angle was very short. Permanent records were made
by placing a camera at the eye position. The extent of
the burned gases at a given instant could be approximately
determined by observing the illuminated windows in the
photograph. Figure 38 is a typical series of photographs
showing the progress of inflammation in a particular case.
From the photographic record, flame diagrams li~e those of
figure 39 were plotted and were used in studying the effect
of engine variables. Pressure records corresponding to
each flame diagram were taken With the Bureau of Standards
Balanced Diaphragm Indicator.
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Marvin, Wharton and Roeder(149) summarize the
results of their flame studies in the following conolu-
sions:
"(1) Under all oonditions oovered, the flame
spreads in a roughly concentric pattern about
the point or points of ignition."
"(2) It follows that with single ignition,
the shortest combustion time will be obtained
by placing the spark plug near the center of
the oombustion chamber."
"(3) Still shorter combustion t~es can be
secured by using two or more plugs."
"(4) Flame velocities are dependent upon
the oharacter of the fuel and are reduced by
addition of residual gases to the charge or
by departures from the mixture ratio giving
maximum power. "
"(5) For nonnal explosions in engine, flame
speeds appear to be independent of pressure and,
while they probably increase with temperature,
evidence of pronounced effects is lacking."
"(6) Flame speeds and the rate of pressure
development inorease nearly as fast &s engine
speed, which explains why engines can be
operated at very high speeds with only a moderate
2013
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composition and pressure and temperature in
the low temperature range."
"(12) In the engine, preflame reactions alter
the composition and temperature of the unburned
charge to an unknown extent, Which probably
varies for different fuels. Since these
reactions are associated with relatively high
temperatures and extremely short heating periods,
it would appear that they can be produced and
their effects studied with certainty only in
an engine or a high-speed compression machine."
Withrow and Boyd(150) and Withrow and
Rassweiler(151,152) substituted a narrow continuous window
across the combustion chamber for the discrete windows
of the stroboscopic method and used a rotating drum camera
to study flame propagation. Figure 40 shows an elevation
and plan view of their c~bustion ch~ber and window.
Figure 41 is a photograph of the exper~ental engine with
the £ilm drum in plaoe. A General Motors Indicator(53)
was used to record instantaneous pressures.
Sample flame and pressure records for normal
combustion are shovm in Plate IX. The narrow region
identified as the combustion zone is marked with arrows
in each case. The reillumination of the burnt gases after
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the flame has oompleted its path is apparent in all three
pictures. This phenomenon is called the after~low. Plate X
shows three records with increasing intensities of detona-
tion from left to right. These flame piotures are charac-
terized by a very rapid inflammation of the last part of
the charge to burn while the pressure reoords show a
sudden increase in pressure at the instant the f1~e ac-
oeleration occurs.
Withrow and Boyd were espeoially interested in
fl~e propagation during detonation and discuss the experi-
mental results in detail:
"One of the most significant faots that is
brought out by these flame and pressure reoords is that
the phenomenon of knock which heretofore has been recog-
nized in the gasoline engine by its sound and the
charaoteristic Shapes of the pressure reoords is due to
a many-fold increase in the rate of inflammation wi thin
the latter.portion of the charge. In other words,jnst
at the t~e that knook begins there is a many-fold
increase in the amount of charge beg~g to burn, with
the emission of light, per unit time. Dt1ring the oourse
of the present work this oharaoteristio of the knook has
been observed in hundreds of knocking explosions in the
engine both photographically and visuallY. The visual
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observations were made by replaoing the film dram wi th a
rotating mirror. Further, the absence o£ this character-
istio increase in the rate of inflammation has been ob-
served in hundreds of non-knooking explosions in the engine."
------- ..----
"In regard to the way in whioh 1nflsmmation takes
plaoe at the t~e of knook there seem to be three possibili-
ties. First, at the beginning of the knock spontaneous
ignition may oocur at a point or a number of points in
advance of the nomal combustion zone. This flame then
spreads rapidly through the remaining unburned portions of
the charge. Second, all of the unburned portions of the
oharge visible through the window may burst into flame
s~ultaneously at the beginning of the knook, instead of
at one or several points in advanoe of the nonnal oombus-
tion zone. Third, the velooity of propagation of the
normal oombustion lone may increase sharply or to sub-
stantial inf1ni ty as it passes through the last :part of
the oharge to burn. The reoords in this paper offer
evidenoe that all three of these ~es of inflammation
ooour in various knooking explosions in the gasoline
engine."
Severa1 other aspeots of the oombustion prob-
lem were oonsidered by Withrow and Boyd in their oon-
c1usions;
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"(1) Starting at the spark plug, a flame, or
narrow combustion zone, moves progressively
through the charge. Oxidation of the fuel
is apparently complete within this narrow zone
of oombustion, but the products of combustion
to the rear of the flame front oontinue to
emit light for some time."
"(2) During normal or non-lmocking oombustion,
the t~e req~ired for the average flame to
travel aorOBS the oombus ti9n space (under the
conditions of these tests) was about 40 degrees
of orankshaft revolution."
"(3) A knooking explosion differs from a
non-knooking one only in the way the last
portion of the charge bnrns. The difference
is this: Whereas in a non-knocking explosion
the flame oontinues to move at a comparatively
oonstant veloei ty clear to the end of the
oombustion space, in a knooking explosion the
latter portion of the charge inflanes at a
much higher rate than normal. This rate is
often eo high that at the instant of knook
the name appears simultaneously throughout
the whole of the portion of the charge still
remaining to be burned."
,14
"(4) The extremely high rate of inflammation
in that portion of the charge which burns at
the instant of knock is apparently due to
auto-ignition occuring within it. This may
be caused by temperature induced within that
part of the charge by adiabatic oompression."
"(5) The violence of the knook is determined
by how large a portion of the total charge
is involved in the spontaneous inflammation,
or the amount of it still remaining to be
burned at the instant knock occurs,"
"(6) The very rapid, and often substantially
instantaneous, inflammation that oocurs within
the portion of the oharge whioh burns at the
instant of knock is accompanied simultaneously
by a very rapid rise in cylinder pressure.
The magnitude of this pressure rise increases
along with the intensity of the knock."
"(7) The one effect upon combustion of the
presence of lead tetraethyl in the gasoline
is to prevent the extremely rapid inflammation
of the latter portion of the charge, and the
aocompanying presSllre rise which is the knock.
Lead tetraethyl has no effect upon the velooity
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or the oharacter of the flsme prior to the time
at whioh knock would have ocoured in its
absence."
The flame pictures so far displayed have shown
evidenoe of a sudden pressure rise but no sign of pressure
waves within the cylinder charge. However, Rassweiler
and Withrow(152) note that oyclio motions of glowing
partioles within the burned gases appear after the initial
disturbanoe due to a severe knock. Plate XI showing wave
motion in the burned gases is one of the first published
reoords of this phenomenon in a flame picture. With
regard to this picture the investigators say:
"When these flame records were taken, the knock
was so violent that Bound or shock waves were set up in
the freshly burned gases. These shock waves reveal them-
selves both in the detonating zone and in the vioinity
of the spark plug because of the fact tha t the intensity
of the luminosity fluctuated as the peak of the oompression
wave moved back and forth through the combustion space."
..__ .._-~..-....-
"Several of the shock-wave pictures have been
obtainedj and they are very interesting for a number of
reasons, chief among which is the possibility of estimating
engine temperatures by making the assumption that these
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waves behave as sound waves in a perfeot gas. The average
velocity of the waves in Fig.---, Ior example, is 1040
meters per second during a period of t~e equivalent to
15 degrees of crank-shaft revolution just before the
knock ooourred. On the basis of the foregoing assump-
tion, this oorresponds to a temperature of about 2250
degrees C."
It is interesting to note that flame pictures
s~ilar to those of Rassweiler and Withrow were being
made at M.I.T. at about the same time (1932-33) by
J. P•.Elting. One of Elting Is pic tures was i~cluded in
N.A.C.A. Report No. 493 by the writer(56) and used for
the purpose of estimatlngpressures in combustion ohamber
waves.
To clinch the argument that pressure waves were
responsible for the oyclic gas. disturbanoes. Withrow and
RasBweiler(15l) made s~ultaneous reoords of gaB motion
and cylinder pressures. One of these oombined records
is given in Plate XII and shows the correspondence be-
tween osoillations in the gases and fluotuations in the
pressure. Using evidenoe of this type Withrow and
RasBweiler conoluded:
nThe faot that the frequenoy of the vibrations
ohanges with time and is nearly independent of engine
Time
Tbe relationship between the frequencies of the shO<"k wa,'es on
the flame pboto~raphs and the vibrations record~d on the pressure cards
at an en~Jne speed of 1,500 r.p.m. Knock Induced with Isopropyl nitrite.
Fuel. pt'lroJ. Full throt I If'. Sp:nk ach'anf'f'. ao dl'g.
A ignition. B. 91 deg. aiter ignition.
REF. 151
PLATE XII
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speed, indicates that the disturbances on the pressure
oards and the flame pictures are not induced by movement
of parts of the engine. As further evidenoe of this fact
the non-knocking flame picture of figure--- is presented.
This reoord was photographed under the same engine condi-
tions as the flame picture infigure---- exoept that no
isopropyl nitrite was added. The pioture is typical for
non-knooking combustion and no.shook waves can be dis-
oerned."
tTAfter seeing the oorrelB.tidn ..~between name
and pressure reoorda the possibility seems rather remote
that the vibrations on the pressure oards arise from
some na~uDal frequenoy in the indioator or the reoording
osillograph. However, there is other evidenoe on this
matter; namely, the frequenoy charaoteristios of the
indioator and the oscillograph. The natural frequenoy
of the tongue of the indicator as dete~ined by Martin
and Caris is between 5 and 10 kilooyoles per seo., a
value well above that shown on the pressure reoords.
The natural frequenoy of the osoillograph elEment is
around 1 kilooyole per seo."
"It should be emphsslsed that the frequenoy of
the pressure fluctuations is correotly registered even
th.ough the natural frequenoy of the osoillograph element
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is only around 1 kilocycle per seoond. However, the
wave-form, phase and magnitude of the pressure fluctua-
tions are not correotly registered."
"On the basis of this evidence, the oonclusions
are: (1) that the dominant-pressure fluctuations observed
on the indicator cards taken with the carbon-stack ~ndi-
cator result from real pressure fluctuations in the
engine, and (2) that the inferenoe previously drawn from
the flame pictures alone that pressure waves are some-
times set up in an engine running.under knooking condi-
tions, is oorrect."
The V'iUrkof Withrow and RasBweiler olarified
current ideas about detonation by replaoing more or
less reaf30nable speoulations with experimental facts.
Their conclus10n~ that burning is completed in the
flame front while the "afterglow" is not due to further
rapid ohemioal reaotion but to thermal effects in the
produots of oombustion, does not agree with the idea of
Bone and Townend which was oited earlier. Withrow and
Rassweiler regard the "main combustion" of Bone and
Townend as naft~rglow" and the "ghostlike flame" of the
earlier investigators as the main combustion. With
regard to detonation, Withrow and Rassweiler definitely
proved the existenoe of pressure waves in the cylinder
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gases and showed the nature of the excitation responsible
for these pressure waves.
Bouohard, C.F. Taylor and E. S. Taylor(153)
used the method of flame photography through a narrow
window for quantitative determination of the effeots of
engine operating oonditions. These investigators were
espeoially interested in changes due to altitude and
superoharging. A summary of their conclusions is given
below:
"(1) Under oonditions of normal oombustion
without detonation, the general nature of the
movement of the flame front ranains the same,
that is, a period of slow burning exists after
the initiation of combustion during V¥hiah the
flame speed is gradually increasing until it
reaches a maximum at a point approximately
10 per oent of the distanoe across the oom-
bustion-chamber. The flame front then
continues to travel on at a nearly uniform
maximum speed to a point approximately 90
per oent of the distanoe aoross the chamber.
From this point, as the flame approaohes
the opposite side of the chamber, its speed
deoreases rapidly."
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"(2) The spee~ of the flame front inoreases,
and the t~e for 10 and 95 per cent flame
travel are reduced by the following:
Increase in the pressure level at whioh
combustion ooours.
Deorease inunvm~ temperature.
Deorease in proportion of residual gas.
Increase in small-soale turbulence.
"(3) The average flame speeds during the in-
itial period, the period of rapid flame
travel, and the period of low flame speed
near the end of the process, tend to vary in
the ~e direotion over a wide range of engine
variables."
"(4) Under moat operating conditions, the
initial period of slow flame travel oooupies
from 25 to 30 per oent of the total time
required for combustion."
These oonclusions are in general similar to
those of Marvin and his co-workers except for the effect
of initial temperature for which Marvin found no con-
sistent effect. It will be noticed that the "flame
arrest" whioh attraoted so much attention in bomb experi-
ments does not appear strongly enough in engine tests to
•
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be a subjeot for discussion. This disappearance of the
"flame arrest" is probably due to strong turbulence in
the charge set up by passage of the charge through the
intake valve.
Even with the excellent results obtained from
photography through narrow windows in the combustion
ohamber, oertain points were still matters for conjecture
since a oomplete desoription of a three d~ensional
combustion prooess could not be obtained from records
with a single spaoe coordinate. This diffioulty was
attacked by RasBweiler and Withrow(154,155,156) as part
of their extended researoh progr~ at the General Motors
Researoh Laboratory in Detroit. These investigators
obtained two spaoe coordinates on photographic flame
records by oo~~truoting a speoial high speed motion
pioture camera to view all parts of the oombustion
ohamber and to operate in synohroniSm with their ex-
per~ental engine. Figure 42 shows the oylinder head
and window mounting arrangement for a direct view of.
every part of the oombustion chamber. The window was
a fused quartz pIate cemented in a heavy invar frame
designed to be easily removed for daaning.
Figure 43 shows the engine and flame photo-
graphy apparatus assembled for use. The engine is shown
-
-~..
- -
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at the right with the window mounted in place. Light from
the engine flame comes up through the window, is re-
flected by the mirror H into the stationary lens I,
passes through the moving lenses M, and is again re-
flected up to the film which is carried inside the over-
hanging rim of the disc L. The disc is rotated at
engine speed by the crankshaft. There are 30 small
lenses M. As each small lens passes the stationary lens,
a separate picture of the engine flame is recorded.
With this arrangement of the optical parts, the image
formed on the fi~ by the lenses moves with the film
during the exposure of each picture. K is a shutter
which opens for one engine explosion only. The "focal-
plane" shutter 0 controls the exposure ttme of eaoh
picture. Extra fi1m is stored on the spool Wand, by
means of the metering device V, a fresh piece of film
can be pulled into plaoe after eaoh set of pictures is
photographed. V~en in operation, the oamera is covered
with a light tight housing.
Plate XIII is a complete series of flame
pictures for one cyole as given by Rassweiler and Withrow.
As this display illustrates all the ~portant features of
combustion in a spark ignition engine, the author's
description and discussion of the series will be given in
full.
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"Below eaoh flame photograph is the crankshaft
angle at whioh the-focal-plane ahutter stopped the
exposure, the minus (-) signs denoting angles before
top dead-oenter and the plus (+) signs denoting angles
after top dead-oenter. The duration of each ex~osure
(not to be oonfused with the.t~e interval between ex-
posures) was 2.2 orankshaft deg.; for example, pioture
No.1 was exposed from 31.2 deg. before, until 29 dego
before top dead-center. The time interval between eaoh
pair of exposures was 2.4 deg.of orankshaft revolution
whioh, at 2000 r.p.m. amounted to 1/5000 seo.; thus, the
entire set of 30 piotures was exposed in 0.006 seo."
----- ..-..--.---
"The igni tion spark oocurred in the second
pioture, Whioh was exposed from 28.8 deg. before until
26.6 deg. before top---dead-centere The spark oontinued
to oscillate during the exposures of pictures Nos. 2 to
5, inclusive. In the fifth pioture the spark was sur-
rounded by a small globule of flame about 1/2 in. in
diameter. During the exposure of pictures Nos. 4 to 9,
inclusive (from 24 deg. before until 9.8 deg. before top
dead-center), this globule of flame. increased in size in
a fairly regular manner showing a slight tendency to
travel faster toward the exhaust valve than toward the
in take valve."
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"In the t.enth picture the flame front began to
spread through the throat of the combustion space and, at
this time, the flame propagated faster through the portion
of the combustion-chamber located near the bottom of" the
picture than through that portion near the top of the
pioture. The increased :flame velocity along this one side
of the combustion-chamber continued during the rest of
the explosion with the result that the last part of the
charge to burn was located in the portion of the combus-
tion-chamber near the upper side of the picture. It is
believed that this unsymmetrical flgme propagation was
caused by mass movements of the charge induced during
the intake stroke."
"Just after the flame front reached the edge
of the piston, in pioture No. 11, a bright spot made
its appearance close to the edge of the piston and there-
after increased in size until it was the most prominent
feature shown in pictures Nos. 25 to 30. This brilliant
luminosity was produced by incandescent carbon left by
partially burned and decomposed lubricating oil. Ap-
parently, this 011 was thrown up into the combustion-
chamber by the upward motion of the piston because the
spot first appeared before top dead-center. In pictu~es
photographed after top dead-oenter there appeared, close
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to the cylinder walls, additional luminosity which was
probably due to incandescent carbon fo~ed from oil left
in the cylinder walls as the piston moved downward. The
incandescent oarbon is of particular interest because, as
will be shown later, it allows t~e gas movements behind
the flame front to be followed.n
"At the forward edges of the flames in each of
pictures Nos. 13 to 22 inclusive, well-defined regions
appear. Such a region is shown partioularly well on
pioture No. 17, for example. Behind this flame front is
a less luminous region and, near the spark-plug and the
exhaust valve, is a region of high luminosity called the
afterglow."
"There is already considerable evidence to
indioate that the gasoline is burned in the flame front
in so far as permitted by the ~va11able oxygen and by
ohemical equilibrium under the prevailing oonditions.
This evidenoe oonsists of exper~ents with the sampling
valve, whioh showed that the free oxygen at a point in
the oombustion-ohamber disappeared almost as soon as the
flame arrived; and also of expertments with the spectro-
graph, whioh showed that the speotrum of the flame fronts
was characteristio of burning hydrocarbons While the
speotrum of the afterglow was characteristic of carbon
dioxide. If the gasoline is burning in the flame front,
then the flame-front portion of the charge should expand,
thereby oompressing the gases both ahead of, and behind,
the names. If.
"Referring again to Fig.--- and examining the
luminous oloud of incandesoent carbon, it will be noted
that in piotures Nos. 13 to 18 the luminous area was
pushed backward toward the spark-plug by the expansion
of the burning gases in the flame front. In pictures
Nos. 19 to 30, the motion of the cloud of incandescent
oarbon was reversed, the gas being pulled into the
oylinder by the desoent of the piston. The point of
reversal of this motion in pioture No. 19 ooourred at
the time of peak pressure in this explosion. At peak
pressure a oonsiderable portion of the charge was still
unburned. In faot, oombustion was not completed until
the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth picture, which was
approximately 15 deg. of rotation past the time of
peak pressure."
"The afterglow in Fig.--- is noteworthy. In
pictures Nos. 13 to 18 the afterglow increased rapidly
in brillianoe in those portions of the charge that burned
first and reached its maximum intensity at, or slightly
before, peak pressure. The greater intensity of the
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afterglow over the exhaust valve as compared with its
intensity over the intake valve in these pictures is
probably connected with the mass movements o~ the cnarge
already mentioned in conneotion with the unsymmetrical
flame propagation. As the pressure decreased during the
exposure of pictures Nos. 20 to 30, the afterglow de-
oreased rapidly in intensity."
"Now in conneot;l.onwith the behaviour of-the .
afterglow, it is interesting to consider the temperature
changes which occur in those portions of the charge that
burn first, these temperatures having been measured by
the use of the sodium-line reversal method. Such
measurements have shown that the temperature in the gases
that burn firet continues to increase until slightly
before maximum pressure. The oontinued temperature
inorease results from compression of the initially burned
gas during the combustion of the remainder of the charge.
At the end of oombustion, the temperature in the gases
that were burned first is higher than that in the gases
that burn last. S~ultaneously, as shown by pictures
Nos. 27 to 30 in Fig.---, the gases that were burned
first radiate light of greater intensity than those gases
that burned last. It therefore appears that the changes
in the intensity of the afterglow and in the magnitudes
of the gas temperatures are olosely related.1f
One of the major objeotives in the work of
Withrow and Rasswel1er was to dete~ine preoisely the
prooesses aocompanying knook in an engine. For this
purpose they ran an extended series oX teats under
knocking conditions. Plate XIV is made up of pictures
12 to 17 inclusive, from six di~~erent engine oyoles.
With regard to the top explosion sequence they say:
"--------In the twelfth pioture the flame
front was over the inside edge of the piston, and the
combustion prooess appeared to be normal in every
respeot. It will be noted that the flame front was at
approximately the same position as in the corresponding
picture of non-knooking combustion in Fig.---. But
in the thirteenth picture of Fig.--- (the sequenoe
being desoribed), auto-ignition ocourred near the end
of the oombustion space over the piston at a point
well separated from the nonnal flame front. This auto-
ignition is the first evidenoe of knock in this explo-
sion. In picture No. 14, exposed less than 1/2000 sec.
later, the spontaneous inflgmmation has spread all
through the remaining charge except for a small dark
area, which apparently is not quite inflammed and whioh
Ilea just ahead of the original flsne front. Most
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striking is the fact that the form and position of this
original flame front are not greatly changed from those
in the .non-knocking explosion."
"Thus, in this case and perhaps in all knock-
ing explosions, the knock is definitely not a result of
a sudden increase in velocity of the advancing flame.
While this point has been made before in connection with
ttme-displaoement records of knocking explosions, it has
never been so convincingly demonstrated as .in Fig.---."
------------ ..
"On oomparing the sets of pictures in Fig.---,
it is at onoe apparent that knock did not occur at the
same orankshaft angle of revolution in all six explo-
sions. In each case picture No. 12 was exposed between
4.8 and 2.6 deg. before top dead-center. At this t~e
explosion C showed some evidence of the inception of
auto-ignition in the lower. right hand corner of picture
0-12, but none of the other explosions gave any indi-
oations of the beginning of auto-ignition. During the
next 2.4 orankshaft deg. auto-ignition appeared dis-
tinotly in explosions A and C as is evidenced by pic-
tures Nos. 13 of these explosions. \fuenthe exposure
of piotures Nos. 14 was oompleted at 2.2 deg. after top-
dead-oenter, there were evidenoes of auto-ignition in
all six explosions. In pictures Nos. 16 for which the
exposures ended at 4.6 deg. after top dead-center, in-
flammation appears to be complete in explosions A and
0, is almost at an end in explosions E and F, and is
well under way in explosions Band D, requiring about
5 more orankshaft deg. for completion in explosion B
(pictures Nos. 16 and 17) and about 2 more orankshaft
deg. completion in explosion D."
"It will be noted also that auto-ignition did
not begin at the same position in the oombustion apace
in every explosion, the variation being partioularly
striking in explosions A, B, and C. Furthermore, in
some of the pictures, flame ~peared at several points
in the charge even after knock was well under way. For
example, in picture No. 14 of explosion F, the flmme
has started to spread from two points distinctly
separated from both the original flame front and the
area of initial spontaneous ignition. These observa-
tions are significant because, if knook were produoed
by a hot-spot or hot-spots on the oombustion-ohamber
walls, auto-ignitions should always ooour at the same
postion or positions in consecutive explosions."
"The possibility of following the movements
of the gases behind the flame front by observing the
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motion of a luminous cloud of incandescent carbon parti-
cles suspended in the inflamed gases was mentioned in
the description of Fig.---. Similarly in Fig.---
(showing the knocking explosions), the gas movements
behind the flame front may be followed by observing the
many luminous spots which appear on the piotures of the
inflamed gases. When at rest, these spots appear to
be approximately spherical but, when their motion is
appreciable during the 1/2500 sec. in whioh the picture
is being exposed, the spots lengthen out in streaks,
the lengths of which are determined by the distances
moved during the expoBure.D
..-------- ...
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"But the ~portant feature in Fig.---
(showing knocking explosions) is the tremendous in-
crease in velocity of these lUminous spots at the t~e
of knock. This phenomenon, While evident in every ex-
plosion, is particularly striking in piotures Nos. A-14,
B-15 and E-14. The gas motion is of oourse, induced by
the sudden burning and expansion of the portion of the
charge that burns last."
The direotion of the gas movement s caused by
knock varies with the position in the combustion space
where auto-ignition occurs. This effect is illustrated
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particularly well by pictures Nos. 14 exposed from top
dead-center until 2.2 deg. past top dead-center in ex-
plosions A, 0, E, and F. For example, in explosion A
the gases move directly toward the spark-plug and valves,
while in explosion C the gases are reflected by the wall of
the combustion.chamber shown in the lower side of the
picture. S~ilar directional gas movements can be ob-
served in other knocking explosions."
"The violent gas movements evident in Figs.---
just after knock ocours appear to be closely related to
the three undesirable consequences of knook: the sound;
the increased jacket temperature, particularly in air-
oooled engines; and the loss of power, The relation-
ship between the gas movements and the sound of knook
has already been discussed in some detail •. The in-
oreased jaoket temperature and loss of power both un-
doubtedly result from increased heat transfer from the
gases to the walls. It is apparent that this heat
transfer would be greatly augmented by the 'sorubbing
aotion' of the high gas velooities induced by knook,"
The results desoribed above leave no doubt as
to the general nature of the ohemical and physical
processes accompanying detonation in the internal combus-
tion engine. The initial dist~banoe is due to a rapid
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oombustion of the last part of the charge to burn Which
sets up a high looal pressure and starts pressure waves
within the oombustion space. This region of abno~ally
rapid combustion is not assooiated with a definite posi-
tion in the oombustion ohamber nor does it oacur at the
same crank angle in successive cycles. With constant
engine conditions there is a oonsiderable variation in the
intensity of the initial disturbance as judged from flame
photographs. These results must be given primary oon-
sideration in any study of detonation as a physical
prooess and they will pla~ an important part in later
disoussions.
Ionization gaps have been applied to the study
of oombustion ohamber processes. In this soheme two
insulated eleotrodes are exposed inside the oombustion
space and oonnected to a oircuit for detecting the change
in resistanoe acoompanying strong ionization in the gas
near the points.
MaoKenzie and Honaman(157) in 1920 described a
method for measuring fIRme velocities in engine cylinders
by the use of ionization gaps. The ionization was de-
tected by external series spark gaps with an applied
voltage Just below that neoessary for breakdown. In
1926, Charch, Mack and Boord(168) studied the effect of
knock suppressors on ionization in burning gases. They
Flame-Spread Indication by Means of Ionization
Currents
The combustion chamber is provided with spark plu~ 1,
and measuring electrodes or ionization gaps 2, 3 and ...
The ignition current at A and the ionization currents at B,
(' and D. set up by the arrival of the flame at these points,
are rt>cordt>d h)' an osclllo~raph
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used two well separated insulated electrodes in the combus~
tion chamber and measured the current Ilowing in the circuit
under a oonstant applied potential by means OI a galvano-
meter. It was found that the average current flowing in
the oirouit was increased by the presence OI detonation.
Sohnauffer(159,160,161) refined the ionization
gap method into a practical tool for approximate measure-
ments of flame velocities. Figure 44 shows the application
of Schnauffer's scheme to the head of an air-oooled engine.
The gaps were oonnected to vacuum _ tube amplifiers designed
to operate individual eleotromagnetic oscillograph elements.
Figure 45 shows a typical reoord of normal flame travel in
the cambustion chamber of figure 44. The arrival of the
flame at each gap was reoorded as a sudden break in the
trace from the oorresponding oscillograph element. The
presenoe of detonation was aooompanie~ by a reduction in
the interval between inflammation at the last two gaps sa
shown in figure 46. As an improvement on the osoillo-
graphic method of reoording a later procedure connected a
small neon tube to the output from each amplifier and
modified the oirouits so that the initial appearance of
flame at any gap would be marked by a flash in the tube.
The neon tubes were arranged on a large scale model at
positions stmilar to the positions of the gaps inside the
oombustion ohamber. With this scheme it was possible to
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Oscillograms Taken DurinB Detouatinl
Combustion
Th(' lower sections of these osclllograms show that In
detonation a certain part of the fuel commences to burn
l'Ilmultaneomlly. since evidently the flame arrives at polnbl
C and D at the same time. In . may also be seen
the simultaneous record of cylinder pressure
REF.161
FIG.46
Sampllna Valve
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make records of flame motions by photographing the neon
lights on a moving photo-sensitive surfaoe. Schnauffer
investigated the general field of engine variables and
obtained results s~ilar to those of lfurvin and his co-
workers.
Chemical Changes During Combustion
Chemical reactions in combustion chambers have
not been considered in the preceding disoussion. Actually
the methods of gas analysis had been applied to engine
processes before the technique of flame photography was
developed. Of necessi~, the first analytical work was
done on combustion products issuing from the engine exhaust.
The extensive literature on this subjeot will not be con-
sidered here beyond quoting a summary given by Lovell,
Coleman and BOYd(163):
"------- For all conditions, with the pOSSible
exoeption of those prevailing during extremely high speeds,
the fuel is completely burned, eo far as the amount of air
available will permi t. In the case of a fuel composed of
carbon and hydrogen, the exhausted products consist of
carbon dioxide, and water. When insuffioient air for
complete combustion is present, as is nea.rly always true
in praotioe, the exhaust contains, in addition to these,
oarbon monoxide and hydrogen. But' the oxygen is always
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oompletely used up---except a trace Which persists possibly
as a result of a ohemical equilibrium condition of secondsxy
importance--unless there is a lean mixture and the air is in
excess."
"From- the oomposi-tion of the exhaust it is possi-
ble to caloulate the fuel-air ratio and to obtain thereby
a value that agrees closely with "direct measurements upon
the fuel and air fed to the engine. Furthermore, if the
ratio of fuel to air and the additional faot that there is
an apparent equilibrium for the water-gas reaction
H2 + C02 = H20 + CO
oorresponding to'some temperature are known, the composi-
tion of the exhaust may be calculated from the fuel-air
ratio to check direot analysis. Henoe, the major factor
in determining the exhaust oomposition is the ratio of air
to fuel. n
--------- ...------
"It appears, therefore, that the 'over-all'
reaotion of combustion is quite a definite thing, and that
it is conditioned by the fuels used, and by the presenoe or
absence of knock. Under no~l oonditions, the burning
.doubtless takes plaoe in such a small fraotion of the ex-
plosion and scavenging strokes that suoh minor differences
and disturbanoes as oocur during combustion are lost sight
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of when the exhaust is the basis of consideration. At
any rate, by the time the gases have reached the exhaust
ports of the engine, they have had time to come to what
is an apparent condition of equilibrium. Consequently,
the oomposition of the exhaust relates to the burning as
a whole. For investigating the oombustion itself it is
neoessary, therefore, to ~ine the gases in the cylinder
during the aotual oombustion period, in order to find out,
first, how fast they are being conswmed, and, seoond, by
what ohemical reactions they are burning."
The desire to trace out the instantaneous
progress of combustion reactions was the underlying
motive of several research projeots. ~uick acting valves
designed to remove samples with reactions arrested at
various stages of oombustion, speotrographic analysis and
'q~a."radiometric methods have all~ applied to the problem.
Partioular attention has been directed toward the study of
possible preflame reaotions in an effort to interpret
engine processes in terms of the hydroxylation theory of
oombustion. As in other phases of engine researoh, a
solution to the problem of detonation haa been the major
goal before most of the investigators •
. Boyd and his oollaborators(163,164,165) working
in the General Motors Research Laboratory described their
first experiments with a sampling valve in 1927. Figure 47
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is a diagram of their valve. An outer shell, A, was
threaded to fit into a spark plug hole so that the valve
could be used in various locations on the cylinder,head.
Inside the shell and surrounding the gas space 0, was
a water jacket; B, through which a stream of cold water
was passed. The poppet valve, D, was held against its
seat by means of a strong spring. The valve stem
extended throl1:ghthe gas space and was sealed wi th pack-
ing at its upper end. The valve was operated by a rocker
arm, which was actuated through a push rod by a cam at-
tached to the camshaft of the engine in such a way that
its angular position could be varied at will. The cam
was quick-acting, opening and closing the valve in about
two degrees of revolution. The valve allowed about 1 c.c.
of gas, as measured at atmospheric pressure, to pass
during each opening period. Figure 48 shows the,sampling
valve installed on the experimental engine.
Gas samples were oolleoted for various stages
of the engine oycle and analysed in a Burrell precision
gas apparatus for C02' unsaturation, 02' H2' CO, and
paraffin hydrocarbons. Water was estimated from the gas
composition from the oxygen,and nitrogen balanoes.
Figure 49 shows the results from an engine test.
With regard to these graphs the authors say:
F.IG.48
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"The solid line curves in Figure--- show how the
gas taken .:fromthe burning mixture at various points in
the cycle gradually changes its composition from that
present before ~iginiton to that corresponding to the regu-
lar exhaust, or to complete combustion so far as the oxygen
present permits."
"In interpreting these data, it is recognized,
first of all, that they may not represent exactly the com-
position of the gases in the combustion chwmber at the
instant of sampling; for it is prObably not possible to
stop the combustion reaction by the ~thod used, so far as
any individual molecule is ooncerned, except at certain
stages or equilibrium conditions. But from the results
presented in figure---, it is apparent that it'is possible
to obtain a gas oonsisting of partially burned fuel in
various stages of combustion, as is mown by the presence
of oxygen, together with some of the products of combus-
tion--or, in other words, a sample which represents the
charge when only partially burned. It is apparent, also
that the sampling valve operates rapidly enough to yield
a samplewhioh, although taken from a burning mixture, is
cooled quickly enough to arrest, in part at least, the
combustion in progress at the instant. The reaction is
stopped, or greatlY retarded, in different ways. The gases
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are oooled by contact with the cold walls of the sampling
valve chamber, and this oooling may be inareased to some
extent by expansion through the valve. The reaction is
also interrupted by the considerable deorease in the
density of the gas as its pressure is reduced from that
of the combustion ohwaber to that of the outside a~os-
phere."
"It may be se"en from the figure that the points
representing zero t~e after ignition show some products of
combustion. This is due to the fact that since scavenging
of the burned gas es is never compl ete, apart 0f the new
oharge oonsists of exhaust gas fram the previous explosion.
It is possible to estimate the effioiency of the scavenging
of the previous charge from these data."
"The fo~ of the curves in the figure indioates
that the mixture in the oombustion chamber is probably
almost homogeneous. There is no abrupt break in the
curve, such as might be expected to be present if there
were a narrow zone of flame moving progressively across
the oylinder, within Whioh the oombustion reaction
completed itself, so far as the air permitted. This does
not mean at a.ll that a 'flame I did not prooeed through
the 'ohamber, as there must have been a spread of something
through the charge that marked the beginning of oombustion.
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But the data do seem to show that the combustion reaction
was of considerable duration, and that during this period
it was apparently going on substantially throughout the
combustion ohamber."
...----- ..----- ..
"Another ~portant observation is that from the
curves of figure--- it is possible to estimate the rate
at which the burning is progressing. This measurement
of rate may be made directly; for from the curves info~a-
tion may be obtained, (1) as to what percentage of the
o~gen has been consumed at any given time, and (2) as to
how muoh of the produots of oombustion have been fonned
at the same time. It is possible" therefore to plot a
curve showing the portion of the fuel which has been
.-- -' -- -----~--- '"),.~---~ .... - ..-...... (
burned at various times during the (combustion BtrO~!~_.')!:
'-----~-------~---_._- .--
"..-----
The curves of figure 50 were given as examples
showing the way combustion proceeds to completion. It
was noted that such ourves could be used for the study
of detonation:
"The relative rates under these various condi-
tiona are apparent from the chart. It is seen that when
the engine knocks, whether the detonation is caused by
the presenoe of kerosene in the gasoline or by a chemical
knock induoer, the gasoline burns at a rate more rapid
2$0
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than noma1. It may be seen, also J that the presence of
tetraethyl lead in a knooking combustion brings the rate
of burning back to normal, within the probable ltmit of
error."
The discussion of sampling valve results shows
that in general the method gave a general picture of the
inoreased oombustion speed aooompanying detonation. How-
ever, the uncertainty of the point at Which reaction was
hal ted in the sampled gas and the lack of fiexibili ty in
the method were suoh serious handicaps that the sampling
valve was soon replaoed by other methods for detonation
studies. It is interesting to note that the sampling
valve data indicated the conclusion that the chemical
reaotions of combustion were not completed in a narrow
zone, a result whioh is not in accord with later investi-
gations.
Spanog1e and Buckley(166) of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in 1933 described an
tmproved form of sampling valve operated by the inertia
of a spring laaded tappet arm. The essential parts of
this valve are shown diagrammatically in figure 61. The
oam is driven by a flexible shaft which gradually
oompresses a spring through a tappet arm. When the CaIn
reaohes the release point, the aam spring acoelerates
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the rocker arm to such a velocity that the valve is lifted
off its seat for a short time when the rocker strikes the
valve stem, The valve is returned to its seat by a strong
spring acting directly on the stem. A sealing diaphragm is
used to prevent esoape or oontamination of the gas ~ple.
Under test, the valve was found to have an opening period
of 0.0004 second at all operating ~eeds and had a varia-
tion in the t~e of opening of 0,00005 second at 750
oyoles per second. The movement of the top of the valve
stem was 0.004 inoh.
The N.A. C.A. sampling val ve was used to investi-
gate the oombustion of gases in the oombustion-chamber of
a high speed oompression ignition engine with two different
types of injeotion nozzles. The usefulness of this valve
for general engine work was not ed but no additional results
were given.
Egerton, Smith and Ubbelohde(l67) in 1935
desoribed some expertments with a sampling valve looated
at various points of the oylinder head. Some evidence was
found of reaotions before passage of the flame. In parti-
cular, nitrogen peroxide and formaldehyde were detected.
It was suggested that in detonation, these preflame reaotions
sensitize the gas so that a condition favorable to rapid
combustion is produoed.
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This detection of oxidation products before the
main oombustion reaotion is consistent with the hydroxyla-
tion theory of burning arid agrees with spectrographic
results to be disoussed later.
Spectrographio me~ods for investigation of
combustion in engines were first suggested by Midgley and
Gilkey(168) in 1922. These writers outlined exper~ents
in which pressures would be measured by means of wave-
length ohanges in the sodium D lines, temperatures de-
termined with the aid of Wien's law and chemical processes
traced by studying oharacteristio ~amission spectra of
the compounds involved. No aotual experiments were de-
scribed.
In 1926, Clark and his oo_workers(169,170,17l)
at the Massachusetts Institute of Teohnology started. a
series of investigations based on the use of a spectro-
graph to reoord the ultra-violet radiation passing
through a small quartz window mounted in the oombUstion
chamber wall of an engine. In the engine used, the
combustion chamber had the fODn of a circular oylinder
and the window was mounted on the diameter at right angles
to the spark plug position. No attempt was made to vary
the portion of the charge observed but a shutter rotating
in synchronism with the crankshaft served to divide the
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~"oombustion stroke')into four quarters. With this prooedure
~. --../'
only general conclusions were possible:. (1) Without
knooking on ordinary straight run gasoline, the various
quarters of the explosion have substantially the same
o
short wave limit at about 3500 A. The only distin-
guishable lines were from the spark plug eleotrodes; (2)
Under knooking oonditions the quarters of the combustion
process were different. ~or the first quarter the l~it
o 0
was 2360 A, for the seoond 3064 A and the last two
o 0quarters 3500 A. Band limits were found at 4314 A,
0003064 A and 2811 A in the first quarter, and 3064 A alone
in the second quarter. No bands were observed in the.
last two quarters. Absorption lines were nearly invis-
ible in the first quarter, noticable in the second and
olearly evident in the last two quarters; (3) The addi-
tion of an antiknock material such as lead tetraethyl
e~ualized the width of the spect~ in the four
quarters and in general returned oonditions oharacter-
istio of non-knocking explosions. Although the charac-
oteristic OH band at 3064 A due to water vapor, was
identified, the experimental records were too obscured
by the general baokground radiation to permit a thorough
analysis of the combustion prooess. The general prin-
ciples involved and the remaining problems were disoussed
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by Thee(172) who cooperated in much of the laboratory work.
Withrow and RasBweiler(152,173) improved the
spectrographic method by using a win~ow extending com-
pletely across the combustion chamber and a rotating
shutter to separate flame front radiation from radiation
due to afterglow. Their apparatus included the engine
already used for making the narrow window flame photo-
graphs described above. The optical system was so
,arranged that the entire combustion chamber window was
imaged through the slit onto the spectrograph plate.
This procedure made it possible to observe simultaneous
differences between combustion reactions in different
parts of the ohamber. In order to interpret the
records, comparison spectra from suitable flames were
exposed on the plates. taken from the engine. The
spectra of part A, Plate XV show oharacteristic lines
in ultra-violet from non-knooking engine explosions
and comparison flames as noted. The upper section of
each spectrum was exposed during the flame passage
while the lower section was exposed during the after-
glow period. The wavelengths and corresponding chem-
ical compounds are noted on the plate. Part B o£ Plate
XVlsho~s a oomparison of knocking and non-knocking ex-
plosions in the engine with the essential data noted.
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Radiation in the visible for knocking and non-knocking
explosions is recorded in the spectra of part 0, Plate
XVI. The absenoe of the OR and C2 linea in the knocking
explosion is to be espeoially noted.
Disoussing the results of their speotrographic
studies, Rassweiler and Withrow say in part:
"One very ~portant faot_that has been estab-
lished by these spectroscopic studies of engine combus-
tion is that, as the flame fronts travel through the
detonating zone, the intensities of the CR and C2 bands
deorease if the engine is knooking, and, conversely, if
the engine is not knooking the densities of these bands
inorease. These ohanges in speotral intensities are
brought about either by a change in the number of
potential emitters fo~ed per unit volume of the det-
onating zone during the passage of the flame fronts or
by a change in the average number of transitions Whioh
these molecules experience during the course of their
existence.---------Thus there appear to be four chief
factors to be considered: first, the densities of the
gases through which the flame fronts pass; seoond, the
temperatures of the gases in the flame fronts; third,
the reactions that fo~ the OR and 0 moleoules; and -
fourth, the reactions that consume these molecules.
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At present the relative importance of the various factors
is not at all clear, but some consideration should be
given to each o~ them."
After a discussion of the factors mentioned,
Rassweiler and Withrow conclude:
"It seems likely then that the decreased in-
tensities of the OR and 02 bands in knocking explosions
are produced largely by a change in the chemical reactions
that either form or consume the CR and C2 radicalS. A
change in the rate of formation of these radicals may
result if, prior to the occurrence of knook, a consider-
able amount of.oxidation and the~l decomposition takes
place in the unburned gases ahead Of the fIRme fronts.
However, if this is the cause of the decreased intensi-
ties of the CH and 02 bands in knooking explosions, it
is probable th~t the reaction produots are not hydro-
carbons, because hydrocarbons generally emit the OH and
O2 bands during their combustion."
Withrow and Rassweiler(174,175,176,177) fol-
lowed up the problem of preflame reactions in knocking
combustion by a modification of the engine used for
flame photography. Their general method was to study
absorption speotra of the mixture just before explosion
in different parts of the oombustion ohamber. Figure 52
FIG. 52
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shows the arrangement used for taking absorption records
with the various parts labelled.
The optical system consisted of three lenses
which were mounted with the light source and the spectro-
graph on an optical bench so the whole system could be
shifted along the combustion chamber windows. The source,
U, was plaoed at the principal focus of the lens Ll' and
the light passed through the engine in a parallel beRm.
The lens L2 formed an image of the source in the plane of
the stroboscopic disk, S, and the lens L3 formed a second
~age on the slit of the spectrograph. The diaphragms,
Dl and D2 lilllitedthe width of the light beam. The
rectangular apertures in these diaphragms were 0.62 cm.
wide and 1.27 om. high, and were used in either of two
positions. The first position was at the ends of the
windows farth.~est from the spark plug as shown in figure
52. Here the be~ was bounded by the end wall of the
combustion qhamber on the one sidet.by the oeiling of the
combu~tion ohamber above, and by the top of the piston,
when at 'topoenter. The region viewed by the optioal
system in this position was called the "knocking zone".
The second position of the optical benoh plaoed the
apertures at the opposite end of the windows where the
light passed through the central region of the combustion
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space and therefore through portions of the gaseous charge
outside of the knocking zone. The source of light was an
underwater spark between beryllium electrodes ~ersed in
ciroulating distilled water. The timing was controlled by
a synchronous switch driven at oamshaft speed by the same
shaft Which carried the strobosoopic disk. This switch
could be adjusted to close the spark cirouit at any
desired angle of crankshaft revolution. The duration of
the spark was very short compared to the time allowed for
exposure by the disk so the only functions of the disk
were to cut out light from the flgmes and to assist in
timing the exposures with respect to flame front posi-
tions. Figa.re53 is a photograph showing the apparatus
set up for a test.
Rassweiler and Withrow expended much time and
effort in el~inating_spurious effeots due to absorption
in the fael vapor and from other souroes. Great care
was taken to aocurately reproduce engine conditione of
pressure, density and temperature when making exposures
for direot oomparison. Plate XVllshows absorption
speotra taken with various fuels for knocking and non-
knocking explosions. With the knooking oonditions used,
strong absorption was shown by the gases in the knocking
zone just before inflammation. Under comparable oonditions
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with different fuels and in the .absenoe of knock, no
absorption is apparent at the same positions ahead of the
flame front.
In discussing the results of their experiments,
Withrow and Rassweiler say:
"--------The data indicate, therefore, that the
chemioal change in the knocking zone ah ead of the fl~e
fronts is greater in degree or different in kind in
knooking than in nonknooking oombustion."
~----...._-- ..-..
"In explaining the nature o:fknock, the absorp-
tion speotra supplement the previously reported flame
photographs and emission spectro. To the writers' knowl-
edge it has not been previously demonstrated exper~entally
in an engine that chemical change takes plaoe ahead of the
flame fronts, although such a hypothesis seamedto explain
best the low intensity of emission of the OR and O2 bands
when the last I8rt of the charge is inflamed in knooking
combustion. These bands are charaoteristio of the flames
of hydrooarbon fuels suoh as gasoline. The additional
weight of evidenoe from the absorption speotra adds
considerable strength to the conclusion that the observed
weakening of OH and 02 bands in the knooking zone when an
engine knooks is due to the disappearanoe of a large
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portion of the original hydrocarbons before the arrival of
the flames with the formation of compounds which do not
fo~ OR and 02 radioals when they inflame."
"In oonclusion, the data presented here support
the theories of knock Which include the idea of spon-
taneous ingit10n ahead of the flame front, preceded by
relatively slow reactions in the noninflamed gases."
With preflame reaotions definitely proved from
absorption experiments, it remained for Rassweiler and
Withrow(175) to identify the reaction products appearing
as a result of these prooesses. Following a hint from
the hydroxylation theory of hydrocarbon combustion,
absorption spectra from the engine were taken on the same
plate with comparable speotra fram formaldehyde vapor.
Photometrio curves from suoh a plate are shown in
figure 54. A oomparison of the positions and general
shapes of the absorption bands, as shown by the curves,
definitely indioates that fo~ldehyde is responsible for
these bands in the engine speotra. Plate XVlllis a
series of speotrograms showing the absorption prior to
burning for a number of different fuels. Theincreased
absorption in knocking oambustion of gasoline as
compared with non-knocking oombustion is very apparent.
In summarizing their work on absorption,
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Raasweiler and Withrow say:
"The previous \\Urk gave little or no informa-
tion regarding the nature of the reactions that take
plaoe in the noninflamed charge prior to knook; but now
the identifioation of formaldehyde as one of the reaction
products shows that at least a part of the hydrocarbons
undergoes oxidation just prior to knook. In all knock-
ing oombustion that has been examined in the manner
desoribed in this paper, such evidenoe of oxidation has
been found. Conversely, under engine conditions well
outside the range of knook, no evidenoe of the presence
of formaldehyde has been discovered. In those exception-
al oases where formaldehyde was deteoted during non-
knooking oombustion, the ~g1ne conditions were near the
threshold of knock and the intensities of the formalde-
hyde bands were low."
Al though formaldehyde is formed ahead of the
flame fronts when the engine is knooking on a wide
variety of fuels, this compound does not produce
knook when it is introduoed into the engine with the
intake air. (It has been demonstrated by means of
absorption speotra that at least a part of the formal-
dehyde introduoed in this manner remi DB intact until
--
the t~e of knock.) On this acoount it a@peara that
formaldehyde alone ia not responsible for knook.
Furthe~ore, there is ample evidence on the absorp-
tion spectra that compounds other than formaldehyde
are present in the fuel-air mixture just prior to the
OCQurrence of knock. It is not yet determined whether
these other compounds are precursors of the formal~
dehyde, whether the'yare formed from formaldehyde, or
whether they are connected with an entirely different
reaction sequenoe."
"The results outlined in this paper are not
in disagreement with certain theories of knook based
upon studies of the slow oxidation of hydrooarbons
outside the engine. However there is considerable
uncertainty in applying the results of such studies
to the engine. One reason for this difficulty is
that all the conditions existing in the fuel-air
mixture prior to knock are not known. Even such an
essential factor as the m8X~um temperature attained
by the noninflamed gas bas not yet been measured.
Aocordingly, speoulations on the mechanism of the
reaotions preoeding knock will be postponed until
further experiments are oompleted."
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Arter the investigations described above had
been completed, Rasswei1er and Withrow carried out a
number of other studies with their spectrographic equip-
ment but most of the work was directed toward the speci-
ric efrects of lead tetraethyl and did not add any
fundamental knowledge to the general subject or detona-
tion.
In 1922 Midgley and McCartby(178) used a therm-
opile to measure the total radiation passing through a
window placed in the combustion chamber wall of an engine.
They observed that the totaJ.radiation rose to a higher
peak and decreased more rapidly in the presence or deto-
nation than with normal operation. No attempt was made
to analyse the radiation.
Marvin, Caldwell and Stee1e(179) reported an
investigation during 1934 in which they placed a rluo-
rite window in one of the cylinder head openings of the
engine already described in connection with Marvin's
stroboscopic studies of flame travel. The radiant
energy passing through this window was analysed by
means or a thermocouple and £ilter system with the
object of following the course of the reaction taking
place in the burning gases. Figure 55 shows the experi-
mental arrangement and figure 56 gives the transmission
curves or the five fllBrs used to analyse the radiation.
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'!t was found that .':
'liearlyall the energy radiated by the flame in
an engine is in the infrared portion of the spectrum and
is apparently emmitted almost exclusively by water vapor
and carbon" dioxide formed in the combustion process,
radiation trom incandescent carbon being relatively very
weak.
"In treating the data,'
"Observations through filters were analy~ed to
show the relative intensity of the radiation from these
3 substances by 2 independent methods that produced
satisfactory agreement. In one method, a conventio~a1-
lzed spectrum was made up of geometrical. figures having
locations and shapes simulating the prominent emissions
of the three principal radiators, and.the relative amounts
of energy required in these regions to account for the
readings obtained through the filters were calculated.
In the other method, the characteristic spectral dis-
tributions for the three principal radiators were de-
termined directly in terms of filter readings by obser-
vations through the filters of flames burning separately
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, thus producing separately
only water vapor and carbon dioxide as radiators; and
by similar observations of a black-body furnace s~u-
lating radiation from heated carbon particles. The
212
relative extent to Which the characteristics of the three
principal radiators are eXhibited in the observations on
c.omposite flames in burners and in the engine are then
determined graphically."
Figure 57 shows the diagram used for graphical
analysis. It was only necessary to find a location on
the simulated three dimensional diagram corresponding to
the relative amounts of radiation transmitted by the
various filters and then to read off the flame compo-
sition from the triangular scale.
In.addition to the results already cited, the
radiometric method led to the following conclusions.
n In a normal e:xplosion, radiation from a given
element of charge begins to increase upon arrival of the
visible flame and continues to rise for about 20 degrees
of crank travel thereafter, indicating that reactions pro-
ducing water vapor and carbon dioxide persist for at least
this period and probably longer after inflammation."
n When fuel-lmock occur~, flame appears earlier
in the region remote from the spark plug and radiation
reaches a ~mum much sooner after the appearance of
flame. This phenomenon indicates not only earlier
igni tion of the last portion of the charge to burn but
more rapid reaction following inflammation than in the
normal type of burning."
2.73
r~~easurements of total radiation thus provide
a convenient means of determining the effect of engine
operating conditions on the depth of the reaction zone
behind the flame front and' the duration of combustion
.in a given element of charge."
'"Although total radiation varies greatly during
the engine cycle and considerably for different engine
operating conditions, spectral distribution shows only
small changes over a wide range of .operating conditions.
The significance of these small changes is obscured by.
lack of fundamental" data regarding the effects of flame
depth, density, temperature, and pressure on the spectral
distributions of H20 and CO2 and upon the relative po-
tency of these substances as radiations. It is believed
that observations through filters of burner and engine
flames using as fuels H2 and CO separately and in lrnown
m1xture~ would provide basic' data for a more adequate
interpretation."
The above conclusions are in general similar to
those of other investigators except with regard to the
thickness of the reaction zone accompanying the flame
front. Conclusions from flame photographs and pressure
reco~ds led Rassweiler and Withrow to believe that com-
bustion is complete in a thin region identical with the
flame, while the radiometric method suggested that burning
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persisted ~or a much longer period. However~ the reactions
occurring after passage of the flame-front are of little
importance for detonation ~tudles so no further attention
will be given to this problem in the present report.
~!~~_!~~E~~!~~~_M~!~~~~~~~~
Temperature of the working fluid is one of the
most important thermodynamic propertie~ in studies of en-
gine combustion. However~ it is also one of'the most
difficult quantities to measure directly. This difficulty~
rather than a lack of interest~ has been responsible f'or
the relatively few investigations of temperature in the
combustion chamber. The conditions are so seve:re;both
as to ma.x1.mumtemperature and rapid variations that ord-
inary methods are powerless and some type of radiation
analysis must be used. This procedure is not particularly
desirable since the seat of radiation ef'fectswill always
be a distributed mass of gas rather than a point. In
addition to these practical aspects of the problem~ there
is some uncertainty as to what the concept of temperature
is to mean when it is applied to nonuniform conditions in
a rapidly burning mass of gas.
Hershey(180) recognized the difficulties to be
expected when he undertook the temperature measurements
which he reported in 1922. In his discussion of the
general problem he said:
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"Any investigation or discussion. of flame
radiation and temperature is beset with many diffi-
culties. The source of excitation causing radiation has
not been definitely determined, nor is the mechanism of
emission clearly understood. As to the meaning of flame
temperature, an exact definition is difficult to form-
ulate because of the absence of thermal equilibrium in
regions of intense 'chemi~a1 activity. These consider-
ations ~ply to flame as it occurs in continuous combus-
tion in a stationary flame and in the cyclic combustion
in an internal-combustion engine. In the case of the
latter, however, the situation is further complicated by
the flame movement, the lack of homogeneity in the com-
bustible, and the short duration of the cycle."
"One method of dealing with the difficulty of
defining flame temperature is to employ an operational
concept of temperature and define it by describing the
operation of temperature measurement. Since the oper-
ation of measuring flame temperature may be performed in
several different ways, all of which may be regarded as
defining the temperature, all should be applied and those
selected as being satisfactory which give equivalent results."
"Three distinct methods of temperature measure-
ment may be considered. These are:
216
(1) Thermometric measurement wi th a solid in
thermal equilibrium with the flame, corrections
being made for the effect of the solid on the
flame.
(2) Radiometeric measurement from the flame
radiation, corrections being made for the imper-
fections of the radiator.
(3) Thermal md chemical measurement (cal-
culated temperatures) from the heat liberated
by the combustion reaction and the specific
heat of the products of combustion, correction
being made for dissociation and losses.
All of these methods of measurement have been used in
determining the temperature of continuous flame. It is
here proposed to compare the last two methods as applied
to a determination of flame temperature in an internal-
combustion engine. The radiometric temperatures are the
results of the present investigation and were obtained
from measurements of the intensity of radiation from the
flame during combustion in an engine. The calculated
temperatures used for comparison are those found by
Goodenough and Baker."
Hershey gives a discussion of the theory used to
correct for the imperfection of burning gas as a radiator
277
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when. compared with a black body. As actually applied, bis
method was based upon determinations of radiant absorp-
tion in the flame by measuring radiation from the flame
alone, radiation from a continuous source and radiation
from the flame superimposed on the source. Figure 58
is a diagram of the apparatus used by Hershey and shows
means for projecting radiation from an incandescent fila-
ment through quartz windows on either side of the combus-
tion chamber on to the sensitive element of a thermopile.
1\1-.:: .l'1-~:-':'r<-t--::::>A stroboscopic shutter.was used to isolate ~-a,t-i-enB-
portions of the cycle.
From his results Hershey concluded:
" The agreement between the calculated temper-
atures of Goodenough and Baker and the observed temper-
atures of the pres~nt investigation is reasonably close
for a narrow range of air-fuel ratios in the region of
90.per cent of the theoretical ratio. For rich or lean
air-fuel ratios, the observed temperatures are consider-
ably lower."
"The tro principal sources of error in radio-
metric temperature-measurements are the inaccuracy of the
flame absorption measurements, due to their small absolute
value, and the assumption of pure thermal excitation of the
radiation from the flame. Both would lead to.final temper-
atures which are too high. The error due to incorrect
Both groups of investigators introduced a
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absorption should not exceed five per cent. At present
ther.eis no means of determining the error due to not
having pure thermal radiation; but, since the observed
temperatures are, f'orthe most part, lower than the
calculated temperatures, this error should not be excessive ••
The results of temperat"ure measurements by the
method of direct radiometry were so uncertain that this
scheme was replaced by the spectral line reversal method.-----------~--------~--------
Flame measurements in engines wi th this method were pion~
eered by Hershey and Paton(181) and Watts and Lloyd-Evans
(182,183)
•
small amount of some sodium compound into the engine with
the intake air and isolated the D lines for study by
means of a spectroscope. The general discussion of this
method given by Hershey and Paton is reproduced below:
"To obtain the instantaneous values. of the ef-
fective temperature, the thermometric substance must be
distributed throughout the entire region where the temper-
ature is desired, and must have a heat capacity negli-
gible as compared wi th that of'the working substance.
These conditions can be satisfied by introducing in very
small ~antities, compared with the total amount of gas
present, a thermometric substance which is easily vapor-
ized. The temperature of'this substance can then be
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found by comparing its brightness at any given wavelength
with that of a continuous radiator whose brightness
temperature at that wave-length is lmown. The amount of
vapor present must be sufficient to radiate and absorb
light according to Kircbhof:f's Law, and this condition can
be attained with extremely small quantities of vapor if
comparison is made at a wave-length corresponding to some
resonance radiation of the vapor. Under these circum-
stances, investigation has .shown~ that the thermometric
substance has a negligible effect on flame temperature.
So also in the engine no effect on combustion was ob-
served and the temperature thus determined may be inter-
preted as the effective temperature at the instant of
comparison. "
fY Vlhen such effective temperatures are known,
corresponding concentrations can be computed,.assuming
chemical equilibrium. These concentrations wi.ll"likewise";
be effective values and, While their uncertainty will be
at least as great as that of the temperature measurements,
they should indicate in a general way the progress of the
chemical reactions.~
"--------The method of temperature measurement
just outlined is known as the line-reversal method, and
has been used extensively in measuring the temperatures
~ See reference 184.
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o£ a wide variety of flames. The principles involved
can be readily understood by considering the application
of the method Ln determination of stationary flame temp-
:!:eratures. In figure ---F represents a bunsen flame into
which a metallic vapor such as sodium is introduced. The
vapor must be that of an element whose resonance radia-
tion is in a wave-length region which can be easily ob-
served. Radiation from the tungsten ribbon filament
lamp at L pas~es through the flame to the slit of the
spectroscope at S. The flame is practically transparent
to radiation in the visible region except at A, the
wave-length of the resonance radiation of the metallic
vapor in the flame. At this wave-length, due to the
.presence of the vapor, strong absorption as well as
'emission occur. Let ~ and E.A. be the monochromatic
emissive power at the wave-length A for the lamp fila-
ment and the flame respectively, and let a{ be the
abcSDrptivity of the flame at the same wave-length. The
energy which reaches the slit of the spectroscope at this
wave-length will be EA + (1 - a{ )~, assuming that
reflection at the flame surface Is negligible. If
1
a bright line will be observed, crossing the continuous
~ Figure 59 of present report.
Spectroscope, S
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spectrum of the filament radiation at A. If
a dark or reversed line will appear at this wave-length.
For the .particular case when
(1)
nei the'rthe bright nor the reversed line will be seen,
and the flame will be emitting as much energy of wave-
1eng.th A as it is absorbing."
J''!f the flame satisfies Kirchhoff's Law for
radiation of wave-length A~ then
, -
E\ Is;. = ~ (2)
where ~ is the.monochromatic emissive power of a perfect
radiator at the wave-length A, the true temperature of
this radiator being the S~le as that of the vapor in the
flame. Therefore,
-~=~ (3)
(4)
From Wien's Equation
C1~ = --0- exp. (- C2/ASA)
A
where SA is the brightness temperature of the lamp fila-
ment at the wave-length 'A. Also
°1 '~ = --5- exp. (-C2/'AT') (5)A
~ ~his is proved to be true for stationary flames color-ed by alkali-metal vapors in reference 185.
234
,
where T I is the true temperature of the vapor in the flame.
Hence
T~'= ~ (6)
If it is assumed that the vapor is in thermal equilibrium
with the gases in the flame, and that its radiation is
the result of purely thermal excitation, then the bri~t-
ness temperature SA or the lamp filament must be the
same as the true .flame temperature. The agreement be-
tween the values found for the temperature of stationary
flames by the line-reversal method and by other inde-
pendent methods is satisfactory proof of ~he validity of
these assumptions."
"The brightness temperature of the lamp filament
can be measured with an optical pyrometer, so that the
temperature of the flame can be readily determined. How-
ever, when the effective wave-length of the pyrometer
screen is not the same as that of the resonance radiation
of the vapor in the flame, it is necessary to make a slight
correction for the variation in emissivity of the lamp
filament between these two wave-lengths. If €A is the
monochromatic emissivity of the filament at wave-length
A then
(7)
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when T is the true :filament temperature. Combining this
equation wi th (4) gives
(8)
Evaluating this equation for the two wave-lengths, and
el~minating T, gives, :finally,
1/ ~
2
where Al is the e:ffective wave-length of the pyrometer
screen and A2 is the ~ave-length of the radiation f'rom the
vapor. The pyrometer measurement give the value of
~ ' the constant C2 is the same for all temperatures,1
the emissivity :for a tungsten filament is known over a
wide range of wave-lengths and temperatures, and hence
the value of ~ ' which is equal to the true flame
2
temperature, can be calculated from equation (9)."
nIn measuring the flame temperature in an in-
ternal combustion engine by the line reversal method it '
is only necessary to pass the lamp radiation through the
f'lame in the engine by means of'suitable windows on
opposite sides of the cylinder, and to introduce suf'~l-
cient sodium into the combustible to ~ake it possible to
observe both the bright and reversed line. A stroboscopic
shutter, driven from the engine crankshaf't, limits the
observation to a short interval in successive cycles and
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thus gives an approximation to the instantaneous values
o£ the effective flame temperatures."
Figure 60 shows the essential parts o~ the
apparatus used by Hershey and Paton. The stroboscopic
shutter was used with an opening of about 18 degrees
of cranksha£t revolution. Sodium was introduced in
the form of NaOH solution. Many tests were made to
check the effects of various adjustments and 'conditions
on the observed results.
The curves of figure 61 show the data taken £or
each complete run in studying the general problem.
Hershey and Paton give the following conclus-
ions from their investigationl
.(1) The flame temperature found ~rom a line-
reversal measurement is characteristic of
thermal equilib~ium, established throughout
the gases in the engine cylinder early in the
process of burning and maintained during the
subsequent expansion."
"(2) The maximum flame temperatures for a com-
pression ratio 3.86 to 1 have been £ound to vary
from 3750 deg. F. abs., with the richest and
leanest air-fuel mixtures, to 4450 deg. F. abs.
with an air-fuel ratio of 13.9 to l.n
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"(3) The maximum observed flame tempera tures
and the oorresponding oaloulated temperatures
were found to be in closest agreement for the
normal operating range of air-fuel ratios be-
tween 12 to 1 and 14 to 1. Throughout this
range the calculated values are approximately
600 degrees higher than the observed values.
With either richer or leaner mixtures the
differenoe increases and reaches a maximum
of 1000 degrees at the lean combustion limit."
"(4) Since some of the discrepancy between
the calculated and the observed max~um temp-
eratures is undoubtedly due to experimental
er~ors, the most'likely of these have been
considered and their'upper l~itB estimated.
If the observed values were increased by
these amounts they would still be from 200 to
600 deg. F. below the calculated, temperatures.
It would, therefore, seem probable that this
remaining difference is due to an inadequate
analysis of the actual combustion process."
"(5) The concentrations of the gases in an
engine cylinder may be calculated when the
temperature and pressure are known, hence
l89
the measurement of tEmperature, independent
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of the other thermodynamio variables, makes
it possible to study the progress of the ohem-
ioal reaotions and equilibrium at high temp-
eratures."
Hershey and Paton proved the usefUlness of the
line reversal procedure as a general method bu t made
no attempt to study temperature differences in the oy-
linder or to disoover the effeots of detonation. These
phases of the combustion problem were attaoked by Rass-
( 186')
weiler and Withrow using a modifioation of their
absorption apparatus. In particular they measured
temperatures in three zones and examined the ohanges
charaoteristic of detonation. Figure 62 shows "the
essential parts of their apparatus in a plan view of the
oombustion ohamber.
Two windows, WI and W2 exposed the "knooking
end" and ~oenter" of the oombustion ohamber while two
oiroular windows 1/4 inoh in diameter permitted ob-
servations of the gas below the spark plug I. The lens
LI was so plaoed that light from a point on the in-
oandesoent filament F passed through the engine as a
pencil of parallel rays. An image of the filament was
fooussed on the strobosoopio shutter T by the lens L2
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and lena L3 refoouased the image on the speotrograph
slit S. The diaphragms Dl and D2 limited the extent
of the beam passing through the combustion chamber.
The stroboscopic shutter was a diso with a narrow ad-
justable slot near its outer edge. Uncertainties in
phasing were eliminated by driving the shutter direotly
from the orankshaft. During the intake stroke, light
from the source was Qut off by a second slotted disc
whioh was rotated at camshaft ~eed in a plane parallel to
the first disc.
With regard to the procedure in making a. temp-
erature reading the writers say:
"The visual determination of the reversal point
in the engine is complicated by the flicker from the
stroboscopic diso and by the variation in temperature
from explosion to explosion. Near the reversal point
the observer sees the line changing back and forth from
emission to absorption because of the fact that some
flames are hotter and some are cooler than the source.
The observed variation of the temperature in sucoessive
explosions ohanges with the crankshaft angle and with
the engine conditions. This fluctuation may amount to
200 deg. fahr. In the experiments to be described, the
l~its for this range were determined and the mean value
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taken. To deorease errors in jUdgement, independent
detenminations at each point were made by two observers."
'~easurementB have been made at three different
positions in the combustion space with the optical paths
normal to the general direction of flame travel as indi-
cated in the figure. With the optical path in the posi-
tion CC, temperature measurements could be made as soon
as the flames had spread about an inch away from the spark
plug or about 10 deg. of crankshaft revolution after
ignition occurred. Subsequently, measurements could be
made along line CC at any desired angle during the ex-
pansion stroke. Under the conditions of these experiments
the flames reached position BB about 20 deg. of crank-
shaft revolution after ignition. With the optical path
at position AA, measurements could not be made until the
flames neared the end of their travel or, in terms of
crankshaft revolution, not until about 45 degrees after
ignition. It is important to note that at positions BB
and CC, temperatures could be measured before the end of
flame travel and therefore before maxnnum pressure was
reached."
Figure 63 shows the temperature variation
with orank angle for each of the three positions under
non-knooking oonditions. Among other things it is parti-
oularly interesting to note that the gases near the
Z93 -
region of initial burning around the spark plug are
hotter than the last part o~ the oharge to burn exoept
during the last part of the expansion stroke. Rass-
weiler and Withrow explain this result with the aid of'a
theory advanced by Hopkinson:
"The explanation of the tanperature gradient
in a bomb, as given by Hopkinson, aan be applied to the
engine and is therefor included at this point. As the
gas near the center of the bomb--near the point of
ignition--burns, it expands against a low pressure doing
work and losing energy. Subsequently, when the rest of
the charge burns, the gases at the center are recom-
pressed to approx~ately their original volume. Since
the recompression takes place at a higher pressure than
the expansion, the work done on the i~flamed gas near
the spark plug is greater than the work done by the gas
and it gains energy adiabatically. But now consider a
small mass of gas which burns last. After being com-
pressed at a relatively low pressure, it burns and ex-
pands to approximately its original volume against a
high pressure. Inasmuch as the amount of work done by
the gas 1s greater than the work done on the gas, it
loses energy. ~hus the adiabatic expansion and oom-
pression of the burning gases in closed vessels results
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in an unequal distribution throughou.t the combustion
space of the thermal energy released by combustion; and
when pressure equilibrium is established, the gases which
burned first are hotter than the gases which burned last."
Figures 64, 65 and 66 show oomparisons of temp-
erature as a fUnction of craI~ angle for knocking and
non-knocking combustion at each of the three charge
regions. Disoussing these curves Rassweiler and
Viithrow say:
rr( 1) Under knocking condi tions, the temp-
eratures reach a maximum several degrees earlier than
under non-knocking conditions. This difference is pro-
duoed by rapid inflammation of the portion of charge
which burns when the engine knocks."
n( 2) .Atall three posi tiona the maximum temp-
eratures measured under knocking conditions are higher
than under non-knocking conditions. The difference in
maximum temperature may be due, in part at least, to the
faot that, in the knocking oase, inflammation is complete
at an earlier angle, at which time less energy has been
absorbed by the piston and less energy lost to the walls."
"(3) During most of the expansion stroke, the
rate of cooling is greater under knooking than under non-
knocking oonditions. This observation is most signifioant.
Consider, for example the two curves in figure*--
which cross at 50 deg. past top dead-center. Obviously,
the different rates of cooling at this angle oannot be
attributed to different rates of expansion under the
two conditions. Therefore there must have been greater
heat loss to the walls in the knocking oase. But at
the point of interseotion at 50 deg. after top dead-
oenter, the greater heat loss to the walls in knooking
oombustion must be acoounted for by differences between
knocking and non-knocking explosions other than a temp-
erature differenoe of the gases. In the course of the
general investigation of the combustion phenomenon at
this laboratory there have been observed two differences
between knocking and non-knocking oombustion which may
partially account for the greater heat loss to the walls
in knocking explosions. First, emission spectra have
shown that the oontinuous radiation at the red end of
the speotrum is stronger under knocking than under non-
knooking conditions; that is there appears to be more
black-body radiation in the former case. However, on
the basis of quantitative measurements, Marvin, Cald-
well and Steele have reoently concluded that there is
very little black-body radiation from either knocking
*Fig. 64 of the present report.
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or non-knocking combustion. Seoond, fla~e pictures show
appreoiable mass movements of the gases as the pressure
waves set up by knock pass back and forth through the
combustion space. The increased degree of turbulence
resulting from this cause undoubtedly augments the rate
of heat transfer to the walls. The effect on the engine
of the higher rate of heat transfer-to the jaoket walls
is a higher jaoket temperature and a greater rate of
pressure deorease Whioh results "in a loss of power as
compared with non-knocking combustion. The fact" that
the two temperature curves cross at a somewhat- later
angle in the figure than do the two pressure curves is
not significant because of the limited portion of the
combustion space covered by the temperature measurements
shown in this one chart."
"(4) The temperatures of the exhaust gases
are lower When the engine is knocking than when it is
not knocking. The greater heat loss through the cylin-
der walls during knocking combustion appears to be
responsible for this difference in exhaust-gas temp-
eratures."
Rassweiler and Withrow consider a number of
other points in their treatment of experimental results
but for the most part these other problems are still
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subjeots for oontroversy and do not ohange the fundamental
picture as regards detonation.
Smma~
Normal combustion and detonation as they occur
inside the engine cylinder have been investigated by
several methods. The results obtained are in agreement
as to the general nature of the phenomena with a few
points still under discussion. Details of the chemical
and physieal processes involved are at present subjects
for speculation, although there is a definite trend to-
ward closer experimental examinations of all phases of
the problem. The literature does not reveal any serious
attempts toward a quantitative analysis of the photo-
graphioally reoorded particle motions Which accompany
detonation.
Under normal conditions in an engine combus-
tion chamber, f~ame fronts start slowly from each point
of ignition and accelerate to an approx~tely constant
velocity which 1s maintained until the fronts are slowed
up near the ohamber walls. This combustion process is
accompanied by an increase in general pressure which
reaches its maximum in about the time interval required
for the flame fronts to pass through all parts of the
mixture. Both the pressure and flame front position vary
with time without apparent vibrations.
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Under detonating conditions the combustion cham-
ber processes are identical with those of normal burning
until a critical point is reached after the flame fronts
have passed through a substantial portion of the unburned
mixture. At this instant, very rapid combustion occurs
in the unburned gas which produces violent motion within
the charge. This initial disturbance is followed by
vibratory particle displacements due to standing waves
of pressure within the combustion chamber. The rapid
local oombustion which is oharaoteristic of detonation
apparently follows a period of partial oxidation in the
unburned gases and is erratic both as to location and
t~ing. Several centers of disturbance may appear al-
most s~ultaneously ahead of the progressive flame fronts
or there may be a sudden continuous increase in speed
of the reaction zones already in existence.
All the investigations reported in the liter-
ature were carried out with the aid of cumbersome appa-
ratus applied to special engines. This situation leaves
a definite need for equipment suitable for use on any
engine under any operating oonditions. With direot
radiation from the burning charge not available for
examination, instantaneous pressure reoording seems to
be the only feasible means for studying detonation under
routine conditions. Such pressure records offer at
best an indirect method for determining the position
snd intensity of disturbanoes within the combustion
chamber. It is therefore essential to develop a
quantitative theory and a technique for interpreting
pressure variations taken at possible locations in
terms of the complete pattern associated with these
variations. This aspect of the general problem will
be especially considered in the present report.
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PRESSURE DISTURBANCES ACCOMPANYING DETONATION
_Introduction
Detonation has been considered from several view-
points in the previous sections. Pressure disturbances
accompanying detonation have often been in the background
Qut have never formed the main theme of any investigations.
This was partly due to difficulties in obtaining quantita-
tive pressure records and partly to a reasonable opinion
among investigators that combustion research offered the
shortest road to tangible results. However, even with a
dearth of quantitative information on the disturbances,
it is certain that detonation is characterized on the
physical side by:
(1) A sudden local pressure rise in
Isome part of the burning charge.
(2) Intense pressure waves within the
charge which follow the. initial ex-
citation.
It has already been noted in Section I that engine indi-
cators are affected by the pressure disturbances accompany-
ing detonationt but in general do not produce reoords suit-
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able for quantitative work. Since pressure measurements
can be oarried out when other methods are not available,
the development of a reliable indicator for rapid pressure
fluctuations has long been a goal before investigators of
detonation. This problem of an indicator to record the
pressure phenomena of detonation was attaoked by the writer
with the results to be desoribed later in.the present report.
In the usual case indicators can be looated only at a few
positions in the oombustion chamber wall. This limitation
makes it necessary to'develop a theory of the physical
prooesses involved before any available information oan be
interpreted in terms of the general pattern of events
inside the oombustion chamber. In the sucoeeding pages,
the writer will present a systematic analysis of the pres-
sure variations aCQompanying detonation based on the theory
of sound.
General Pressure Distu~bances and Sound Waves
Pressure disturbanoes are possible in any com-
pressible medium. That is, if a local oompression in
some region of the medium is suddenly released, the
energy due to the displacement of partioles from their
equilibrium positions will spread away from the region of
excitation in the form of a pressure wave. The nature of
this wave depends upon the interaotion of force gradients
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and inertia reactions in the body of the medium. A
theoretical analysis of the problem oan be based on three
eq,uations:
(I) The equation of motion of an element of
the medium within the body of the medium;
(2) The equation of continuity for an element
of volume within the body of the fluid;
(3) The ratio of pressure changes to density
changes within the body of the medium.
For gases suoh as the working fluid in an engine oylinder,
the ability to support shearing foroes is so low that
tangential foroes oan be negleoted in setting up the
aqua tion of motion. For the gaseous medium also, the
perfect gas law oan be used to express the relationship
between pressure and density. Even with the gas law
available, it is still neoessary to specify the type of
process involved. In pressure wave phenomena, the changes
occur so quickly that the effect of heat transfer is
negligible and the processes can be treated as adiabatic.
As derived in Appendix A, the three fundamental equations
of hydrodynamics for rapid processes are:
av/at + (v •V)v +VP/p - F = 0
pv-v + ;.V p: + apjat = 0
dP/dp = yp/p, = c2.
(2)
(3)
(4)
Where V = vectorial particle velocity
P = pressure
p = density
F - vectorial body ~orce
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y = Speci:Cic heat at.constant pressure------~---~-~----------------------Speci:Cic heat at constant volume
No general solution of equations (2), (3) and
(4) is possible but the very useful wave equation for
sound is obtained by limiting oonsideration to suffioi-
ently small disturbanoes. To be "sufficiently small" a
disturbance must produce a fractional change from the
equilibrium density whioh is small compared to unity.
Such disturbanoes are said to be "infinitesimalTf and any
disturbances which do not meet this oondition are said to
be "fini ten.
The initial pressure disturbance of detonation
probably has very often the same order of magnitude as
the instantaneous equilibrium pressure in the oombustion
chamber. It follows that a satisfaotory analysis should
extend to disturbances of finite size. However, such a
general treatment is impossible with the present limi-
tations of mathematics but certain useful facts can be
illustrated by considering the speoial case of a one
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d~ensional disturbance of finite size.
Lord Rayleigh (187) and Lamb(188) devote some
attention to pressure waves of finite gmplitude and in
particular review the work of Earnshaw and Riemann
(references to the original articles are given by Rayleigh
and Lamb). The essential features of Riemann's treatment
of the subjeot are outlined below in the notation of the'
present report.
If body forces are neglected~ the equation of
motion for a disturbance which varies only with distance
along the x axis becomes
avx!at + Vx • avx!a~ = - lip ap/ax (5)
while the equation of continuity is
ap/at + Vx • ap/ax = - p avx!ax (6)
Now define an integral associated with pressure and density
changes as
- fP
CI) =
Po
dP/p (1)
Then
and
a~/ax = l/p • ap/ax = lip • dP/dp • ap/ax (8)
aw/at = lip • ap/at = l/p • dP/ap • ap/at (9)
Substituting in the value of c as defined in eqaation (4),
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(10)
(11)
ali>/at + v • am/ax-::: - c2 • av lax (13-)x - 7!
Now~introduce anev('variable., :Ci), . defi-ned by the relation
d~ = d~/c (13)
so that equations (12) and (13) become
avyjat + Vx • ovyjax = - c • o~/ax
ooo/at + Vx • o(a)/ax = - c • avxlax
Adding and subtracting equations (14) and (15)
(14)
(15)
It follows that the rate of change of (00 + v )
x
with t~e is e~ual in magnitude to the rate of change of
(CI) + Vx) with distance multiplied by (vx + c). This is
equivalent to the statement that any given value of
«(a)+ v )moves in the positive x direction with the velocityx
(v + c). Similarly any given value of (~ - v ) moves alongx x
the x direction with the velocity (vx - c).
a08
Now consider; at a given instant, a disturbance
can be represented on a plot with density as ordinates and
x as abscissae. The diagram for t = 0 of figure 67 indi-
cates such a case. Under the adiabatic law, the ratio
will increase with increasing density so that for like
values of vx' the velocity of propagation of a disturbance
will increase with density. It follows that regions in
which the disturbance is stong will overtake regions of
lesser intensity until eventually the distu~bance front
becomes perpendicular to x. Wnen this occurs the deriva-
tives of equations (16) and (17) become infinite and the
mathematioal treatment is no longer valid. Two stages of
this prooess are indioated in figure 67.
Lord Rayleigh sums up the process described above
from a s~ple physical viev~oint:
"But this law o:fderivation cannot hold good
indefinitely. The crests of the velocity curve gain con-
tinually on the troughs and must at last overtake them.
After this the curve would indicate two values of u
(velocity) for one value of x, ceasing to represent any-
thing that could actually take place. In fact we are not
at liberty to push the application of the integral beyond
the point at which the velocity curve becomes discontinuous,
or the velocity curve has a vertical tangent.------"
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"When discontinuity sets in, a state OI things
exists to Which the usual differential equations are inap-
plicable; and the subsequent progress of the motion has not
been determined. It is probable as suggested by Stokes,
that some sort of reflection would ensue. In regard to this
matter we must be careful to keep purely mathematical ques-
tions distinct from physical ones. In practice we have to
do with spherical waves, whose divergence may of itself be
sufficient to hold in check the tendency to discontinuity.
In actual gases too it is certain that before discontinuity
could enter, the law of pressure would begin to change its
form, and the influence of viscosity could no longer be
neglected. But these considerations have nothing to do with
the mathematioal prOblem of determining what would happen
to waves OI finite amplitude free from viscosity, whose
pressure is under all circumstances exactly proportional
to its density; and this problem. has not been solved."
"It is worthy OI remark that, although we may
OI oourse conceive a wave of finite disturbance to exist at
any moment, there is a limit to the duration OI its previous
independent existence. By drawing lines in the negative
instead of in the positive direction we may trace the history
of the velocity curve; and we see that as we push our inquiry
further and further into past time the forward slopes become
easier and the backward slopes steeper. At a time, equal to
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the greatest positive value of dx/du, antecedent to that
at which the curve 1s first contemplated, the velocity
would be discontinuous~
Both Riemann and Earnshaw f'ound f'armal integrals
for a one dimensional pressure .disturbance of finite ampli-
tude. However, the results could be applied only to special
cases. The siinplest example considered 'was that ofa
surface of discontinuity propagated in one d~ension with
constant velocity. This situation forms~the basis for
analysis of'the detonation wave to be considered later so
the present discuasion will be limited to a remark "of Lord
Rayleigh:
IIIt would lead us too far to follow out the
analytical development of Riemann's method, for which the
reader must be referred to the original memoir; but it
would be improper to pass over in silence an error on the
subject of discontinuous motion into which Riemann and
other writers have fallen. It has been held that a state
of motion is possib~e in which the f'luidis divided into
two parts by a surface of'discontinuity propagating itself
wi th constant velocity, all the fluid on one side of the
surface of'discontinuity being in one uniform condition as
to density and velocity, and on the other side in a second
uniform condi tion in the same respects. Now, if'this
motion were possible, a motion of the SEme kind in which
the surface of discontinuity is at rest would also be
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possible, as we may see by supposing a velocity equal. and
opposl te to that wiihwhich the surface of discontinuity at
first moves, to be impressed upon the whole mass of fluid.
In order to find the relations what must subsist between
the velocity and density on the one side (u1,PI) and the
velocity and density on the other side (u2,P2)' we notice
in the first place that by the principle of conservation
of matter P2u2 = PIul • Aga'in, if we consider the momentum
of a slice bounded by parallel planes and including the
surface of discontinuity, we see that the momentumleaving
the slice in the unit of time is for each unit of area
(P2u2 = Plul)u2, while the momentumentering is Plui. The
difference of momentummust be balanced ,by the pressures
acting at the boundaries of the slice, so that
whence
,
The motion thus determined is, however, not possible; it
satisfies indeed the condi ti. ons of' mass and momentum,but
1i "it violates the condition of energy -------------
It would be of little use here to describe the
work of Hugoniot who replaced the simple law of adiabatic
~e equation of energy referred to is Bernouilli's Equation
for a compressible medium.
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compression by a general equation including the intrinsic
energy of the fluid. This treatment is discussed in some
detail by Lamb(188) in his chapter on Waves of Expansion
and will appear as an essential part of the analysis of'
detonation waves given below. However, certain remarks of
Becker (189) wi th regard to waves of'finite ampIitude are
of interest:
"-----------When the wave front has reached a
certain steepness, the counter forces of friction and
beat conduction oppose the tendency to further compression.
A condition will be reached where these two tendencies
compensate each other and i'romthis point on a quasi-sta-
/1tionary wave form will be propagated along the tube.
'~---------wi th the change in temperature diff-
erence {in the wave front)1€ there has followed a change in
pressure and density difference which are in themselves
a source of wave i'ormation thrown back from the original
wave front------. ,In this way the actual processes in
the formation of compression impulses are seen to be so
complicated that at present a complete theoretical treat-
ment of their formation seems out of the question. Only
after the impulse wave has become quasi-stationary do we
again find conditions more satisfactory for theoretical
~(Writer's Note) The only ideas of practical importance to
be gained from the theory of waves of fin!te amplitude are;
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analysis !'
Mathematically, the important case f'or pressure
wave analysis is that in which the f'ractional changes in
densi ty and pressure are so small that dP/dp = c2 can be
treated as a constant and the maximumvalue of v isx
small in comparison with c. Under these conditions equ-
tions (16) and (17) can be written
( a lat + c • a /ax~ (BPi + v ) = 0 (18)( Po x
(a fat ~ c • a /ax~ (BPi - v ) = 0 (19)( Po x
Addition and subtraction of' equations (18) and (19) show
that given values of' Vx and BP are propagated along the
x direction at constant velocity and without change in f'orm.
This result 1s a special case of the !~!~_~9.~~~!~!:_f£>~
~~~~ which is derived in Appendix A. In 1ts general f'orm
for pressure disturbances, the equation of' sound is
(20)
Y~re p = excess pressure = actual pressure - equilibrium
pressure
w (Footnote con'd. from previous page) (1) that such waves
change 'their f'orm as they are propaga.ted and (2:) the math-
luatics involved is not sui table for application to complex
cases.
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Speciric heat at constant pressure
y = -------SpecrrIc-nea~-a~-cons~an~-voIume------
P = Total pressure with no disturbance presento
po= Density with no disturbance present
From the argument outlined above, it appears that c is the
constant velocity or a sound wave.
Solutions to fit many cases of practical impor-
tance can be f'oundfor equation (20). Even wi th some loss,
in accuracy it is better to use the mathematically exact
wave equatio,n solution f'orintense disturbances and apply
reasonable corrections based on physical principles, than
to a.ttempt a solution f'orthe complete hydrodynam1cal
equations. The essentials of'the wave equation are; (I)
the density changes involved must be so small that the
coefficient dP!dp is substantially constant and (2) the
maximum particle veloci ty must be small compared to the
velocity of'sound in t:Qemedium. The validity of these
assumptions must necessarily be tested by experiment in
any particular case.
The Detonation Wave in One Dimension------------------~------~----------
Detonation waves in one dimension have been
studied theoretically by several investigators since
Riemann establiShed a method of'attack and HugOniot(l89)
corrected Riemann's assumption with regard to the rela-
tionship between pressure and density. Chapman(190) was
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first to use the method of Riemann for a derivation of the
rate of propagation of the detonation wave. Chapman con-
sidered that all parts of the wave front traveled with the
same velocity at the ~nimum velocity consistent with this
assumption and that at the point of maximum pressure, the
chemical change concerned in the propagation of the wave is
complete wi th the unburned gases immediately in front of
the wave fired by compression. Calculated detonation wave
velocities. were in good agreement with the measured values
of Dixon but his formula depended upon details of: the chem-
ical reaction Which were later found to be unnecessary.
Jo~uet(19l) and Crussard(192) working independently of
Chapman presented an extended analyses and discussion of
the detonation problem which resulted in satisfactory
predictions of detonation wave velocities.
Becker(193~194) carried through an analysis of
one dimensional wave fronts taking into account the effects
of heat conduction which proved that the fronts involved in
an intense disturbance are so thin that the assumption that
a gas is a continuous medium is no longer valid. The theory
of detonation waves as outlined below is based on the dis-
cussion given by Becker.
In general, the processes occurring in a.thin
slice of: the active medium must ~lfil1 the equation of
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continuity, the conservation of energy and the second law
of motion. For the case considered, heat cond~on and
viscous action are unimportant so these effects will be
neglected in the following analysis. If A is the thickness
of an element of unit area, v is the velocity along the x
direction, E is the specific energy, p is the density and
P is the pressure, the mass, the momentum and the energy
associated with the element are:
Mass = pi\. (21)
Momentum = 'J\.v (22)P
~.
(E + v2j2)Energy - p'X. (23)
Now the time rate of change of mass must be zero.
The time rate of change of momentum must be equal to the
difference in pressure between the faces of the element
\
and the time rate of change of energy (if no chemical re-
action is present) is equal to the difference in power flow
across the two faces. Expressing these conditions math-
ematically gives
d(p7\.)jdt= 0
d(p'Xv)jdt = -Aapjax • ...;
d[PA~" (E + v2/2)] jdt = -,Aa(pv)jax
(24)
(25)
(26)
These equations of a traveling wave can not be
integrated in general, but the case where the disturbance
has assumed the form of a quasi-stationary wave can be ana-
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lysed. In such a wave the :formof the disturbance is con-
stant and moves with constant velocity along the x direction.
It is convenient to use a coordinate system movingwi th the
wave front so the system can be treated as i:f it were sta-
tionary. In this case the time derivatives o:f (24), (25)
and (26) vanish and the equations can be integrated by
writing va lax :for d /dt. By excluding the wave :front
itsel:f and considering conditions as uniform be:fore the
front and iIlllIediately behind the front as indicated in f'ig-
ure 68, the equations become
VI/VI = v2/V2
vI2/VI + PI == v~/V2 + P2
El + vi/2 + PIVl = E2 + V~/2 + P2V2
(27)
(28)
(29 )
WhereV = lip. is the specific volume of the medium.
Solvi~g these equations :for the velocities and the energy
difference gives.:
v2 = V2 • (P2 - PI~/(VI V2) (30)1 1
v2 _ 2 (P2.- PI)/(VI - V2) (3I)2 - v2 •
E2 - EI = 1/2.• (PI + P2) (VI - V2) (32.)
The last equation of this set is the Hugoniot equation which
takes the place of' the adiabatic relationship between pres-
sure and density as used in sound theory.
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In order to apply equations (30), (31) and (32)
to the case o£ a detonation wave in a combustible gas, the
energy di£ference must be equated to the di£ference between
the heat of reaction, Q, Which is liberated in the reaction
zone, and the change in intrinsic energy of the gaseous
medium in passing through the reaction zone, i.e.
(33)
Where nv is the average specific hea.t of the reaction pro-
ducts between the temperatures T1 and T2-
It is convenient to study the detonation wave in
terms of D = v1' the velocity with which the front moves
into the unburned gases and W = v1 - v2,the flow velocity
of the reaction products away £rom the reaction zone. In
terms of the other variables, D and Ware
D-V- 1 --------------- (34)
(35)
Becker discusses the detonation wave wi th the aid
of a P-V diagram like that of figure 69. The point A cor-
responds to the initial conditions P1Vl of the unburned gases_
A curve of constant total energy, BGF, is then drawn in accord
po
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FOR CASE OF ONE DIMENSIONAL DISTURBANCE
A INITIAL CONDITION
B AFTER REACTION IN WAVE FRONT
G AFTER ADIABATIC PROCESS AT CONSTANT
VOLUME
F AFTER REACTION AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
BGF- CURVE OF CONSTANT TOTAL ENERGY (H-CURVE)
B -G DETONATION
F- K BURNING
K
rf
PRESSURE-VOWME DIAGRAM FOR PROCESSES
IN REACTION ZONE OF DETONATION WAVE
FIG.69
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vlith equations (32) and (33). The point G is a point on
this "H-curve" corresponding to adiabatic reaction at
constant volume while the point F is that :for combustion
at constant pressure. The point B is a general point
corresponding to condi tions in the reaction products.
If' the location of the point B on the H-curve can
be determined, both the velocity of propagation D, and the
f'low veloci ty W, can be f'ound since the s lope of' a line
f'rom A to the H-curve is just (P2 - Pl)/{V1 - V2>. If' a
is the angle between the V axis and the line AB, then
D = VI V tan a
-
W = (VI - V2) 11 tan a
(36)
(37)
Becker's discussion of the P-V diagram is out-
lined below:
But Vtan a for that portion of' the H-curve
between G and F is imaginary and corresponds to no actual
natural process •. The H-curve, therefore, consists of two
entirely different modes of a chemical transformation which
will be distinguished by the names detonation and normal
burning.
From the course taken by the H-curve we can make
the following qualitative statements concerning these modes
of transformation:
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~~~~~E~~~.-(The portion of the H-curve, BDG)
In the reaction zone, intense increase of pres-
sure and concentration. Direction of flow of
combustion products, positive. A high propa-
gation velocity, D.
~~~!~.-(The portion of the H-curve, FK). In
the reaction zone, decrease of pressure and
dilatation. Direction of flow of combustion
products W, negative. Relatively slow rate of
••propagation D.
'1By the above consideration there has been gained
a qualitative idea of the processes under consideration.
The figure might convey the impression, however, that
along the part of the curve EG there could be varying
velocities of detonation D. But experience has shown that
under careful adjustment and measurement, the detonation
velocity of a definite substance has a constant value
characteristic of that substance. This value remains
constant over the entire length of the tube, whether the
tube be only a few centimeters in length or a hundred
meters. In what follows we shall show that the theory here
set ~orth also predicts this fact and that the detonation
becomes stable only for a definite point of the H-curve.
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To substantiate this we shall ~lJ=0w the following statement
to be true: The entropy is a minimum for the point J on---------------------------------~~------
the curve and a maximum:for the point K. Thesel\two points----------------------------------------------~-----------
of contact between the H-curve and the tangents drawn to-~---------------~---~----------------------------------
Atthis point Becker gives a discussion in Which
he compares the slope~ q> = -(dP2/dV2}ad.' of' an adiabatic
on the P-V plane with the. slopes of the H-curve and of a.
straight line from the point A to a point on the H-curve.
With regard to -~b1sresult,~ he says:
n.
Our result may therefore be expressed as
i.e. behind the wave f'ront, the combustion products will
e~and since the pressure, due to heat losses will sink
belpw P2. There is thus i'ormed immediately behind the wave
front a rarefied region whose tendency must be opposed to
the progress of the compression wave. Whenever the wave
:front is af:fected by the conditions just stated it will not
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maintain its pressure P2 and as a consequence, its rate
of propagation will be reduced. The detonation wave will
onl.ymaintain its veloci ty characteristic of the explosive
substance as long as the velocity of this rarefied region
in the reaction products and the normal velocity of the
detonation wave are the same.
The velocity of the detonation wave is given by
the expression D = VI Vtan a. The velocity of the rare-
fied area behind the wave front may be conceived of as an
additive quantity made up of the velocity of sound in re-
actions products, V2 V -(dP2/dV2)ad and the mass veloci ty
of the reaction products W = (VI - V2) Vtan a. The
detonation wave is therefore instable as long as
that is, as long as
"<1» tan a.
"We saw from equation --- that for those points
B of the H-curve above J, <p 1s greater than tan a; and
concluded therefrom that no detonation represented by such
points could be stable. They will be continually weakened
by the effect of the expansion of'the reaction products
(from cooling) behind the wave front. Any such designated
point on the H-curve will slip back until it reaches J, and
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at this point the detonation wave will become stable; for at
J, cp = V tan a. At this point, too, the mass veloci ty of'
the reaction products have the same velocity as the det-
onation wave. '!he detonation wave will from this point
on propagate itself within the gases at a constant velocity
corresponding to the point J. What are the condi tions
represented by the lower part of the H-curve? It seems
that here for any. given detonation velocity VI Vtan a,
the velocity of movements of the reaction products will
adjust itself to the condition at D or B. A reference to
equations ------ shows that D and B stand in the same rela-
tion to each other as the gas conditions in front of and
behind the impulse wave, viz.., that the entropy is always
greater for B than it is for D. When it is recalled that
the reaction products at the moment of their formation rep-
resent the condition of maximum probability in the sense of
statistical mechanics for the given order of reaction, it
would be reasonable to conclude that they would favor the
condition indicated by B, and that for this reason the
lower part of the detonation region of the H-curve repre-
sents no real condition. By this reasoning we come to the
ufollowing conclusions.
II
On the basis of thermodynamic probabili ty, only
detonation waves of'the B-type above J in the coordinate
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figure, are possible. Mechanically, these waves are
instable and pass over at once to the normal detonation
\\condition indicated at J.
"The point J according to the above considera-
tions is determined by the relation
P2 - PI »----------- = (dP2/dV2) ad
',~VI - V2,
(IAccording to the above consideration it would
indeed be possible (as by intense initial ignition) to
induce detonation waves of greater velocity than normal.
They would, however, soon sink to the normal xaate and there,.
remain constant. --------------
----------------
"In case no chemical transformation accompanies
the impact wave, the wave degenerates to an ordinary sound
.li
wave, in which case the polnt~ J,G,K,V2,V2 fall together
. II
with VI
Becker notes that the e~ression for the detona-
tion wave velocity was given first by Chapman and later by
Jouguet. He gives a table comparing the calculated deto-
nation wave velocities with measured velocities for a number
of gaseous ~xtures. The average difference between the
~Becker uses V2 as the specific volume at the tangent to the
lower part of' the H-curve.
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calculated and measured values is about 1per cent with a
maximum disagreement of 2 per cent.
Detonation wave theory as applied to one dimen-
sion is of little direct use in connection with the problem
of detonation in an internal combustion engine. However~
it is reasonable to expect that the processes involved are
essentially similar in the two 'cases. In the one dimen-
sional wave, the reaction is so rapid that ~he chemical
energy 1s released as heat in the reaction zone before any
energy is lost from the reaction zone either as heat or as
mechanical work. In the engine combustion chamber, three
space coordinates are involved and the distances are too
short to be certain whether or not a progressive reaction
of constant velocity occurs. These circumstances would
make it very difficult to decide with certainty whether or
not the engine process is identical with normal detonation
in the sense that all the chemical energy of the fuel is
released in a wave front to produce a conditio~ of stabil-
ity. However, it seems to the writer that this question
is largely of academic interest since the difference be-
tween stable and unstable detonation waves would lie only
in velocity variations of a process already so rapid as to
have undesirable effects on the engine. Fundamentally the----~--------~----
~~~~~!~!~~_F~9~~!~_!~_!~~_~~S!~~_!~_~~~~~!~~_~~~_~~~_EE~~~!~
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tude of pressure waves to a level where sound theory can
be applied. With no theoretical method available for
determining whether or not the pressure amplitude reaches
sound wave proportions soon enough for the theory to be
useful, any conclusion with regard to the matter must be
based upon experimental data. The res~lts of investiga-
tors who have considered sound waves in connection with
detonation will be reviewed below.
Nernst(l2) in 1905 discussed the effect of
detonation in the internal combustion engine and showed
ve~ definitely that standing waves of pressure were to
be expected in the combustion chamber under certain condi-
tions. Many investigators found evidenoe of pressure waves
both in closed vessels and in engines but no definite dis-
cussion of this phase of detonation appeared until the
work of Maxwell and Wheeler(121,l95) WBS reported in 1929.
These authors considered the striated appearanoe of flame
photographs from closed vessels which were accompanied by
vibrations in the pressure reoord and studied the effeot
of different oylinder lengths. Their views on the sub-
jeot of pressure waves are Bmmmarized on the quotation
below:
"The effeot of change of length of cylinder on
the period of the vibrations, the appearanoe of the records
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and the effect of variations in initial pressure to density
ratios support the view that the striations are due to
the establishment of a stationa~ longitudinal wave in the
oolumn of gases. The initiation of such a stationary wave
Jmay possibly be due to the compounding of refleoted pro-
gressive waves, of the, same period and amplitude suoh as
thosereoorded by Ea~----as occurring in the hot product~
behind a f1~e in a closed vessel."
Maxwell and Wheeler carried out a series of
experiments to determine the effect of 'different .varIables on
the formation of stationa~ waves in a oombustion chamber
in an effort to find the controlling faotors. They state
the following conclusions:
"The mos~ important faotor appears to be the
oharacter of the reactions prooeeding in the wake of the
flame.--------"
nThe acoustic properties of the oharge of gaseous
mixture, asdet~rmined by the size and shape of the c~-
bustion space, playa part in affeoting the resonanoe.---"
nIt would seem that, for resonance to be induoed,
a oertain min~um.temperature must be exceeded at same
point or points in the burnt and burning gases, the
stationary wave being formed by the compounding, with their
reflections from the ends of the cylinder, such progres-
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sive waves (originating behind the flame~front) as have
been noted by Payman. These progressive waves appear to
be initiated by a sudden disturbanoe at a point, or at
several points, in the wake of the flame."
Although Maxwell and Wheeler studied the prob-
lem of standing waves in a combustion chamber experimental-
ly and unquestionably used the methods of aooustics for a
qualitative discussion, they .didnot report any quanti-
tative analysis of the wave systems they found nor any
data to prove that sound theory was valid for their
working conditions.
In 1932 Serruys(196,197,198,199,200) reported
the first of a series of investigations particularly
devoted to the pressure aspects of detonation. His
initial step was to study the duration of the initial
high pressure aocompanying detonation in an engine. For
this purpose he measured the length of time required for
the loose valve of a Farnboro Indicator to move from the
lower to the upper seats under the peak pressure and calou.
lated the desired result from known properties of the
valve. The results of this procedure showed that the
detonation pressure existed for less than 1/10,000 seoond.
No data on the indioator looation or the size and shape
of the combustion ohgmber were given.
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Serruys(197) oontinued his work with the Farn-
boro indioator and esttmated the max~um pressures from
his exper~ental results. His conclusions were:
,nNous sommes donc conduits a admettre que Ie
., "oognement correspond a la combustion tres rapid et a
volume sensiblement constant de.la portion des gas que
~brule la derniere, portion dont las pression avant la
." " JI''''combustion est deja tree elevee en raison de la dilata-
tion des gas deja brulee Coo kg/cm2 et plus). La calcuJ.
precedent montra en effeot que s1 l'~qui1ibre des pres-
., J'\.sions etait maintenu, meme approximativement dans la
'"chambre de combustion, lee pressions mesurees n'auraient
pu ~tre atteintes."
"Nous pensons donc que Ie cognement est un
phenomene local d'une durae comprise entra 1/10,000 and
1/20,000 de seconde, se produisant~ 1a ~ de Is oom-
, , /bustion, c'est-a-dire lorsque Is tree grande majorite
des calories que celle-01 peut fournir a d~jl ~t~ mise
en Jeu et dont l'1ntensite est telle qu~11e pent aisement
doubler et m~me tripler 18 press1on, Ie max~um abso1u
pouvant d~passer 100 kg/am2•n
With the idea of detonation as a sharp looal
pressure rise firmly established, Serruys(~980 further
investigated the matter by taking simultaneous pressure
records at two points within the combustion chamber. He
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Records taken without detonation showed no di££-
erence in the two pressure records, but with detonation, the
in1tial pressure disturbance had unlike magni tudes at the
two indicators and arrived at measurably different times.
Several diagrams taken under mild detonation conditions
showed that for the points studied there was:
(1) an exoess pressure of about 5 kg/cm2
lasting from 1/10,000 to 1/20,000 seoond.
(2) the pressure rise reached one indicator
about 1/10,000 second before the other,
corresponding to a propagation velocity
of about 500 meters per second.
(3) the initial disturbance was followed
by a series of pressure waves of decreasing
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intensity and frequenoy varying fram 3,300
cycles per second at the start of expansion
to 2,000 cyo1es per second at the end of
expansion.
The deorease in frequenoy observed during the
expansion stroke was oited as evidence to show that the
observed results were not due to natnxa1 frequenoy effeots
in the ~dicators. The decrease in frequency was explained
as the effect of reduced sound ve100ity in the charge ss
the gases cooled on the expansion stroke. Serruys summa-
rized his results from the instantaneous pressure records
in the following conclusions:
(1) Detonation occurs near the end of com-
bustion;
(2) A small part of the total charge is in-
volved in the detonating oombustion;
(3) The duration of the final burning is in
general less than 1/10,000 second which is so
short that a very high pressure is built up
in a looalized region;
(4) The gas Whioh has detonated and exists
momentarily at high pressure expands
immediately into other portions of the oam-
bustion with the formation of pressure waves;
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(5) The intensity of these pressure waves
d~inishes rapidly with distance from the
initial disturbance and also with the number
of sucoessive reflections;
(6) The velooity of propagation of these waves
in the burnt gases appeared to be about 500
m/seo. with a normal compression ratio of
5.5 to 1.
The results of Serruys oonfi~ the information on
detonation from other sources and are based on data from
pressure measurements alone. His general picture of the
pressure disturbances involved is reasonable and he in-
terprets his data in te~s of sound velooity. His
measured velocity of 500 meters per second for sound in
the burnt charge of an engine with a oampression ratio of
5.5 to 1 is about half of that found by the writer for
s~ilar conditions. Without more oomplete information on
the experimental arrangement used by Serruys no explan-
ation of this apparent disorepancy oan be given.
Sound waves in the free air outside the engine
have often been investigated in oonnection with detonation
and in some cases oorrelated with the pressure waves inside
the oombustion chamber. Huf, Sabina and Hil1(201,202)
studied the amplified output fram a microphone plaoed
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near the engine as a means of knock rating. They found the
sound energy distributed over a wide range of frequencies
and used a filter system to el~tnate the band below 2000
cyoles per second. The indicator was an ordinary output
meter suited to the amplifier which was operated by various
types of miorophones. It was found that this arrangement
was satisfactory for knock rating under laboratory condi-
tions. Paul and Albert(203) using an arrangement s~ilar
to that of HUf, Sabina and Hill investigated a frequency
range from 50 to 10,000 oycles per seoond and found that
the detonation noise was not confined to narrow frequency
limits nor peaked at a single frequency but rather existed
over a wide band with varying intensity. Carpenter and
Stanafield(204) recognized that mechanical noises fr~
engine parts contributed a relatively high intensi~
noise background to the microphone output and reduced this
difficulty by designing the "Strobophonometer". This
instrument consisted of a conventional microphone, ampli-
fier and meter syst~ with the addition of a strobosoopio
oontaot operated by the engine whioh reduoed the sensi-
tivity of the apparatus to zero except during a short
interval of each cycle which could be selected a~ will.
With regard to the miorophone used, the writers say:
"For the majority of applioations a s~ple
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telephone reoeiver earpiece is highly satisfacto~ as the
microphone. V~en this is held in a sponge rubber mounting
against the source of sound the diaphragm. is damped by the
air pocket fo~ed between the machine, the rubber and the
diaphragm housing. This damping is sufficient to give the
neoessary frequency range, and the range may easily be
ohanged when required. As has been explained above, the
seleotion of high frequencies does not appear to be of
value in most cases, and may definitely be harmful. If
neoessa~, however, diaphragms of various thicknesses held
near to the machine, but not enclose~ to give air dwmping,
may be substitu~ed, the thickness being such as to respond
to a desired frequency.---------n
Using the "Strobophonometer" Stansfiel.-p.and
, Carpenter found that the Bound due to detonation was con-
oentrated during the first part of the expansion stroke
while the general noise level was relatively constant
throughout the stroke. No attempt was made to make accurate
frequenoy determinations or to oorrelate the observed
results with internal processes of the engine.
MacCoull and Stanton(205) continued the develop-
ment of the miorophone as a device for studying detonation.
They connected a sound-level meter and a frequency analyzer
to their electro-static microphone and analysed the
frequency spectrum from several engines in the laboratory
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and on the road. With regard to the CFR engine they con-
cluded:
(I)Knocking is accompanied by a sound energy
increase at frequencies up to 8000 cycles per
seoond.
(2) For the particular engine used, the in-
creased sound energy due to knock was especially
notioeable in the frequency band between 3000
and 4000 oyoles per seoond and 6000 and 7000
oyoles per second.
(3) Under s~ilar oonditions, oylinder head
material had only a minor effect of the noise
spectrum.
MacCoul1 and Stanton constructed a special
electro-static indioator unit to be exposed to cylinder
gases through 8. sui table opening in the combustion ohamber
wall. With this indicator they applied the method of
frequency analysis and also took oBcillograms with a
oathode ray tube. It was found that the frequency speo-
trum given by the internal indioator was similar to. that
found by means of an external microphone. No attempt to
treat detonation as an acoustio problem inside the com-
bustion ohamber was discussed.
Wawrzin1ok(206) developed a piezo-eleotrio
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indicator for the purpose of measuring the pressure varia-
tions accompanying detonation in engines. In order to test
the reliability of his instrument, tests were first carried
out in a closed bomb fitted with electrodes for locating
the flame front by ionization effects. A microphone was
plaoed in the f~ee air outside the bomb. It was found that
the external microphone records contained the same fre-
quencies as simultaneous records from the indicator. To
check the source of the frequencies, exper~ents with
bombs of different size were carried out. Sound velooity
within the exploded gases during the period of the vibra-
tions was calculated by the usual equation. Wawrziniok's
results led to the following conclusions:
The combustion noise began even before the
flame reached the bottom. The time between the visible
beginning of the noise in the oscillogram and the maximum
pressure was 20 to 30 per oent of the total combustion
time.
It was recognized that the noise was a secondary
phenomenon of the gas vibrations in the bomb. The maximum
amplitude, as exper~entally verified, was 4 atmospheres
(As to how far, due to the high frequency of the vibra-
tions, the inertia forces of the indicator affected the
reoords, no oonclusion oan yet be made.) The noises con-
sisted throughout of nonsinusoidal tones.
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In rich mixtures the noise developed expon-
entially with close appro~ation. Since, even in the
engine, a s~ilar beginning o£ the nonsinusoidal deto-
nation noises was fOQOd, there seemed to be some rela-
tionship between the two phenomena.
By tests with three bombs of different com-
bustion chamber lengths, a direct proportion was estab-
lished between the length of the combustion chamber and
the reoiprocal of the Hertz number of the gas vibrations,
from which it was conoluded that the vibrations of the
combustion gases in the bomb were longitudinal.-------"
For a sound velocity of 900 m/s at Tabs = 2000
deg. e., the fundamental wave length was twine the length
of the combustion chamber.
Applying his indicator to an engine in operation,
Wawrzinlok obtained data which he discussed as below:
"------The noise begins with the frequency of
3,200 Hertz, i.e., with the frequency of the detonation
as determined for the engine. The noise then dies away
through 2,600 Hertz to 2,100 Hertz. This agreement indi-
oates that the maxfmum length of the combustion ohamber
seems to be the dete~ining factor for the development of
the noise. In the present case this was 13.3 em. as
measured perpendioular to the oylinder axie which aLmost
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exactly agrees therefore with the bomb length of 13.8 em.
This seems to Justify the assumption that the results
obtained in the bomb tests correspond in some degree to
those obtained in the engine teats and that the detonation
naBs of the engines is identical with the combustion
noises of bombs. From this it follows that the detonation
noises are likewise attributable to longitudinal gas vibra-
tions, which are produoed by pressure variations and become
audible externally."
The work of Wawrziniok showed that the theory
of sound could be applied to both bomb experiments and
engine tests. Calculated s~d velocities used in oon-
neotion with ohRmber dimensions gave computed frequencies
in satisfaoto~ agreement with observed resu1ts. The
investigation desoribed did not include a wide enough
range to permit a general ~onclusion but the evidence
presented indicates that the theory of sound can be ap~
plied to at least some cases of detonation in engines.
Boerlage and his oollaborators(5) applied a
single piezo-eleotrio indicator to the investigation o~ the
pressure waves aooompanying detonation in an engine. A
number of openings for the indicator were provided in
various parts of the oombustion chamber and it was also
possible to shift the spark plug position. By this means
both the detonation zone and the point ofmeasurament could
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be ohanged. The chamber was of an irregular shape and no
analytical method of predicting frequencies was discussed.
Data from a number of exper~ents led to the conolusion that
the pressure waves due to detonation were made up of the
normal modes for the particular ohamber. Shifting the posi-
tion of the detonation zone had the effeot of changing the
relative magnitudes of the various modes and the maximum
smplitude depended upon the severity of the detonation.
Fluctuations as high as ten atmospheres were reported but
no sudden disturbances were deteoted in the detonation zone.
The results discussed in the last paragraph are
in general agreement with those of other investigators
except for the observed absence of a local pressure rise
in the detonation zone and the apparently excessive pres-
sure inorease of ten atmospheres. Both of these effects
could easily be due to defects in the measuring equipment.
Since a description of the apparatus was not given, no
estimate of the possible causes of error can be disoussed
here.
In a preceding section on combustion expertments,
it was noted in several plaoes that the vibrato~ displaoe-
ments of luminous partioles after detonation could be
asoribed to sound waves. In partioular, Withrow and Rase-
weiler(15l) showed that velooity estimates made from their
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flame photographs gave results in agreement with the velo-
oity of sound as computed from pressure and density data.
A similar result was found in the case of the flame photo-
graph discussed by EltingC56). As a matter of common
experienoe, flame photographs do not reveal particle motion
until relatively severe detonation is present, so informa-
tion from this source can be applied to a wider range of
conditions than that from pressure indioators. On the basis
of evidence from particle motions it appears that reason-
ably accurate results can be expected from the use of sound
theory for analysing the effects of detonation in engines.
In 1931 the writer(56) undertook an investiga-
tion of the pressure 'waves accompanying detonation in
engines with the definite Object of determing whether or
not quantitative results could be obtained from the theory
of sound. Two engines with circular combustion chambers,
flat cylinder heads and flat pistons were chosen for the
work since the resonant wave systems in such ohambers could
be oonveniently analysed by mathematios. Conventional
methods were applied to solve the wave equation in cylin-
drical ooordinates and fit the result to sound waves in a
right ciroular oylinder with flat ends. This analysis was
used to prediot the frequenoies for the various types of
resonant wave systems in terms of oylinder dimensions and
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sound velocity in the reaction products of the fuel-air
mixture. The exper~ental problem was to determine
equilibrium pressure, equilibrium density and pressure wave
frequency as funotions of crank angle. The pressure and
density measurements were made by the usual methods. Pres-
sure wave frequencies were found wi th the arrangement shown
in figure 70. A CFR engine and an N.A.O.A. Universal Test
Engine with a speoial flat cylinder head were used in the
experiments.
Sound velooity was oomputed by the fo~ula
~ = VY7c!Po (38)
In addition to the measured values of pressure and density
it was neees'sary to estimate the ratio of speoifio heats
for various conditions during the expansion stroke. This
ratio was calculated from the best speoific heat data
available at the t~e. The results are given in the plots
of figure 71.
The M.I.T. rate of change of pressure indicator,
as described in Section I, was used with a direot current
amplifier and an electro~gnetic oscillograph to record
the pressure wave frequencies. The sensitivity of the
indicating system varied so badly with frequency that no
estfmates of pressure amplitudes were attempted. However,
frequencies were recorded accurately and could be used for
out
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comparisons with calculated values. Figure 72 is a plot
showing the variation of measured and computed frequenoies
with orank angle in two engines. The close agreement be-
tween the predictions of theory and the results of experi-
ment certainly justify further applioations of the theory
of sound to pressure disturbanoes accompanying detonation
in engines.
A Method for Studyin~ the Pressure Disturbances Accompany-
inrtDetona tion
Detonation studies would be greatly assisted by
a method for determfni~the location, size, shape and
magni tude of the initial pressure disturbance. To be of
wide use, suoh a method must be based on measurements which
can be conveniently oarried out on a oonventional engine.
This last requirement excludes the use of apparatus de-
pending upon radiant energy from the burning mixture and
favors instrwments aotuated by pressure. Pressure
measuring devioes also have the possibility of indioating
instantaneous values whioh represents an advantage over
instruments for measuring temperatures. In particular,
if a rate of ohange of pressure indicator is used, high
frequenoy pressure waves can be clearly differentiated
from the relatively slow pressure ohanges of no~l opera-
tion. From 8 practical standpoint, pressure actuated
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instruments can easily be made simple and rugged enough to
withstand the severe temperature and pressure conditions
of engine operation. All of these considerations lead to
the conclusion that the most convenient instrwments for
studying detonation will probably supply direct data on in-
stantaneous pr~ssures at one or more locations in the com-
bustion chamber. The analytical problem is to secure the
maxim.um 8IQ.ountof knowledge wi th regard to general com-
bustion ohamber events from ~ given amount of information
on instantaneous pressures.
Assuming the availability of pressure data, a
satisfactory analysis .of detonation in 8 particular oase
must start fram a knowledge of instantaneous variations at
a few indicators arbitrarily located and give a complete
picture with respeot to t~e and space of the pressure
wave system responsible for the observed variations. The
pQssibility of realizing such a scheme in practice was first
suggested to the writer by Professor Morse of the Physics
Department at M.I.T. By a combination of analytical and
exper~ental prooedures, Professor Morse proposed the de-
termination of a mathematical expression desoribing the
complete wave system within the combustion chamber for a
short time after the initial exaitation by detonation.
This equation was to be based on the theory of sound and
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the assumption that damping e£feots could be neglected over
a few oyoles. The arbitrary coef£icients of the general
equation were to be adjusted to fit the actual pressures
recorded by instantaneous indicators at possible locations
in the combustion chamber walls. :By placing time equal to
zero in the resulting particular expression for pressure
waves the extent, location, size and magnitude of the
initial disturbance would be given directly.
Several diffioulties, both practical and theo-
retical appear to hamper execution of the pressure wave
analysis outlinedabove. The theory of sound would be
applied to the initial stages of a disturbance which
involves relatively large local pressure changes oc-
curring at a £1nite rate and which is subject to damping
after the initial excitation. The waves within the
chamber travel in a medium of non-uniform temperature at
any given instant whioh varies rapidly in pressure and
density as time goes on. The chamber enclosing the wave
system.continuously changes in size and shape during the
disturbance.
The finite size of the pressure ohanges involved
and the uncertain rate at whioh the initial exoitation
develops can not be aocurately taken into account in the
theory of sound. It follows that any results obtained by
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the wave analysis method as outlined Will neoessarily be
somewhat approximate. Corrections could probably be made
for damping although the advantage gained might not be worth
the additional trouble when the other inherent inaccuraoies
are oonsider~d.
Temperature variations in the medium are ~portant
only in so far as they affect the velocity of sound, and
this means that the percentage effeot of such variations are
reduced to half by the square root sign on temperature ~
the velooity equation. Remembering that the measured tem-
perature differences across the combustion chamber have been
of the order of ten per cent, it seems probable that the
net effect on sound velocity will be lesa than five per
cent at most.
With the frequencies found to aocompany detona-
tion in engines, the piston motion will have a relatively
small effect on the volume of the combustion chamber over
a periOd of several cycles. This means that conditions in
the system are substantially constant at any instant so
far as pressure oalculations are concerned. For this reason,
the disturbanoe accompanying detonation can be considered
as Quasi-stationary at any instant.
From a practical viewpoint, the wave analysis
equation will involve so many coefficients to be determined
that it will probably be very difficult to oarry out direot
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oomputations. In the absence of experience to the con-
trary, the best method of attackmay be to find the theo-
retical wave systems produced by a series of assumed
initial pressure distributions and find by oomparison a
distribution giving variations at the indioators similar
to those found by experiment. Such a prooess will neces-
sarily be based on trial "and error tempered with judgment
rather than a routine oomputation procedure.
All the factors noted above combine to reduce
the aocuracy of results from wave system analysis. How~
ever, the available information indicates that considerable
differences will exist between succeeding engine oycles so
even results of high preoision would have to be interpreted
in terms of averages. It is probable that the resnlting
general information would not be much more definite than
the picture obtainable from the actual applioation of the
wave system analysis.
The writer accepted the practical realization of
Professor Morsel wave system analysis scheme as his object
in the work desoribed by the present report. The investi-
gation naturally divides into two major parts:
A. The design and oonstruction of a system to
accurately record instantaneous pressure varia-
tions at two or more points in the combustion
chamber.
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B. The development of analytical methods for
interpreting exper~ental pressure records in
terms of a general wave .system in the combus-
tion ohamber.
The experimental problem required an instrument
to produce acourate data on pressure variations fram the
low frequencies of normal oyole ohanges to some indefinite
upper limit whioh appeared from the writer's previous ex-
perienoe to be higher than 20,000 oycles per seoond. Three
component parts combine to make up such an instrument:
(1) A pickup unit to transform pressure
fluotuations into electrioal output which
not only respond acourately over the re~uired
frequency range but must also be rugged enough
to withstand engine operation for long periods.
(2) A reoording oscillograph able to produce
satisfaoto~ photographio traces at fi~
speed high enough to pe~it reasonably
acourate wave form analysis.
(3) An amplifier wi th sufficient gain and a
sensitivity substantially 1ndependent of
frequenoy over the required range.
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(1) Solve the wave equation for sound in terms
of coordinates suitable for the particular com-
bustion chamber considered.
(2) Determine the normal modes of ~..-~ ...
vibration by requiring that particle velocity
remain single valued and finite at all points
of the ohamber and vanish in a direotion per-
pendicular to -the walls at the boundaries.
(3) Substitute in partioular coordinates for
the indicator locations and obtain an expression
in terms of arbitrary ooeffioients, sound velo-
city and t~e for the pressure variations at
each indioator.
(4) Oompute the velocity of sound as a function
of crank angle from measurements of equilibrium
pressure and density.
(5) Calculate frequencies for the normal modes
of vibration from sound velocity and the chamber
dimensions.
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(6) Substitute these data into the pressure
equation and find partioular values of the
arbitra~ ooefficients by adjusting the
computed resultant pressure variations at
the indicators to fit the exper~ental records.
(7) Determine the size, looation, shape and
magnitude of the initial pressure disturbance
by placing t~e equal to zero in the pressure
wave equation.
It was found in praotice that the procedure out-
lined above could not be rigidly followed on aooount of the
inherent complexity of the problem but it served as a useful
guide in following out the analysis of any particular case.
Detonation measurements have al~Ys been carried
out in terms of arbitrary readings of a particula~ instru-
ment when used in a particular manner on a particular engine.
Such a procedure has greatly hampered investigations and
discussions of the subject. It would be more reasonable to
base a system of measurement on the average energy density
in the combustion chamber associated with the pressure waves.
produced by detonation. Such a soheme wou1d have the advan-
tage of dealing with a definite quantity independent of the
method of measurement. Whether or not, the energy associated
with detonation would be a satisfactory measure of the
harmful effects of the phenomenon can only be determined by
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experienoe.
The remain~er of the present section will be de-
voted to finding analytioal expressions for pressure varia-
tions and energy densities in an engine with a flat topped,
cylindrical combustion chamber. Several other useful rela-
tions between quantities associated with wave motion in SQoh
a ohamber will be discussed as inoidental to the general
problem.
Pressure Waves in a Ciroular Cylinder With Flat Ends
Appendix A outlines the development of the wave
equation from Bound from fundamental principles. This result
has been given in its general fo~ as equation (20). With
the wave equation available it is neoessa~ to find a solu-
tion and then fit this.solution to particular boundaries
before numerical results can be acheived. In the present
case, it was elected to solve the wave equation for the case
of a ciroular oylinder with flat ends since such a geomet-
rical configuration could be realized in combustion ohambers
of practical engines. To carry out this solution, oylin-
drical ooordinates r, e and z were chosen as most convenient
since the cylinder boundaries could be expressed as surfaces
of oonstant r and constant B.
Details of the prooedure for solving the wave
equation in cylindrical coordinates and introducing the
boundary conditions are given in Appendix B. The resulting
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expression for pressure waves in the cylinder is given in
equation (39)
p = L:p J [<XnEflr(r / a) ] cos(nee - <Pnn )nOnrn2 ne Xe r
ne - 0,1,2 •••
nr - 0,1,2 •••
nz = 0,1,2 •••
cos(nzxz/h)Cos(2xvn n n t - en n n ) (39)e r z e r z
Where
no = number o~ azimuthal nodes (nodal planes containing
the cylinder axis and a diameter).
Dr = number o~ radial nodes (nodal cylinders). )
(~~ ~~ ~e;1 ~ w-e;a ~ fw'...-Y'\.s"/o
nz = number of axial nodes (nod planes perpendicularto the cylinder axis).
p = absolute amplitude of'pressure associated with
nenrn2 the mode nenrn2 (mode wi th nodal surfaces
ne~n2.).
r
a
e
= number associated with the nodal surfaces
n6~ (the method for determining these numbers
is outlined in App. B) •
.- radial distance ~rom cylinder axis.
= radius of cylinder.
= azimuth angle.
= phase angle associated with az~uth.
= distance ~rom bottom o~ cylinder measured
parallel to the cylinder axis.
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h = height of cylinder.
y = frequency of the mode nenrn2.nQnrna
t - .time.
s phase angle associated with time.nenrn2; -
The frequency v is related to the velocity
nenrnZ,
of sound c, and a distance An n n ' which will be called the
e r z
wavelength, by the equation'
. (40)
As the term will be used in the present report,
a nodal surface Is a region of zero pressure variation for
the particular mode considered. This definition differs
from the conventional usage in which a node is defined as
a region of zero particle velocity.
The scheme of identifying modes of vibration by
means of the number of nodal surfaces in 0, r and z bas
proved to be very convenient in practice. In the succeed-
ing pages of this report the identifying subscripts will
be ommdttedwhenever there is no chance of ambiguity.
Figure 75 shows the ratio of wavelength to cylinder
radius for several simple modes of vibration with no axial
nodes. These modes correspond to cases in which the wave
problem has been reduced to two dimensions. Figures 71 and
75 showthe wavelength expressed in terms of cylinder height
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and cylinder radius for modes with one and two axial nodes
respeoti vely. With these figures available and the velo-
city of sound known, it is a simple matter to calculate
the frequency corresponding to any given mode of vibra-
tion by means of equation (40).
Figures 73, 74 and 75 give some hint of the
diffioulties encountered in attempting to identify the
particular modes of vibration excited in a given case.
Frequenoies for the simplest modes are well separated but
rapidly beoome closer together as the nodal systems grow
more oomplioated. This means that vibrations in two
dimensions with one or two azimuthal nodes can be easily
picked out, but when one or two axial nodes are combined
with one or two az~uthal nodes, the problem of identifi-
oation is extremely troublesome. The fifth oolumn of
Table II lists frequencies for various modes of vibration
in the CFR engine with a Bound velooity of 3000 feet per
second. The amall differences between frequencies for
the more oomplioated modes is very apparent.
Energy Associated with Pressure Waves in a Cylindrioal
Chamber
Equation (50-a) of Appendix A is a general
expression for the total energy associated with pressure
waves in an enclosed volume. In Appendix C this energy
,
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equation is speoialized to fit the case of each partio-
ular mode of vibration of 8 circular cylinder with flat
ends. The result of this analysis in terms of average
energy density is given in equation (41)
where ~ is the average energy density associated-nenrIlz
with the mode nenrnz•
Values of the ratio ~ n n for the stmplest
e r z
modes of vibrations are given in Table II. In practioal
use, if the mode excited oan be identified by the frequenoy,~
and the pressures measured with proper indicators, the
energy density assooiated with the particular mode can be
calculated by means of equation (41). It is to be noted
that the ratio M tends to deorease as the mode of vibra-
tion becomes more oomplioated.
Pressure Waves Produced by an Arbitrary Initial Disturbanoe
The modes of vibration excit~d by a given
knook will depend upon the shape, looation and magnitude
of the initial pressure disturbance. Aotually this initial
rise in pressure will take plaoe at a finite rate which
can be determined only by exper~ent. Even if the rate of
rise of pressure were known, it would be diffioult to ac-
count for this effect in the analysis. For these reasons,
TABLE 2
BASED ON SOUND VELOCITY OF
3000 FT/SEC. IN C.F.RENGINE
AZIMUTHAL RADIAL AXIAL CYCLES
NODES NODES NODES SEC
ne nr nZ MYlgnrnz nngnrnz
0 0 0 1.0000 0
0 0 I .5000 15430
0 0 2 .5000 30900
0 I 0 .1622 13500
0 I I .081I 20570
0 I 2 .081I 33700
0 2 0 .0900 24800
0 2 I .0450 29210
0 2 2 .0450 39700
I 0 0 .1220 6500
I 0 I .0610 16780
I 0 2 .0610 31500
I I 0 .0583 18800
I I I .0292 24200.
I I 2 .0292 36200
I 2 0 .0368 30200
I 2 I .0184 34000
I 2 2 .0184 46200
2 0 0 .0666 10800
2 0 I .0333 18800
2 0 2 .0333 32700
2 I 0 .0433 23900
2 I I .0217 28300
2 1 2 .0217 39000
2 2 0 .0315 35400
2 2 I .0158 38600
2 2 2 .0158 47000
3 0 0 .0457 14830
3 I 0 .0360 28300
4 0 0 .0353 18950
4 I 0 .0307 32900
5 0 0 .0272 22600
5 I 0 .0267 37100
6 0 0 .0230 26600
6 I 0 .0232 41550
7 0 0 .0186 30200
7 I 0 .0205 45800
8 0 0 .0161 34000
8 I 0 .0185 50000
9 0 0 .0142 38000
9 I 0 .0169 53500
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a stmplified form was chosen for the initial excitation
in the hope that the analytical results would agree closely
with exper~ental observations to justify the general method.
For computation, it was assumed that the initial distur-
bance could be appro~ated by assigning a constant pres-
sure Po' to a region between r1 and a, 0 and zl' - el
and 810 Appendix D outlines details of the process in which
both sides of equation (39) are multiplied by the trancen-
dental functions on the right hand side and integration
over the entire cylinder volume is carried out for t : O.
This procedure gives an expression for the pressure ampli-
tude of each mode of vibration in terms of the shape of
the initial disturbance and the magnitude of the local
pressure.
Where V = total volume of the charge.
~ finding amplitudes of particular modes,
the t~e phase angle can be taken as zero so that casE
becomes unity. The ratios M are known from the energy cal-
culations so it is only necessary to evaluate the triple
integral for various sh~pes, ~,sizesand locations of the
initial disturbance in order to study the effeot of these
variables on the relative magnitudes of the pressure ampli-
tude factors. Where magnitudes alone are oonsidered the
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phase angles in azimuth are ~aterial and may be taken as
zero in each case. The general integral of equation (42)
as found in Appendix D is given below
2/ MU n n (A • R • Z)
e r Ii
(43)
Where
A
_ sin nee _
- ---------------ne (44)
R = I/o<. 2 J~nenr J ({3) P fJ/I (45)
nenr ne
(rl/a)~ ne r
sin(n l/hz (46)z = --~-~--~-~---~------nz
Appendix D also gives the special forms of
equation (43) whioh arise when nodes are absent from one
or more of the coordinates. The curves of figure 76 show
the variation of R with the radial extent r1/a of the
exciting pressure rise if no radial nodes exist. This oase
has oonsiderable practioal ~portance since the detonation
Bone is usually near one side of the cylinder and this
location will be favorable toward unsymmetrical wave forms
with one or more azimuthal nodes.
As an example of some practical importance,
wave systems with no axial or radial nodes and one or two
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az~uthal nodes will be considered. In addition it will
be assumed that the axial extent of the excitation includes
the whole cylinder length. Figure 77 shows the factor R
multiplied by the coefficient depending upon M plotted as
a function of the radial extent of the initial disturbanoe.
Both te~s increase almost-iinearly with. the radial extent,
the higher values being associated with two 8z~uthal nodes.
From these curves, it appears that increasing thickness
of the disturbance would produce higher pressure amplitudes
in both cases considered.
Figure 78 is a plot of the az~uthal te~ ,
A, in equation (43). It is apparent that inoreasing
azimuthal extent at first brings greater amplitude in all
unsymmetrical modes of vibration. This increase continues
for any particular system of aztmuthal nodes until a
maxtmum is reaohed at 91 :1T2ne. Past this maximum, the
amplitude ratio in each oase decreases and becomes zero
when 91 = 1Yne. Beyond this point the pressure amplitude
ratio becomes negative. This corresponds to a difference
in algebraio sign between the pressure wave and the initial
excitation. This discussion leads to the general oonclu-
sion that a pressure rise of small radial extent will tend
to excite complicated modes of vibration. As the azimuthal
extent of the excitation is increased, simpler modes will
0
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become more prominent than the complicated modes. To
illustrate this point, if 61 is about "/12, the modes
with two or more azimuthal nodes have about the same factor
A, 8S the mode with one az~uthal node. Referring to
figure 77 for the radial faotor shows that the two noded
vibration will be present more strongly than the vibration
with a single node. On the other hand, if 91 is near 11/2
(corresponding to a total angular extent of about 180
degrees) the mode of vibration with one azimuthal node will
appear very strongly while the mode with two az~th81 nodes
will be small or absent entirely. It will be seen later
that the conditions suggested above have actually been
found by experiment.
Reoalling that the frequencies of various
modes of vibration are and can be identified with the aid
of wave length data and the velocity of sound, it ie
apparent that the number of azimuthal nodes can be de-
te~ined from exper~ental data in a given case. If the
number of azimuthal nodes is known, a rough estimate of
the angular extent of the initial disturbanoe can be made
by the method outlined above. For more complioated wave
systems this prooedure must be modified to fit each
particular case.
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Summary
The preceding discussion has shown that the
theory of sound can be applied to an approximate analysis
of the pressure disturbances which accompany detonation
in the internal combustiQn engine. These disturbances
consist of 8 rapid pressure rise in some localized part
of the burning gases which 1s followed by resonant ,fre-
q~~ncy pressure waves within the combustion chamber. The
method of attaok depends upon a theoretioal analysis of
the wave system which comes into existenoe after the
initial pressure rise has subsided. By comparing experi-
mental pressure records with the pressure wave forms
predicted by theory for a series of arbitrarily assumed
excitations, an approx~ate desoription of the events ao-
companying detonation in a given oase can be developed.
High pressures in the initial disturbanoe
and the resonant wave system, damping effeots, and the
finite rate of rise of pressure in the looalized excita-
tion region, all tend to make the results uncertain even
if a complete analysis is possible. In spite of these
difficulties, it is reasonable to expeot that the methods
developed here will be useful in increasing the general
knowledge of detonation as an engine phenomenon.
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APPARATUS lQli RECORDING HIGH FR~UENCY PRESSURE
DISTURBANCES IN ENGINE CYLINDERS
General Requirements
Equipment for quantitative studies of the pres-
sure d~sturbance6 accompanying detonation must fulfill
two major requirements. It must give an accurate repre-
sentation of the pressure changes over a frequency range
extending from about five cycles per second to a high
l~it above 20,000 cycles per seoond, and it must be able
to withstand coneiderable periods of continuous operation
under severe engine conditions. For oonvenience in
interpreting oomplex records, the overall sensitivity of
the apparatus should be substantially constant over the
range of operation. To facilitate installation, the unit
aotually exposed to the oylinder pressures should be
small and adaptable to openings of spark plug size in the
oylinder head.
Meohanical reasons definitely el~inate oonven-
tional engine indicators using meohanical or optioal
reoording systems. Such instruments are too large to
install in the restrioted space available on modern engines
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and in addition are seriouslY affected by engine vibra-
tion. Averaging indicators overoome these objections but
can not supply any data on high frequency pressure waves
in the cylinder. These considerations lead to the choice
of an eleotrical indioator with osoillographic recording.
On the basis of an extended experience with various types
of eleotrical indicators, the writer decided that the
electro-magnetio generator offered the best means for
oonverting mechanical motion of a diaphragm into electrical
changes. The writer realizes that many investigators
would differ with this opinion. However, further space
devoted to discussion of a point whioh has been in
oontroversy for many years will not settle the matter.
An instrument must be judged on the basis of results,
and a devioe whioh gives satisfaotory performanoe with-
out exoessive oare will be as good sa any other means
for the purpose at hand. Eleotro-magnetio generators
are simple, rugged and produoe 8 relatively high output
with low internal impedanoe. Suoh generators give an
output voltage which is proportional to the rata of
ohange of pressure and this is 8 definite advantage for
studies of high frequenoy pressure waves of relatively
low amplitude. Another important faotor is that the~al
deflection effeots in the diaphragm are mf!.nfmized 'since'-
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a rate of ohange instrument does not require an aocurate
adjustment of the zero position. Other considerations
enter into the general problem but the writer is content
to have his wisdom in the matter judg~ on the basis of
final results.
Oathode ray osoillographs have all the oharac-
teristics required for reoording the pressure variations
aocampanying detonation. The eleotronbeam does not
introduce any difficulties at either high or low fre-
quenoies for detonation wo~k. However, a high frequency
l~it for recording is established by the combination of
spot intensity, photographic emulsion speed and lens
aperture. With modern motion picture film and a standard
cathode ray tube the reoording problem can be satis-
factorily solved by adjustment of a node potential in the
tube. The oscillograph system used in the present inves-
tigation was essentially a conventional installation.
Amplifiers are required to raise the pickup
unit output voltage to the level neoessary for operation
of the osoillograph. In practioe, the perfonnanoe of
this coupling system establishes both the high and low
frequency limits for satisfaotory operation of the
complete indicator. The criterion to be applied is that
the record must be a faithful representation of the rate
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of change of pressure in the cylinder. It haa been found
from experience that after the very brie£ excitation period
the amplitude changes between sucoessive cycles of the
pressure waves are so small that the problem can be treated
by steady state methods. The Rmplifier system actually
used will be described later.
Selection of Generator Type for Rate of Chan~e of Pressure
Indicator
With the decision to use a rate of change of
pressure CdP/at) indicator definitely made, it was necessary
-to choose between several possible schemes in designing
the electro~gnetio generator system. Under the restric-
tions of size and form imposed by the engine, three gener-
ator types appeared to be feasible:
(1) A oylindrical ooil moving perpendicular
to a radial magnetic field. Such an instru-
ment has already been described in Section I.
(2) A oylindrical shell of magnetic material
in a radial magnetio field and arranged to
shift flux from one side to the other of a
stationary coil when moved in the axial
direction. Generators with this construction
will be referred to as of the shell inductor
type.
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(3) A flat diaphragm of magnetio material so
arranged that its motion will vary the
reluctanoe of a magnetic circuit in which
the flux links a stationa~ coil. Genera-
tors of this type are essentially s~ilar in
oonstruotion to the conventional telephone
reoeiver and are designated as of the flat
diaphraron type.
Diagrams showing the working parts of eaoh gen-
erator type are given in figures A-5, A-4 and A-5 of
Appen(l1x E.
Eaoh of the generator types ~entioned can be
reduced to practioe, so it is necessary to make the best
ohoioe for the problem at hand. Suoh a seleotion can
reasonably be based on three c~iteria:
(1) B~plicity and ruggedness of oonstruction.
(2) Voltage output for a given diaphragm
velocity.
(3) Susceptibility to mechanical vibration.
Flat diaphragm generators do not require mechan-
ical attachments to the diaphragm and for this reason are
definitely superior to the other two types from the stand-
point of simplicity.
Appendix E gives a detailed examination of the
voltage output available with reasonable designs of the
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three types. On the basis of equal magnet.1.zing forces and
equal diaphragm velocities, the shell inductor generator
was found to produce an output about 35 t~es as great as
that from a moving ooil generator. On the basis of equal
flux densities at the srufaoe of the working gap,. the
voltage output from the shell generator ~111 be about
twice the voltage output from the moving ooil generator.
Figure 79 gives curve whioh compare the output
voltages from the shell induotor generator and the flat
diaphragm generator. In this case, the voltage ratio
depends upon the gap length used for the flat diaphragm
generator. The ratio of this gap length to diaphragm
radius is taken as the independent variable in figure 79,
with the ratio of flat diaphragm generator voltage to
shell inductor generator voltage as ordinates. For all
gap lengths less than about 1/20 of the di~phragm radius,
the flat diaphragm unit is seen to be definitely superior.
In praotice the radius/gap ratio oan-easily be made near
100 so the flat diaphragm generator is better than the
other types by a wide margin.
Indicator discussions usually note that mechan-
ical vibration introduces extraneous effects on pressure
recorda, but to the writer's knowledge the literature
does not oontain a systematic treatment of this subject.
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There has been only a vague recognition o£ the £act that
any system which is sensitive to pressure by virtue o£
the elastic deflection o£ some mechanical part will
nece8saril~ be sensitive to vibration. Another general
fact is that a mechanical system of complicated shape is
liable to excitation at various Datural frequencies by
motion in any ~irection. This action is due to coupling
effects within the system. From this it follows as a
logical consequence, that a simple mechanical shape in
which a single natural frequenoy can be controlled by
design is more desirable than any complicated structure.
This again is a very strong argument for the flat dia-
phragm generator as oompared with the other two types.
Many laborato~ experiments by the writer and
his oollaborators have shown that moving parts of high
speed indicators are substantially undamped in operation.
Several attempts were made to reduoe natural frequency
effects by the introduction of damping forces. These
attempts failed almost completely beoause it was not
£easible to obtain high damping foroes with the very
small displacements involved. The remaining possibility
is to use an indicator natural frequency very much higher
than the foroing frequencies found in operation. The con-
ventional theory of vibration(209) shows that an undamped
system. must have a natural frequency about four times
the highest steady state exciting frequency to follow
a forcing motion without appreoiable errors. In the case
of an indicator for studying detonation, this condition
requires a natural frequency for the indicator of about
1,O-~O~OOO cycles per seoond. \Vith this high frequency
the effects of meohanically exoited transients were never
detected in practice. This was probably due to a greater
decrement per oycle and the completion of a large number
of oycles in a short t~e combined with reduced amplifier
sensitivity in this range.
The last paragraph has demonstrated the neces-
sity of a high natural frequency for the elastic element
of an indicator for recording effects. Sensitivity of
the indicator will increase as the elastio coefficient
of the diaphragm. decreases. It:'.is'there:fore desirable
to use the smallest elastio ooefficient possible in a
diaphragm strong enough to withstand the pressure of
engine operation. Combining the natural frequency and
strength requirements, it is obvious that the best ar-
rangement will be that giving the highest possible
natural frequenoy for a given elastic ooefficient. In
general, the natural frequency of any simple system will
be proportional to the square root of the ratio of the
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elastic ooefficient to the effective mass. For a dia-
phragm, the elastic coefficient will depend upon linear
d~enslons while the effective mass will be a fttnction
of the-size and mass attached rigidly to the center of
the diaphragm. -Obviously, the natural frequency for a
plain diaphragm will be higher than that for the same
diaphragm with a coil or inductor attached. A quanti-
tative stu~ of this phase of the indicator problem is-
given in Appendix F and the results are summarized in
the curves of figure 80. In any practical unit, the
diaphragm radius will be at least seven t~es the thick-
ness, so a reduction of natural frequency to approximate-
ly one half that for a flat diaphragm can be expected
with either the shell inductor or the moving coil sener-
star.
For the reasons detailed above, there is no
doubt that a generator of the flat diaphragm type is
very much superior to either of the other types con-
sidered. In acoord with this conclusion, the indicator
development was conoentrated on the flat diaphragm ~ype
of unit.
Diaphragm Theory
Appendix G contains a detailed calculation of
the elastic coefficient for a flat oircular diaphragm of
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unifo~ thickness. Figure 81 is a plot of the elastic
coefficient for steel diaphragms of one half inch diameter
expressed as a function of thickness. The half inch
diameter is'..~cb:>S31since this is the large.st practical size
for indicators to fit into holes for oonventional 18
mill~eter spark plugs.
Natural frequencies for a oircular diaphragm
clamped at the edges are oalculated in Appendix H. Fig-
ure 82 shows plots of natural frequency as a fnnction of
thiokness for steel diaphragms of different diameters
with either the first or second modes excited. A dia-
phragm one half inch in diameter and 0.060 inch in
thickness will have a natural frequenoy of vibration
about 95,000 cycles per seoond.
Appendix I considers the relative motion be-
tween the oenter and edge of a circular diaphragm with
clamped edges and the boundaries subjected to a sfmple
harmonic vibration perpendicular to the diaphragm sur-
face. One derivation was based on the oomplete diaphragm.
theory, while another treated the diaphragm as an equiv-
alent system of a mass conneo~ed to the vibrating edges
by means of a massless spring. Figure 83 shows the results
of these derivations plotted with the ratio of relative
motion amplitude to forcing motion amplitude as ordinates
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and the ratio of foroing frequency to natural frequency
as abscissae. It will be noted that each point on the
exact theory curve is higher than the oorresponding
point of the equivalent system curve. The ratio of these
ordinates is oonstant at 1.63 which is just equal to a
....4 ..
factor 64/(g a) which appears from elastic theory con-n
siderations. The writer is uncertain as to whether or
not the factor mentioned is present because of an error,
but did not review the derivations for the necessary
check.
Motion of a diaphragm subjected to a pres-
sure which varies sinusoidally with time, is discussed
in Appendix J. The results are summarized in figu.re 84
..with the ratio of relative motion between the center and
edge of the diaphragm to the relative motion at zero
frequency plotted as ordinates and forcing frequency
ratios as abscissae. In this csse, there is very good
agreement between results from the exaot theory and the
equivalent system theory. The plotted curve verifies
the statement previously made that pressure frequencies
will be satisfactorily fol1owed by the defleotions.
Diaphragms are sensitive to both pressure and
vibration. It follows that there is a ratio between the
pressure amplitude to produce the same defleotion ampli-
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tude as a given forcing vibration, all the,quantities
being sinusoidal at 8 given frequency. This problem is
treated in Appendix K with the result that for a diaphragm
of 0.5 in. diameter and 0.060 in. thickness
Pvm/(,am =
7 2 -il)
1. 64 X 10 • fJ • e (47)
=
=
P'Vln -
2'; am =
Where amplitude of forcing vibration applied
to edge of diaphragm in inches.
pressure amplitude producing the same
effect as the vibration amplitude in
pounds per square inch.
phase angle between the pressure and
the vibration.
-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~----------------Natural frequency of diaphragm.
This equation contains ~plicitly the ratio between exact
theory and equivalent theory results as noted in connec-
tion with figure 83. If this fo~er result is found to
be in error the proper correction should be applied to
aqua tion (47).
The Effect of Temperature on a Flat Diaphra~ Generator
Mechanical aspects of the flat diaphragm genera-
tor problem have been considered without regard to the
effects of temperature. These effects may take several
forms:
(1) actual damage to the insulation may occur
through deterioration.
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(2) resistance of the generating winding will
increase.
(3) the elastic coe~ficlent of the diaphragm
will change due to the ef~ect of temperature
on Young's Modulus.
(4) the magnetic permeability of the diaphragm
will change.
(5) diaphragm deflection will occur due to the
uneven expansion between inner and outer sur-
faces under themal gradients.
Experience over a period of years has shown
that indicator operating temperatures are near the
practical upper limit for enamel insulation. Failures due
directly to thermal damage of insulation have occurred in
a few cases only.
As a matter of necessity in obtaining proper
overall indicator characteristics, pickup units are always
connected in series with a resistance many times greater
than the winding impedance. In such a circuit, any
resistance changes due to thermal effects in the winding
will have a negligible effect on operation of the system.
The elastic properties of a diaphragm depend upon
Poisson's Ratio, <;J and Youn~ Modulus, E, by a relationship
derived in Appendix G. Both of these fundamental properties
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depend upon temperature. Figure 85 (£rom re£erence 210)
shows the approximate magni tudes o£ these variations for a
steel similar to that used in constructing the indicators.
Many examinations o£ the indicators after
extended periods o£ operation in an engine ~howed that a
"temper color" usually appeared on the inside diaphragm
sur£ace. This "temper color" was a dark blue under the
most severe conditions. This color corresponds to about
600 degrees Farenheit as noted in the "Machinist's Hand-
book. " Reference to "£igure 85 shows that the variation
in E between room temperature and 600 degrees Farenheit
is about 10 percent. This would correspond to 10 percent
variation in elastic coef£icient and 5 percent variation in
natural £requency. The variation in Poisson's Ratio is
considerably larger but has a someWhat smaller effect on
the elastic behaviour due to the form of the equation in-
volved.
The diaphragm necessarily carries the working
£lux in a fiat diaphragm. generator so that any change in
diaphragm permeability will be reflected as a change in
reluctance of the magnetic circuit. The curve of figure
86 (taken from reference 211) shows that over the temper-
ature range involved, the permeability or a steel diaphragm
will decrease but not by a large percentage. In a prac-
tical design, the diaphragm reluctance will be a.small
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peroentage of air gap reluctanoe, so that the net effect
of temperature on total flux in the oirouit oan probably
be negleoted.
Temperature gradients in the diaphragm will
neoessarily exist under operating oonditions. These grad-
ients produce a measurable but somewhat indefinite effect
on the air gap length. With the overall sensitivity
dependent upon the equilibrium gap length, it follows that
thermal effeots which distort the diaphragm will affect
the piokup unit performance. This effect oan be. reduced
by using a longer equilibrium gap length but this is
undesirable since the piokup s~nsitivity is also reduced.
No quantitative estimate of the effect of thermal de-
flections on pickup operation can be made from the data
now available.
The discussion above has shown that thermal
effects on indioator sensitivity are too large to be
neglected and difficul.t to estimate from theoretical
considerations. This leaves calibration under actual
operating conditions in the engine as the only reliable
method for aocurately dete~ining the overall sensitivity
of an eleotro~agnetic indioator.
Complete Pickup Unit
Figure 87 shows a c~as8-sectional diagram of a
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moving shell inductor pickup unit on the right. The
shell inductor is machined as an integral part o£ the
diaphragm and overlaps the stationary coil a small
distanoe on either aide. One side of the coil is
grounded and the other conneotion runs through a hole
to the external te~inal. A. central core of magnetized
cobalt steel supplies the neoessary magnetio excitation.
This core is compressed against the lower shoulder of
the indicator shell by a threaded bushing at the top.
A water jacket is plaoed around the llermanent magnet to
cool the unit. It was found by experiment that this
oooling jaoket was unnecessary. The magnet retained
its strength satisfactorily after an initial "shake-
down period~ and the insulatedooil was not damaged by
the operating temperatures without the water jacket.
The left hand diagram of figure 87 shows the
essential parts of a pickup unit with a flat diaphragm
generator. The simplicity of a fiat diaphragm and
straight oylindrical pole piece is evident.
Figure 88 is a diagram of the flat diaphragm
type unit showing the proportions adopted after tests
on a number of experimental designs. This partioular
unit was excited by a coil carrying direot current for
the purpose of studying the effeot of variations in
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magneti~ing force on sensitivity. The final design was
similar to figure 88 with a cobalt steel permanent magnet
substituted for the eleotro~agnet.
Plate XIX is a photograph showing the aotual
appearance of the left hand unit of figure 87.
The reoords whioh will be discussed later were
made with units with construction details s~ilar to those
of the diagram of figure 88. These units produced an
output voltage of about 10-7 volts per pound per square
inch per second. The maximum rate of change of pressure
encountered in engine tests under average conditions is
about 105 pounds per square inch per second. It follows
that the output voltage of the unit available for driving
an amplifier is about 0.01 volts to produce full deflec-
tion of the oathode ray oscillograph spot.
CathodeRay Oecillo~raph and Reoordin~ System
Three component units are required for a
complete oathode ray reoording system: 8 oathode ray
tube, a power supply and sweep circuit and 8 camera
designed for continuous film motion. The first of these
.units was avilable as a commeroial article while the other
two were speoially adapted to the work at hand.
Cathode ray tubes specifically designed for
photographio recording with high spot speeds are commer-
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cially available. After an extended trial of tubes with
three inch soreens, it was decided to ,use the ReA type
907 tube with a five inch soreen. This decision was
based on the smaller ratio of spot diameter to spot de-
flection and the greater spot intensity available with
the larger tube. It was found that the spot intensity
was too low for the highest spot speed enoountered if
the recommended anode potential of 2000 volts was used.
In practioe this anode potential was increased to 3000
volts with no apparent ill effects on the tube. With
this accelerating potential, a voltage swing of 660 volts
on the deflecting plates was neoessar~ to produoe the full
spot motion of four inches.
Power for the cathode ray tube anodes was furn-
ished by a unit s~ilar to .that reoommended by the tube
manufacturers (2l;()). A special fea ture of the power supply
was the use of a General Radio Variao on the primary of
the high voltage transformer to oontrol the anode poten-
tial. A meter to read this voltage was incorporated as
a permanent part of the 'unit. The total range available
was 0 to 6500 volts at the anodes. Transformers with
special high voltage insulation and low inter-winding
capacity were obtained from the Raytheon Manufacturing
Company for the power supply.
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The sweep cirOQit used for examination of the
cathode ray trace before making photographic records, was
identical with that given by the tube manufacturer(210).
Photographic records were taken on 35 millimeter
motion picture fi~.by means of a oamera already available
in the Internal Combustion Engine Laboratory at M.I.T.
This camera had been used for making the flame photographs
desoribed by Bouohard and his OOllaborators(153). Details
of this oamera are given in the reference cited. A film
speed of 400 inches per second was used throughout the
exper~ental work. This speed permitted accurate measure-
ments on frequencies below about 15,000 cycles per second
and the identification of frequencies up to 50,000 cycles
per second.
The two cathode ray tubes were mounted side by
side with their axes vertical. The fluorescent screens
were plaoed with the rounded edges of the glass in con-
tact. The distance between the eamera and the tube faces
was adjusted so that a deflection of four inches of the
spot produoed a motion of the image equal to one half
inch.
Satisfactory photographic density for obser-
vations fram the negatives with about three quarters of
the maximum swing was obtained wi th a lens aper<:tnre~of
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1.9 and 3000 volts anode potential. Agfa Ansco RUltra
Speed" motion picture fi1m was found to be superior to
any other emulsion tested for the photographic reoords.
Amplifiers
Based on the pickup unit output for average
conditions, it was assumed that a maximum instantaneous
potential of 0.01 volts would be available as input to
the amplifying system. The cathode ray tubes required
a swing of 660 volts for full spot deflections. From
these data it was estimated that the amplifiers should
produce an overall voltage gain of about 105• A safety
factor of ten was introduced and the goal in the ampli-
fier design was plaoed at a gain of 106•
To meet the requirement of accurate records
over the entire range of frequency components en-
countered in engine work, the amplifiers were designed
for a sensi tivi ty variation of less than five percent
from five cycles per seoond to 40,000 cycles per second.
The allowable time delay for the complete system was
placed at less than 10-5 seconds in any part of the
frequency range.
Vaouum tubes oapable of produoing a high
amplifioation are not well suited to a large swing in
the output voltage. For this reason it' was found
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necessary to divide the amplifiers into two sections,
one to give a high voltage amplifioation with a.normal
output voltage swing and the other to produce the output
voltage range required to cause fUll scale defleotion of
the cathode ray spots. Figure 82 shows the single triode
stage used as the high voltage amplifier, ~he output
terminals were connected to the cathode ray tube plates
and the input terminals to the high gain amplifier. A
special power supply was used for the high voltage section
as shown in the diagram of figure 90. The direot current
output potential was about 1100 volts.
Plates XX and XXI are photographs of the high
voltage amplifier and the high voltage power supply.
Figure 91 is a circuit diagram of the high gain
amplifier. This unit was designed with resistanoe-capacity
interstage ooup~ing in accord with the oonventional prinoi-
pIes of amplifier design(211). Pentode conneotions were
used for the first two stages because the characteristic
low inter-eleotrode capacity was favorable to a wide
frequency response. The third tube was connected as a
triode since it was ~possible to obtain 8 sufficiently
great undistorted voltage swing from the pentode conneo-
tion. "Decouplingn oirouits between stages were required
to pe~it operation of the complete amplifier from a
----------,
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common plate supply battery. The oondensers and resistors
used in the deooupling oirouits were adjusted to o~pensate
for the normal decrease in sensitivity and the phase shift
with low frequencies. Inductances were placed in the plate
loads of the last two stages to oompensate for the effects
of shunting capacity at high frequencies. A precision wire
wound attenuator was placed between the first and second
stages. Plate XXII is a photograph showing details of
the two high gain amplifiers.
Plate XXIII is a photograph of the complete
amplifier-oscillograph system.
Overall electrical oalibrations were carried
out by means o:f a General Radio Beat Frequency Oscillator
with the pickup unit conneoted 1n the input oircuit. The
standard signal was applied to the input by means of a
series resistanoe. This resistance was always adjusted
to a small peroentage of the total input cirouit resistanoe.
Figure 92 shows a sensitivity curve for eaoh system. It
is apparent the requirements established for the response
characteristic are fulfilled by the actual apparatus.
Photograph of High Gain Amplifiers.
Plate X-:.;I!.
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the CFR engine, the writer decided to make use of a sp~cial
sleeve valve engine .which was availab~e in the Internal
Combustio~ Engine Laboratory. This engine had a bore of 5
inches as compared to.the 3.25 inch bore of the CFR engine.
The sleeve valve construction was particularly desirable
since by the design of 8 special head, indicators could be
located in any one o~ seven positions, as desired. Figure
95 is a diagram of the installation for recording pressure
variations in the sleeve valve engine. Plate XXIV is a
view of the head showing two indicators in place.
~per~ents showed that the pressure wave
records fram the Sleeve Valve Engine were. not only compli-
oated but were composed largely of ~requencies higher than
those ~ound in the CFR engine. This was evidently due to
the excitation of higher harmonics in a chamber with
height and radius approximately equal. Another di~ficulty
entered because of severe vibrations in the flat cylinder
head which caused strong disturbances of the pressure
records. For these reasons the work was carried back to
the CFR engine fitted with 8 speoial spaoing block below
the cylinder head in which indioators could be placed
simultaneously on a diameter opposite the spark plug and
a diameter at right angles to the spark plug. Figure 96
is a diagram showing the application of apparatus to the
CFR engine. Plate XXV is a photograph showing the in-
stallation on the OFR engllle.
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SECTION VII
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Sleeve Valve~ine Results
Plate XXVI shows three dP/dt reoords taken with
moderate detonation in the Sleeve Valve Engine. Indioa-
tors were located in the central position and two side
positions opposite and at right angles to the spark plug
as indicated. These records are typioal of many hundreds
of oycles taken with this engine. The complicated nature
of the curves for a given reoord is apparent and the
erratio ohanges from cycle to cycle are very pronounced.
From such ourves it was possible to tentatively identify
certain modes of vibration, usually with one axi.sl node
and one or more azimuthal nodes, however any definite
comparison between cyoles was found to be very difficult.
Plate XXVII is a series of three records taken
to test the effect of mechanical vibration on the os-
cillograph reoorda. In each case, one indicator of the
pair was rigidly attached to the cylinder head in the
designated position but shielded from gas pressures by
means of a special fitting. This condition is shown by
an S beside the unit number. The records show that the
displacements due to mechanioal vibration are of the same
UNIT POS.
NO. NO.
3 2
4
415
3 3
4
3 3
4 2
IT.e. 4220-'
~ODERATE DE~OTIATION RECORDS
3830- 6800-
()
3J~pvn Vqlve En?ine; 1050 R.P.M.;. Spark Advance ~0 ;
/ () fictonA Fnel; l"rx. Po'wer Mixture; Film SDeAd 400
i~1.C'"1A8 r:c~ secon(l.
Plate XXVI
3 2
4S 3
45
3 2
45 3
3l
(J
Sleeve Velva En.'~i:n~; l()!::O R.p.:r.; S"'"'Hrk A(~V~'nr0 ~0"!
/;0 Octane I'~lel ~ T~nximl''11 ~O'"!8-''' lTi:~":~l':re; ?-i.J.r'1 C:T'\pec
~no in ~:18 s 1:" e" s econ0. Uni t s 'tf! nT"ken (S) f\.1"r, 81--.i ?16 /,?(1
plate XXVII
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order of magnitude.as the combined pressure and vibra-
tion effects and have complioated wave forma. Consider-
able e~fort was e~ended in an attempt to reduce these
vibration effeots without suooess.
The records of Plate XXVIII show a comparison
between records taken with "light", "moderate" and
"severe" (letonation. One indicator was always located
in the posi tion at right angles to the spark plug for
oomparison purposes, while th-e.oth'erindicator was shift-
ed between the center and edge position. The severe
detonation record was taken with indicator sensitivity
reduced to 1/10 that used for the other two records. In-
creasing reoord amplitude with inoreasing detonation in-
tensi ty is .apparent bu.t the wave form is too complicated
for reasonable .analysis. One diffioulty was that the en-
gine produoed reoords of widely varying amplitude and wave
form for a conat~nt setting of the engine controls.
The records displayed in Plates XXVI, XXVII
and XXVIII indioate the troubles encountered in work on
the Sleeve Valve Engine. These diffioulties were so
great that the attempt to obtain quantitative results
fram the Sleeve Valve Engine were abandoned.
aEH_Engin~_B~~Ylt~Experiments in the CFR Engine with indioators
shielded from gas pressure showed that by using soft
UNIT POS ...
NO. NO.
3 3
4
TC I 0 20 30 40 so 6 0 70 80
3 2
4 3
4 3
3
LIG~~, ~..'0DEF~lVrE ,.l\1"Tl) S"S'lTE~E nETO~TArpI0i\T TJFr,CY;Yj
Sl.OE'VE' iTpl'T0 Enr:i:r3; 1050 'r(.P.i".; 40 Oct!~ne til,lr1;
F1ilm SnC"2c1 4('0 i}'"l(".n("'lC! nno~ ~Of\(\Y)c1.
Plate XXVIII
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oopper-asbestos gaskets and screwing the units loosely
into the threaded holes, mechanioal vibration effeots
on the records could be completely eliminated. This
was probably. dlie to the rigidi ty of the heavy waITed
cylinder used for the spaoer and the faot that large
meohanical forces could not be transmitted through the
aluminum threads. By elimination of vibration effects,
the way was opened to quantitative measurements of pressure
variations in the gases.
A syate~tic study of the effect of indicator
position with respect to spark plug position showed that
the reoords were completely erratic from oycle to oyole
as regards the wave form and the amplitude ~ried with-
in certain limits depending upon the engine conditions
in use at the time. It was possible to establish a re-
g~e of "light" detonation, ~oderaten detonation or
"severe" detonation but the records of succeeding oycles
were far from identical with a given oondition.
Plate XXIX shows three oycles taken with
"light" detonation as the engine condition. Differ-
ences between successive cycles and between the two
indioator positions of the same oycle are apparent.
Comparison of these reoords with reoords taken with
greater detonation intensities shows that the frequencies
UNIT POS
.3 2
5
3 2
5
5 2
3
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are higher and the wave form more complicated than for
more severe conditions. The bottom reoord of the group
shows. that both pressure wave and vibration effects
were negligible in the absence of detonation.
Plate XXX shows three successive cycles with
"heavy" detonation induced by the use of a low octane
fuel. In each case the records are essentially similar
with the most pronounced frequency component being lower
than that found with 'light' detonation. The waves for
the position at right angles to the spark plug seem to
start with a higher frequenoy and amplitude than the
waves for the position opposite the plug. The wave fo~
is too oomplioated for a precise analysis but does give
the general information that the location, size and shape
of the initial pressure rise was similar in all three
cycles.
Elate XXXI shows two cycles with moderate
detonation induced by use of a fUel with a low octane
rating. The pressure wave system builds up gradually
into a complicated wave form which resolves almost com-
pletely into a s~ple wave fo~ of lower frequenoy than
that found for "light" detonation. In the upper record,
the waves at the position opposite the spark plug shows
very complicated vibrations of high frequency throughout
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the entire range while the waves for the right angle
position are complicated at the start and become sim-
pler as t~e goes on. In the lower record this be-
haviour is just reversed with the position at opposite
the spark plug showing a relatively simple form after
a short period at the start and the right angle posi-
tion showing high frequencies at the start and chang-
ing into a low amplitude simple wave form. It will be
shown later that the observed lower frequenoies corre-
spond to the lowest frequency mode of vibration with one
azimuthal node. With this in mind, the observed results
can be explained as due to a shift in position of the
detonating region between sucoessive cycles.
Plate XXXII shows two reoords taken with
'severe' detonation induoed by the oombination of a low
ootane rating fUel and a knook induoer added to the in-
take air. The upper reoord is very striking in that the
position at right angles to the spark plug shows a rela-
tively low amplitude, high frequency vibration of compli-
cated wave form while the record taken opposite the spark
plug shows a strong vibration of s~ple wave form and de~
oreasing frequency as the piston descends. In the lower
record, the indicator located opposite the plug shows a
complioated wave fo~ of high frequency with almost no
en
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trace o£ the simple low £requency found at right angles
to the spark plug. These records will be used for ex-
amples in the discussion which is to £ollow.
Figure 97 ia a curve of cylinder height as a
funotion of orank angle and figure 98 is a plot of charge
density against crank angle. Figure 99 is a plot showing
the va~ia tion o£ charge tempera ture with crank angle. The
information for this plot was taken from the Hottel Chart
~uBing orude data from the indicator oard previously given
and air consumption measurements made during the engine .
test. Figure 100 gives curves of sound velocity and wave
£requency from Plate XXXII as functions of crank angle.
These figures will be used in the correlation of experi-
mental results with the predictions of theory_
Figure 101 is a plot taken from Lamb's
"Hydrodynamics" of the equal pressure amplitude contours
for vibrations with one az~uthal node and no axial nodes
in a circular cylinder. For such a system it is apparent
that an indicator located as at BI will show a maximum
pressure amplitude while an indicator located at B2 will
show no vibrations of the frequenoy oorresponding to the
pressure amplitude system shown. Indioators located as
at Al and A2 will show approx~ately equal amplitudes but
the records will be of opposite phase sinoe the locations
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CONCLUSIONS
Qualitative Discussion of Results
Detonation of increasing severity from "light"
to "severe" is illustrated in Plates XXIX to XXXII. In
each case, two or more successive cycles are given. For
eaoh engine oondit~on, the records have the same general
features but are different in details. According to the
analysis of Section IV suoh variations in the pressure
wave systems must be due to differences in the'initial
disturbanoes. Thus the wave system from a pressure rise
almost IBOoin azimuthal extent will contain a strong oom-
ponent of the lowest freq~enoy possible in the cylinder.
On the other hand, pressure suddenly developed in a region
of small az~uthal extent will produce modes of vibration
with more than one az~uthal node and with frequenoies
higher than the lower l~it. This trend is clearly
shown in the oscillograph records. For "light" deton-
ation, only high frequencies appear and the lowest fre-
quency mode becomes stronger as detonation becomes more
severe.
The reoords of Plate XXX, XXXI and XXXII which
were taken with "moderate," "heavy" and "severe" detonation
show relatively strong oomponents of the one az~uthal
node type of vibration. For the same engine oonditions,
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erratio variations usually appear in the relation between
the amplitudes found at the positions opposite and at
right angles to the plug. Reference to the disoussion
of figure 101 shows that this observed result corresponds
to changes in position of the initial disturbance. This
observed erratic behaviour of" the excitation region 1s in
agreement with the reported results of the investigators
whose work has been reviewed in Section IV.
A summary of information fram a qualitative
examination of the oscillograph records, shows that the
results of the present experiments are in general agree-
ment with the prediotions of sound theory and with the
observations of previous investigators.
Comparison of Caloulated and Observed Frequencies
Conclusions with regard to the usefulness of the
analytical method described above must be based on quanti-
tativeoomparisons of theoretical and experimental results.
The work desoribed in the present report was ooncerned with
the development of procedure and equipment rather than an
extended investigation of detonation. For this reason the
following discussion will be limited to a single example
as an illustration of the method and a demonstration of
the approxima te magni tudes involved. On aooount of the
simple wave form and because a relatively high pressure
amplitude offers the most severe test of the theory, the
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lower traoe of the upper reoord in Plate xxtII will be
analyzed.
As a general check on the theory, calculated
frequencies are compared with measured frequenoies in
figure 100. The calculated points are based on the A/a
ratio for the mode of vibration with one az~uthal node
and no radial or axial nodes. This ratio is 3.41 as taken
from figure 73. Equation 40 and sound velocities from
figure 100 were used to caloulate frequencies for various
crank angles for the OFR Engine (bore • 3.25 inohes). The
greatest disorepancy between measured and caloulated fre-
quenoies is 5% and ocours at the first measurable point
after the initial disturbanoe. From 400 crank angle
until the,-last point given at 1000 after top center, the
caloulated and exper~ental ourves agree so closely that
the results oonstitute an almost perfect check. The
difference between the theoretioal and computed frequen-
oies at the first point can be due either to the effect of
finite wave amplitUde or to an error in estimating the
frequency from the somewh~t distorted wave form in the
region concerned.
Considering the relatively high pressure wave
amplitude in the case seleoted for analysis, it is oer-
tainly to be expeoted that the theory of sound will give
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quantitative results when applied to the pressure waves
which usually accompany detonation.
Caloulation of the Energy Associated with the Pressure Waves
On the basis of the proof given above that sound
theory can be applied to detonation disturbances, the theory
can reasonably be used to oalculate the energy density, the
particle velocity and the particle displacements associated
with a given system of pressure waves.
In the case previously oonsidered as an example,
several frequencies are present but by far the largest
amplitude occurs for the simplest mode. Remembering that
the record amplitude for a-given mode must be divided by
the corresponding frequency in oalculating the actual
pressure, it is apparent that a substantially correct value
for the energy density can be found by considering only the
contribution of the component with one azimuthal node. In
addition to this, Table 2 shows that the energy ratio-,
M10a • 0.119 is over twice as large as this ratio for two
az~uthal nodes and is greater than for any of the other
more complioated modes.
From Seotion IV, the relationship between energy
density, excess pressur~, equilibrium pressure and-the
ratio of specific heats is
En"a.'"n - Mn n n (Pn
2
n n /YPo) (41)
''0 r z g r z. e r z .
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As a typical example, conditions at 20 degrees after
top center will be considered. For a single £requency, the
excess pressure can be written
and
p = p sin (2~vt)
8.
dp/dt = P 21tVcos (21lvt)a
(48)
(49)
The rate of change of pressure amplitude can be found
from the record and the known indicator sensitivity. In the
present case, the record amplitude is 0.135 inch, the sensi-
tivity is 9.75 x 106 lb/in~sec/in. and the frequency is 6900
cycles per second. Using these data
Pa = (0.135)(9.75 x 106)/(2~6900) = 30.4 Ib/in2 (50)
It is interesting to note that this amplitude is about
1/10 of the equilibrium pressure. This fraction is .'~sma11"
compared to unity as required by the theory of sound.
From :figure 99, the charge temperature is 3900 degrees
F. From figure 71 the ratio of specific heats is 1.24. From
• 2:figure 91 the equilibrium charge pressure is 315 Ib/in .
absolute. &ubstituting these data in equation (41) gives
From figure 97 the height of the chamber at 20 degrees
after top center is 1.3 inches. The bore of the CFR Engine is
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3.25 inches so that the total energy associated with the
wave motion is
~.
Total Energy. (40.6)jC(3.25)2(1.3)/C4) (1728) = 0.254 ft.'lb.
(52)
At 20 degrees after top center some damping of the
wave amplitude has ocourred BO that the value of 0.254
ft. lb. must be somewhat lower than the energy associated
with the -initial disturbance.
A comparison of the pressure wave energy with the
ohemioal energy of the charge leads to a rough estimate of .
the fraction of the charge which was involved in the initial
disturbanoe. By assuming that the detonating part of the
oharge burns instantaneously at oonstant volume, Professor
E. S. Taylor has estimated that the highest possible effi-
oiency for the production of pressure waves is about 13%
for a fuel-air ratio of 0.078 and 8 compression ratio of 6.
This wave production effioiency probably has about this
same value for the present case so the amount of chemical
energy released by the detonating part of the charge will be
approximately ten t~es the energy associated with the
pressure wave systen.
An estimate of the total chemical energy released
per oycle can be made from a knowledge of the available
energy per unit mass of air in the cylinder charge and the
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mass of the charge •. Hershey and his oollabora tors (97) give
the ohemical energy per pound of air (if sufficient fuel
to burn the air is present) as
B.T.U.j1b. of air = 1507 (1 - f) + 300 f (53)
where
f • weight fraotion of oombustion produots in
the unburned mixture.
As a reasonable assumption f can be taken as
0.05. On this basis the ohemica1 energy associated with
one pound of air is 1445 B.T.U. From figure 98 the
.charge density at top center is 0.225 Ib/ft3 and the
chamber height is 1.17 inches from figure 97. Taking
into account the area of the cylinder cross-section the
volume can be computed and the weight of charge per cycle
is found to be 1.26 x 10-5 pounds. The mixture had 0.085
'pounds of fuel per pound of air so that the actual weight
of air per cycle was 1.15 x 10-3 pounds.
Using the above data shows that the energy per
cyo1e was 1.66 B.T.U. or 1.66 x 778 = 1290 ft. lb. Com-
paring this result with the oomputed pressure wave energy
of 0.25 ft. lb. shows that
(O.26}(lO}(lOO)/1290 ~ 0.2 per cent (54 )
of.the total charge was involved in the initial disturbance.
This estimate is unquestionably low due to the disregard
(55-a)
4J5-e
of all components except that of lowest frequency and the
use of an ampli tude reduoed by damping from the maximum.
The writer feels that the result of equation (54) is some-
what better than an order of magnitude. It is reasonable
to conclude that about one per oent of the total acted
as the detonating part of the oharge in the case oonsidered.
Caioulation of Particle Velocity
Particle velocities due ~o pressure waves are
interesting in connection with the magnitude of the
"scrubbing action" a.t the cylinder wall which has been
advanced ss an explanation of the increased heat transfer
aocompanying detonation. Such velocities can be oalculated
by means of equation (65-a) as given in Appendix B for a
simple harmonic wave of frequency v.
v ~ Pa(r , G, 2Z)
m = - -----~-----Po 21tv
where the subscript a rerers to amplitudes only.
From equation (39) the expression ~or excess pressure
amplitude in the 100 mode is
(55)
the azimuthal phase angle being reduced to zero by a proper
location o~ the ref'erence axis. At the cylinder boundary
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From Table Ja.of Appendix B ala = 1.841.
Now in cylindrical coordinates
p = il _2E_ + i ! _2P_ + i _g~_ (57)ar 2 r ae 3 a~
where 11, i2, 13 are unit vectors along r, along the tangent
at r and along z respectively.
At the circular boundary in the present case
~E =ar
~E = 0 since n = 0
a z.z:
o since radial motion is zero at
the cylinder wall,
so that the tangential velocity is
(68)
(59)
PIOOvta = - a
Jl(1.841)--------- a (cos 9)/a9
Po 21tv
(60)
In the prerent case
\
I p = 2~gg2 = 0.703 x 10-2 slugs/ft3\ 0
I. 32.
v = 6900 cycles/second
a = _~~~2 __ = 0.135 ft.
(2) (12)
PIOa = (30.4)(144) = 4,370 1b/£t2
The tangential velocity becomes
Vta =
435-g
(4 370)(0.5819)sin.e .----.&------------------------- -;::61 ft/second (61)
(0.136)(0.703)(10-2)(2~)(6900)
Taking the case of e = 0 and integrating to find the
particle displacement 6ta gives
12 x 61 _ -4at = -------- 168 x 10 = 0.017inch. (62)
a 21£ 6900 .
Both the velocity and amplitude and the displacement amplitude
appear to have reasonable values. So far as the wri ter .!mows
there is no quantitative information available on the effect
of high frequency sinusoidal particle motion on heat trans-
fer from hot gases to a solid surface. However, it is
reasonable to expect that a violent disturbance would
tend to reduce the thiclmess of the surface film and favor an
increased heat flow.
General Conclusions
The illustrative example discussed above shows that
- the methods of analysis developed in Section IV can be
conveniently applied to practical cases.
The indicating equipment will withstand actual engine
conditions and produce satisfactory records of the pressure
disturbances accompanying detonation.
Comparison of experimental frequencies with the pre-
dictions of sound theory shows that the theory will give
substantially correct results when applied to the pressure
waves accompanying detonation.
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Calculated values or pressure amplitude, energy
density, particle velocity amplitude and particle dis-
placements all appear to be reasonable in the case con-
sidered.
The results obtained certainly justify rurther quanti-
tative studies o£ detonat~on by means or the equipment and
methods described in the present report.
(2)
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THE BODY OF A FLUID-----~-------------
•(References - P. M. Morse - l'Vibration and SoundJ1,
McGraw-Hill, 1936
,I
Lord Rayleigh - "Theory or Sound ,
MacMillan and Co. I 1926
Horace Lamb - "Hydrodynamics#, Cambridge
University Press, 1932)
Pressure wave phenomena are governed by the interplay
between inertial reactions of particles and pressure grad-
ients within the body of a continuous medium. Mathematical
treatments of wave motion are based on a combination of three
s~ple relationships:
1). The equation of motion of a particle within the
medium.
2). The equation of continuity.
3). The ~quation of density as a function of pressure.
Flui9-media are characterized by their inability to
support shear. All the important cases to be considered in
•the present study deal with waves in a gas so it will be
sufficient to study wave theory as applied to fluids. In
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the usual derivations a rectilinear coordinate system is
used since tills gives the least complicated physical
picture. It is a simple matter to step from the recti-
linear to any other type of coordinates by a mathematical
transformation.
~~~~!!9~_QE_~~!Qli
Consider a.n elementary cube of dimensions dx, dy, dz
with its center at (x,y,z) locat~d within the body of a
.fluid medium. The pressure P within the fluid will be con-
sidered as a function of' position. If tangential forces are
neglected in accordance with the assumption of' a fluid, the
force on the left-hand face of the cube is (in f'igure A-I)
( p - op/ay • dY/2 ) dx dz (I-a)
Similarly the f'orce on the opposi te face of' the cube is
-( P + op/ay. dy/Z) dx dz (2-a)
Taking the algebraic sum of' these f'orces gives the net
pressure force acting in the direction of' the positive y
axis as
- op/ay • dx. dy dz (3-a)
In general the fluid particle will also be acted upon by
body forces such as gravity Which are proportional to the
II
--> :P(x:y,z)
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mass of' the cube. If' the component of"body f'orce acting
along the positive y axis is taken as F , the positive nety
force in this direction is
F-yP dx dy dz - ap/ay dx dy dz
Where p is the density.
(4-a)
This force acts to accelerate the elementary cube in the
positive y direction. This acceleration must be found by
considering the velocity a function both of" time and of'
position in the fluid. If the Y component of velocity is
calle d vy' then
Vy = f(x,y,z,t} ( 5-8.)
so that, By' the corresponding component of acceleration 1s
ay = dvyldt = avyla.xe dx/dt + avyiaYedy/dt + avylaz,.dz/dt +
avylat (6-a)
But the velocity components vx,vy' Vz
Vx = dx/dt , vy = dy/dt , Vz = dz/dt
and the y component of acceleration can be written
(7-a)
(8-a.)
Multiplying the y-component of' acceleration by the mass
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within the cube gives the inertia reaction in this direction.
Combining this expression with equation (4) gives the equa-
tion ror motion along the y axis.
( vXavy/ax + vy:dvy/ay + vZovy/az. + aVy/at) p dx dy dz. =
-ap/ay • dx dy dz + Fy.P dx dy dz (9-a)
The two expressions for the x and z axes are similar
to equation (9-a). All three of these equations can be
combined into a single vector equation.
av/at + (v.V) v +VP/p - F = 0 (IO-a)
In equation (IO-a) a bar above a quantity indicates a vector.
In equation (9-a) the first three terms in the parenthesis
are present because of acceleration effects due to. motion of
a fluid element between regions of varying velocity. For
.the case of small displacements from equilibrium in a medium
without strong velocity gradients, the space derivative
terms can be neglected in comparison with the time deriv-
ative term. Also over short distances in a mediumor low
density the effects of body forces are negligible under
ordinary circumstances. Making these approximations, the
equation of motion becomes
ov/at + lip •VP = 0 (II-a)
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This equation has the form used in the ordinary theory
of" sound. It states that the quantities which determine
motion in sound phenomena are the pressure gradient and
direct accelerations due to small particle displacements.
The equation of continuity is a statement of the
balance between the rate of' change of mass wi thin an ele-
mentary volume of a fluid and the rate at which mass flows
across the boundarie s .of this volume.
Referring to figure A-2 the amount of mass flowing in
across the left-hand face in a time dt is
v -y (12-a)
Similarly the mass flowing !~across the right-hand face
during the s sme time interval is
(l3-a)
The net !~!!~ across faces perpendicular to the y axis 1s
thus
- a(p v )/ay • dx dy dz dt
Y
(14-e.)
Including similar equations for the flow !~ along the other
two axes and equating this to the !~~!:~~~~ in mass within
the boundaries for the time dt ,gives
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- [a(p vx>/ax + a(p vy>/ay + a(p vJlaz] dx dy dz dt -
ap!at • dx dy dz dt (15-a)
In vector form this becomes
V(p v) + ap/at = 0
or
p\7v + vVp + ap/at == 0
(16-a)
For the case of ordinary sound waves the velocities
are so small and the density gradients are so slight that
vVp can be neglected in comparison with the other 'two
terms. Under this assumption the equation of continuity
becomes
pVv + ap/at = 0
PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY-----------------------------~---
(18-a)
Changes occurring in a sound wave are so rapid that
the effect of heat conduction between regions of different
temperature does .not play an essential part in the process.
The truth of this condition is checked by experimental results.
It is thus satisfactory in ordinary cases to assume that the
relation between pressure and density follows the adiabatic
law for which the derivation is outlined below.
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For a given system of unit mass the law of energy
conservation is
where
6~ = Cv dT + A P dV
Q = heat energy.added to the system.
T = Absolute Temperature.
Y = Volume.
(19-a)
Cy = Specific heat at constant volume.
A == Reciprocal of the mechanical equivalent
of heat •.
If the medium is a perfect gas
P V = R TIM
where
(20-a)
R = Universal gas constant for one mole.
M= Molecular weight of the gas.
Differentiating (20-a) gives
P dV + V dP = RIM. dT
By substitution in equation (19-a)
6Q = (Cv + A RIM) dT - A V dP
(21-a)
(22-a)
In this equation the coefficient of the tempera.ture term is
Cp' the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure.
For an adiabatic process (no heat interchange with the
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surroundings) 6Q= 0
and after substitution f'or T in terms of' P and V.
CP/Cv • dV/V = dP/P
If Y = Cp/Cv~ the adiabatic equation becomes
dP/dp = Y pip = c2
(23-a)
(24-a)
where c will later prove to be the velocity of' sound.
Equations (18-a) and (24-a) can be obtained to give
Vi = - lip • dp/dP • ap/at = - lAp c2). ap/at (25-a)
With time and displacement as independent variables~ equa-
tion (25-a) can be diff'erentiated and written
v(av/at) - - a(l/6> c2). ap/atJAt
Applying the operator V to equation (II-a) gives
. V{av/at) = - \1{l/p • vp)
(26-a)
(27-a)
Equating the right-hand sides of' these expressions gives
a(l/(p C2}. ap/atJ}t=v (lip. V p) (28-a)
No generally useful solution of this equation is possible.
However~ if consideration is limited to changes which are
so small that the rate of' change of pressure with density
can be treated as constant (c2 = constant) and variations
in density are so small that
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(29-a)
where Po is the density with no disturbance present, then
equation (2B-a) becomes
( SOLa)
~t will be noted that ir p = p - P , where P is the
o 0
pres~e with no disturbance present (equilibrium pressure),
op/at = op/at and V p:;: Vp. Thus equation (30La) can
be written
(SO-a)
(3l-a)
This pressure p will be called the ~!-~~~~ E~~~~~~.
For one dimensional disturbance such as plane waves
moving along an x axis, the general solution can be
written as
p = F(ct - x) + f(ct + x)
Thus a pressure disturbance whose shape is once established
will maintain its form but will move along the x direction
wi th the v e10ci ty c required to Ireep the arguments 01: F
and f constant.
Dissipative influences such as viscosity, heat con-
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duction and radiation have been neglected in the derivation
of equation (30-a). In genera~ the ef~ect of dissipation
will be to cause attenuation of a pressure wave as it moves
through an elastic medium. However, the greater mathemat-
lcal difficulties introduced in a treatment which already
contains a number of approximations can be justified only
in special cases. In practice attenuation effects can be
neglected over short time intervals and small distances
without serious errors.
The distinction between infinitesimal waves as studied
above and waves of finite ampli tude lies in'the departure
of an actual medium from the ideal assumptions of
linearity. That is, the coefficient dP/dp which deter-
mines the velocity of a disturbance varies from its
equilibrium value if the changes are too great. Various
investigators have s~udied waves o~ finite amplitude but
the results are too cl~y for application to complex
physical problems.
In the present study of pressure waves accompanying
detonation, the various complicating effects will be kept
in mind for interpretation of results but as a matter of
practical necessi ty will be disregarded in the mathematical
treatment.
SI1~LE HARMONIC VIBRATIONS--------------------------
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Actual pressure waves can often be analysed into
simple harmonic components of various frequencies. For
the case of a single frequency this corresponds to the
assumption
p = ~(x,y,z,) e-iwt
where (52-a)
w - 21(\1 = 21(C/A = 2x/T
" = frequency
T = period
A = wavelength in case of plane waves and
is defined as above in terms of c and
V for other cases.
Substituting the expression p into equation (50-a).
( V 2 + w2/c2)~ = 0 (53-a)
The various useful results found below will depend
upon finding solutions of equation (53-a) to fit specific
physical cases.
ENERGY IN PRESSURE WAVES------ -- ----~--- -----
In any elementary volume like that of figure I
the energy associated with the wave motion can be con-
sidered as associated with the particles within the volume.
The equation for particle velocity can be found by differ-
entiating equation (Il-a) with respect to time and applying
the operator to equation (25-a). Combining the resulting
expressions gives
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(34-a)
It follows that the particle velocity also satisfies the
wave equation.
Equation (II-a) states that
ai/at = - lip • Vp.0 (II-a)
so that if pressure is a simple harmonic function of time,
particle velocity must also be a simple harmonic function
of time having a like frequency but with a phase difference
of ~/2. Thus if at a point xo,yo,zo
(35-a)
then
(36-a)
~ben time 1s reckoned as zero from a maximum of the pres-
sure cycle, the particle velocity at the point in question
will be
iT = -l/pow. V Pa(Xo,yo,zo) j cos wt d(wt 1
or
(37-a)
(38-a)
where the constant of integration is of no importance since
only disturbances from equilibrium are being considered.
Another integration with respect to time gives the
partiele displacement 8 as
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(39-a)
As a check on these results it is noted that equations
(38-a) and (39-a) have the proper dimensions.
Equations (35-a) and (38-a) show that the maximum
particle velodty occurs when the excess pressure is zero
while the particle velocity is zero when the excess pressure
is at its maximum•. From an energy standpoint all the energy
associated with the wave motion is kinetic when maximum
particle velocity exists and all the energy is potential
when maximumexcess pressure exists. For this reason an
integration extending from an insten t of' maximu111 excess
pressure to an instant of zero excess pressure will give all
the energy associated with the wave motion in a small volume
containing the point xo,yo,zo. This corresponds to an
integration extending over one quarter of a wave cycle.
The rate at which work is done !?l the expansion
is given by
dW/dt = + p (dV/dt) (40-a)
where Wis the energy involved.
Consider the rate of change of the elementary
volume in figure A-2.
The r at.e of decrease in volume due to motion of the left-
hand face of the figure is
(vy - avylay • dy/2) dxdz
The !~~~~!~~due to motion of the right-hand face is
(vy + avylay • dy/2) dxdz
The net increase in volume is thus
avylay • dxdydz
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(41-a)
(42-a)
(43-a)
Applying similar reasoning to the other £aces of the ele-
mentary volume and combining the results in a single vector
equation gives
Rate of Increase of Volume = dV/dt = ~v dxdydz (44-a)
The rate at which work is done on material wi thin the e1e-
mentary volume becomes
d\V/dt = - p V v dxdydz (45-a)
Substituting the value of V v from equation (25-a) gives
dW/dt = lAP c2,. p • ap/at • dxdydz (46-a)
The total energy associated wi th the -motion in the ele-
mentary volume becomes
T/4
w= lAp C2}. dxdydz ( p • Cap/at) dt
. 0 ~o
Using the expression of equation (35-a) for
of space coordinates
(47-a)
p as a f'unction
411
or
(48-a)
To get the total- energy associated with pressure
waves in an enclosure with f'lxed boundaries it is only
necessary to carry out a triple integration with the proper
limi te.
Wv = J./2poc2 .5.5S
1/
or
Note End of'App. I.
(49-a)
(50-a)
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APPENDIX B---------~----- -
SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION FOR A CIRCULAR---------~-------------~----~---------~--~--
CYLINDER WITH J?LATENDS-----------------------
u ~(References - P. M. Morse - Vibration and Sound ,
McGraw-Hill, 1936
~ nLord Rayleigh - Theory of Sound ,
MacMillan and Co., 1926 .
l\ ••Horace Lamb - Hydrodynamics, Cambridge
University Press, 1932
- ~Jahnke-Emde - Tables of Functions ,
B. G. Teubner, 1933
"G. N. Watson - Theory of Bessel
Functions., Cambridge, 1922)
Pressure waves within a closed container must ful-
fill the condition of zero particle velocity along the normal
to any rigid boundary and in addition must satisfy the wave
equation (30-a).
Assuming that the expression for pressure is a
simple harmonic function of time
( ) -iwtP = p x,y,z ea
the function of position Pa{x,y,z) must satisfy
(32-a)
(51-a)
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In order to obtain solutions of this equation to
fit the case of a circular cylinder with flat ends it is
. 2necessary to express the operator V in terms of the
cylindrical coordinates r,z and O. When this is carried
out, equation (33-a) becomes
(a2 /ar2 + l/r • a far + l/r2 • a2 /a62 + a2 /az2 +
w2/c2)p = 0 (52-a)a.
Now assume that the p can be expressed as a product o:fa
three :functions which each depend upon a single variable,
1. e., that
Pa = R(r)Z(z) @ (a)
Substitution in equation (34-a) gives.
Dividing by RZ (J) gives
(53-a)
(54-a)
l/R • a2R/ar2 + l/R r • aR/ar + ~,I/r~. a2 tlJ/ae2 =
_ l/Z • a2z/az2 _ 4'][2/A2 = 4'][2/A; _ 4'][2/A2 (55-a.)
,/The lef't-hand member of this equation depends yIl
r and e only while the middle member depends only upon-z.
Since r, z and g are all independent variables, it follows
that the right-hand member must be equal to a constant.
The constant terms combined with the terms depending only
upon z give the expression
47.4
The solution of' this equation is
-i21rz/A
Z = (Const) e - Z
(56-a)
(57-a)
Separating the terms depending upon e f'rom the terms de-
"pending upon'r in equation, (55-a) gives
r2/R • a2R/ar2 + r/R • 3R/ar + (4'J(2/A2_41t2/A2)r2 =
Z
(58-a)
An argument similar to that given above shows that ne
must be constant.
The equation in e alone is
a2(jJ) /ae2 + n~ ~ =" e
of' which the solution is
-i11ee(fj) = (Const) e
Nowdef'ine A by the equationne,nr
(59-a)
(SO-a)
l/A~ ~.n _ 1/A2e r z Z
(Sl-a)
where A is written f'or the symbol previously callednenrnz
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A. The left-hand side or equation (58-a) can be written as
This is a form of Bessel's Equation which is solved
by Bessel's and Neuman functions, i.e.,
R = (Const) In (21Ir/A ) + (Canst) N (21tr/A ) (63-a.)_ e ne~ ne ne~r
In this solution, ne is restricted to integral values.
Combining equations (57-a), (60-a) and (63-a) with
trignometric runction substituted for the exponentials gives
(64-a)
Where either or both terms in the individual brack-
ets can be used. It remains to fit this equation to the
particular conditions of a circular cylinder with flat ends
normal to the cylinder axis. This is done by considering
the requirements on the pressure equation at the cylinder
boundarie B •
From equation (58-a) the amplitude va of the
particle velocity is
v --a (65-a)
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It £ollows that the velocity amplitude in a certain direc-
tion is proportional to the gradient o£ the excess pressure
amplitude along the same direction. Thus at a £ixed "point,
the radial velocity will be proportional to the gradient of
the excess pressure amplitude along the radius. This rela-
tion will be used in fitting the expression for excess pres-
sure to the boundary coOO1 tiona.
Geometrically the cylinder radius identified with
any value o£ e is the same as that corresponding to e with
the addition o£ an integral number o£ complete revolutions.
For this reason, ne must be restricted to integral values
i£ the physical requirement that p be a single valueda
function o£ position is fulfilled.
When ne is taken as zero there will be variation
of p wi th angle which corresponds to a symmetrical pressurea
distribution. Within ne = I there will be a plane through
diameter over which no pressure variation exists. Such a
plane is calle"d ~ !!!~~~~ E-~~~. In general there will
be a number of azimuthal nodes equal to the value of ne-
At the bottom (z = 0) and top (z = h) o£ the
cylinder the pressure gradient in the z direction must be
zero, i.e.,
= 0 • z = 0,
= 0 • z = h, (66-a)
4,7
The first requirement is fulfilled if the sine term is
chosen. The second condition is satisfied if
where nz is restricted to integral values. The wave-
length AZ associated with axial waves is thus
substituting this result in the part of equation
(64-a) which is
Thus
dependent upon z gives
P =!-------Jcos 11D. z/ha t z.
if n is zero there will bez
(69-a)
no variation in
pressure in an axial direction and the wave problem reduces
to one of two dimensions. With n = 1 there will be az
single nodal plane normal to the cylinder axis at h/2. The
number of axial nodes will be equal to the value of' n. At
z
the circular walls of the cylinder the radial pressure
gradient must be zero. Differentiating equation (64-a.)
with respect to r gives
(70-a)
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The slope of' the Neumanfunction becomes inf'ini te as the
argument approaches zero. Since an inf'inite pressure
gradient is impossible, the Neumanfunction is excluded and
the radial boundary condition becomes at a, the radius of
the cylinder wall
(71-a)
In this equation nr is used to designate the ordinal
number of the root considered. Whennr = 0, no radial node
exis ts. For nr = 1 there is one nodal cylinder and in
general the val ue of nr is equal to the number of' radial
nodes/~~ ~~ ~~~/-vt-/?'t8'?O)
A table of values of the argument which solves
equation (7l-a) is given in Table I-a for different numbers
of radial and diametrical nodes.
NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES
0 1 2
fHr-i 0 aoo = 0 aol = 3.832 ao2 = 7.016oed,.q0'l
M ~ CD
1 1.~41 5.332 8.536CD~'d alo = all = a12 =
~~.~
2 a20 - 3.05 a2l = 6.75 a22 = 10.00z<
For the calculation of frequencies it is convenient to tabu-
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late Pn n dei'ined as the ratio of An n .to the cylinder. 6 r e r
radius, a, 1.e.
NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES
0 1 2
0 Poo = 00 ~ol = 1.641 ~o2 - 0.895tHr-Iom
.QUJ
H +> CD 1 ~lo = 3.41 . Pll = 1.18 ~12 - 0.'736Q)~'dpao
~~~ 2: P20 = 2.06 P21 = 0.931 P22.= 0.628 ('72-a)~<
It remains to develop the relationship between frequency,
sound velocity and cylinder dimensions. From equation (61-a)
l/A~ n n = l/A~ n + l/A2: (73-a)
8rz er z
Substituting from equations (68-a) and (72-e) gives
(74-a)
Placing equation. (74-a) in non-dimensional form gives
(75-a)
The frequency corresponding to a certain nodal con-
figuration in a cylinder with a certain ratio of radius to
height can be calculated from the equation
a (76-s:)
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For convenience the subscripts will be dropped from the symbols
V aild'.Awhen they are us ed in the various :formulae. It will
always be understood that the values of v and A depend upon
conditions in a manner given by equation (76-a). Values or
can be taken from the curves and tables.
a
specially prepared for this purpose and given in the body of
this report.
Sllmmarizing the various points discussed above
..leads to' an expression for the instantaneous eXCess pressure
in a circu1ar cylinder with flat ends.
p=z.. p nnJ (2'ltI'/A n>.cos(nz7tzjh>.cos(nee+nenrnz ne r z ne ne r .
Where
cp) .sin(21tvt + e) (77-a)
cp = phase angles associated with azimuth
e = phase angles associated with time.
This expression takes into account all the allowed :fre-
quencies and modes of vlbratl~n possible in ,an elastic
medium enclosed by a circular cylinder with flat ends normal
to the cylinder axis.
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A.PPENDIX C- - -,- - - ~
RELATION BE'rlNEEN PRESSURE WAVE AMPLITUDE AND ENERGY DENSITY
.._-------~---------~---~--------------------~--------~----~-
In Appendix A it is shown that the energy associated
with a pressure wave system o£ a single frequency is
w = l/aPoJjj ,,2. (x"y,z,) dx dy d~ (78-a)
In Appendix B the expression for excess pressure in a cir-
cular cylinder with flat ends is given as equation (77-a).
For calculation of energies only the space dependent part
of each term is required. Thus for each component
W = ~~~e~l:~~)r/ a=lJ e= 21tj z/h=l
llenrnz. "( Po
000
J~ [a (ria).]cos1n",eJCdk'(nz1tZ/h)rdrdedZe nenr '0'
(79-a)
Integration of the term dependent upon the radius r gives
o
Substituting the limits
(80-a)
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-In -1(an n ) In + 1(a ) ]nne e. r e e r
The term depending upon azimuth is
Similarly
. (81-81)
(82-a)
= h if' n ='0z
J z/h=l 2cos (n 11:zo
Thus
z/h)dz = h/2 if' nz f 0
If' ei ther De or nz:.is zero the energy will be
twice that given by equation (83-a). If'both De and nz
(83-a)
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are zero the energy will be £our times tha~ given by
equation (83-a).
Taking into account that ~a2h is just the total
volume o£ the cylinder equation (83-a) can be written
Mnen nr z
E_ nen n- r_z _
102.
f,J- nenrn z.--- --- ...---.
()PO (84-a)
- Jn~ (ane~_) J +1 (a )]e r ng nenr
Where E is the average energy density associatednen n. r z.
with the particular ~requency considered.
Table II gives values of the ratio M ~ornenrnz
a number of the lowe~t frequency terms.
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A P PEN D I X D- ~ - - - - - - -
PRESSURE WAVES DUE TO AN ARBITRARY InITIAL DISTURBANCE------------------------~---------~-------------------
The problem of determining deta!.Is of an 1nitial
disturbance from pressure records has been discussed in the
text. Experience has shown that it is more practical to
work from assumed excitations and calculate the resulting
wave system than to attempt analysis in the other direc-
tion. Thus the waves at a given location due to a series
of different excitations can be calculated and the proper
type of excitation to fit a given case selected by com-
parison with the actual pressure records.
As a reasonable approximation, it is assumed
that the initial disturbance can be represented as a region
of constant excess pressure, Po' with the boundaries rl
and a~ -el and el, 0 and zl. Starting with these data~
the analytical procedure 1s intended to determine magni-
tudes of the pressure amplitude coefficients, pn n n ~e r z
in equation (77-a) for the given case.
Both sides of equation (77-a) are multiplied
by the trancendental functions of the right hand side
and integration is carried out over the entire cylinder
volume for t = O. At t = 0 the excess pressure is zero
everywhere except in the region of the initial disturbance~
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so the limits of the left hand integral are just the dis-
turbance boundaries. The resulting equation is
(85-a)
The integral in the denominator has already been
considered in the discussion of energy density in Appendix
C and expressed as the ratio M . If this ratio is
n~ n •t:r-r z
used, equation (85-a) becomes~
.-.. --.-.- .
. P-,-,-. = :o:';;::'"~~i:v'1.~:.(l~f.. a1l1r:;~:i~lli~(tlatkk~J)7" <enonr)c(1S(1tz7rz/hY;d. Jrod~'(86-Sl.).. ' nonr,.z1Yl nonrnz .. oAl~;: .. -.'..~_' __:_. . _ ,.__ r~~.~.-=-_~~ ~:>:~_:_ _.~~-;>. >-.~
\¥here V is the total cylinder volume.
The integrals involving z and e can be written
down immediately, but the Bessel's Function integral is
more diffi cuIt to evaluate. Now introduce a new variable, p,
as defined below
p = an n n (ria)
e r z.
so that
Making this substi tution in the integral on r
(87-a)
(88-a)
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(Se-a)
In (IJ) p dpe
The phase angle of the azimuthal integral depends
upon an arbitrary selection of the reference axis and is un-
important for the integration, so that the azimuth integral
becomes
(90-a)
Similarly the integral in z is
z /h
~ l cos (nz~z/h)dz = (h/nz~)sin (nz~ ~/h)
o
Now define A, R and Z by equations (92-a), (93-a) and
(94-a), where
(9l-a)
A=
sin (nge)----------------ne (92-a)
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(93-a)
. s1n(nz:rzl!h
Z = ------------------n
z".
(94-a)
Remembering that V = ~2h, substituting A, R and
Z, and taking the time phase.angle as zero since only
magni tudes are being considered, equation (86-a) can be
written
(95-a)
Special cases arise When no nodes exist in one
or more o£ the coordinates.
ne n nr z,
These are listed below.
-------------------------------------------------------------
0 nr nz, .2/~ (6/'Jt R Z.) (96-&)
ne nr 0 4/11:M (A. R ZJ./h) (97-a)ne 0 0
2/1IM (ey'1t 2 2 Z.) (98-&)0 O. nz (1 - rl/a )
0 n 0 2/M (e(1t R ~/h) (99-a.). r
---------------------~---------------------------------------
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In practice the initial disturbance of detonation
takes place adjacent to one wall of the cylinder and the
wave pattern therefore tends to be unsymmetrical. This
means that radial nodes wi 11 not usually occur and the
case represented by equation (97-a) is the most generally
7~useful. Figure .:::p::r'of the text shows the variation of
the integral, R, as "the radial extent of the initial
disturbance varies. The effect of chang,ing the azimuthal
spread is evidently sinusoidal. The amplitude ratio in-
creases directly with the axial extent of the excitation.
The simple cases of'one and t\\O azimuthal nodes are illus-
77 7itrated in figures.::taand ~ of the text.
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APPENDIX E- - - - - - - - -
DESIGN OF ELECTROMAG1TETIC SYSTEMS FOR RATE----------~------------------------~------
OF ClliU~GEOF PRESSURE INDICATORS
Diaphragm motions can be converted into electrical
voltages by means of an electromagnetic generator. Three
general types of generators can be adapted to meet the
rigid requirements of size and ruggedness necessary for
an instrument to operate in the internal combustion engine.
Each type must include a source of magneto-
motive force which establishes flux across an air gap. A
coil of wire is so positioned that a change in air gap
causes a change in the flux linkages so that a voltage
proportional to the rate of linkages is generated. This
coil may be rigidly attached to the diaphragm as in the
type described below as the moving coil or the coil may
be stationary as in the generators designated below as
inductor types. Three possible generator types are con-
sidered below with respect to their suitability for en-
gine indicators. The basis of comparison will be the
voltage output produced by a given diaphragm velocity.
A. MOVING COIL GENERATOR- ---------------------
The essentials of this generator type are shown
p490
in figure A-3.
Let
rd = radius of the diaphragm taken as the radius
o~ the outer air gap sur~ace.
rc = radius of inner core of the air gap.
L = ef'rectivewidth of'the air gap (somewhat
greater than the physical gap length).
~ = total ef:fective :fluxin air gap.
B = ~lux density at illi~ersurf'aceof the air
gap.
N = number o~ turns in the generating coil.
6X = motion o~ diaphragm in a time interval Lit.
F = magneto-motive f'orceapplied across the
air gap.
= r /rd c
The number o~ ~lux lines per unit length of'the
air gap is <p/L.
In a motion Ax the N turns of wire will cut
N<p..ax/L
lines of f'lux. If'this motion takes place in time ~t
the generated voltage will be
e = -(N<p/L)(dx/dt) x 10-8
for the limit of small motions.
(IOO-a)
(lOl-a)
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.In terms of flux density e~ation (IOI-a) becomes
e = -21CNBrc (dx/dt x 10-8 = -(2'ltK<ilp)NB (dx/dt) x 10-8 (102-a)
2) 2!!~~~!~!~~_~f_~!~_~~~~!!l
The air gap reluctance is
(103-a)
In the case of values of (rd/rc)which are near unity the
linear term of the logarithmic e~ansion will give suffi-
cient accuracy so that equation (102-a) becomes
(104-a)
It is reasonable to adjust the effective gap width to such a
value that the flux density at the gap surface is eqaal to
the flux ~ensity in the core, i.e.
2
rc = 2rcL
The gap reluctance becomes
R = -;p (p - l)!1Ird
and the flux density is
B = F PAP - l)rd
(105-a)
(106-a)
( 107-8:.)
(108-a)
In practice about 75 per cent of the gap volume
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can be filled wi th generating turns. The vlinding cross
section for a band of length L is
(109-a)Aw = .75 rd (p - 1) L/p
If the external diameter of the wire is d, the number of'
turns is
N=
(.75)rd (p - 1)-------~----~--~----
d2p
L (llO-a)
or using the assumption of equation (105-a)
. 2
3(p - 1) rd
N = (Ill-a)
Using the various relations derived above the
expression for generated voltage becomes
(112-a)dx/dt x 10-8e = - g~~~-~ (rd/d)2
p
e = _ ~:~~_~~_:_~2_r~/d2 B dx/dt x 10-8 (113-a)
p
B. CYLINDRICAL SHELL INDUCTOR TYPE GENERATOR- -------------~---------------------------
A second type of generator uses a cylindrical
shell of wAgnetic material to shift flux from one side to
the other of a stationary coil. The magnetic elements of
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such a generator are Shown in ~igure A-4.
Let
A = width of overlap of inductor shell on either
side o~ winding.
The flux per unit width of'air gap is
<p/2A
A motion6x will cause an amount of flux cp t1X/2Ato be
(114-a)
moved from one side of the winding to the other so that
the generated voltage corresponding to a velocity ~x/4t
becomes in the limit
e = - N(cp/2) (l/A) (dx/dt) x 10-8
In terms of flux density this voltage is
(115-a.)
(116-a)
As a reasonable assumption the air gaps inside and
outside the shell inductor can be taken as
The reluctance of the inner gap is
R. = (p - 1)/25 (2x)(2A)
]. .
The corre~ponding reluctance ~or the outer gap is
RO = (p - 1)/p(~)(200)
(117-a)
(118-a)
(119-a)
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where the assumption has been made that the width of the
winding is equal to the sum of the inductor overlaps on
both ends. The total gap reluctance is
R = I~~-~-P---E~2~-!-] (120-a)
Using this value of reluctance the flux density on the in-
ductor overlap area is
(12l-a)
In order to keep the flux density at the gap sur-
face equal to that in the core
(122-a)
If the flu.x is to be equally divided between the two ends
of the coil the core area inside the winding for constant
flux density will be
Jr = 0.707 rc c
The winding depth will thus be
(l - .707) r = 0.293 rc c
Taking the winding width as rc/2 in accord with the
assumption already made, the'number of turns becomes
N = (.586/4p2) (r~/d2)
(123-a)
(124-a)
(125-a)
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Substituting the values of N and ~ gives
In terms of flux density the generated voltage is
(127-a)
c. FLAT DIAPHRAGM INDUCTOR TYPE GENERATOR
1) An inductor type generator can be made to use
the variations in reluctance between a pole piece and a
flat diaphragm for generating voltage in a stationary coil.
This type of instrument is similar to the ordinary diaphragm
type telephone receiver. The essential elements of the
telephone type generator are shown in Fig. A-5.
The reluctance of the air gap will be inversely
proportional to the length 6, i.e., ~ae 1/6. If the actual
length 6 differs from the equilibrium value by an effective
distance AXe 1 the flux is
(128-a)
(129-a)
where ~O is the flux for.axe = O.
If the deflectionAxe is always a small .fraction
of 60 the flux can be wri tten as
~x = ~O + CPo aXe/60
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so that 6cp, the change in f'luxcorresponding toAx ise
(130-a)
The generated voltage if'~x occurs in a time ~t becomese
in the limit
dx /dt x 10-8e . (131-a)
In terms of'flux density equation (131-a) is
2
N BO '.It rde 8
e = - ----------- (dxe/dt) x 10-
6QP2
(132-a)
where rd is taken as the effective radius of the core Which
will be greater than the actual core radius by about the
gap length 60•
2) 2~~~!~!!~~_2f_E!~_~~~!~
The gap reluctance for.ox = 0 is'
He = 6011C (r c + 60)2;
Or in terms of rd
RO = l/q'JIrd(l/p + 1/q)2
Be = Fq/rd
(133-a)
(134-a)
(136-a)
The eff'ective change in gap length differs from
the deflection at the diaphragm center because of the
curvature of the diaphragm. This deflection curve for the
case of ~mmetrical deflections without radial nodes is
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Shown in Fig. A-6.
The method of attack will be to calculate the
change in reluctance for each annular ring and find the
integrated effect by considering all the reluctances of
all the rings in parallel. Consider the diaphragm radius
rd to be unity for purposes of the derivation.
Using the plot of Fig. A-7, the reluctance in
terms of the central diaphragm deflection is
where KA x corresponds to ~x of equation (l30-a). Thee
flux will be
cP = F/RO(l - ~ x/BO)
= F/RO + (F/Rol(KAx/Bol
and
so that equation (l3l-a) becomes
or
(137-a)
(138-a)
(139-a)
(140-a)
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The generating coil should be wound on the pole
piece as near the air gap as possible in order that the f'lux
shif'tedfrom the gap by reluctance changes can cut the
maxtmum number of turns. Taking the length of the winding
as equal to its depth, the number of turns will be
(14l-a)
The factor of 0.9 is introduced to take care of clearances
and insulation.
4) ~~~~£~~~~_~2~~~~~
Introducing the expression for the number of
turns, the generated voltage becomes
c.
e = - 2.83 (rVd2) [(p - 1)2q2jp4) F K (dxjdt)
e ::;- 2.83 (BrVd2) 0P-1)2qjp4] K dxjdt x 10-8
COMPARISON OF THREE GENERATOR TYPES-------~--------------~-~~------~--
x 10-8 (142-a)
(143-a)
1) Q~~E~!~~~_~f_M~!!~s_2~~!_~~~~E!~2E_~~~_~2!!~~
Shell Generator---------------
In practice, a lower limit to the ratio between
outer and inner radii of the air gap ,isfixed by the
mechanical requirements of a substantial thickness for the
shell or coil form. In a reasonable design for engine
work~ the radius rd will be about 7/16 inch while the space
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between the core and the outer shell can be about .035
inches. This gives 1.2 as the value of the ratio p.
On the basis of equal magnetizing forces the
ratio between the output voltage from the shell inductor
type and the moving coil type for equal velocities is
eshell (/ )-e------ = 46 2.36 (p/(p - 1)(2p + 1) = 34m.c. _ . (144-a)
On the basis of'equal flux densities the corresponding
ratio is
-e shell- ....--------em.c. = .92/2.36 (l/(p - 1) ~ 2 (145-a)
2) 2~~E~~~~~_2f_!?!~E~~~_!~~~~:!?~E_!lE~_!~~~
~~~!!_!~~~~:!?~E_!lE~
Reference to Fig. A-7 shows that the effective
reluctance change decreases rapidly as the core radius
becomes larger wi th respect to the diaphragm radius. vVith
the core radius 40 per cent o~ the diaphragm radius the
e~fective reluctance change is 80 per cent of the change
~or the same motion of a f'latpiston. Taking this as a
reasonable working value the ratio Pd becomes 2.5. The
ratio q, of equilibrium gap length to diaphragm radius
will be left as a parameter.
The ratio of generated voltage from the dia-
phragm inductor type to the generated voltage f'romthe
.50.2
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shell type ~or equal magnetizing ~orces and velocities.fPd-lj2 22.83 --4---- q K
Pd
46 1------------------
P (p -1)(2p +1)s s s
(146-a)
where subscripts d and s refer to diaphragm and shell
inductor units, respectively.
On the basis o£ equal £lux densities the corre-
t
sponding ratio is
= O 2 4]2.83 (Pd-1) Ipd q K----- -----------------
3.92 (lip )s
(147-a)"
ed----= .24 qes (148-a)
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APPENDIX F- .. - - .... - -
gOMPARISOB OF INDICATOR TYPES ON BASIS O~---------- -- --------- ----- -- ----- --
NATURAL FR~UENCY OF MOVING SYST:FM-----~- --------- -- ~-~-~--~----
Moving coil and she~l inductor type generators
require the attaohment of parts to the diaphragm whose
combined mass is of the same order of magnitude as the
effective mass of the diaphragm itself. This added mass
will have a considerable effect on the natural frequency
of the moving system. The discussion below Qutlines a
quantitative study of the reduotion in natural frequency
due to generator parts.
Fig. A-a shows the essential features of the
physioal problem.
Let
p = rd/rO
s = r /rd 1
u : r /r
d 2
T - r Ih- d
1) Y2!~!! 2! ~~!!!!!!!ll!B !~!!!!: ~~
(149-a)
(150-a)
(151-a)
(152-a)
The actual clearances are small oompared to
the radial distanoe between the inner and outer gap surfaces
so the shell cross section can be written as
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(153-8)
Under the assumption of a coil width equal to
r.e/2 and a :flux density at the gap surface equal to the nux
density in the oore, the total axial length of the shell
will be r , and the shell volume will be
Q
(l54-a)
For the moving coil generator, the axial length
of the coil form will be about 30% over the coil length
r /2. The corresponding volume iso
. 323V = 0.65 ~ rd(p - l)/psmo . (155-a)
Assumption of a cone angle of 45° gives an
axial cone length of
(:E56-a)
The cone surfaoe area will be
(157-a)
If the conical section has the same thickness as the straight
oylinder attachmEnt to the diaphragm the cone volume is
approximately
(158-8 )
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3) Volume of Cylindrioal Section---~---~ ---~--~--~~---~~--
Taking the distanoe from the diaphragm to
the shell as rd, the length of the cylindrical section is
The oross seotion of this section will be
2 (2 s2/s2 2)AOl • $era U - --U
The corresponding volume becomes
r 3 3 21 2 2
Vel = cerd/s UJ (u -S ) (s-11
4) Mass of Attached Parts
(159-a)
(160-a)
(161-a)
{163-a.}
(162-a)
The mass of each oomponent part can be found
by use of the proper density. In the shell inductor type
generator the sheel itself will be of magnetio material
having a density equal to that of the diaphragmmaterial.
In the moving coil type generator, the shell will probably
be of aluminum with a copper winding. It follows that the
shell mass must be computed separately for the two cases,
i.e.
me =: Ps Gr~ (p2.1)/p3]
msmo = Pmcf.65U: (p2 - l)/p3 ]
The conical and cylindrical sections will have the same
density as the shell.in the inductor type so the corre-
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sponding mass becomes
mcc [~------------ 22]+ (u -s ) (s-l)-------------
u
(1M-a)
5) Effeot of Attached Parts on Natural-------- ----- -- --~~---
The undamped D.B. tural frequency of a:ll.at
diaphragm is
Where k and m are the effective elastic constant and masse
respectively. The,mass is increased by the addition of
ma due to attached parts but the elastic constant remains
unchanged, the ratio of the flat diaphragm frequency to
the new frequency is
(165-a)
Using the expression of Appendix H for the
equivalent mass
(166-a)
For the shell inductor type of generator, the
density of the attached parts will be approximately equal
to the diaphragm density so the frequency ratio becomes
iif~a=-1i+v/ .614 [(p2-1)/p3+1/s3ul.l'2(S2_1) (u-s )u+(u2-s2)(S_1) ~
(167-a:.)
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~= 1.1+v/.614 (Pmc/P [.65(p2_1)/p3+-.'2(S2_1) (U_S)/S3,jr(U2_S~ (S-ljs~
(168-a)
where a mass equal to 10% of diaphragm mass is allowed for
the screw fastening the ooil shell to the steel post.
For a praotical engine indicator, the following
values are reasonaple for the various ratiOs
p = 1.27; s = 2.30; u = 2.60
In a moving ooil indicator the coil form will
usually be of aluminumwoundwith oopper. Allowing 25%
of the total volume for copper, the effective density will
be about 4 gms/om2• With a.steel diaphragm;4mc/"Dis about
0.5.
Substitution of the ratios gives for equation
= II "1 + O.6l2v (169-8)
The corresponding resul t from equation (168-a) is
(n In) = 1/ Yl.l + O.380va-nmo (170-a)
These two ratios are plotted as functions of v
in figure 80 of the text.
_:f_
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APPENDIX G
~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - -
DEFLECTION OF CIRCULAR DIAPHRAGM UNDER UNIFORM PRESSURE---------- -- -~------ --------- -~--- --~----~-----~--
(References: "The Mathematical Theory of Elastioity -
Love; "Partial Differential Equations
of Mathematical Physics"- Webster)
In the theory of elasticity it is shown that
pressure P and normal displacement t, for a thin diaphragm
must fulfill the equation
q
\15 ~=
where
Ii =
E h3-i2-(-i-:-~)- (172-8 )
.hh =
E =
0- --
diaphragm thickness
Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
For the case of a thin diaphragm clamped at the
edge, the deflection and slope must vanish at the boundary.
For a circular diaphragm it is necessary to use cylindrical
coordinates in which the operator V 2 beoomes
t, ~JV2 = l/r [alar (r alar) + alae (lfr a/ae)+a/a~ (r ala,!)
-(173-a)
From symmetry there is no variation in z with e.
= PiN 174-8.
176-a
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Inaddi tion the variation of' displacement with z is
negligible and equation (171-a) becomes
( If-r,)a/ar (r (a/ar) [l/r (a/ar) r (a/ar il)
It is found that 1?heequation
't, 2 2 22/'_ I ..(1 - 0 ) (a - r );~- 3 16 -~~-~~--i-h3------~--P 175-a
is a solution of (17~-a) and fu1f'i11s the boundary con-
ditions. The deflection at the center of' the disk becomes
~ (I-_02)a4~ = 3/16 -------3----- PEh
For a given diaphragm this expression has the f'orm
7~
~ = K P 177-a
•In the .case of' a steel diaphragm
. (1 - 02) . 1 -143/16---~E----- = 8 x 0 c.g.s. units 178-a
With a diaphragm 0.5 inch (1.27 cm.) in diameter the con-
stant K varies with thickness as shownin f'igure 81 of'
the text.
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APPENDIX H
NATURAL FREQUENCY OF CIRCULAR DIAPHRAGMS------- ------~-- -- -------- ----------
(Ref'erences: ~ HElectrical- Vibration Instruments -
"A. E. Kennelly. IIVibrationand Sound"-
Morse)
Free vibrations of a diaphragm are studied by
equating the elastic f'orces to the inertia reaction of
the diaphragm per unit area. Replacing the pressure term
in equation (169-a) by an inertia reaction term gives
179-a
or
180-a
Let
Substitution in equation (ISO-a) gives
( ~4 _ :~~:_:_~~;_~:~~~)
Eh
Placing
Z = 0
l81-a
182-a
= 12(1 - a2)p4~~~---------2-------Eh 183-a
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equation (18~-a) can be written
184-a
Thus'Z can be a solution of the expression
inside either of the brackets. The general solution will
be a linear combination of."both expressions. Using polar
coordinates the second parenthesis becomes
l/r • a(r az/ar}/ar +- l/r • a(l/r az/a~e + ~ Z = 0
.185-a
where the variation of deflection with Z is neglected.
Placing
Z = R (r)@ (e)
equation' (185-a) becomes
l86-a
187-a
Equation (187-a) separates into
and
188-a
189-a
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Equation (188-a) "hBBsolutions of the form
e = (canst) cos (n Q + a)
9
(190-a)
This re.Bult requires that ng have only integral
values in order for the function to be si,ngle valued.
The solution of equation .(18S-a) bas the form
R = (const) InQ
(g r) + (const)n (g r)n 19l-a
Since the solution must remain finite at the
center of' the diaphragm the Neumanfunction must be
eliminated.
An argument similar to that outlined above applies
to the first parenthesis ot: equation (184-a) if g isn
replaced by ign• The required solu tiona are lmownas
~lE~~~~!~~_~~~~~!_~2~!~~~defined as
In (g r ) = i-ng J (ig r)Q n ng n 192-a
The complete solu tion of equation (18~-a) be-
comes
cos (2~t + e) 193-a
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For a diaphragm clamped at the edge, ~ = 0
and a~/ar = 0 at r = a. The first condition requires
that
194-a
Differentiating e~ation (193-a) gives
a~ar = (const) [ J.f e-ng(~a)] /dr + A • df!ng(gnail/dr}
195-a
so that
A - - 196-a
Combining the expressions for A
197-a
In practice the most important case is that in
which the diaphragm vibrates without radial or diametrical
nodes. Mathematically this corresponds to maldng ng = O.
Ecp.a tion (197-a) becomes
This equation has a root
g a = 3.196n
and
,198-a
199-a
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A - - 200-a
The natural frequency corresponding to this modeof vi-
bration can be frond by solving equation (183-a) for nn
201-a
The table below shows a number of additional
values of gna which satisfy equation (197-a)
NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES
Number of
Diametrical
lbdes
o 1 2
0 ~a
= 3.196 ~a = 6.306 gna = 9.425
1 ~a = 4.60 ~a = 7.80 ~a = 10.96
2 ~a = 5.90 ~a = 9.40 ~a = 12.60
,
204-a
The next frequencies higher than tha t for
g a = 3.196 aren
~ (4.60)2n 2.1 202-a---10- = =V~n ---_.._--~..(3.196)00
and
~
Jl
(6.306}2nOl 3.91 203-a....---- - -T:r::r9Sj2- -
'V~oo
Thus the higher modes o£ vibration £or a diaphragm have
:frequencies well separated from the lowest mode.
For a steel diaphragm vibrating in the :Cirst.
symmetrical mode, ecp.ation (201-a) becomes
~ = 2.52 x 106 h/a2
where h and a are in cm•.
Or
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205-a
if' h and a are in inches.
The relationship between natural frequency and
thickness for practical indicator diaphragms is given
in f'igure 82 of the text.
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APPENDIX I------- ..
~Q!!Q~_Q~_~_Q!~2~~_P!~~~~~_9~~~P_4~_~~_~Q~~!_~~
TO SIMPLE HA.IMONIC MOTION APPLIED TO THE BOUJIDARY-----~----~--------------------------~-----------
A. DIAPHRAGM THEORY-...... -------------
For the caseo:f a diaphragm in an electrical
pickup unit sensitive to relative motion between the edges
and center o:f the diaphragm, interest is primarily in
wmre
1) = ~O - ~a 206-a
~a = forced motion applied at the edge .ot: the
diaphragm.
~O = motion at the center of'the diaphragm..
The di:ff'erential equation of' the diaphragm motion is
20'7-a
For th.e case o:f symmetrical de:flections wi th
no radial nodes, the solution .for ~ will have the form
208-a
vhere
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~(r) ,'= ,amplitude of vibration which depends only
upon r
= 2~ ..r
= frequency, of the forcing motion.
Substtitu'tion in equation (207-a) gives
( 2)4 12 (1- a) 2 _~ - -----2------e oor ~ - 0En 209-a
For convenience in studying the ef'f'ect of' :frequency on
the motion let
A = (a) leAl =1; IJ
t' £ n f n
and
. By comparison with equation (183-a)
Equation (209-a) becomes
L
.,a tt
('9'2 - ll~i)(V2 '+ pg~) ~ = 0
210-a
211-a
212-a
213-a
This equation has the same form of solution as
equation (184-a) for symnetrical diaphragm displacements,
i.e.,
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2l4-a
Including the term depending upon time
Treatment of' the problem is sinplf'ied by using
~I
the ratio ria in the argument and placing g a = 3.196 = 0'., ~
n ~~~M I . I f~'
(...v-(....!.{ ..t..~./" ' ~
~.r.V' V :~.
?;;= 0 [Jo (a n.r/a) 'f- Al.o (a ~ .•r/aJ eiCllrt 215-a
Assuming simple harmonic motion of' f'requency
~
.#1' f'or the edge s of' the di aphragm
2;: = 2;: eiU>.ft
a am 216-a
The general expression f'or relative motion be-
tween the edge and points. on the diaphragm .
T) = - {?;;am- 0 [Jo( a ~.r/a +' AlO (a V; .r/ail) eiCll.rt
2l7-a
At the bourrlary of' the diaphragm
dT}/ar = 0 at r = a
T} = 0 at r = a
Applying condition (2l8-a)
218-a
219:'a
220-a
aTJ/ar = -0 [-a fiJ1 (a Vi.r/a) + Aa 1f, I1 (GC. ..[p .r/a)]a. a.-
gives
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Using condition (219-a)
_ i;:am II (&. -fi)
C - -J~-(fi-~;)i~(~-;Fp)-~-J~(~-~)i~(~-~)-
221-a
222-a
So tl:at finally the e;q;>ression f'or relative
motion becomes
1l/i;: = - [1 _ :~(~1~~~~~~~%~~~~(~~':~a}] eioo£t
am Jo(a ~)IC1(a yp)+ Jl(a Y{i)Io(a ~ll
223-a
For tre case of' r = O. J
~ /i;: = - [1 - -----!~i~-!]1-~-~-1g-iil-----__---- eioo£t
a am JO(a ~) II(a yfj) + JI(a -yj)Io(a ~)
- -
224-a
A plot of' 1lam/~amvs. ~ f'rom equation (221-a)
is given in figure 83 of' the text and identif'led as
" ,1the exact theory curve.
B. EQUIVALENT SYSTEM THEORY------~--~-~------------
An actual diaphragm can be replaced- by an equl-
valent system consisting of' a concentrated mass; m ,e
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attached to the boundary by a spring of' equivalent constant:~,
k.
The equation ot: motion is
2 2
me d ~cldt T k (~O - ~a) = 0 225-a
To correspond with the previous work change the
variable to relative motion
~o = ~O - ~a 226-a
Then tire absolute motion or the equivalent mass becomes
227-a
it: the boundary is subjected to a simple hannonic motion
-&toP 2l0.1. J.. requency oof = ~f.
Substitution in the equation of motion gives
228-a
The solution of this equation is
229-a
so that the relation between the amplitude of relative
motion and the amplitude of :forcing motion is
This function is plotted as the
system" curve of f'~gure83.
230-a
II .equivalent
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APPENDIX J------- .. - -
MOTION OF A CIRCULAR DIAPHRAGM CLMIIPED AT THE BOUNDARY----------------~-------~-~--------~------------------UNDER A 8I MPLE HARMONIC FORCING PRESSURE--~---------~-----------------~---------
A. EXACT DIAPHRAGM TEEORY---------~------------
For the case in wb.icha diaphragm with fixed
and clamped edges is subjected to hni£ormly distributed
pressure varying so rapidly that inertia eff'ects must
be considered, the equation o£ motion becomes
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V4T) + hp/N • a2T)/ot2 = P/N 231-'a~
A-. r~ ~\A r;L.( ~""~"-1~
1) = relative motion between(\~r andVboundary.
-u.-J;:
Ii' the pressure is v'arytng sinusoidally wi th
time
Assuming a sinusoidal solution f'or diaphragm deflection
iUl t
T) = 1) (r) e f, and substituting in the equation of'
motion g1ves
where Mis to be determined.
Using the relation of' equation (209-a)
521
23~-a
The solution of' equation (231-a) must'satisfy
the condi ti ons for a clamped circular boundary in addi tion
to the differential relation. By reference to Appendix J
it is reasonable to assume a solution of the form for the'
dase of syimnetrica,l deflections.
T) = M[I1(a ij!)JO(a (p.r/a) + J1(a I,;')Io(a yp.r/a)
-11 (a -.i)JO(Q; Iii) - J1(a iii )10(a yP)] 235-&
The bracket obviously. becomes ~ero at r = a
while the reversal in sign produced by di1'1'erentiation of
one term rot not 01' the other 1'ulfills the slope condi-
tion.
APplying V4 to IO(a /p.r/a) and JO(a iii.r/a)
bas the effect of multiplying each of these functions by
~2~ so that subs:titution in equation (231-a) gives
M1l2~ [11 (a iP )Jo(a fi) + J1(a Iii )IO( a Yi il = Pn/N
236-a:.
so that
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The solution £or diaphragm de~lectlon is
(11 (alj! )JO(a~r/a) + J1 (a~ )IO(a~r/a) ~ .
I1 (a Yjl)Jo( aijl) - J1 (a1'P) IO( av'p}J
~ = (Pm!N~2~) -[i~(~~)-J~(~~)-~-J~(~fi)-i~(~~)~-eiWf~
238-a
.Placing r = 0 to determine the de~lectlon at the
center of'the d1aphre.gm ,
Il(a~) + Jl(a~~) -
o [I1(a"ip) Jo(aij!) + J1(a"iji)Io(a-tji)
239'-8.
At very low ~requencies the deflection will be
equal to that f'ora constant pressure as given by equa-
tion (174-a)
240'-a
Using this relationship in equation (236,-a)
gives [ ]
'1')0= (Pma4/64N) 64/(~a)4 ~2 [j 241-a
~ =~. __~.: [~!:~~2_:_~!:~~2---------_jeiw~t
o JJ=~"~,,-;,)4 2 i(avl3) JO(a~) + Jl(a~)IO(an)
.' \~~C( ~
242'.o..a.
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C{ \-\tf...rUsing the value of ,-ii/' = 3.196 for symmetrical
P'
deflections gives
The ef:fect of varying :frequency on the diaphragm
can be expressed as
. TJcmI~~ = Q~~!~ [~~~~~~J~(~~~~~J~(c;.inI~(c;.~) - 1J
245-a
A series o:fvalues f'orthe bracket has already
been computed and plotted in f'igure 83.
Considering the diaphragm as an equivalent system
having one degree of freedom with equivalent mass me and
equivalent elastic constant k the equation of motion fore
the center of'the diaphragm is
Dividing through by me gives
d21')cldt2 + ke/me 1')0 = 'Jr.a.2/mePm aioof t
Substitution of
ioo t
110 = T)O.m e f-'G
247~.
24S':"a:-
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reduces the equation to
( -w~ + w~ ) TlQm = ('If.a2/me ) Pm 248-s:
Dividing by w2 = "'k 1m makes the :frequencynee
variable dimensionless, i.e.,
Tl = 'JI:a2pnlk (1 - ~2 ) 249~a-
Ome (4......0)
For very low :frequencies/the deflection is equal
to that for static conditions
"Om = ('If.a2/ke) Pm
~=O
Comparison of equation 247-a with equation l74-a.
gives the value of ke in terms of diaphragm constants
25I-a
Similarly the equivalent mass can be found in
terms of'the actual diaphragm mass by use of'equation l81-a
as
melm = 64/(~a}4 = 0.614 252-a.
(z'4-6 ..0) (21/7-a)
From equations/and {f:tj; e:ff'ecto:ffrequency on
diaphragm deflection can be expressed by
Tlan!TlOm = lAl _ ~2,
~=O
Figure 84 o:fthe text is a plot showing the-
variation of diaphragm motion amplitude with frequency. In
~this case the exa~ theory gives results identical with the
exact theory.
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APPENDIX K- - - - - - ~ ~ -
DIAPHRAGM SUBJECTED TO BOTH VIBRATION AND PRESSURE----------------~-~---~---~---~-------------------
The results of' Appendix I and Appendix J can
be combined directly since any sum or solutions or the
equation of motion will be a solution ot: the equation.
In practice the problem 'Wtll usually be that ot se-
parating the eff'ects of' v ibration from the eff'ects of
pressure on a re oord produced by an instrument s ensl tive
to both vibration and pressure. Since the pressure will
probab1y also far ce the vibration it wi 11 be usei'ul to
assume that the pressure and vibration have equal. fre-
quencies. The previous discussion has shown that tor
f'requencies well below the natural frequency of the
first symmetrical mode, the e quivalent theory wi 11 pro-
duce satisf'actory results.
Combining equations
1) - [-~~-~~-;::~~~- e-ill
(1 - ~ )
254-a
This e'qll:ation can be written as
11:a
2 [A2(1.63)ke ]~ = ------~- ~---2---- ~ e-16 +p e100ft
ke (1-{3 )1£a am m 265-a
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The ef'f'ect of' vibration can thus be treated as
if' a pressure, Pv' weres. ctlng where
-18e 256~
For a steel diaphragm.(}.5 inch in diameter and
-.0.060 inch thick e~atlon (263-a) is
2fi7~
where pressure is in dynes per square centimeter
and deflection is in centimeters. If' pressure is in
pounds per square inch and deflection is in inches,
equation (254-a) becomes
258-a
